“Existentialism was never so fun. Makes me wish I could die, too!”

— Cory Doctorow
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I'm going to write the best story ever. It's called - okay, I don't know what it's called. But I have a fantastic premise!

It's a world where everyone knows how they're going to die!
You can go into a doctor and he takes a blood test, and then his machine spits out a piece of paper that says "exploded" or "drowned" or "poisoned apple" and that's it. No dates, no details! And so people who are to die from drowning spend the rest of their lives avoiding swimming pools, but they end up drowning anyway. Part of the fun would be seeing how!

This story sounds pretty morbid, T-Rex!

Morbidly INTERESTING!

True!
I guess the only safe one would be if the paper said "old age". Nope, cause then you could be killed by an old guy! This machine delights in ironically vague deaths.

"Natural causes"?
Hit on the head by a falling koala bear!

It would also work on animals, but all the ones for cows would say "made into delicious cheeseburger".

Not that the cows could understand!
Friggin' cheeseburgers!
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Preface

This book, unlike most others, started its life as an offhand comment made by a bright green Tyrannosaurus rex. This particular dinosaur is the main character in Ryan North's "Dinosaur Comics," and just a few pages ago, you saw how excited he got about his story idea.

And he was far from alone! After Ryan published the comic in which T-Rex laid out his "machine of death" concept, readers immediately began to speculate about this machine and the world it might inhabit. So we posted an open call for submissions, inviting writers to take the idea and run with it however they liked. Now, a few years later, here are thirty of our favorite submitted stories, as well as four by us, that explore that premise. It turns out that T-Rex was right: it's a fantastic premise indeed.

Of course, some of the oldest stories in the world are about the dangers of knowing too much about the future, and a lot of these deal specifically with how people are going to die. (T-Rex would probably point out that he beat Shakespeare and the Greeks to the punch by at least 65 million years, but we're still waiting for the dated documentary evidence to back that up.)

But the funny thing is that these kinds of stories have a way of always being compelling. If we're honest, we'd all have to admit that we'd like to know at least some things about the future - no matter how often we say we don't want to. Yet none of us really have any say in the matter one way or another. We will never get to stand in front of an oracle or a blood-testing machine and have to choose between knowing and not knowing.

Perhaps that's why so many of these stories end badly for the characters who do want to know. We all want perfect knowledge of the future, but we can't have it, so we make up stories to convince ourselves that we shouldn't want it. Sour cosmic grapes. But don't think for a moment that this is a book full of stories about people meeting their ironic dooms. There is some of that, of course. But many more of the stories take the premise as an invitation to explore all kinds of different and surprising worlds. All told we received 675 submissions from writers on five continents, amateurs and professionals alike, ranging across adventure, horror, mystery, fantasy, sci-fi, humor—every existing genre and a few new ones as well.

You'd think that after the first 500 stories or so, we'd have seen it all. But right up until the very end of the reading period, we were still discovering gems—new insights, new characters, new worlds, new twists to the premise. As editors, our biggest challenge soon became picking stories that not only were all excellent (that was the easy part), but that also represented the true diversity of ideas and approaches that we received.

So sit back and take a moment to look over the table of contents. Start at the beginning or just pick the title that sounds most intriguing to you. Either way, there's no telling for sure exactly what you'll get. Prepare to have your tears jerked, your spine tingled, your funny bone tickled, your mind blown, your pulse quickened, or your heart warmed. Or better yet, simply prepare to be surprised. Because even when people do have perfect knowledge of the future, there's no telling exactly how things will turn out.

— Ryan North, Matthew Bennardo & David Malki!
Introduction

The machine had been invented a few years ago: a machine that could tell, from just a sample of your blood, how you were going to die. It didn't give you the date and it didn't give you specifics. It just spat out a sliver of paper upon which were printed, in careful block letters, the words "DROWNED" or "CANCER" or "OLD AGE" or "CHOKED ON A HANDFUL OF POPCORN." It let people know how they were going to die.

The problem with the machine is that nobody really knew how it worked, which wouldn't actually have been that much of a problem if the machine worked as well as we wished it would. But the machine was frustratingly vague in its predictions: dark, and seemingly delighting in the ambiguities of language. "OLD AGE," it had already turned out, could mean either dying of natural causes, or being shot by a bedridden man in a botched home invasion. The machine captured that old-world sense of irony in death: you can know how it's going to happen, but you'll still be surprised when it does.

The realization that we could now know how we were going to die had changed the world: people became at once less fearful and more afraid. There's no reason not to go skydiving if you know your sliver of paper says "BURIED ALIVE." But the realization that these predictions seemed to revel in turnabout and surprise put a damper on things. It made the predictions more sinister: yes, skydiving should be safe if you were going to be buried alive, but what if you landed in a gravel pit? What if you were buried alive not in dirt but in something else? And would being caught in a collapsing building count as being buried alive? For every possibility the machine closed, it seemed to open several more, with varying degrees of plausibility.

By that time, of course, the machine had been reverse-engineered and duplicated, its internal workings being rather simple to construct. And yes, we found out that its predictions weren't as straightforward as they seemed upon initial discovery at about the same time as everyone else did. We tested it before announcing it to the world, but testing took time—too much, since we had to wait for people to die. After four years had gone by and three people died as the machine predicted, we shipped it out the door. There were now machines in every doctor's office and in booths at the mall. You could pay someone or you could probably get it done for free, but the result was the same no matter what machine you went to. They were, at least, consistent.
I’M SO FREAKING EXCITED I CAN HARDLY STAND IT.

Tomorrow. Tomorrow is my birthday, the birthday. The birthday everybody waits and waits for and until you get there you just hate that all your old friends already got theirs and you’re the only one without it yet, and sometimes you think holy-freaking-eff, I’m never going to turn sixteen, but then you do.

At first I’m afraid I won’t be able to sleep. I turn off the light, but after lying in the dark for half an hour, I turn it back on. I look at the calendar hanging on the wall above my bed. I reach up, lift it off its nail with one hand and snuggle back under the covers, taking the calendar with me and running a finger over all the red Xs marked over all the days leading up to this one. It’s a little cold out, and the last thing in the universe I want to do is catch an effing cold the week of my birthday, so I snuggle down into the warmth of my flannel sheets even more. I know there’re going to be parties this weekend, and I’m going to want to go.

This is what I’ve been waiting for all these months. All these years, I guess, though before my friends started getting theirs, it didn’t seem like such a big deal. We were all No-Knows then.

Tomorrow, I’m finally going to feel like I belong.

Tomorrow, I’m going to find out how I die.

“Carolyn! Yo, grrl, wait up!”

At the sound of my name I turn around. It’s Patrice. I can see her bounding up across the commons toward me. Her super-long hair is braided today, and as she runs it whips around at the sides of her head like two angry red snakes with ribbons tied to their tails.

“Hey, Patrice,” I say, and clutch my books closer to my chest. I try to walk a little faster, thinking maybe she’ll get the hint. She doesn’t.

“Today’s the Big Day, huh?” she says.

I nod.

She turns her head away, bites her lip. “Lucky,” she says.

I shrug, speed up even more. It’s not my problem she’s one of the smartest kids in our class and they moved her up a grade, like, four years ago. It’s not my fault she’s going to be a No-Know for another whole year.

Out of the corner of my eye, I can see Brad Binder. He is so effing cool—a burner, they say. That’s hot, I think, and then I laugh to myself.

“What’s so funny?” asks Patrice. We’re at my locker, so I balance my books on my knee with one hand while I fumble my combo-lock with the other. I pretend I don’t hear her, but she sees me flicking sly glances in Brad Binder’s direction.

“Not him,” she says, rolling her eyes. “You can’t be serious.”
“Shhh!” I try to shut her up. I wish I had some kind of freaking super power or something. I wish I could just concentrate really hard and make her go away.

Brad Binder pulls his letter jacket out of his locker, which is so close to mine, three other girls have asked to trade lockers with me. He shrugs his perfect—so effing perfect!—shoulders into his jacket and takes out just a notebook with a pencil shoved in its rings. No computer, no books, no nothing. God, that’s so effing cool. Just like a burner.

As Brad walks away, Patrice fixes me with one of those stares of hers. “He’s not that great, you know. I heard he kisses like a dead lizard.”

I guess you’d know, I almost say, but I stop myself. I don’t want to stoop to her level, be so childish. I’m sixteen today and after school my dad’s taking me to the mall to get that slip of paper, and then I’ll know where I really belong. So I shrug again instead, let it slide off me, like egg off Teflon. “He’s a burner,” I say. “They’re pretty cool.”

Patrice snorts. “You know what his slip said? ‘Flaming Marshmallow’. That doesn’t sound like a real burner cause-of-death to me, no matter what he says. He should probably be hanging out with the chokers, instead. You wouldn’t think he was so tough then.”

I’ve had enough of Patrice. “You wouldn’t understand,” I tell her, and walk away toward Geometry class. Maybe Cindy Marshall will be nice to me today, it being so close to me getting my c-of-d slip. Maybe I’ll end up being a crasher, like her.

If only!

I’m almost late getting to class. Mrs. Tharple looks at me extra-sour, but I don’t give a flying eff. I slide into my seat right as the bell rings, and catch Cindy Marshall’s eye. I smile.

“Don’t even look at me, you No-Know,” she says to me, low under her breath as Mrs. Tharple starts handing out our pop-quiz. The other two girls behind her snicker. I can feel their eyes darting against my skin, sharp like the teeth of weasels.

“It’s my birthday,” I say.

She turns in her seat and looks at me full-on. I try to understand the look in her eyes, but I can’t. I feel like it’s something really obvious, like she’s trying to tell me something so, so, so obvious, I should already know it.

I feel really stupid.

Mrs. Tharple walks between us, places our blank quizzes face-up on the desks in front of us, glides on by to the next row and toward the front of the room again.

I look down at my Geometry quiz, try to concentrate, try to ignore the heat in my cheeks and the tips of my ears and on the back of my neck.


I look up.

“So did you get your slip yet?”

I shake my head. “After school,” I tell her.

She narrows her eyes. I can sense the other girls, crashers both, also watching me, but I play it cool. I hope.

She nods. “If you get your c-of-d, and it’s crashing—anything: plane, car, bike, hot-freakin’-air balloon, whatever—you come talk to me again. Tomorrow.”
I have to bite the insides of my cheeks to keep from smiling. I try to look like this isn’t the best offer I’ve gotten all morning. I try to look tough. I want to be crasher material, I really do.

“Tomorrow,” I say, and she nods again, once.

Not one of those girls acknowledges my existence the entire rest of the class, but I don’t care. Everything will be different tomorrow.

Tomorrow, my life can begin.

Lunch isn’t what I’d hoped for.

I’ve spent all this time counting down to my birthday, thinking, *this is the day everything changes*, but it isn’t. I don’t feel like a No-Know anymore, even though technically, I still don’t actually know. I’m under eighteen, so I have to have my parent or legal guardian with me to get my slip. If I could’ve, I would have ditched lunch today, gone to the mall, gotten the whole thing over with. Instead, I have to wait for my dad to get off work. It’s so unfair.

So, even if I get my slip tonight, nobody but me is going to know my cause-of-death until tomorrow. Well, my parents will know, and my little brother, I guess. And I’m sure I could call Patrice and tell her, but why? After tomorrow, I’ll have new friends to hang out with.

But for today, I’m still stuck in No-Know-ville.

I grab my tray and slide onto the bench at the end of the table. Patrice waves me down further toward her end, but I pretend I don’t see her. I line up my eight extra packets of mustard and start tearing the corners off one by one, slowly squeezing out the sharp yellow and gooping it all over the top of my synthesized proteins and pressed vegetable shapes.

Covertly, I scan the room, wondering, fantasizing about where I might be allowed to sit tomorrow. Who’s going to welcome me with open arms? It all depends on my c-of-d.

A ruckus is going on over in the corner. Of course it’s the burner kids, cracking each other up, starting a food fight. The burners, the drowners, the crashers, the live-wires, and the fallers—all the violent accidentals—they sit in mingled clumps along the two tables in the corner. That’s the coolest corner, and I’m pretty sure I’ll get to sit there tomorrow, or at least close. The next couple tables out wouldn’t be so bad; you’ve got the med-heads and the sharpies and the bullets—mostly malpractice and murder, right?—though some kids sneak in there who should probably be over with the suicides. I can see those from here, all dressed in black and with pale faces. They look like a bunch of crows, pecking at their food.

Just please don’t let me be at one of the last two tables: sickness and old age. Ugh. They look boring even eating lunch. That would be my c-of-d if I was forced to sit at that table: Bored to Death.

“Happy birthday, Carolyn.”

I’m so startled I squeeze a mustard packet too hard and it squirts all down the front of my dress. I start to dab it with a napkin, but I’m just turning bitter yellow clumps into bitter yellow smears.

“‘I’m, I’m so sorry, Carolyn…eff. I—I—’”

I look up into Jamie’s face. We used to be friends, a long, long time ago. He lives just down the street, and we used to ride bikes together every single day. I can still taste the sun and summer dust on my tongue, just looking at him. We stopped hanging out when his parents joined the Anti-MoD League. Sometimes, on the way home from school, I see his mom standing out in front of the mall with her placard and her sandwich board. “Lives are for Living” say her signs some days. Others, “People Against Machines of Death” or even, “Don’t Ask, Don’t Know—You Have a Choice!”
Jamie’s almost eighteen, and he’s still a No-Know. I’d just die if that were me. I’d just die.

“It’s okay, Jamie,” I tell him. “Don’t worry about it.”

He has a couple of napkins in his hands, and he’s dipping them in his water and holding them out to me. He started to dab one on my breast, but figured out in time it probably wouldn’t be such a good idea.

I try to stifle a sudden memory of me and him kissing behind the convenience store dumpster. I was probably about twelve or thirteen, and he was fourteen or so; right before his parents joined the League. I remember he tasted like strawberries.

I hope Jamie doesn’t see my ears and neck turn red. He’s one of the few people who knows me too well for me to hide it.

“Your mom picking you up after school?” he asks.

I keep dabbing, shake my head. “My dad.”

He nods. He’s watching the motions of my hands as I rub the damp napkins on my lap, on the fabric stretched across my ribs, but he’s not really seeing me.

“I’m sorry,” he says again, and I don’t think he’s talking about mustard.

By the time Dad picks me up, I’m mentally exhausted.

He kisses the top of my head when I get into the car. “Hey kid! Happy special day.”

“Thanks.”

I throw my stuff in the back seat and fasten my lapbelt.

Dad’s just sitting there with a loppy-sided smile on his face. “You want to go get an ice cream first, or something?” he says. “You want pizza? A movie?”

How can he be so freaking clueless? I want to tell him what a moron he’s being, but when I look at him something feels like it slips sideways in my stomach. For the first time, I’m looking at the forty-something man with the glasses and the stubbled cheeks and the ugly sweater, and I don’t see my dad.

I mean yes, of course, I see my dad; the middle-aged med-head c-of-d (accidental overdose) with the over-expensive house and the boring job and the two kids and last-year’s-last-year’s car, bought cheap with high mileage from a rental fleet…

But I also see a guy. I see a guy who loves me so much, he can’t even put it into words. It never occurred to me to think this might be a big deal for him, the day I get my slip. He looks tired, I think. More tired than usual.

I reach out and put my hand on his where it’s resting on the steering wheel.

“Sure, Dad,” I say. “Whatever you want.”

He covers my hand with his other one, so it’s kind of like a hand-sandwich, my fingers and knuckles pressed between two layers of his. His eyes look a little bright for a second, but I decide it’s only my imagination as he places my hand back in my own lap and starts the car and pulls out from the curb.

I watch the school get smaller and smaller in the side mirror as we drive away.
I finish off the last of my ice-cream cone, and so does Dad. We wipe our sticky fingers on the wet-wipes and throw those away, and I get up from our food-court table and gather all my bags as I stand. Dad’s bought me a new pair of shoes, two new books, and a hat he says I look great in, but which I know I’ll never, ever wear again in a million billion. All I’m missing is the partridge in a pear tree.

“So…what next, Birthday Girl? Need some new gloves? Music? You used to love the music store.”

He’s walking over to the mall directory, studying the list of stores. I walk up to him, set down my bags of books and shoes, and touch his arm. “Dad,” I say, “It’s time.”

He doesn’t look at me right away. He takes off his glasses and starts to clean them on the edge of his sweater. I can see he’s just making them all linty and smeary, so I take them from him and clean them on the inside hem of my dress, instead. When I hand them back they’re considerably cleaner, and I pick up my bags and start walking in the direction of the slip kiosk. I don’t have to look up the location on the mall directory; I know exactly where it is. There’s not a fifteen-year-old in the country who doesn’t know the location of the nearest machine. I know its hours of operation (regular mall open-hours: ten a.m. to nine p.m.), I know how much it costs (nineteen-ninety-five-plus-tax), I even know the brand (Death-o-Mat, by DigCo.; “We Give the Same Results—For Less!”).

The only thing I don’t know is what’s going to be on that strip of paper when it scrolls out of that slot.

It’s getting kind of late, and the mall’s going to close soon. Most of the stores are empty. It’s a school night, so nobody my age is around. It’s mostly tired-looking shop clerks with achy feet, and straggly-haired moms pushing heavy strollers.

The machine kiosk is in a darkish corner over by the restrooms. The janitor has the door propped open to the ladies’, and even though I kind of have to go, I’m not about to brave the janitor and his stinky mop. Besides, I don’t want to put this off anymore. I need to know.

Dad pauses when we get to the machine. He fumbles with his wallet, pulls out his identity and credit cards. He clears his throat, but doesn’t say anything, doesn’t look at me.

I thought Dad’s hand shook a little when he slid his cards into their proper slots and keyed in his and my social security numbers and other information, but I’m sure I was imagining things. It was probably just my brain buzzing. That’s what it feels like inside my head right now; like all the curves and loops and folds of my brain are buzzing with tiny bees, or maybe electric currents. I guess brains are, after all, though. Filled with electric currents, that is, not tiny bees.

The machine’s green light comes on and an arrow points to the small, shiny, self-cleaning divot in the otherwise dull metal. I set my bags down at my feet, slowly reach one finger toward the indentation—

“Carolyn!”

I jump, look up into Dad’s face.

He pushes his glasses back on the bridge of his nose, fumbles it a little, blinks.

“Uhm…for an extra five dollars, it will tell you your blood type, your glucose levels, and whether or not you’re pregnant.” He points to the list printed on the machine’s face. Then he frowns, distracted. “Hey, there’s no way you might be pregnant, is there?”

I close the tiny distance between us and wrap my arms around his waist. He hugs me back, and for a second, as I breathe in the warm fuggy-sweatered dadness of him, I feel like the most precious and important thing in the universe.

Without letting go of Dad or giving him any warning, I reach behind him and jab my finger into the shiny divot. Dad flinches, and presses my face closer to his chest.

A tiny slicing pain flits across my finger, then numbness as the machine sprays its analgesic and disinfectant.
I pull back from Dad, and he clears his throat and lets me go. The machine spits out Dad’s two cards from their slots, and my slip scrolls out from the single slot below. Dad and I both reach for it, but when I freeze he pulls back. I’ve got to do this, and he knows it. He plucks his plastic from the machine and slides the cards into his wallet while I uncurl my slip and read.

I read it three times. Four times. I’m on my fifth when Dad, unable to contain himself, gently tugs the paper from my stiff fingers and reads aloud.

“Death by Millennium Space Entropy,” he says.

“But…”

Dad wraps both arms around me and swings me up into the air like he hasn’t done since I was a very, very little girl. I keep my arms stiff, but let my legs and body go limp, and Dad twirls me in a circle, laughing, joyous.

He finally sets me down, and I have to reach out a hand to steady myself against the edge of the machine. I’m a little dizzy. Dizzy, and confused.

“Millennium space entropy,” says Dad, shaking his head, unrolling the slip and reading it again. “That’s amazing, Carolyn. It’s fantastic! You’ll be nearly a thousand years old by the next millennium. Maybe you live to be a thousand! Just think, medical breakthroughs all the time, vastly extended lifespans… It could happen, sweetheart. It could really happen.”

Dad, grinning, crushes me to his chest again, and I can hear the rumble of his happiness somewhere deep inside. “I just want you to have a long and happy life, Carolyn. A very long, long, long and happy life.”

“But Dad,” I say into the nubby wool of his sweater, “where will I sit tomorrow at lunch?”

Story by Camille Alexa

Illustration by Shannon Wheeler
TO ANY OF THE COUNTLESS SHOPPERS PASSING BY, THE KISS WOULDN’T HAVE SEEMED LIKE MUCH. Longer than a peck, sure, but nothing overlong or excessive. It didn’t appear to be anything special. But for Rick it was something else entirely. Any time he touched Shannon he managed to get lost in the moment, swept up like the hapless lead in some cheeseball Hallmark special.

“Bye, baby,” she said, giving him a little wave. “Don’t spend too much!”

“Not too little either,” he fired back, and her grin widened before she flipped her hair and walked away. As Rick watched her go he noticed more than one set of eyes doing the same, but he was used to that. When you’re engaged to a beautiful woman, it comes with the territory. Best to take it as a compliment, because at the end of the day she was coming home with him, not anybody else.

Busy schedules had left them with no choice but to be here at the mall so close to Christmas. Over the next hour he managed to find a few things for under their tree: a bottle of her favorite perfume, the scent of which stirred him in all the right regions; an earring set with sapphires that would match her eyes; fuzzy green footie pajamas, which on her would be sexier than the flimsiest of négligées; an outstanding chef’s knife, razor sharp, which was a bit of a boomerang gift—he loved to cook too. A quick glance at his watch informed him that their time apart was due to end soon, and he began heading toward the fountain where they’d agreed to meet.

A sign in the window of a bulk candy store caught his eye. In bold white letters against a black background, it proclaimed ‘WE HAVE THE MACHINE HERE!’

Rick stopped in his tracks, then edged up to the glass and peered in. They had a Machine? A Death Machine? He was fuzzy on the details—he’d skimmed an article on it in the Sunday Times Magazine on his way to losing another bout with the crossword puzzle—but the nuts and bolts of it, he remembered, were that you stuck your finger in a hole in the Machine where it took a blood sample. Imagine the first guy who volunteered for that! Then it would spit out a piece of paper marked with a couple of words, or maybe only one. If the stories were true, that little slip would tell you how you’d die. Not when, not where, but the manner in which you’d meet your demise, although the writer of the article had cryptically added that there always seemed to be a bit of a gray area.

There were also websites devoted to following predictions with a level of obsession that bordered on the ghoulish, and Rick wasn’t so proud that he could claim he hadn’t visited a few from time to time. If one were willing to accept that an inanimate object could be capable of such a thing, it seemed undeniable that the Death Machines had a healthy sense of irony. One girl drew ‘BOAT,’ so she immediately gave up sea travel—which did her no good two years later when a truck towing a cabin cruiser jackknifed in front of her on the freeway. Some dude got ‘BAT’ and started avoiding baseball and caves, but he found out what it meant when the husband of the woman he was having an affair with used one—of the wooden variety, not the kind with wings and sonar—against the side of his head. Of course the story that came up most often was the junkie who got ‘CRACK.’ The guy managed to break his addiction, clean himself up, find a job, and start a new life. One day on his way to work, he tripped over a break in the sidewalk—a crack, if you will—and dashed his head out against the concrete. Or so the story went.

They made for good lunchtime reading, but Rick wasn’t quite sure how much faith he put into tales told on the Internet. Still, he’d always been intrigued by the whole concept of the Death Machine, but too lazy and embarrassed to make an appointment at his doctor’s office. Moving over to the store’s entrance, Rick spotted a short queue in the far corner. A sign proclaimed: ‘THE MACHINE! $20’

As he watched, two girls in their early teens wheeled away from the front of the line. The shorter of the two was
consumed by high-pitched giggles, but her wispy friend was ghost-white. As they moved past, the giggler took a deep breath and said, “Oh, Robin! Don’t take it so seriously! It’s probably not true!”

Rick watched and saw the other knuckle at her eyes. “But what if it is?” she said. “I can’t believe he’d…” Then they drifted out of his earshot.

When he looked back at the corner, someone else was walking his way, a tall guy about his age. When he saw Rick staring he broke into a sheepish grin and shrugged, waving a slip of paper in a matter-of-fact way. “Fifth time I’ve taken the test, fifth time I’ve gotten this answer.” His smile vanished, and his face clouded over. “Still not quite sure what it means, you know?”

Before Rick could say anything—or get a look at the prediction, which, to be honest, was what he wanted to do—Mr. Five-Times had moved past and was swallowed by the mall traffic. Now the store was empty but for two kids filling a bag with jelly beans, and two figures under the Machine sign. One, presumably an employee, had a handful of bills in his hand; the other was a middle-aged woman with her index finger in her mouth. A few moments later her head jerked down, and she stepped a little to her right—giving Rick his first live look at a Death Machine.

It was…cute, that was the only word for it. Squat and stout, with stubby little legs. The hole for your finger was larger than he’d expected, and its location made the unit look like a little gunmetal-gray piggy.

He couldn’t help looking back up at the woman’s face as she read her slip, her eyes widening for a second before she stuck the paper in her pocket and wandered off toward the chocolate section. Rick surmised that the slip hadn’t said “FUDGE.” As he watched, she paused to draw her prediction out again, staring as if it might have changed in the last few seconds. Her brow furrowed, one finger idly tapping her chin, eyes a million miles away.

“Twenty bucks.”

The employee’s voice, bored and impatient, snapped Rick from his observation. “Huh?”

An exasperated sigh. “Twenty bucks, for the Machine. Or are you just going to stand there and block the line?”

Embarrassed, Rick set his bag down and reached for his wallet, turning to apologize to the people behind him. Nobody there. He was the line in its entirety.

Pulling out a trio of fives and a bunch of singles—he had a twenty, but the kid had annoyed him—he thrust them out, saying, “Pretty funny. What comedy clubs are you working at?”

Snatching the money away, the guy scowled as a flush spread under his bad skin. “Whatever, dude. I get tired of people standing in front of the Machine all day while they decide whether or not to go through with it.”

“Yeah, must be really draining. I bet you didn’t hesitate at all, right?”

“Me? I’m not doing that thing, not ever.” He shook his head and gave the Machine a look of complete and utter disdain. “I mean, it’s cool if people pay me to get themselves all freaked out, but that’s not something I wanna know, ’kay?” After a pause he added, “No refunds.”

“None wanted,” Rick replied with a snarl, thoroughly nettled by the attitude. “I’m not afraid.”

“Go right ahead, then,” was the answer as his bills were added to a sizable wad. No credit cards for the Death Machine, it appeared. After the money was tucked away the guy looked at him with a questioning glance. “You going to go today, or maybe you want a rain check?”

That was it. “Okay, I want to talk to to your manager.”

“Ha! Don’t have one.”

Rick looked over at the girl behind the counter, ringing up candy purchases. “What about her? She your boss?”
This prompted another laugh, along with a sneer. “I’m the boss. This is my Machine, I just rent a spot from the store. So, did you want to register a complaint? Because I promise I’ll get my best people on it right away.”

“You own this? And it’s real?”

“Yes, it’s real, and yeah, it’s mine. I bought it from the company that makes them, you know? Anyone can. I was tired of cutting lawns and flipping burgers.” He leaned back against the wall and smiled. “Smartest thing I ever did.” After a few seconds his haughty expression eased a bit. “Listen, you gotta do it or move on. There really are people behind you now.”

From the murmuring behind him Rick knew it was true, so without another word he shoved his finger into the piggy’s mouth, down into the bowels of the Machine.

At once it began to hum. It wasn’t as cold as he’d expected, but rather disturbingly warm and soft, almost as if his digit was being suckled. That sensation was interrupted by a sharp prick, to draw blood. The vibrations began to increase, and Rick realized with no small measure of alarm that he couldn’t pull free. But before he quite panicked, the Machine stopped dead and ejected his finger.

A piece of paper spat out of a slot on the side, and without any real conscious thought Rick grabbed it and stepped aside, shoving his bag over with his leg. He could sense the Machine owner’s glare at his sudden clumsiness, but Rick wouldn’t give him the satisfaction of eye contact. He gathered up his previous purchases and walked out, slip still clutched, unread, in his other hand.

Outside the shop he fought his way through a suddenly heavy current of shoppers, making his way to a group of tables in the middle of the corridor. One table was occupied by a young woman trying to get a squalling infant to take a bottle. Rick moved to the other table furthest away, dropping into a chair that gave him a view of where he’d just come from, as if he had to keep watch for a sneak attack by the Death Machine, clomping after him on those ridiculous little stems, those leg-ettes, coming to take another blood sample, a much larger one.

A piercing wail from the nearby child snapped Rick from his fugue, and with a start he realized he’d crushed the piece of paper in a fist. Putting down his bag, he stared at his closed hand. It would be easy—simple, even—to walk away from it right now. Just toss the crumpled paper into the nearest garbage can. Hell, even dropping it on the floor would do just as well. He’d wasted twenty bucks on much sillier things before, so what would this matter?

He tapped his knuckles together, kneaded the empty hand over the other. If the stories were true, even if he threw this one away, he’d still get the same answer some other time. So there was no reason to obsess about it now. He should go find Shannon, kiss those full, inviting lips, make a lewd suggestion as to what they could do when they got home and instead of being offended she’d top his offer with something even better. Rick felt himself smile. With her in his life, why would he even want to know how he was going to die? A real no-brainer. Easy decision.

But instead, he opened his fist, then the paper.

There was no special font, no borders, no color. In simple black lettering was written a single word: ‘LOVE.’

Rick turned the paper over to see if he’d missed something. Nothing but LOVE. His brow furrowed and he shook his head, confused. “What the hell is that supposed to mean?”

He looked around but saw no answers, only the mother cooing to her now-pacified child. How could he die from love? Too much love? Too little? Someone else’s, like that psycho ex-boyfriend of Shannon’s? He’d threatened to kick Rick’s ass the one time they’d met—how much, or how little, would it take for that nut to go for a knife? Or what about that loony chick Shannon had been living with when she and Rick first started dating—what was her name? Kerry? Kara? She’d bawled her eyes out when Shannon handed her back her keys; what was that all about? Stared absolute daggers at Rick the whole time. He’d made a point to politely refuse her offer of coffee. Was she still lurking around somewhere?

Or maybe it had nothing to do with anyone else. Did the Machine mean love in an emotional sense, or was something going to happen during sex? Were he and Shannon going to have a break-up so crushing that he’d only find solace at the end of a knotted rope? Or would the jilted one seek a sense of closure with some dramatic,
foolhardy, violent act?

LOVE. Rick looked at his future, his demise, one more time before crumpling the paper in his hand and dropping it. He was a man, not a child, and his life wasn’t going to be ruled by some ludicrous prediction from a machine he knew nothing about, owned by a smart-ass punk who probably got his rocks off screwing with people’s heads. What Rick had with Shannon was a good thing, a powerful thing, the best thing ever. No would-be oracle was going to change that. She didn’t need to know about it, and he’d never tell her—so the matter was settled as far as he was concerned. Their life together could go on like before, a slice of heaven on earth, two people made for one another.

As if on cue, a pair of arms wrapped around him from behind, enveloping him in a familiar scent as her hair spilled over his shoulder. “Hey handsome,” Shannon purred in his ear, “you want some company?” She punctuated her question with a kiss on the side of his neck.

Rick shuddered.
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“MISSUS MURPHY, I WILL HAVE YOU KNOW THAT I AM TO BE TORN APART AND DEVOURED BY LIONS.”

Simon Pfennig was fully aware of how strange he must sound.

He had no choice. It was too exciting not to share.

There came a startled pause on the other end of the line. As might well be expected, thought Simon. He imagined her there, sitting in her parlor (did people even have “parlors” anymore?) listening to the salesman on the other end of the line droning on and on about Company X’s jolly new life insurance policy for citizens over 50, about the security it would bring to your family were you to suddenly keel over stone dead and how content you’d be, as the final darkness was falling, that you’d at least managed to avoid becoming a big fat financial burden and suddenly, bam, out of the blue, he drops a line like that. Damn straight she should be startled.

Eventually, the silence on the other end of the line was broken. “…Excuse me?” Mrs. Murphy eventually managed.

“I,” said Simon, “am to be torn apart and devoured by lions.”

“I’m sorry,” said Mrs. Murphy. “Weren’t you just talking to me about insurance a moment ago?”

“I was,” said Simon. “Now I’m talking about lions.”

“Oh,” said Mrs. Murphy, apparently unsure of what to make of all this.

“Did you know that an adult male lion can consume up to seventy-five pounds of meat in a single meal? And that said meal will often have to last him an entire week?”

“I, er, did not.”

“That’d be two whole meals, out of me alone!” said Simon. “I’m guesstimating a bit, because I am not made entirely of meat.”

“Well. Who is?” replied Mrs. Murphy, gamely.

“Exactly. For one thing, there’s the matter of bones. I’m not quite certain how much my bones weigh. Lions don’t eat bones; they leave them behind for the hyenas to consume. But, you see, that doesn’t matter as much to me, Missus Murphy. Because I am to be torn apart and devoured by lions, not by hyenas.”

“So you said.”

“I will be long dead,” said Simon, “before the hyenas ever get ahold of me.”

“Ah…hah.”

“Naturally, though, I don’t expect myself to last the whole two weeks. Far from it! After all, as you know, I am to be torn apart and devoured by lions, plural, not ‘a lion’. And it is uncommon for male lions to travel together, unless they’re roaming the savannah in unwed bachelor groups.” Simon leaned back in his chair and studied the single fluorescent fixture mounted above his tiny cubicle, imagining it for a moment to be the red-hot sun of the Serengeti.
“No,” he continued, “far more likely, I am to be torn apart and devoured by lionesses, a group of huntresses intent on bringing food back for their leonine patriarch.”

“I…see.”

“As you might expect,” Simon went on, “I’ve given this some thought, and I have eventually come to the conclusion that the word ‘lions’ doesn’t necessarily refer to the male of the species exclusively. Good news for me, you understand, because I must confess to harboring this romantic notion of how it will all play out.”

Mrs. Murphy smiled into the phone; you could hear it in her voice. “Just got your prediction today, did you?”

“Actually,” said Simon, “it’s been seven weeks now.”

“Oh,” said Mrs. Murphy.

“But, I’m sorry, you’re quite right. We should probably go back to talking about life insurance now.” Simon cleared his throat, straightened his tie and put his salesman voice back on. It was a good salesman voice, keen and enthusiastic, and it bore shockingly little resemblance to the one he’d been using up until that day about two months ago, the day Simon now liked to call “Torn Apart And Devoured By Lions Day.”

“Missus Murphy,” the new, exciting Simon began, “did you know that in the event of your sudden, accidental death, your family might incur miscellaneous costs of upwards of—”

“Ah, see, there,” said Mrs. Murphy. “I’m sorry, I was waiting for something just like that. I’m to kick off from colon cancer, lad, not a stroke or a heart attack or anything quick like that. Plenty of time to get my affairs in order.”

A common response, these days. Simon knew the company rote. “Many of our potential customers come to us with this same story, Missus Murphy,” said Simon. “Truth to tell, though you may believe that you know the circumstances surrounding your eventual demise based on your prediction alone, the fact of the matter is that the specifics can often be surprising. To both you and your loved ones.”

Mrs. Murphy chuckled. “Come now,” she said. “Have you ever heard of anyone crossing the street one day and getting hit by a runaway colon cancer?”

Simon had to admit that he had not.

“I’m fairly certain that I’m destined to pass away peacefully in a hospital bed, lad,” said Mrs. Murphy. “All shrouded in white and surrounded by my family. Probably in some pain, too, mind, but there’s little helping that.”

“Missus Murphy, if I might—”

“Lad,” said Mrs. Murphy, “I have my fantasy, just as you have yours. And I am unwilling to cheapen it by banking on the possibility that the chips might not fall that way.” Her voice smiled again. “You clearly have one of your own. And I think that if you think about it,” she said, “you’ll understand.”

Simon thought about it. And he did.

“Well,” he said, after a moment. “Good day to you, then.”

“To you as well,” said Mrs. Murphy. “May God bless. And say hello to the lions for me.”

“Will do, Missus Murphy,” said Simon. There was a click as Mrs. Murphy disconnected the line, and then a low, steady drone. Dutifully, Simon’s auto-dialer started in on another number.

“Dude,” said Scott, the guy in the cubicle next door. “You gotta cut that out. Armbruster is going to be mighty horked if he ever catches you in the middle of that.”

Simon pulled his chair closer to his desk, fully intending to ignore his wall-mate, as per usual. After all, he had insurance to sell.
“You can’t let this Death Machine crap run your life, man,” continued Scott, heedless, as Simon waited for his line to pick up. “I mean, geez, look at you. Ever since you did that stupid prediction thing, you’ve gone, like, totally mental on us. With the suit, and the tie, and—”

Simon’s line picked up; it was an answering machine. Simon dropped his headset to his neck for a moment and rolled his chair back. “Customers can hear the tie, Scott,” said Simon. “Just like they can hear a smile.”

“Uh huh,” said Scott. “So d’ya suppose they can hear this little stain here on my shirt, too?”

“I believe they can,” said Simon.

“Wow,” said Scott, with feigned amazement. “Those are some really keen ears right there, Simon.” He snickered and spun his chair around a couple of times. “Dude, you have lost it, man,” he said.

Simon pulled himself back to his desk, replacing his headphones just in time to hear the answering machine disconnect. “To each,” he said, with measured patience, “his own.”

“I’m sorry, what?” said Scott. “I couldn’t hear you there, dude. Between my stain and your tie there’s just too damn much noise goin’ on around here.”

Simon just shook his head as the auto-dialer worked its magic again, preparing to serve him up another golden opportunity. It was hard to get too angry with Scott about his little jibes. After all, thought Simon, Scott was likely bored and a bit depressed and was probably compensating for it by taking his frustrations out on the people around him. But he was fundamentally a good guy. He just needed a life goal or two; it would fix him right up.

It had certainly fixed Simon right up. He himself had two life goals: (1) being torn apart by, and (2) being devoured by, lions.

And that had made all the difference, really.

The morning rolled on in a series of polite refusals, and soon it came time for lunch. Standing by the break room microwave, Simon marveled at how quickly the day was going. It was to be a short lunch; Simon had been thinking of ways to improve the company’s sales script, and since the auto-dialer gave him only limited opportunities to hash them out on work-time, he was thinking of devoting some of his break to the task.

“Hey, Simon,” said one of his co-workers, coming up from behind. Brad. Blue-eyed, fair-haired and a bit on the pudgy side. Simon and he had joined up with the company about the same time, and Brad had quickly latched on to him as a conversational partner. Simon didn’t mind; Brad was, also, a fundamentally good guy. “I’m’a head to Mickey’s in a minute. You want I should pick you up some fries or something?”

“Not today, Brad!” said Simon, twirling an empty little coated cardboard box in his hands, the erstwhile contents of which were now warming pleasantly in the microwave nearby. “Today I’m having Rosemary Chicken with Vegetables.”

“Rosemary,” said Brad, frowning. “Is that an herb or something?”

“Indeed it is,” replied Simon.

Brad thought about this for a moment. “So you’re eating herbs now?” he said, eventually.

“Yep,” said Simon. “It’s only polite, I figure. After all, you are what you eat. Right, Brad?”

“Well, I guess I pretty much gotta be a triple-stacker roast beef melt by now,” said Brad.

“Quite possibly,” said Simon, diplomatically. “But for me? No.” Simon smiled to himself, his eyes going distant. “No, Brad, from here on in, I intend to make myself exceptionally, even exquisitely, healthy. And, if possible,” he added, “herb-flavored.”
Brad narrowed his eyes. “Wait a sec,” he said. “This isn’t the thing about being eaten by the lions again, is it?”

“It will always be the thing about being eaten by the lions, Brad. From here on in, until it occurs.”

“You’re obsessed, guy.”

Simon grinned. “Perhaps,” he said.

“Totally!” called out Scott from his corner table. He sneered at them around and through a mouthful of sandwich.

“Hey, shut up,” said Brad.

“Make me, fatboy,” Scott replied. Then he chucked a piece of onion at him.

“Little snot,” muttered Brad, picking the onion out of his hair. “Look, Simon,” he said, putting his hand on Simon’s shoulder. “Little friendly advice. You don’t have to be a Machine of Death slave like this. Don’t be trapped by it. Use it to free yourself.” Brad spread his arms wide, exposing his substantial midsection. “I mean, look at me.”

“Can’t not,” said Scott, swallowing his latest bite. “You take up our entire visual field.”

“Hmph,” said Brad, raising both his chins in a dignified fashion and turning his back to Scott’s table. “Look at me, Simon. Here I am, going to die in a car crash or something. So, I don’t worry about the roast beef melts anymore. I don’t worry about the soda refills. And I don’t worry about getting the chili and the cheese on the fries instead of going healthy and eating them without.” He smiled amiably. “You see?” he said. “Little changes. I know it won’t matter what I eat, so I eat what I want. And I’m happier for it.”

Brad shook his head, then. “But you, Simon. You’re thinking about this thing all the time now. It can’t be good for you.”

“I want to think about this thing all the time, Brad,” said Simon, earnestly. “I am looking forward to it. Like you wouldn’t believe.”

“For Pete’s sake, Simon,” said Brad. “Why?”

“Because,” Simon replied, his pale brown eyes as wide as the veldt itself, “it will be the most exciting thing that’s ever happened to me.”

Brad shrugged. “Suit yourself,” he said. “But I read in this self-help book my mom gave me that you shouldn’t sacrifice your now just because you’re looking forward to being eaten by a bunch of lions at some point in the future.”

“Don’t worry,” said Simon. “I’m not sacrificing my now. I’m happier, healthier, and more vital than I’ve ever been.” He smiled. “The thing is, Brad,” he said, “everything I do for my lions? It makes my life better too.”

There came the sound of a throat clearing from the door of the break room. Simon looked up.

“Pfennig,” said Paul Armbruster (Vice President In Charge Of Targeted Media Solicitation), leaning into the room. “When you have a moment. My office, please.”

Silence. Simon gathered his smile. “Certainly, sir,” he said, tossing the box from his frozen dinner into a nearby waste container and stepping toward the door.

“After lunch is fine,” said Mr. Armbruster. The tips of his moustache lifted in a tiny grimace, as though someone had invisibly popped by with an eyedropper full of lemon juice and given him a bit. “But soon. We need to talk about your…performance.”

Simon’s smile did not falter. “‘Performance’ in the sense of ‘how I’m doing relative to the quota’?”

“No,” said Mr. Armbruster, sucking on his tongue thoughtfully. “‘Performance’ in the sense of ‘Ooh, ooh, look at
the dancing bear; now look, he’s riding a little unicycle.’ That type of performance. Specifically,” he added, “your performance earlier this morning, Pfennig.”

“Right,” said Simon, his smile still adamant. “After lunch, then?”

“Yes,” said Mr. Armbruster. “If you please.” He then vanished from sight.

The subsequent quiet was broken only by the noise of Scott sniggering quietly to himself in the corner.

Brad smiled at Simon, sheepishly.

The microwave went ‘ding.’

“Pfennig,” said Mr. Armbruster, motioning to the chair opposite his desk with one hand and taking a moment to fine-tune his rather heroic combover with the other. “Sit down, please.”

“You wanted to speak with me, sir?” said Simon, taking a seat.

“That is, in fact, why you are sitting in my office right now,” said Mr. Armbruster.

A moment passed as Armbruster sucked on his tongue again for a bit. Then he leaned forward and nudged a small brass dish out from behind a fancy little wooden desk clock and over toward Simon. “Malted milk ball?” he asked.

“Don’t mind if I do,” said Simon, cheerfully helping himself to one.

Armbruster regarded Simon as he sat, there, crunching. “You understand,” he began, “why I brought you in here today.”

“I think so,” said Simon, swallowing his candy. “You’re about to tell me a piece of bad news.”

Armbruster sighed. “Simon,” he said. “I want to start by telling you that I’ve been really quite pleased with your new-found gumption and enthusiasm for selling insurance policies over the telephone. You show a level of dedication that is…well, let’s say, uncommon in these halls. You remind me a bit of myself when I was your age.”

“Thank you, sir,” said Simon.

“That having been said,” said Armbruster, leaning forward even further, “I need you to stop describing to our potential customers, in gruesome detail, how you’re planning on going to Africa and getting eaten by a lion.”

“Lions,” corrected Simon, politely.

“My point,” said Armbruster, “remains a salient one.”

“I see,” said Simon, biting his lip. “‘Gruesome’ detail, though, sir?” he asked, then. “I mean, I realize that I’ve been a bit chatty on the fact to some of them, but—”

Armbruster reached beneath his desk and produced a portable cassette player. He clicked at a button. “—organ meats!” came Simon’s voice. “Not as desirable as the muscle meats, mind you, which are frequently claimed by the dominant male of the pride, but certainly full of good, nutritious—”

Armbruster clicked the ‘stop’ button.

The clock on the desk ticked a handful of times.

“Well…yes,” said Simon. “I can see where you might—”

“I don’t know if I’m imparting the proper gravity to this situation, Simon,” Mr. Armbruster interrupted. “So I will
make it perfectly clear to you that I have no desire to see Consolidated Amalgamated Mutual become known as ‘That Place With The Guy Who’s Always Going On About Lions.’ To this end, I am warning you that I absolutely, positively will not tolerate any further behavior of this sort. Do we understand one another, Mister Pfennig?”

“Mm hm!” said Simon, cheerily.

Armbruster narrowed his eyes at Simon. “Let me try this again,” he said, picking up a pencil in an attempt to add emphasis to his words. “We are talking about you losing your job with us, Simon. You don’t want to be unemployed in this city. Not in this economic climate. Trust me.”

Simon nodded brightly. “I understand, sir,” he said.

“You don’t seem like you understand,” said Mr. Armbruster. “I’m looking for a little solemnity or something.”

Simon pondered for a moment. “Permission to speak freely, sir?”

“This isn’t the military, Simon,” said Mr. Armbruster.

“Well,” said Simon. He gathered himself. “The thing is, sir, it’s really hard for me to get worked up at the prospect of losing my job, sir.” He raised a hand against Armbruster’s objection. “Now, I don’t mean that,” he continued. “I will try to restrain myself from talking about my lions to the customers from here on in. But if I can’t…?” Simon shrugged. “Well, another job will be on the way. After all, I have to fund my African safari somehow.” He smiled. “These are more than just idle hopes and dreams now, Mister Armbruster,” he said. “They’re part of my destiny.”

Armbruster regarded Simon for a moment, then shook his head. “You are a strange little guy,” said Armbruster. “If you were any less of a salesman, I’d be handing you your pink slip now and personally ushering your behind out of this building while I instructed Stacy to prepare an invoice charging you for the milk ball. But for every lion mutilation story I’ve got on tape, there’re two or more instances of you winning over a stubborn customer on attitude alone. And that’s the kind of attitude we need around here. Desperately.”

‘‘Desperately’, sir?” inquired Simon.

Armbruster tapped his pencil on the desk a couple of times. “I don’t know if I should even be talking with you about this,” he said. “According to the last Board of Directors meeting, Consolidated Amalgamated Mutual isn’t doing so well. It’s not bad,” he added, quickly. “But comparing our first-quarter sales to how we were doing two years ago, well, it’s sobering. To say the least. And that’s company-wide, Simon. It’s not just Targeted Media Solicitation. It’s across the board.”

He sighed, deeply, and tossed his pencil back into the little cup on his desk. “It’s this damn Machine of Death thing, Simon,” he said. “We’re in the uncertainty business, here. All we’ve got to offer the world is protection against the frightening, unpredictable future. You give the people something, anything, to latch on to, something that gives them a sense of control—even a false one—and suddenly, well, they don’t need us anymore.”

“I’m sure we’ll come through this all right,” Simon volunteered.

“Oh, I know,” said Armbruster, pushing his chair back and rising to a stand. “I know. We weathered that damn ‘no-call list’ thing all right, and I suppose we’ll pull through this, too.” Armbruster rounded the desk and patted Simon on the back; Simon stood, sensing his cue. “But to do it,” said Armbruster, “we’re going to need all our salesmen giving us one hundred and ten, or perhaps fifteen, percent. Can you do that for me, Simon?”

“Yes, sir!” said Simon.

“Good,” said Armbruster, ushering him to the door. “Now get back out there and sell us some policies, all right?”

“Will do, sir!” said Simon, disappearing out the door.

“And NO LIONS!” added Mr. Armbruster, calling after him. But if Simon Pfennig had a response to this, Mr.
Armbruster did not hear it.

He sat back against the corner of his desk for a while after Simon had gone, listening to the whirr of the air-handler and the steady ticking of the clock.

“Wish I were looking forward to my heart attack like that,” said Mr. Armbruster.

Night. Home. Simon stood at the sink, washing the last few remnants of tonight’s dinner of lamb and parmesan orzo out of his good dishes. In fact, Simon only had good dishes, nowadays. He had long since donated the bad ones, and even the slightly dodgy ones, to the local thrift shop. The window over his sink was open to the cool night air, and the crickets outside yammered excitedly among themselves, unable to contain their enthusiasm that evening had arrived again, right on schedule. The dishes had been a bit crusty, as they had been left sitting for several hours, and it felt good to Simon to get them all cleaned up. Easier, perhaps, to have tackled them right after dinner, but Simon had run out of time to wash them before his show had come on the television, and the show took clear precedence because it happened to be all about lions tonight. Simon had, naturally, enjoyed every minute of it.

And Simon knew how ridiculous this all must seem, this arrangement of his entire life around the concept of being Torn Apart And Devoured By Lions. Particularly ridiculous, he felt, was the poster (lionesses, of course) he had tacked to the ceiling—preteen-girl style—right above his bed, so it’d be the last thing he saw at night every night of his life. The lion-themed comforter, too, he knew, went a bit beyond the pale. But really, honestly? The whole thing. Ridiculous.

And, as always, Simon had to conclude that there really was no choice.

It was just too exciting.

The dishes done and dripping in their wire rack, Simon moved on to an invigorating workout on the shiny new exercise bicycle he’d purchased at the mall, and from there on to a relaxing shower. Thusly cleaned up for bed, Simon dressed himself in his lion-print pajamas, snuggled down beneath his leonine blankets, and waited for sleep to come. And, as ever, the last sight that greeted him before he finally shut off his bedside lamp was of his lionesses, all in a row, waiting patiently for him and him alone.

At night he dreamed of them, low and tawny, their eyes luminous in the charcoal African dusk. He welcomed them to him like he might a lover, inviting them in to the limits of his light, inviting them to feed.

“Come, beautiful ones,” he whispered to them as they circled close. “Come.”

Story by Jeffrey Wells

Illustration by Christopher Hastings
DESPAIR

THEY DIED ANYWAY. Of course they did, that’s what those little cards are good for. The security guards here have a league table of the most impressive death predictions reported in the UK press: “The Cool List,” they call it. They got me to phone the doctor whose machine predicted that an eighty-three-year-old bedridden Cardiff woman would die of STUNT PLANE CRASH. I used to feel sick looking at the list, because for a moment a bit inside me would laugh in wonder at the improbabilities written there, and then the moment would pass and I would begin to imagine the Cessna tumbling from the sky, falling down, down, down onto a slate roof under which an old lady was sleeping. The top of the list at the moment is SOLAR FLARE. I have no idea how that one will turn out.

The first one came in twenty-one hours ago, just as I’d started my shift. In the early morning the emergency waiting room was intolerably bright, and I squinted out of the windows—clean enough at midday, but blindingly dirty against the low sun. The call that the ambulance was coming in had been taken by the guy who’d just gone off shift, and I didn’t really know what to expect. In theory there is supposed to be some kind of chain of responsibility to keep us all prepared, but in practice, doctors have long shifts and want to go home more than they want to tell you that a middle-aged man is coming in suffering from severe pain and passing blood in his urine.

This is the procedure now: A vehicle comes into the bay, paramedics pull a body out on an unfolding trolley, and a nurse meets them and asks them for the card. Sometimes she smiles, and you know that this one might well walk out of the hospital. Sometimes she frowns, and you know that her eyes have flicked across to the patient to see who’s going to die. Sometimes—rarely, but sometimes—she frowns. As Nurse Kealing did with that first one.

We doctors don’t like to look at the cards. Once upon a time all doctors sounded like Hawkeye Pierce. Death was our enemy, and if you can’t point to your enemy, your crusade is noble. You are fighting against the odds, snatching a few more years, months, weeks of life for your patients, defeating your endless foe. But of course, we don’t fight that fight anymore. We fight a stiff piece of card, and we know that ultimately we are going to lose. What could be more ignominious than to be defeated by a few grams of wood pulp?

I examined the patient. Late forties, according to the driving license that the paramedics had found, but looking like he might be in his thirties. I had seen people like him at the speed-dating evening the previous Friday, divorcees taking their shot while they still had the time, boring and desperate. He could so easily have been there, and as I directed him to be moved into a nearby observation room I suddenly felt sorry for them. They were alive, and they deserved their chance at a little happiness.

“Marianne,” Nurse Kealing said, by my elbow. The other doctors don’t like to be called by their first name, but I let the nurses do it because it endears me to them, and they don’t complain as much when I land them with paperwork that I should really be doing myself (which I do shamelessly).

“What’s the verdict?” I asked her.

“I…uh…” She held out the card to me, and I know that I recoiled, because I haven’t touched a card other than my own in five years. “You’d better look for yourself.”

I stared at the card without reaching for it, and Nurse Kealing flipped it up so that I could see.

TESTS.

“Shit.” I ran back to the doors that lead to the ambulance parking area. The two paramedics that had brought in my patient were trying to manoeuvre out past another ambulance, and as I cleared the doors the driver spotted me
and leant on his horn in an effort to scare the other vehicle out of the way. I was too fast for them, though, ducking around the accidental roadblock and intercepting one ambulance as it swerved around the back of the other. They screeched to a halt a few feet in front of me, and I strode over and pulled open the door.

“Before you ask, we didn’t do any tests!” The paramedic in the passenger seat cried. The driver, who looked afraid for his life (and in truth I felt myself like pulling him out of his seat and beating him), cringed away from me and nodded.

“You’d better not have,” I snarled, and slammed the door shut.

We could barely do anything without the tests, of course. For two hours after he was brought in we watched my patient get weaker and weaker. He passed blood in his urine, but we were too scared to take even that for analysis. That is what the machines have done to us: they’ve left us second-guessing reality. We gave him an analgesic to keep him as comfortable as possible, but we all knew that we were not dealing with something that would pass if we treated the obvious symptoms. Something was wrong with him—injury, possibly, more likely a viral or bacterial infection—something that would kill him. But if we tried to discover what was wrong and he died, we would be outside the NHS rules. Clause 14 of the revised patients’ charter: Medical staff or hospital trust employees will take no action likely to hasten or lead to a predicted death.

“Realistically,” Nurse Kealing argued, “there’s no way that testing the blood in his urine can kill him, surely?”

“You know what those fucking machines are like,” Doctor Jamison said, shaking his head. “You could trip while carrying the test results back in and stab the poor bastard with a needle.” He leaned down and reached for the sheet covering our patient.

“What are you doing?” I asked sharply.

“Nothing.”

“It doesn’t look like nothing.” I told him.

“I’m taking a look, all right? A look, not a fucking test, a look!” I stepped back, and he peered under the sheet at the patient’s back. After a few seconds, he stood up again. “Kidneys rather than bladder, definitely.”

“So it’s going to kill him,” I said.

“Yes,” he said, in a quiet flat voice.

The second and third ones came in almost together, although I didn’t know about the second one until much later. I found out about the third one from Doctor France, who saw me standing at the vending machine in the lobby. I was deciding whether to have a Crunchy or a packet of Nik Naks, and had been trapped in that decision-making process for three minutes. Perhaps I wanted to make a difference to something, however trivial.

“Hello Marianne,” he said. “Are you doing anything tomorrow night?”

“Going out with my boyfriend,” I lied. I don’t have a boyfriend. I occasionally fuck one of our security guards in the supply closet –an ex-policeman who was fired because his card read SHOT. The Northampshire police force have one of the lowest reported incidents of gun crime in the UK, and it would have been a terrible public relations blow to have a policeman shot on duty. I like him because he keeps himself in shape, and because he has an ex-wife and a child who take up all the emotional energy that he would otherwise spend developing feelings for me.

Doctor France flinched. Perhaps he knows, I thought.

“Anyway,” he said, plastering on a smile. “I’ve got something a bit interesting, thought you might enjoy wrestling
with a little problem. We’ve got a young woman in with blood in her urine, probably simple urinary tract infection.”
An ice sheet spread out from my spine. “Thing is, her card says…”

“TESTS,” I interrupted him.

He looked at me quizzically.

“How did you know?”

Patient Two was in a room at the other end of the ward, being treated by one of the junior doctors. Patients Four and Five we found by calling the emergency admissions at Kettering, and Patient Six, a thin middle-aged woman in old clothes, came in a few hours later. I could see instantly that she could understand the way things were headed, because she was arguing strenuously in Italian with her husband and in somewhat less eloquent English with the two grown-up daughters that accompanied them. She wanted to go home, and she must have understood what we did, that her devoted family’s wish to help might be the death of her.

We gave her painkillers and I talked to them, individually and as a group. But for bad timing I think she would have persuaded them to let her go home, but about a quarter of an hour after they arrived, I noticed that she was beginning to fade somewhat, and five minutes later she fell unconscious. At that point we had to give her the same care we were giving the others, and we moved all four of the local patients into the same ward. Doctors France and Jamison argued endlessly with me over the treatments we could give, but all of our arguments came to nothing.

Without knowing the cause of the distress, any actions we took were more likely to be harmful than helpful (and more likely still to have no effect at all other than to waste time).

I got desperate and handed the details of the patients over to Joe (my occasional tryst)—strictly against hospital policy, because security staff do not generally need access to confidential medical records, or indeed any kind of patient information. I thought he might be able to shed some light on a possible connection between the unfortunate four patients at our hospital—and if he had found one I might have been able to persuade our equivalent numbers at Kettering to hand over the equivalent information about their unfortunates. Despite a bit of help from some old friends of his at the local police station it was all dead ends. The six people lived near each other, but not near enough to form a cluster for the purposes of determining some environmental cause.

There were no common work links, and no social connection. There was a moment of excited hope when he discovered that the serial numbers on the back of two of the cards showed identical mistakes in the printing, but neither of the other two cards showed any similar signs. So two of the patients had been diagnosed by the same machine—probably at roughly the same time—but that was the only connection we could find.

“Almost certainly a coincidence,” he told me sadly. “I mean, I’ll keep looking if you like, but don’t rely on me to turn up anything useful anytime soon.”

“Fine,” I said, and left him to it. I was grateful to him for trying, for giving me that moment of hope that we might find some way to cheat the machines (if only for today), but I couldn’t show it. That wasn’t the way it worked between us.

We got the two patients from Kettering transferred over by ambulance—it was easy, no one wanted responsibility for them. Even with all six of the sufferers together we could find out no extra information.

It was Doctor France who finally said it.

“What if we just start,” he said quietly.

“We can’t.”
“We have to do something, what we can’t do is just let them die.” He shot me a sullen look. “I can’t, anyway.”

“What’s that supposed to mean?”

“Nothing.” He shook his head. “Look, I’m tired. I know it’s not good, but we have to start some kind of tests. They’re not going to last much longer.”

“Just one then,” Jamison interjected.

“What?”

“You know what those damn machines are like. TESTS could mean a completely different thing for everyone here. Maybe only some of them are at risk from the tests we might do. God, we do tests all the time.”

“And people die from them. Even people without cards. If we start,” I spoke slowly and calmly, “we know what will happen.”

The three of us stood silent, watching the six patients and listening to the muted sounds of bustle and activity coming from the corridor outside the ward. A strange sensation came over me, as though the world were receding—as though I were looking at it through a long tunnel. My hands were hard to move, as though I had slept in the cold, my muscles stiff and unresponsive. With an effort, I walked to the foot of Patient One and read out the details at the top of his chart.


Replacing the chart, I moved to the next bed.

“Simon Lines, 23. Girlfriend brought him in.”

“Janice Greg,” said France without looking at the chart. “She’s 31, unmarried, a schoolteacher.” He turned to the fourth bed, the old woman transferred from Kettering. “Maud Carver, 63. You’d guess from the name, wouldn’t you—who calls anyone Maud anymore?” He looked down at the chart again. “Widowed.”

Doctor Jamison picked up the fifth and sixth charts, one in each hand. From the left: “Louise Burdon, 28. One kid.” From the right: “Emilia Strabbioli, 51. Married, two daughters, one son, one grandson.” He put the charts back on their hooks, and we stood back and looked at the six bodies laid out before us.

“Are we really considering this?” Jamison asked.

“No, we can’t consider it,” I said. The others looked at me. “We have to just do it.”

“It can’t be Brian or…” France pointed to the fifth one.


“Janice is young,” France said. “Simon, too.”

They looked at me.

“So we’re going to kill Maud because she’s the oldest?” I asked.

“She hasn’t got any…” France began, but Jamison interrupted him.

“We’re not going to kill her at all. We’re going to test her.”

“And the tests are going to kill her,” I nodded. “Have the balls to admit it.”

He sighed, shrugged, and walked over to pick up the chart. “Says here she had a stroke two years ago.”
“So? Look, she made it two years, who’s to say she won’t make it another thirty?”

“Plus,” said France carefully, “that’s exactly the kind of thing that makes me nervous. Given her stroke, I’d be a bit careful what tests I did on her anyway.” He walked over and took the chart away from Jamison, scanned it, then put it back on the hook. Then he turned back to the third patient. I could tell he was thinking something that he didn’t like, and I realised what it was going to be. She was his patient, of course, he had been charged with making her well again. “Perhaps we should consider Janice.”

Jamison picked up the schoolteacher’s chart.

“She’s healthy,” France continued. “Least likely to have any trouble with the tests, I’d say.” He smiled. “Hey, I’ve just thought of something. She’s a teacher, right? Perhaps the stress of grading is what’s going to get her! It could be nothing to do with this at all. Of all of them, she’s the most likely to survive, right?” He nodded at Jamison and me, trying to convince himself by convincing us.

I ignored his pleading and pointed to my own patient. “Why save Felton?” I asked.

“He has kids.”

“He’s a shit,” I spat. “He beats them. He screws around, and he’s given his wife the clap.”

“Jesus, Marianne!” France slapped my hand down. “He might be able to hear you! That’s not funny!”

I saw Jamison’s eyes flick down to my balled fists.

“No, wait.” He pulled France back by the shoulder.

“She’s…” France protested.

“I see what she means,” Jamison said, staring past France directly at me. France had believed he was talking to him, of course. “We can’t make this decision. We can’t just do this based on our prejudices. That’s how the cards beat us. They use us against ourselves.”

He was wrong, of course, but we had to tell France something to make him listen to sense.

“There’s only one thing to do,” I told them.

I found the box in the waiting room—there’s a little pile of books and toys to keep kids occupied while we talk with the parents. Most of it was for the smaller children, but there was a wooden box of classic games that had a backgammon board. I don’t suppose it had ever been used. Half of the white counters were missing, but I found most of the red ones and one of the dice, which I scooped up into my pocket and carried back to our ward.

“We make up something to tell the families, of course,” I told France and Jamison, then rolled the die on top of the defibrillator cart. I saw two come face up for a moment, two black sockets in a white face, then it was past and the cube came to a rest.

“Five,” said France.

“Louise,” Jamison corrected him.

They died anyway. Of course they did, that’s what those little cards are good for. The first round of tests showed nothing, so we took more blood from Louise. That’s when she began to bleed under the skin around where we’d put the needle in. Pretty soon she was convulsing, and then her vitals began to deteriorate and her heart stopped.

While the tests were coming back, Maud stopped breathing. We revived her, but her brain had been without
oxygen for too long. When she stopped breathing again, we couldn’t bring her back. Nurse Kealing brought the test results back: some viral activity, but sadly not characteristic enough for us to work out what we were dealing with.

The die rolled five again, then two. So we took blood from Simon.

He survived, but we got the same inconclusive results, during which time Brian and Emilia had both gone. We gave the young man antivirals, but his condition deteriorated faster, and he died two hours after Emilia. Finally we watched Janice Greg’s heart rate get slower and slower until finally she, too, left us.

We had been watching the six of them for close to a day on and off. France and Jamison looked like corpses themselves, grey-faced and without a hint of emotion. It had drained everything from them—not just the deaths, but what those cards had forced us to do. I left them to it, slipping off quietly to find Joe.

The causes of death were hemorrhagic fever with renal failure, or so the pathologists determined. I didn’t feel like anyone was to blame—who could have suspected a hantavirus outbreak in the midlands? No other cases were reported, and the investigators were unable to trace any more connections than we had.

I have Brian’s card in my wallet. I keep it next to mine, because that night its prediction came a little bit closer. I take Brian’s out when I am alone, and stare at the word. I am still unable to understand what it meant. Was it the tests, I wonder, or the lack of tests? Did the word mean the same thing for all of those six? Did it mean hospital tests, exams, what?

The thoughts run through me like water, ever changing. But there is one I come back to: Who was being tested?

Story by K. M. Lawrence
Illustration by Dean Trippe
THE CLERK SET THE GUN ON THE COUNTER. “There’s a seven-day waiting period.” Tommy peeled off an extra couple hundreds and slid them across the counter. The clerk hesitated, then pocketed the bills and loaded the weapon into a brown paper bag. “Some weeks are shorter than others.” He added a box of bullets to the bag, then rang up the total. “You need any extra ammo?”

“No,” replied Tommy. “One box will be plenty.”

It was pissing rain on the walk back to his apartment, the first time it had rained in the city for months. The water cut greasy rivers down his cheeks, tasting faintly of gasoline and ash. At least the city’s consistent, he thought, even the rain’s corrupt. He ducked into a familiar coffee shop to douse the chill. He ordered what he always ordered and dug in his pockets for exact change.

“Can you believe those freaks?”

Tommy followed the kid’s gaze out the front window, across the street. A pack of No-Faters gathered on the corner, their placards bleeding ink as they fought to keep a fire alive in a trash bin. One of them, a chubby white kid with unconvincing dreadlocks, pulled out a white card, the size of the index cards Tommy’s students used to cram notes onto before exams, and tossed it into the fire. He stepped back, arms out, relishing the cheers of approval the protesters poured out at him.

“Yeah, you’re home free now, asshole,” said the kid behind the counter. He finished with Tommy’s order and passed the steaming cardboard cup to him. “What’s that shit supposed to accomplish?”

Tommy shrugged. “It’s a symbol. Rage against the dying of the light, that sort of thing. Just human nature.”

“More like rage against getting a job, the stupid hippies.” The kid flipped a rag off his apron string and wiped down the counter where Tommy’s cup had spilled a few drops. “You wanna know what my card says? Burned to death. Bad news, right? Not exactly the finest hand in the deck, right? But I still smoke. ‘Cause what’s the point? Way I see it, the way we’re gonna die is the way we’re gonna die. That’s the way it’s always been, motherfucking death machine or no motherfucking death machine.”

Tommy didn’t say anything, just slugged back half the cup of coffee, letting it burn his throat, not caring. Outside, the rain had stopped as the No-Faters tossed another card onto the altar of inevitability.

He dropped the envelope into the mailbox. He’d written it all out, the whole thing, the night before in his motel room. As he watched Mel’s address—her new address—swallowed by the box’s maw, he marveled at how much life could change with the rearranging of a few letters and numbers. She should get it by the end of the week, but she’d already know by then. She would have heard about it on the news, or someone would have told her. He’d be the name on a thousand pundits’ lips before rush hour. Lots of people asking why, but she’d be the only one with the answer. It felt right that way.

As he waited for the crosswalk light to change, he noticed the bar across the street. There was always a bar within walking distance of these places, without fail, or a liquor store. They were like remoras, feeding from the belly of the Death Machine wherever it sprang up. He could see a few of them in there now, heads down, that uniquely blank look on their faces. Some of them had their death cards laid out on the bar, staring as if waiting for the ink to shift,
for the universe to hiccup, for destiny to laugh and admit, “Just kidding.” Others laughed and caroused, to all appearances celebrating a promotion at work rather than a glimpse at their own end.

Tommy waited in line, smiled at the girl behind the glass partition, and forked over $11.50 for his ticket. The Death Machines were everywhere now—doctor’s offices, mall kiosks. They were both wholly remarkable and thoroughly mundane. Not this one, though. This one was the first. The first Death Machine ever, entombed in a glass-and-chrome building that was half museum and half theme park. If you turned Auschwitz into a theme park.

Tommy ignored the huge plasma screens somberly reciting the history of this holy temple, the narrator’s voice smooth and comforting as the screens displayed the most famous photograph in the world. The first Death Machine, its creators lined up behind it, grinning with the pride of those who know they’ve changed the world. He’d heard the rumors, of course, that the whole thing had been an accident, that they’d been trying to create something else and only stumbled ass-over-teacups backward into their discovery. Either way, they were all rich as sin now, at least the ones that were still alive. Not so the older man with a smile like Norman Rockwell’s grandpa, who had eaten a shotgun barrel six months after that photo was taken. Tommy wondered if he’d bothered to look at his death card first. Was it the knowing that drove him to that end, or the not knowing? Did it even really matter?

Tommy joined the queue that snaked its way up to the Machine. It was a weekday, so the crowds were light. It only took a minute or so until he reached the front of the line. The Machine’s words greeted him, the same as they always greeted everyone. “Please insert your finger.” It was a sentence that had become the punchline to a thousand jokes and monologues and headlines over the past few years, but Tommy didn’t think any of them were funny. The least they could have done was polish up the death sentence a little. Maybe hire some New York Times bestseller to do a pass, come up with something really snappy, something to bring a smile to your face on the bus ride home.

He winced as the needle pierced his fingertip, sucked at the tiny pearl of blood that peered out. The Machine buzzed, flashed “Thank you,” and spit out the card. He took it and moved aside to let the redheaded woman behind him have her turn. She was young, maybe nineteen, and from the way she was shaking, she’d never done this before. He wasn’t sure whether to envy her that.

He read the card, just one word. Seven letters, no substitutions. So final, and yet, in a way, so freeing. Tommy had never worried about car accidents or plane crashes or cancer. The same word that doomed him had also rendered him, in a way, untouchable. Was he only here because of the word? Would he have had the courage to do what needed to be done if the word were different? He smeared blood across the card, tossed it into a nearby trash can along with his doubts. He reached in his pocket, felt the shape of the gun, solid and comforting.

The red-haired woman stepped over, her eyes glued to the card, welling up. She was pale as her legs gave out and she lowered herself to the floor. He crouched next to her.

“First time?”

She looked at him, but didn’t seem to see him at first. Then her eyes focused, and she brushed at the tears with the back of her hand. “Yeah. I guess I wasn’t really ready for it.”

Her other hand white-knuckled the card. Tommy could read part of her word, “Explo—”, the rest eclipsed by her fingers.

“I haven’t met anybody yet who is.” He pulled a tissue out of the pocket without the gun and offered it to her.

“It could be wrong.”

Tommy smiled. “It could be. They say it’s infallible, but it only has to be wrong once, right?”

She smiled back at him, weakly, then looked sick to her stomach. She shook her head. “My mom told me not to get checked. She said it was better not to know. Now there’s no taking it back, you know? It’s like…now nothing else I do matters.”

He stood up, one hand sliding back to his pocket, wrapping around the gun. He offered her his other hand, and she took it, her knees barely finding the strength to stand. For a moment, the curve of her face reminded him of Mel, and
he felt his commitment wavering. Did he have the right? But then his eyes turned to the screen above, to the
photograph, to the smiling faces. Did he have the right? Did they? They’d killed the whole world. She would die to
—just maybe—restore it to life.

“What’s your name?” he asked.

“Alice.”

His thumb caressed the back of her hand. “Alice, I want you to close your eyes.”

On any other day, she might have been suspicious, but today he was human contact, he was comfort, and that was
enough. She closed her eyes.

Tommy pulled the gun from his pocket, locked the hammer back. He thought of his word, and her word, and
billions of tiny little soulless goddamn cards around the world, each with their own word.

It only had to be wrong once, he told himself. Just once.

He lifted the gun, aiming at the center of her forehead.

Except…

His stomach wrenched as a terrible realization hit him. He envisioned the hammer falling, the spark, the bullet
driven forward by the explosion. By the explosion. The Machine, the damned Machine, would still win by
technicality.

He staggered back away from her, and she opened her eyes, confused. She gasped as she saw the gun in his hand.
He spun, back toward the front of the line, toward the sound of the Machine vomiting up a new proclamation of
doom. It wasn’t too late. He could still beat it. He leveled the gun at the man at the front of the line, trenchcoat and
wild hair.

“You!”

He heard screams from the crowd, the squawk of walkie-talkies and the clatter of security guards’ booted feet. He
only had seconds. He closed the distance, jammed the gun barrel against the man’s head.

“What does your card say?”

The man’s card lay in the machine’s tray, face down, future unwritten. The man was calm—why was he so calm?
Tommy screamed: “Pick it up and tell me what it says!”

The man smiled at him.

Furious, frantic, Tommy grabbed the card, flipped it over, reeled from déjà vu. The card read: “Suicide.”

The man shrugged. His trenchcoat hit the floor. Tommy saw the wires circling the man’s chest, through the gray
claylike bricks, leading up to what looked like a TV remote in the man’s hand. Tommy thought it was odd; it looked
just like it always did in the movies.

“No fate,” said the man, an edge of madness in his eyes.

Tommy wanted to laugh as the man pressed the button. The Machine never said it was his suicide.

It only had to be wrong once.

But not today.
**ALMOND**

*Administration and Maintenance Log, Cleveland Office*

Feb 25 - No user requests. Tested samples 1-4. No problems.

Mar 4 - No user requests. Tested samples 1-4. No problems.

Mar 11 - No user requests. Tested samples 1-4. No problems.

Mar 18 - No user requests. Tested samples 1-4. No problems.

Mar 25 - No user requests. Tested samples 1-4. No problems.

Apr 1 - No user requests. Tested samples 1-4. Lab destroyed.

Apr 8 - No user requests. Tested samples 1-4. No problems.

Apr 15 - No user requests. Tested samples 1-97. No problems.

Apr 22 - No user requests. Tested samples 1-4. All predicted death by Mr. Potato Head.

Apr 29 - No user requests. No samples tested. No one is reading this log anyway.

May 6 - No user requests. I am beginning to suspect there’s a fundamental problem with a machine that tells people how they’re going to die, i.e. no one wants to know. However, we can all sleep soundly tonight knowing that, once again, Sample A dies by CRASH, Sample B dies by HEART, Sample C dies by SUICIDE, and Sample D dies by ALMOND, whatever the hell that means.

May 13 - No requests. How much, exactly, did we pay for this, and why was that money not put toward raises for the lab techs?

May 20 - No requests. Almonds continue to be deadly.

May 27 - Machine continues to predict the deaths of the four test samples. I continue to write entries in a book no one else will ever read. In fact, I asked Paul why he thought we weren’t getting any requests, and he said he didn’t even realize we had a machine yet. Way to spend the grant money, guys. Does anyone other than me even know we’ve had this thing since February? The samples were all printed on these neat, white business cards, like the kind you write your phone number on in a bar. “Why don’t we get together, baby? Just call me SUICIDE. Please don’t say no.” You couldn’t make me try this thing on myself for a million dollars. I’m certain the result would be MACHINE MALFUNCTION.

Jun 3 - I’m starting to wish I would have taken the job in Tulsa. The sample results on this machine are A) kind of creepy, B) a waste of time, and C) annoyingly vague. These samples are all from people who died already, right? If the guy choked on an almond, shouldn’t it say CHOKING? Or was he allergic? The other three are pretty straightforward, although now I think about it, CRASH could be a plane crash or a car crash. Or even a bike crash, I guess. They should send something that says how they died.

Jun 10 - I’m tired of looking at the machine, but there’s nothing else to look at. Maybe it’s supposed to wear down my defenses and get me to take the test, but I’ve made my decision. So I sit and stare at it. My planner is black with the blood of my tormented doodles. There is a brick wall outside my window. What’s on the other side? My guess is that it’s a locker room, and there are dozens of hot naked chicks inside, all with a thing for underpaid lab technicians who could, at the drop of a hat, tell them how they’re going to die.
Jul 1 - One request. (!) Results were kept confidential. Tested samples 1-4. No problems.

Jul 8 - No requests. I’m a little intrigued by the idea that someone in town knows how he is going to die. The rest of us are going on with our lives, worrying about paying bills or finding a good school system for the kids, but this one guy is nervously eyeing the mixed nuts aisle in the grocery store, or whatever. He’s got that little insight that no one in town (except me) knows about. I’m Alfred to his Batman, except I don’t know what’s on his card. Just that he knows what’s on his card. Unfortunately, I can’t think of anyone in comics who knows that someone has a secret identity, but doesn’t know what it is.

Jul 15 - Four requests. Apparently word is getting around. Three of them, all men, came and left, and I can only wonder what the machine says fate has in store for them. But the woman wanted to show the result to me. It was printed out on the same business card as the test samples, only hers said CANCER. She was really shaken up about it. I felt really bad for her, but then after she left, I thought what the hell, lady, what do you expect? It’s going to tell you how you die, right? You should probably be expecting cancer. In fact, it wouldn’t be a bad idea for the machine to have a label on it that says “Warning: Expect Cancer.” It’s not like it says you’ll get cancer tomorrow or anything. Seriously, we’ve had this thing for half a year now, and I see the first real result, and I think the whole machine is a bad idea. Plus, I haven’t seen any evidence that it’s even right! I’m the resident expert on this destiny-meter by dint of being the only person who’s read through the manual, but I don’t like it, and I don’t know if it works. And I refuse to use it on myself. Tell me that’s not screwed up. I wonder if the lab in Tulsa has one of these stupid things.

Jul 21 - From this spot on my chair you can see exactly 64 bricks. Sixty-four is divisible by two, four, eight, sixteen, and thirty-two. That’s four to the third power, or two to the sixth power. There are 64 squares on a chess board, of which 32, or one half, are taken up by pieces in the beginning of the game. Every time there’s a pawn exchange, one-sixteenth (or 6.25%) of the pieces are removed from the board, thus freeing up one thirty-secondth (or 3.125%) of the board. Just thought I’d share. 64. 64. 64. Oh yeah, and, apparently I wasn’t the only one that lady talked to last week. Paul told me today that she currently has cancer. She was told by her doctor that it went into remission. I guess I can see why she was so upset. Well, all the more reason not to use the machine. There were another five requests this week, and I got to see a couple. The first was another CANCER (plus, the guy was totally a smoker), but I don’t think I was supposed to see it. I just happened to see the card when he looked at it. And then, get this, the other guy got JOY. If you’re gonna go, that’s the way to do it, I guess. I totally want to hear about this guy getting smothered in an orgy somewhere. Well, I mean, not immediately.

July 21 - All right. Being honest here, I guess I was thinking sooner rather than later. Pretty bad, huh? Does spending a long boring day with a death machine make you cavalier about death? Well, the guy will be happy at least.

Aug 4 - The woman with cancer came back in today. Her name’s Beth. Her doctor said that her cancer poses no threat and now she wanted a second opinion from the machine. I told her that part of the machine’s maintenance is rechecking the same four test samples and they’ve never changed. (I did not mention that I’ve been neglecting my samples testing for a while.) Beth wanted to try again anyway. CANCER, again. So many people are so fiercely private about their cards. It’s really awkward that Beth shows hers off to anyone she meets, and then talks about it. It
and called me a crook, told me to stay the hell away from him. Then he gathered up the whole family, all of them—dad, and he got this weird faraway look in his eyes, and then he got really mad at me. He threw the cards back at me. I told the doctor that I hadn’t done anything, but they insisted on doing a blood test. They looked terrified. And every single one of them came up with the same result: FIRE. I told the police that I didn’t know what that meant, but they said they were just following orders from their top secret anti-government cabal.

I think your auto premiums would skyrocket if your insurance company knew your death card said CRASH. They probably wouldn’t cover you at all. In related news, inventory showed that one lab was missing over a thousand dollars’ worth of stimulants. That’s serious business. Everyone thinks it’s Mitch. He looks miserable, but the question is: Is he miserable because he’s been caught, or because he’s stopped taking stimulants? Or is it possible that he’s innocent, and he’s miserable because everyone thinks he’s stealing from the company?

I don’t know if they think this machine is like a party game, or if they all just really want to know how they die. I’m just a peeping Tom. Bring on the trampoline!

Get drafted? Maybe he’ll happen upon who really killed JFK. Paul tried to get me to do it, but I refused. First of all, I don’t want to know. Second, I don’t want other people to know. Third, I don’t have any proof that this thing works. I don’t know if they think this machine is like a party game, or if they all just really want to know how they die, but I stare at this thing every day, and I’m maybe a little scared of it.

No one made a big deal out of the conference then. I tried to talk to Paul about it, but he didn’t seem concerned. Did he not make the connection between Mitch getting laid off and drawing the card that says OVERDOSE? Or is he too preoccupied by when and where he’s going to fall to death? There’s been a steady stream of people coming in asking for the test. I guess there was a bit on the news about it last night. Someone in New York took the test, and she wasn’t very happy when she left. It’s too bad. She seems really nice.

Things are picking up again. Eight people. And now that Beth is gone, I find that my qualms about knowing other people’s deaths have completely disappeared again. I’m just a peeping Tom. Bring on the trampoline!

Our office has death fever. It’s actually less morbid than it sounds. I just mean that a bunch of the folks here suddenly got really interested in finding out how they’re going to kick the bucket. All right, maybe it’s exactly as morbid as it sounds. I wonder if they all went out for lunch last week and talked about it over drinks or something. I never got invited. I spend my lunches with my good friends Brickly and the Fatal Fortune-Teller. A bunch of people came in as a group to get their death cards, so I got to watch them share. I’ve got some interesting coworkers: Paul is going to die by FALL, Tammy from HR got LIGHTNING, and Mitch got OVERDOSE. He seemed to think it was pretty funny, but Tammy got a strange look on her face. Mitch had never struck me as the kind of guy who would take drugs irresponsibly, but, you know, there are an awful lot of drugs around here in the office that he has access to. And he took a trip with his girlfriend to Amsterdm last Christmas. Hmmmm… Mike from accounting got the weirdest one: GOVERNMENT. How do you die by government? Will he commit treason? Get drafted? Maybe he’ll happen upon who really killed JFK. Paul tried to get me to do it, but I refused. First of all, I still don’t want to know. Second, I don’t want other people to know. Third, I don’t have any proof that this thing works. I don’t know if they think this machine is like a party game, or if they all just really want to know how they die, but I stare at this thing every day, and I’m maybe a little scared of it.

Apparently, getting your death foretold by a machine isn’t covered by insurance. Paul was fuming yesterday, but I think he’s crazy. Do you really want your insurance company to know how you are going to die? I’d think your auto premiums would skyrocket if your insurance company knew your death card said CRASH. They probably wouldn’t cover you at all. In related news, inventory showed that one lab was missing over a thousand dollars’ worth of stimulants. That’s serious business. Everyone thinks it’s Mitch. He looks miserable, but the question is: Is he miserable because he’s been caught, or because he’s stopped taking stimulants? Or is it possible that he’s innocent, and he’s miserable because everyone thinks he’s stealing from the company?

Mitch is gone. Whether he stole anything is still uncertain, but he apparently missed a conference when he was in Amsterdam with his girlfriend, and that’s the official reason he’s canned. Sounds a little trumped-up to me. No one made a big deal out of the conference then. I tried to talk to Paul about it, but he didn’t seem concerned. Did he not make the connection between Mitch getting laid off and drawing the card that says OVERDOSE? Or is he just preoccupied by when and where he’s going to fall to death? There’s been a steady stream of people coming in asking for the test. I guess there was a bit on the news about it last night. Someone in New York took the test, and when she found out it said SUICIDE, she killed herself. Does that justify that the Morbid Medium Machine works? I think it means that people with suicidal tendencies shouldn’t use the stupid machine. I was thinking it would be nice if the machine would print the number for a suicide helpline every time someone got SUICIDE, but I guess it would be pretty futile. I mean it doesn’t say they’ll attempt suicide. It says they’ll die by suicide. Someone else got GOVERNMENT yesterday. I wanted to refer him to Mike, but there are confidentiality rules that I would be breaking. I’m like a priest. I store all these confessions, and I’m forbidden to say anything. A priest tells the confessions to God, and I tell the predictions to the maintenance log. Plus, I’m not getting laid, so that’s another thing I have in common with priests. I wonder if Batman has a priest. Anyway, maybe Mike already knows this guy from their top secret anti-government cabal.

A family came in today, with two kids, and only the father spoke English. He made them all take the blood test. They looked terrified. And every single one of them came up with the same result: FIRE. I told the dad, and he got this weird faraway look in his eyes, and then he got really mad at me. He threw the cards back at me and called me a crook, told me to stay the hell away from him. Then he gathered up the whole family, all of them...
staring at me, and stormed off. I’ve been shaking for the last hour. I don’t think he’s going to tell his family. Well fine, I guess I’d rather not know, so maybe they’re better off not knowing. But…how will not knowing help them prevent a fire? Or, if the machine really is accurate, is it too late to prevent it now?

Sep 15 - Well, the machine works, I guess. It’s just got a sick sense of humor. The guy whose card said JOY died over the weekend. No orgy, no heart attack from winning the lottery. He was run over walking home from the library. By a woman named Joy. That’s really messed up. I’m sort of freaking out over this. How does a machine know the name of the person who runs you over? And why wouldn’t it say RUN OVER? The sample card said CRASH, not the driver’s name. It’s like it was toying with him. Is that what it was? A joke? A machine joking about death? It sounds stupid but why not? I mean, a machine isn’t going to die, right? That’s the big advantage to being a machine. Finally, after doing every little thing we’ve told them to do, a machine is lording something over us. Seriously, no wonder it says ALMOND. It delights in being ironically vague. I hate this thing. I’m sleeping with the lights on tonight.

Sep 23 - I had someone come in for a second visit today because—get this—he lost his card and forgot what it said. He forgot. Did I just meet the stupidest person in America? Is this person the reason that my instruction manuals are 60% warnings and all the good TV shows are canceled in favor of pap? I told him he should write it down next time. Speaking of how death makes people stupid, there was a new announcement from Tammy in Human Resources. All new employees will be subject to getting a readout from the death machine. I am required to pass on the results to her. Current employees are strongly encouraged to share their results with Human Resources, but it’s not required. I don’t like the sound of that. Also, I’ve gotten a ton of people coming in, with a lot of vague results. The JOY thing has me second-guessing all of them. One man got RAM. He was thinking goat. I’m thinking Dodge. So he’ll probably get smashed in a battering ram, just to prove us both wrong. Another one was BLOCKAGE. Will his arteries be blocked? Will his way to the hospital be blocked? Poor Beth is probably going to be killed by someone born in July. And what about Fallin’ Paul? I keep wondering if there’s a way autumn could kill him. Tammy already knows his card, and Mike’s, and a bunch of others. I’ve been trying to keep an ear to the wall to hear if anyone else who has taken the test will lose their jobs. I’ve heard that Dr. Caine drew SHIV. If that doesn’t spell bad news for your future, I don’t know what does.

Sep 30 - Someone managed to stump the machine, from the looks of things. His card said $¢NIKCLE. What does that mean? Death by aliens? I asked if he had any ideas. He said he was in a really bad car accident, and keeps having dreams about car accidents every night, and wanted to know if that’s what would kill him. No, lucky you, you’ll be killed by a $4NIKCLE, which for all I know could be a new kind of car invented ten years from now. I called our distributor at EndVisions, and they’re going to send someone out to see if there’s a problem with the machine. I have taken the liberty of hiding this log in my desk, and getting a new one that makes it look like I’ve been running the same four tests every week and that we’ve had all kinds of users who always keep their results confidential (except for Mr. $¢NIKCLE). I’m a little worried that I screwed it up somehow. I guess if he gets mad, I’ll blame it on the fact that I’m stuck in a room with no view and a death machine, and understandably, it made me temporarily insane.

Oct 7 - Well, I can take comfort in knowing that the EndVisions tech isn’t any more knowledgeable than I am. Actually, I take no comfort in this at all. Neil, the rep who came in, had no idea why the machine would say JOY when it meant RUN OVER. Or what it means when the sample says ALMOND. I’m disappointed. I kind of trusted the distributor to know these things. Neil’s pretty sure that Mr. $¢NIKCLE won’t die from a car accident. He guessed the cause of death was a dollar, a penny, and a nickel, like he’d make a deal with a loan shark but end up being a day late and $1.06 short. So, like I said, Neil’s no expert. Maybe this will be a mystery for the ages. He was impressed with my (fake) record-keeping, but even more impressed with the way the office has embraced the machine. He said that most offices don’t usually use it on their own employees, much less factor the results into their hiring practices. He was even talking about using our lab as an example of EndVisionary Thinking in the next newsletter. Apparently Neil helps edit it. He asked what my card said, and I lied and told him ELECTROCUTION. His card said STROKE. He seemed proud of that fact. He plans to go skydiving next summer, since he knows it won’t kill him. I immediately thought that he’d land in a lake, try to do a breaststroke, get a cramp, and die. I did not mention this to him.

Oct 14 - I was interviewed for a news story. Candace Harrelson, the reporter, wanted me to tell her what some of the stranger results have been, but I didn’t tell her much. I said that some of the more typical results are CANCER, CRASH, and HEART. I also mentioned the ALMOND one, and they asked me to verify that one guy whose card
said JOY. Candace came in knowing a lot already. I don’t think I was much help to Channel 5 Prime Time News. Apparently the story is going to be about how the machine is sometimes cryptic, but never wrong. They’ve compiled results from machines throughout the country, and have two dozen predictions that have all come true. Candace even volunteered to find out her own results. They filmed me drawing the blood and everything. She was talking about how easy the process is, and how the results are printed up on a single business card, with the same results every time. I had to just sit there and wait for her to stop talking before I informed her that she’s going to die by BULLET. For a second, just for a second, she got this funny look on her face. Then she wrapped up by saying, “A harrowing prediction. Will it come true?” It was completely professional-news-reporter sounding. Totally didn’t match the shocked look on her face just a second earlier. My guess is the station will cut that part. She spent the whole report basically convincing the viewers that the predictions always come true, but she gets hers, and suddenly there’s a question? I’m sure that part will never air. That’s too bad really. So many people come in here, and they’re all easygoing until they see the card. Then, suddenly, they’re serious. Almost panicked. I’m sure I’ll see a rush of people come in here after the story airs. I just wish they’d show that one second, where Candace Harrelson stops reporting the story and starts thinking about her mortality. That’s what the real report should be about.

Oct 21 - I was right. I’ve been swamped. I watched the report, and sure enough, they cut the part where Candace hears how she’s going to die. Instead, after the report, Mark the anchorman asked if she took the test herself, and she said, “Maybe. But I’m not telling.” I guess she figures I won’t squeal, since I wouldn’t tell her anything. Since the report, I’ve heard from the media almost as much as I’ve heard from new customers. The death machine is the talk of the town. It’s bigger than Tickle-Me-Elmo. I can only guess how well Tell-Me-How-I-Croak-Elmo would sell. Some people are coming back for a second run. One guy came in with a little silver frame pinned over his breast pocket. When he got the result (HEART), he slipped it into the frame. I asked if he knew that his card would say HEART, and he said he’d taken the test before, but he thoughtlessly threw away the card. Now it’s a fashion statement. He’s planning to sell the frames with a fake HEART card inside. That way, if people are proud of their deaths, they can stick it in the frame, and if they get, say, BOTCHED PLASTIC SURGERY, no one has to know. If the frames sell well, he’s going to try making custom T-shirts.

Oct 28 - There has been a line going outside the door. I’ve seen so many death cards in the last two days that I can’t even remember most of the weird ones. So here’s a list of the ones I do remember, FEAR, TRAPEZE, GERALD, RELIGION, MINK, MARSHMALLOWS, CAMECORDER, PIE, and RONALD MCDONALD. I want a custom made T-shirt that says RONALD MCDONALD. Seriously, after reading that one I was slightly tempted to try the machine myself. But then I got another visit from Beth. She wanted to try the machine again. We both knew she’d get the same result. It was like watching a car crash, and not being able to do anything about it. She said something to remind me just exactly why I didn’t want to take the test. She said, “I’m the same person as I was in July, only now I’ve emptied my bank account talking to doctors and I have panic attacks in the middle of the night.” That warning should be put on the front of the box. I told her so. It was nice to see her again. She told me about a dream she’s been having, where the machine is just this spigot that attaches to your arm and slowly drains all of the blood out of you. I had a similar dream, where instead of getting a business card, your death was written on a big cinder block, and I had to swim across the river with it around my neck. Oh, I almost forgot the best card: DISK ERROR. I had to run that one three times before I was convinced that the guy would die from DISK ERROR and there really was nothing wrong with the machine.

October 30 - Another busy week. I actually ran out of blank business cards. I kept fifty people waiting while I sent Paul to pick up a new box from the store. I was waiting here for him to come back when I had my epiphany. Let me set the scene. I’m waiting in the office, alone, with all kinds of people waiting to get in. I’m trying to think of how many words I can make out of “Brick Wall”. I cross out the letters as I go, and suddenly, it hits me. $6NIKICLE is one word written on top of another. It’s SINK written on top of ICICLE! The guy has two deaths, unless he manages to sink into a pile of icicle. So I thought about that for awhile, and here’s my best guess. He said he was in a car accident, right? What if it was a recent car accident? Maybe he had a blood transfusion recently, and the machine tested the blood of two people at one time! How long does it take for blood to acclimate to a person? My guess is that one or the other will disappear in time, but for now, he should probably avoid sinks, sinkholes, and cold climates. I’ve got him coming in for a second test next month. I am now officially more knowledgeable than the product rep at EndVisions. Hope that knowledge won’t give poor Neil a stroke.

Nov 4 - Why on earth is the government killing so many people? Candace over at Channel 5 did a story about it. There were a bunch of people who came forward and said they were disturbed that their card said GOVERNMENT
and more than a little distrustful of our elected leaders.

Nov 11 - Neil showed up unexpectedly yesterday. I was excited to tell him about the double printing on $¢NIKCLE but he kicked me out of the office, said he needed to make some adjustments to the machine. It was a nice change of pace, to be away from the brick wall and the icy specter of death for a little while. I actually called up Beth, to see how she was doing, and we had lunch together. A good lunch. I like her. But get this: part of me doesn’t want to get involved with her because I couldn’t deal with it if she died. She’d have her midnight panic attacks, and then I’d get worried that she was dying. It’s too stressful. I checked back in to the lab after lunch, and Neil was already gone. Great customer service there, Neil. It didn’t take too much investigation to find out what he had changed. Now the machine, the Bucket-Kick-O-Meter, is hooked up to a phone line. His note said that it would make maintenance easier, and I should not unplug it for any reason. I can’t believe that the machine of death gets its own phone and I have to share the one in the hallway with Paul. If the machine gets a window with a view better than a brick wall, I’m going to personally start telling people how they’re going to die.

Nov 18 - I was talking to Paul about Thanksgiving. Get this: He canceled his ski trip this year. Fear of heights? I told him he’s the same person he was back in July, except now he doesn’t want to go skiing. I guess it didn’t sound as profound as when Beth said it.

Dec 1 - Sad news. Mitch, my former coworker who got laid off, died yesterday. It was really sad. He couldn’t get a recommendation from work and couldn’t find a job. His wife left him, and he killed himself with aspirin and alcohol. Once again, the machine was correct. If he wouldn’t have taken the test, he’d be alive today, I’m sure of it. Tammy and the rest of the HR people aren’t beating themselves up about it though. She told me I don’t need to report results to her anymore, because now the machine does it automatically. That’s why Neil was in before Thanksgiving. If there isn’t a database of results already, you can bet your ass that Human Resources is starting one. Then she sent out a memo to the whole office that says everyone needs to retake the test. Dr. Caine is resigning. Seriously. I still don’t know if he drew SHIV, but it sure sounds like it. Who is this going to affect? People who drew health problems, like HEART? People who drew deaths that imply they’ll happen sooner than later, like FALL? Now I’m thinking about resigning, too.

Dec 8 - Not resigning. I bit the bullet and ran a sample, telling them it was my result. It said ALMOND. They wouldn’t lay me off for ALMOND, plus I didn’t have to, you know, actually take the test. Of course, this means that from this day forward, I can’t test the ALMOND sample anymore, but I’ve long since given up testing the samples anyway. We closed the office to outside clients for a day so I could test everyone else. I guess I underestimated the contingent that didn’t want to be tested. In fact, there were a couple of people who took the test and then threw the card away without looking at it. Mike was really resistant to getting tested again, now that it’s a mandatory thing. I feel bad for him, since GOVERNMENT sounds like one of those deaths that HR would get really worked up about. I also retested $¢NIKCLE, but the results are the same. I told him that if he knew who donated blood to him, I could test that person and we’d know which applied to which person. Unless the donor has already died in a tragic icicle accident or something. I found that funnier than he did.

Dec 10 - I just now realized that I told Neil I would die by ELECTROCUTION and I told Tammy I would die by ALMOND. I hope they don’t compare notes.

Dec 15 - The powers that be running the lab have been good enough to put off layoffs until after Christmas. Nothing like a little yuletide panic. Last year, our Christmas luncheon had fried chicken, potatoes, a bunch of pies; it was really good. This year, we’re getting salads and low-fat, unfrosted angel food cake for dessert. For a healthy new year, they say. Beth called me and asked if I wanted to catch a movie with her. I said no. I just have too much stress in my life right now.

Dec 30 - A local news story made the national news this week. The mayor’s cousin (or maybe second cousin) found out that his roommate was sleeping with his girlfriend. He also found out that his roommate’s death card said PIE. So this cousin has been slipping pie crusts and pie filling into the roommate’s food, hoping that will be the pie that kills him. He hasn’t done anything to the pie, it’s perfectly normal. The day after Christmas, roommate is eating supper when he finally notices a hunk of pie under his turkey. He gasps, chokes on his food, and he really does die. Now the mayor’s cousin has been arrested for murder. All kinds of big-name politicians are in town, all with their own take on pie murder. The mayor is humiliated. Reporters from every channel have come in to talk to me this week, and I’ve seen myself on three different news programs. It’s unreal. I feel like I shouldn’t be interviewed by
this many reporters without my own book coming out, or winning the Super Bowl, or something. After they turn the cameras off, I’ve asked each one if they’ve taken the test. (I’ve tested so many people in the last three months, I’ve honestly lost track.) Every single one of them said yes.

Jan 6 - Wow, Cleveland is the place for controversy, and it’s all because of Murder Pie. Suddenly, Congress wants to talk about the Buying-the-Farm-Reporter. The Op-Ed pages are filled with pleading to get the government to pass some death machine laws. The flames have been fanned by a person who took a bunch of hostages and died in a shootout in Texas. They tested him posthumously, and sure enough, the result said “SHOOTOUT.” There’s been a push to register people’s death cards with local law enforcement, or even the federal government. I’m trying to get ahold of Tammy to approve some vacation time quickly, because I do not want to be here when the shit goes down. I’ve heard people are planning a protest for right outside my building. Why am I in the middle of all this? All I did was read an instruction manual, for crying out loud.

Jan 8 - Things are crazy. They’re protesting right outside, and throwing things at cops. I am not going to sit here and protect the damn machine. They can have it. I’m getting out of here...

Jan 27 - OK, so it’s been a while, but now here I am. Tammy talked me into coming back, but I really don’t know why I came in at all. Everything has pretty much gone to hell. Here’s what’s happened: On January 8 about 2,000 protesters marched through Cleveland, opposing the death machine. Police showed up in riot gear to try to keep things civil, but the crowd turned violent. People started throwing things at cops, a bunch of people got arrested, protesters were burning effigies, cops were getting fire hoses. There was some kind of blast that took out a bunch of windows, and started a fire right here. The lab sustained some water damage when the firefighters showed up, but made it through in pretty good condition. On the other hand, the building next door—the brick building that was outside my window—was completely destroyed. It was a firetrap. The shell of bricks that remained has been torn to the ground. Apparently, it was thought to be abandoned but was actually housing a sweatshop, employing illegal immigrants, even kids. I’m almost certain they included the family that was in here earlier, the kids who didn’t speak any English. The ones whose cards said FIRE. The remains of 27 people were found inside the building, and six more, including my coworker Mike, were killed in the protest. I got out of here just as things were turning really bad. I’ve been at home, left alone by the media and this is my first day back in the office. It is unworldly. I never thought something like that could really happen here. I always thought that chaos and disaster were reserved for other countries, or at least big cities like New York or Chicago. Even after all this time, it’s like I’m walking in a dream. There is a bodyguard stationed outside my door at all times, but I am still alone in this room with the damn machine. Now, instead of staring at a brick wall, I stare at scorched rubble. It’s a huge, dirty, gaping pit, and every time I look up at it, I feel a wave of despair. I think about those poor kids. There was a sweatshop—a sweatshop in Middle America—mere inches from this room, and I had no idea. And now, because whoever was running it didn’t give a damn about their employees, 27 of them are dead. If a machine that can predict death can also bring about so much death, is it really worth it? I don’t think anyone can convince me that it is.

Feb 3 - When a single machine is the cause of so much heartbreak and so much risk to human lives, what’s the logical next step? Order more machines, of course. I’m aghast. Apparently, I am no longer the sole operator of the Posthumous Predictor in Cleveland. Now, I’m just the senior operator. Meaning I’ve been taking calls from the Cuyahoga County hospital about installation all day, in addition to handing out SUICIDE and DROWN cards to my morose clients. Someone at Cuyahoga County wanted to know if people traded their actual deaths if they traded their cards. I rolled my eyes and was about to tell her that was the stupidest thing I’d ever heard, but you know, I have no idea. I gave her Neil’s number. Let him roll his eyes awhile. The tension here has eased quite a bit. I think the politicians are still talking about the machine, some even talking about making testing mandatory, but the news media have lost interest. Some people apparently saw a nipple on TV over the weekend, so all of their attention has gone elsewhere.

Feb 4 - They were clearing out the debris from the building next door today. It’s just a blank lot now, and yes, I can see the next brick building down, but I can also see the sky and the street below. All it took for this window to serve its function was the deaths of a bunch of kids. Over lunch, I grabbed one of the bricks before they cleared them all away, and now it’s here on my windowsill. I really don’t know why I kept it.

Feb 10 - Guess what I found out today? Paul and Beth are dating. How did that happen? I saw her come in yesterday, thinking she wanted another go-through with the machine. But then she and Paul left holding hands. I’ve got to admit, I feel weird about that. She didn’t even stop in and say hello to me. They looked kind of sweet
together, I guess, but I have to admit, when I saw them walking out to her car, I couldn’t help but think of two doomed prisoners on their way to the gallows. Or something. She with her cancer, he with his falling, it’s like they’re on borrowed time. Is Paul more willing to deal with suffering than I am? Or is he just more desperate for sex? Or does he not understand that one day, the cancer will overwhelm her, and he’ll be left to face his fall all alone?

Feb 17 - I’ve seen a couple of those custom shirts in the last couple of weeks. One said EXPLOSION. One said OLD AGE. The public has embraced wearing their death on their sleeve. What’s more disturbing, is there’s some role-playing game based on the death cards. Apparently a starter pack comes with 60 fake death cards, and you’re encouraged to shuffle your own into the deck. Then the characters in the game start dying left and right and the winner is the last person standing. Also, on my way to work, I always pass this building that says “Palm Readings” in the window. Well, they took down the sign a few weeks ago, and now they just put up a new sign that says “Death Cards Explained.” At least three private businesses in town have gotten their hands on their own machines. Apparently they’re a lot cheaper than they were last year. Now, with the added competition, demand at the lab has dropped considerably. I find that more often than staring out the window, I’m staring at the brick, waiting for someone else to come in. Everyone’s getting rich off of death but me.

Feb 24 - Happy first birthday, you freaky pile of circuits and premonitions. I sincerely regret that you’re still around.

Mar 3 - I’m in trouble. All of a sudden, Tammy has questions about the card I submitted for myself. Was she talking to Neil? What’s so implausible about ALMOND? I finally came to accept it. She wants to bring in the examiner from the hospital to administer the test on me “again.” Now what? Plus, Paul’s mad at me because I confided in him that I lied about my card. I think I could get into serious trouble here. I could lose my job for this.

Mar 4 - I got no sleep last night worrying. Dr. Henry from Cuyahoga County is coming in this afternoon. I’ve been worked up about it all day. I think I’m just going to have to go through with it. I’ll tell Tammy I sent her the test card by mistake. Paul probably won’t tell her anything. I won’t lose my job. But I’m still stressed out because I don’t want to know. Let it be a mystery! No one needs to know! I don’t need to know. Whatever that card says will just consume me, and those feelings of doom I get when I see Paul or Beth will paralyze me every time I look in a mirror. I wish there was some way to avoid this. I don’t need to know. Whatever that card says will just consume me, and those feelings of doom I get when I see Paul or Beth will paralyze me every time I look in a mirror. I wish there was some way to avoid this. I don’t need to know.

Mar 4 - Dr. Henry finally left. I took the test six times. I feel like a pincushion. I don’t know if there’s something wrong with the machine or what. I tried calling Neil, but he’s doing installations all over Ohio now. But clearly something is wrong, because every time I took the test, I got the same result: a blank card.

Mar 5 - Didn’t sleep well last night either. Big surprise there. So did the machine read my mind? Did it know that I didn’t want to see the answer? It knows how people die, maybe it can read my mind. I think I read a study once where a polygraph machine reacted to a tree when someone talked about cutting it down. Maybe this machine knew I was panicked about reading the results and spared me. Or maybe it’s screwing with me.

Mar 5 - If I don’t get a reading, does that mean I won’t die? How is that possible? I’ve sat next to this machine for a year, and watched it dispense little cards that made people depressed, or angry, or terrified. I’ve counseled people who didn’t like their cards, I humored people who wanted to be retested. I’ve been the machine’s caretaker, and little else. Is there something special about me? Why is it doing this to me?

Mar 5 - No one has come in to use the machine today, so I’ve used it on myself. Over and over again. I’m covered in dried blood. The cards are all blank.

Mar 6 - I am so tired. Can people die from lack of sleep? Can I die from lack of sleep? Can I die? Can the machine?

Mar 6 -

MAR 10 - ENVISIONS’ NOTE: found maintenance log, missing maintenance entries after april 29 of last year. previous user had been using log as a journal, with the last entry dated march 6. he was found march 7, apparently electrocuted while trying to damage machine with a heavy object, most likely a brick. machine no longer
operational. I will be returning it to Endvisions to try to salvage. Journal entries indicate that user became enraged, possibly delusional when the machine stopped working. Apparently, he was unfamiliar with the process of changing the ink cartridge.

A square of paper was removed from this log and placed on top of the remains of the machine. Written in handwriting that matches this journal was the single word, “me.”

Story by John Chernega

Illustration by Paul Horn
Starvation
STARVATION

DALTON WAS LOOKING DOWN AT HIS HANDS. They were dirty, and maybe a little bloody, too. One of his thumbnails was split wide open. “I guess I always just figured what the hell, you know?” They were in the jungle now and things were quiet, relatively speaking. They were just sitting there, like nothing happened. Just two guys sitting in the jungle, waiting for the shock to wear off. “I mean, it was gonna happen either way, right?”

Johnny sat still, hugging his legs in his arms. He was younger and smaller than Dalton, just out of basic. The sunburnt skin was still peeling off his bare shoulders. In a few more weeks, he’d be tanned just as deep as everybody else. “Still, man,” he said. “The Army?”

Dalton laughed, his lips curling up around his big teeth. “Yeah, I know,” he said. “Goddamned stupid kid, huh? Signed up the day after I found out. It’s like that where I come from, though. I figured it was there on the streets or here in the jungle. And I sure as hell didn’t want to catch it back there. Not without seeing something first, not without doing something.” His lips stopped smiling now. The smile had never reached his eyes anyway. “Never seemed fair.”

Johnny rubbed his arms with his hands. There was no reason why he should have been cold, but suddenly he wanted his jacket. But it was back there, back with the others in the clearing. Johnny just hugged himself tighter and shook his head to clear some gnats out of his face. “You ever think anytime that—”

“Only every day, kid.” Dalton stood up, stretching his arms over the assault rifle slung across his back. He’d held on to his jacket, his gun, his pack, his helmet. Johnny hadn’t thought to take anything with him. He’d just run. But Dalton had somehow managed to keep all his kit. “Every stinking day. Every time those guns started going off, I thought I was done for. But I never knew which way it would come from, so I just kept running. Just kept going the way they told me to.”

Johnny watched Dalton pace under the trees. He was a big man, well muscled. Johnny felt like a little kid next to him. Even in fighting form, Johnny still looked scrawny. He had tried everything to bulk up, but he never could.

“Even back there on the chopper,” said Dalton. “I thought that was it for sure.” He turned suddenly, looming over Johnny like a scarecrow. “Homicide don’t mean anything except you get killed by somebody else. It don’t have to be on purpose. It can be like that crash back there just as long as it’s the pilot’s fault.”

“You didn’t die,” said Johnny.

Dalton grinned. “I know it,” he said. He squinted down at Johnny a minute. “You ready now?”

Johnny straggled behind Dalton as they came out of the jungle into the clearing. Streaks of fuel burned in the grass, the flames pale and languid in the bright midday sun. But they were still hot and smoky as hell. The smashed chopper was only about twenty yards away, a crumpled aluminum can surrounded by four smoldering lumps of black. The rest of the men.

Dalton brought the nose of his rifle up and put his finger on the trigger. They hadn’t seen any enemy fire when they had gone down, but it was hard to be sure. And even if the bad guys hadn’t been around before, there was nothing like a crippled chopper to bring them out of cover. “Keep your eyes open,” said Dalton. Johnny just grunted, and drew his knife. It was the only weapon he had anymore.

The two men picked their way carefully through the tall grass. A few yards away from the helicopter, an injured
snake lay writhing in the grass. Dalton kicked it out of the way with his boot. Then he motioned up to the chopper. “Check if the radio’s still working,” he said. “I can cover you.”

Johnny moved past Dalton, and pushed a clump of reeds out of the way. Suddenly, he drew back, his mouth working involuntarily open and shut. There, on the grass in front of him, lay a severed head still encased in its dented helmet. The eyes and mouth were open. It was Sanchez, or maybe Dallas. Johnny couldn’t tell for sure. He couldn’t look away either. He just felt terror welling up inside him, his lungs tight and his stomach balled up like somebody had sucker-punched him. He thought he heard somebody screaming and he didn’t know if it was coming out of his mouth or if it was just in his brain.

Suddenly a strong hand gripped Johnny’s shoulder. He could hear Dalton’s voice in his ear. “Don’t look at it, kid,” said the voice. “Don’t look at it, don’t think about it. Just keep going. Just keep doing what you gotta do.” Somehow, Johnny felt his feet moving. He inched his way closer to the cockpit, but it was still on fire. It was too hot, he couldn’t get any closer. The radio was toast for sure. Dalton, standing a couple yards behind him, could see it too. “Forget it, kid,” he called. “Come on back. There’s nothing left here. It’s all gone.”

That night, Dalton went back to the clearing to get some embers to build a fire. They only had reeds and rotting wood to burn, but they had plenty of time to try to get them burning. There wasn’t anything else to do anyway. Johnny watched Dalton blowing gently on the thin licks of flame. He tossed a handful of grass into it and the fire flared up, scattering ashy sparks into the air. Otherwise it wouldn’t do better than sputter.

“That’ll have to do for now,” said Dalton. He leaned back on a big fallen log next to Johnny and clapped his knee with his big hand. “You’re one hell of a hiker for such a scrawny guy.”

Johnny just nodded, staring at the fire. One of the logs was starting to smolder a little, the bark curling up as it glowed red. Dalton had forced a march after they’d discovered the radio and the rest of the supplies were gone. That’s how they found out that they’d crashed on an island. It had a little bit of jungle and the clearing where the helicopter had crashed, and a few miles of beach. On three sides they could see land close by, but as far as they knew they were just more islands. Even if one of those blue outlines were the mainland, they wouldn’t have known which one or where they were liable to come ashore. It could be right in the middle of an enemy camp.

“Well,” said Dalton. “Here’s what we got.” He had emptied out his pack. There were rations enough to feed one of them six days, or both of them three days. It didn’t take a genius to do that math. Either way, it wasn’t long.

“I ain’t hungry,” said Johnny.

“Don’t matter,” said Dalton, pushing one of the MREs at Johnny. “You gotta eat something. I’m not gonna carry you around tomorrow if you’re too weak.”

Johnny laughed. “Yeah, and where are we supposed to go?”

“Gotta find water,” said Dalton. “Unless you saw a spring somewhere today.”

Johnny leaned back on the log and shook his head. “No,” he said. “I didn’t.” Dalton held out the MRE again and Johnny took it this time. He opened it, looking for stars through the canopy the whole time.

“What are you doing out here anyway?” asked Dalton. He took a swig from his canteen and wiped his mouth with his sleeve. “You don’t seem the type. You seem like a smarter guy than this.”

“Yeah,” said Johnny, “well, I’m not.” He picked at his food for a minute in silence. “I couldn’t get into school.”

“What? High school?”

Johnny looked over at Dalton for the first time. He thought he was maybe making fun of him, bullying him, but it didn’t look like it. “College,” he said.
“Oh,” said Dalton.

“Yeah, well,” said Johnny. “I didn’t want to flip burgers, so I thought I’d join up and maybe get into school that way. Or at least learn how to do something.” He wiped his forehead with the back of his hand and rubbed his wrist into his eye socket. The mosquitos were biting now. Or whatever they were. “I didn’t think I’d actually end up here.”

“Nobody does,” said Dalton. They were quiet for a few minutes. Johnny nibbled a little on the food, and Dalton rearranged the fire as best he could. “I can’t get Sanchez out of my head back there,” he finally said. “Still in his helmet like that. I mean, how the hell does that even happen?” He lifted one of the logs and tried to get a bit of bark burning. A puff of smoke hit him in the eyes and he sat back, blinking. “That’s not even the worst part,” he said. “Imagine going through your whole life with that on your ticket. I mean, Goddamn.” Dalton rubbed the last of the smoke out of his eyes, smearing a line of ash down his cheek in the process. He was still looking at the fire. “I’ve been meaning to ask you,” he said slowly, “what’s on your ticket, kid?”

Johnny didn’t answer right away. He couldn’t answer. As soon as Dalton had mentioned Sanchez, his bowels had all gone weak and his stomach had flopped and risen, forcing all the air out of his lungs. By the time Dalton turned around again, Johnny was already vomiting his dinner back out into his hand. Dalton jumped up to his side and Johnny felt his big hands pressing against his head.

“Oh hey, kid,” said Dalton. “I’m sorry about that. I should have never said that stuff about Sanchez. I keep forgetting this is your first time out here.”

Johnny didn’t feel any better in the morning light. Heavy beads of sweat clung to his forehead, and his skin felt like it was stretched tight across the bones of his face. Dalton had given him the canteen in the night, but he had drunk it dry. He still hadn’t eaten anything.

“You okay, kid?” asked Dalton, feeling Johnny’s arms and legs for fractures. “You sure you didn’t get hurt in the crash? Does anything hurt? You could have been in shock most of yesterday and never even known it.”

Johnny shook his head. “No,” he croaked. “Just shook up, that’s all. I’ll be fine in the afternoon.” Even as he spoke, he knew it wasn’t true. He felt terrible, like he was floating on the surface of a fast-moving stream. He was only wearing his undershirt and his pants, but even so he felt like he was being slowly smothered to death. Like snakes were coiling themselves around his body and biting his bowels. “I think I drank all the water,” he said. “Sorry.”

Dalton shook his head and picked up the empty canteen. “Don’t worry about it, kid. I’ll find some more.” Dalton stood over Johnny a second longer. He seemed to be thinking hard about something. Then he put the rifle on the ground next to Johnny. “Here, be careful with this,” he said. “But I’ll probably be gone all morning. If something happens and you need me, let off a round.” He stood up again. “And for God’s sake, kid, don’t shoot me when I come back.”

By afternoon, Johnny was a little better. He heard Dalton crunching through the undergrowth and he reached out to push the rifle away. He hadn’t even been touching it before, but it was better to be safe than sorry. A minute later, Dalton knelt down next to him, holding the canteen to his lips. The water tasted gritty, but it was cool and wet enough.

“Did you find a spring?” asked Johnny.

Dalton shook his head, squatting on his heels nearby. He picked up his rifle and slung it over his shoulder again. “I ended up collecting the water from leaves.” He motioned to the canopy as he took a drink himself. “Dew and stuff, I guess.”

“Sounds like that would take a while.”

Dalton laughed. “It does.” He wiped his forehead. “I just hope I didn’t sweat away more than I got.” He flashed
his big toothed smile again. He had a rough face, swarthy and twisted, but he looked boyish and almost handsome when he grinned that way. “You eat anything?”

“Still not hungry.”

Dalton nodded, rocking back on his heels. “Look, Johnny,” he said. “We have to have a serious talk.” Johnny looked over at him, waiting. “How do you die?”

Johnny shook his head. “What does it matter to you?”

“You know mine,” said Dalton. “Homicide, murder, whatever you want to call it. I got a gun, and we each got a knife. I just want to know how this ends, you and me alone here. What chance do we got?”

Johnny’s eyes widened. “What are you talking about?”

“Look, kid, we don’t know where we are. Maybe we’re close by home, and maybe they’re looking for us right now, and maybe a chopper’ll fly overhead in the next five minutes. Maybe.” Dalton scratched the side of his face, stretching his mouth. “But maybe nobody else knows what happened to us. Maybe we’re stuck somewhere they can’t get to us. Maybe they got other problems.”

Johnny just looked at Dalton. He still felt a little feverish. He understood everything Dalton was saying, but it sounded like it was coming from far away.

“We might be here a while,” said Dalton. “That’s all I’m saying. We got to prepare for that. And if we’re going to prepare, then we have to know what we’re up against. What do we have to watch out for, you know?” Dalton tapped himself on the chest. “Me, that’s murder. Other people. That’s what I got to watch out for.”

Johnny shook his head and made like he was going to get up. Dalton stopped him.

“I’m not talking about you, kid. You’re sick, and I can take you in a fair fight anyway.” He patted the stock of the rifle. “And I got the gun right now, so I’m not scared of you. We got no reason to kill each other. But if you’re gonna go down homicide too, then maybe we’ll get rid of the knives and the gun. Throw them in the ocean or something.” Dalton raised his eyebrows and looked down at Johnny. “Me, that’s murder. Other people. That’s what I got to watch out for.”

Johnny shook his head and made like he was going to get up. Dalton stopped him.

“I’m not talking about you, kid. You’re sick, and I can take you in a fair fight anyway.” He patted the stock of the rifle. “And I got the gun right now, so I’m not scared of you. We got no reason to kill each other. But if you’re gonna go down homicide too, then maybe we’ll get rid of the knives and the gun. Throw them in the ocean or something.” Dalton raised his eyebrows and looked down at Johnny. “It’s just the two of us here, and if we can keep from killing each other then we’ll be okay. As long as we’re alone and as long as we both stick together, nothing can happen to us.” Suddenly his voice softened and dropped. “We got water and food now, but that’s not gonna last. Not the food anyway. If nobody comes for us, we’re gonna start getting desperate and I’d just as soon not have any weapons around when it happens.” Dalton looked down at his hands. “You see what I’m getting at here? We got to know these things so we can do what we have to do before we get to the point when we start thinking crazy things about each other.” Dalton paused for a minute. “So, how do you die?”


“Gotta catch them,” said Dalton. “And even then...” He shrugged. “Not much meat on a snake. I didn’t even see any fish out there. Maybe there’ll be some that come by later, but who knows.”

“And you don’t think they’re coming for us?”

Dalton pressed his lips together. “I hope they are,” he said. “But there’re a lot of islands out here, and we’re not exactly in friendly territory.” His voice trailed off.

Johnny just nodded and sighed. “All right then.” He raised his eyes to Dalton’s. He could feel the sweat breaking out on his forehead and his upper lip. “I’m supposed to starve to death.”

Dalton didn’t look surprised. He just looked angry. “Goddamn it!” he shouted. He stood up and walked a few paces around the camp, and then he seemed to calm down a little. He went over to the pack and tossed Johnny an MRE. “Eat something anyway.”
Johnny shook his head. “What’s the point? Can’t you see what’s happening? We’re done for, here. They’re not gonna come and we’re not gonna find any food. I don’t know. Maybe you make it out okay, but I’m gonna die here for sure.”

Dalton sat down, tipping his head back. He looked at Johnny through his knees, his hands dangling clasped above his feet. “Eat it,” he said. “If you’re right, at least you’ll live another day. But you might be wrong. Either way, you might as well eat while you can.”

Johnny opened the MRE and took a bite. He hadn’t realized how hungry he was. Now that he had food in his hands, it was hard to convince himself to eat slowly. In between bites, he glanced at Dalton.

“You’re not having one?”

Dalton shook his head. “I ate earlier.”

On the morning of the third day, Johnny felt almost better. When he awoke, he was still sore and hungry, but the fever was gone. The back of his neck was cold and slick. His arms and legs ached with tension. The muddy places where his buttocks rested against the earth were wet. Looking down at his body, he saw a spider with long spindly legs climbing up his trousers. Johnny brushed it away and sat up.

“Thirsty?” asked a voice. Johnny jumped. Dalton, of course. He was holding out the canteen. Johnny took it.

“You back already?”

“It’s almost noon,” said Dalton. He was sitting on his haunches again, watching Johnny like a mother hawk over her chicks. He must have been waiting there awhile. “You want anything to eat?”

Johnny squeezed his eyes shut and stretched his arms and legs. “Better not,” he said. “There’s only two left, right?”

“Three.”

Johnny did the math in his head again. They’d both eaten two so far, so there should be only two left. “You didn’t eat yesterday?” asked Johnny. Dalton smiled and shook his head. “You have one then,” said Johnny. “I can have one tomorrow.”

“What’s the point of that?” asked Dalton. “I’m not planning on starving to death, no matter how little I eat. But you need some food if you’re gonna get better.”

“We’ll split one.”

In a few minutes, they were eating. After a while, Johnny sat up higher and looked around the little camp that Dalton had built over the past two days. There was a place cleared for the fire with a bit of wood drying nearby. Dalton’s blanket was hung across a couple of wires stretched between the trees—a tent or a water collector, maybe. And that was it. That was the whole camp.

“Where’s the rifle?” asked Johnny.

Dalton licked his fingers, trying to suck the last bit of grease off them. “Ditched it,” he said. “Threw it into the ocean like I said.” He leveled a finger at Johnny. “I want to ditch the knives too, both of ours.”

Johnny shook his head. “We’re gonna need them. You should have kept the gun too. What if there’s an animal we could have shot? Or what if somebody shows up?”

“We’re running out of food already,” said Dalton. “It’s like I told you before, things are going to get desperate and who knows what we’ll do then. We just gotta keep from killing each other and maybe we’ll be okay. Just get rid
of the weapons, and we’ll be fine.”

“You’ll be fine,” said Johnny darkly. “I’m still gonna starve to death.”

“We don’t know that. We don’t know what’s gonna happen.”

“Forget it,” said Johnny. “I’m keeping my knife. You said yourself that you could take me in a fair fight. I’m sick and I’m not as strong as you. If we get rid of the knives, then I got nothing. This is all I got.”

Dalton suddenly stood up, gripping his scalp in his hands. “Don’t you get it?” he said. He was kicking the dirt like a mad bull. “I can’t kill you! I can’t do anything to you at all! I’m bigger and I’m stronger and I’m healthier, but none of that means anything. Even if I still had the gun, it wouldn’t make a difference! If I come at you, I’m the only one who’s got a chance of getting killed. I’d have to be an idiot to risk it!”

“You thought about it?”

“What?”

“You thought about coming at me?” asked Johnny.

“Dammit, kid. I thought about everything.” Dalton looked down at Johnny. His face was harsh. “I thought about every possible way to get us both out of here alive, or one of us, or neither of us. I’m trying to figure this thing out. I’m trying to think up a plan where neither one of us gets hurt. So yeah, I thought about jumping you while you were lying there passed out. But what good would it do? What would be the point? I’d just be risking my neck for nothing. We gotta do this together. It’s the only way, and I know I can get us through it. But we gotta get rid of those knives to do it.”

“Forget it!” Johnny’s voice was loud. He had taken his knife out and was holding it now, squeezing the handle tightly. “If we ditch the knives, then there’s even less hope we’ll ever eat again. And dammit, Dalton, even if you can’t kill me, there’re other things you can do.”

Seeing the knife out, Dalton drew his, too. “There’s no point dragging this out then, is there? Why not just do it now if you’re so sure how it all ends?”

“That’s what I thought,” said Johnny. “You keep pretending that you don’t think I’m gonna kill you. You keep pretending you’re not afraid of me. But now what? You trust me so much that you want to fight me when I’m sick?” Johnny lurched forward, half rising. The blood rushed to his head and he almost fell over, but he regained his balance. “You want to come at me?” He waved his knife at Dalton. “You want to come at me, then come!”

Dalton looked from his knife to Johnny’s. He clenched his fists and let out a howl. Then he turned and stalked into the jungle, slashing at vines and branches as he went. He didn’t come back at all that day.

Johnny hardly slept at all that night, but he dozed a little towards dawn. Still sick and weak, he couldn’t force himself to keep watch any longer. When he woke, Dalton was sitting calmly on a log at the edge of the camp. He held up his hands to show they were empty.

“You were asleep a long time,” said Dalton. “If I’d wanted to do anything, I could have done it easily enough.”

Johnny nodded, rolling over. “Where’s your knife?”

Dalton jerked his head over his shoulder. “See it?” It was sticking out of a nearby tree. “Can I bring you some water now?”

A few minutes later, the two men were facing one another a couple of yards apart. Johnny still kept his knife, but he had sheathed it. They were talking almost easily again.
“I found a spring yesterday,” said Dalton. “It was down in a cave, practically underground. I wasn’t going to tell
you about it...” He paused a minute, then cleared his throat. His jaw was tight when he spoke again. “It’s like I said,
though. We do this together or not at all.”

Johnny sneered. “Yeah.”

“Look, the way I see it, this can still turn out a few different ways. I could have left you here and taken the food
and the canteen and not told you about the spring. Then I could have let you chase me all over the island. As long as
you never caught up to me, I’d be safe. And eventually you’d starve.”

Johnny snorted and looked away. “Is that supposed to scare me?” he asked. “I’d get you sleeping or something.”

“You’re missing the point, kid. I don’t want to do it that way. I don’t want to be sitting here trying to think up
ways to get rid of you. I want to get us both out. And if I didn’t have homicide on my ticket, we wouldn’t be at each
others’ throats like this. It’s just because we think we already know how it’s going to work out. But maybe we’re
wrong. That’s the point I’m trying to get at. Maybe we’re wrong. There’s more than one way to look at this yet. It
doesn’t have to be us fighting until you kill me, and then you starving to death by yourself. So forget about that
machine and those damned predictions, and we’ll just work this out our own way.”

Johnny shuddered and closed his eyes. When he opened them, Dalton was holding out his hand.

“Come on, kid. What do you say? Let’s be friends still. We got a chance to get out of this alive, both of us. Let’s
not give up yet.”

Johnny sighed and then nodded. He reached up to take Dalton’s hand. They shook. “You found a spring then?”

“Yeah,” said Dalton. “If you’re strong enough to walk, you can wash off some of that muck.”

It had been days since Johnny had been on his feet, and after five minutes of walking he could feel it. The jungle
was still sticky and hot, and roots kept tripping him up. Dalton led the way, breaking off branches and clearing a
path, but Johnny still recoiled from every leaf and every spider web that brushed against him. His nerves all felt like
they were twice as sensitive as usual.

“You okay back there?” asked Dalton. He didn’t turn around. Johnny only grunted.

Johnny lost track of time. It could have been an hour or two hours. It could have been twenty minutes. All he
knew was that he was taking step after step, his hands moving from tree trunks to vines, trying to steady himself. He
hated those palm trees. He’d only ever seen them on TV and movies before he shipped out. They had them in
Hollywood and Miami, in glamorous places like that. But looking at them up close, they didn’t even look like real
trees. They just reminded him that he was going to die thousands of miles from home where everything was
different. There were moments when he would have given his right arm for an oak or a maple and an ugly little
squirrel. Everybody had to die someday, he knew. But why did it have to happen in a place you hated?

Dalton paused and pointed into the jungle. “Fruit tree,” he said. “I don’t think they’re ripe yet, but it’s
something.” Dalton grinned. It was the first time he had looked at Johnny since they started walking. “So don’t give
up hope yet, kid.”

They pushed on a little while longer, and then Dalton stopped at the lip of small cliff. It led down into a dark
chasm about fifteen feet deep. Johnny could only see that the walls were steep, and that it was dark under the canopy
and rock below. “How you feeling?” asked Dalton. He didn’t even wait for an answer. “It’s down there, down at the
bottom. That’s how I missed it the first time.”

Johnny leaned forward, his hands on his knees. He didn’t hear any water, but it had to be there. He was exhausted.
If he was ever going to make it back to camp, he needed a rest and a drink—and food. “Give me a minute,” he said.
He didn’t even want to think about how he was supposed to get down to the spring. Dalton should never have
brought him. He should never have come.
“I’ll give you a hand,” said Dalton, pressing his palm against Johnny’s back.


“Sorry, kid,” said Dalton. And suddenly Johnny was moving faster than he thought possible. The ground and the trunks of palms rushed by him, spinning into each other as his feet dragged and scuffed and then lifted entirely into the air and for one breathless moment Johnny was touching nothing. He had no connection to anything except Dalton’s hand clutching his shirt, and then that too was gone and Johnny tumbled lightheaded through a cushion of air. His arm brushed something rough and the skin split wide open. He tried to push away but it kept coming at him, pinning his shoulder tight until a stabbing pain sliced through his body. Just when he thought his shoulder must snap, his left leg struck hard against something and he sprung free, spinning through the air again before coming down hard once more on his leg. Something happened in Johnny’s ankle and a rush of black swallowed up his eyeballs in a single gulp and left him tingling for a moment.

When Johnny opened his eyes again, there were hands on his body. He thought it must have been three or four pairs, but only Dalton was there. He was stepping back, away from Johnny’s body, a knife in his hand. Dalton was sweating hard. Johnny tried to move, but his ankle flared into a throbbing ball of pain. There were brands burning all over his body, sharp points of fire on every muscle and bone.

“Come on, kid,” said Dalton. “Listen to me, kid. Did you hit your head?” He was looking down over Johnny, his hands searching his face and head. “Come on, you’ll be okay.”

Johnny didn’t say anything. His mouth was full of blood and rocks. Sharp, hollow pebbles biting into gums. Johnny spit out the blood and the pebbles. Teeth, he knew. Even then he knew. He breathed through his nose. That smelled like blood too.

“I’m sorry,” said Dalton. “I’m sorry I had to do it. But I couldn’t let you have that knife. I was gonna take it when you were sleeping, but it was too risky. You could have just woken up and stabbed me. You could have just been pretending to sleep. So I had to—I had to. You understand that. I had to do it like this. I knew it wouldn’t kill you, so I had to.”

Dalton looked down at the knife in his hand. He shook his head and suddenly flung it away, up over the rim of the chasm. “It’s gone now,” he said. “It’s just you and me now. Just us. And we’re gonna make it, just like I told you.” Dalton crouched down, lowering his face next to Johnny’s. “Just trust me, that’s all. I’m gonna look out for you. I’m gonna look out for both of us. I’ll be back with food and water every day. I promise. I promise I’ll be back. I know I can do this.”

Dalton stood again. “You were shutting down,” he said. “You gave up. You can’t do that. I learned that here. Even though you think you’re gonna die every minute, you just keep going. You keep doing whatever you can to beat that. And this is what I had to do. And now we’ll be okay. You’ll see—just trust me, kid. I know I’m not gonna die here. I’m gonna die an old man, murdered warm in my bed. And you too, kid. Both of us, we’ll be so old we won’t even know what happened.”

And then Dalton was gone again, climbing up to the rim of the chasm. Johnny lay there at the bottom alone.

Time passed. A lot of time passed. Dalton came now and then. Or at least Johnny was aware of him now and then. He brought helmets full of water and left them for Johnny. Warm, gritty water. There was no spring in the chasm, of course. That had been a lie, like all of it. Holding the helmet in his good hand, Johnny lapped at it. When the fever was on, the water seemed to be full of crawling and swimming things, tiny snakes and tiny fish. But Johnny drank it anyway and the snakes and fish wriggled around inside his belly. They wriggled through his intestines and down his leg, down into his swollen ankle. It was broken, maybe infected. But it always hurt and Johnny couldn’t put any weight on it. His wrist was better, at least. It was just stiff and sore. Johnny could squirm his way from place to place at the foot of the cliff. He could squirm up to the wall and lean against it. He could squirm over to where Dalton left
Sometimes Johnny was able to fall asleep just before dawn. He would wake a few hours later, the fever gone for a little while. It was then that he felt hungry. The hunger built inside of him, day by day, brick by brick. First it was an emptiness, and then it was a nauseated feeling. Johnny heaved now whenever he awoke to the hunger. It was the hunger that was going to kill him and he didn’t want to die. So he woke and he heaved, and nothing came up save some sour juice and a panic that threatened to swallow him.

Every now and then, Dalton brought something to eat. A piece of fruit, a little bit of fish, some grubs. They were in a jungle, for God’s sake. There should be food hanging from every tree, washing up on every shore. But day after day Dalton brought only leaves to chew. He was eating plenty, there was no doubt of that. Johnny never could have kept up such activity on the scant food he was getting. No, Dalton was eating everything and only bringing him the scraps he couldn’t finish. It should have been the other way around. It should have been Dalton lying in that hole with leaves to chew, and Johnny out filling his belly from the jungle. Dalton wasn’t going to starve. Johnny tried telling Dalton this once.

“You were right,” said Johnny. He could barely mumble the words. “You were right. You’re not going to starve and I’m not going to get stabbed.” Johnny’s fingers clutched Dalton’s sleeve weakly. “I’ll give you my knife for the food. You take my knife and give me the food. You won’t starve and I won’t get stabbed.”

Dalton unhooked Johnny’s fingers from his arm. “There is no knife,” he said calmly. “Now listen to me. No one’s coming for us. They would have been here by now. I need to swim to one of the other islands and see if I can find anybody.” Dalton set down the helmet, full to the brim with water. “I’ll be gone a couple of days at least, so be careful of the water. Until I get back, that’s all there is.” Dalton stood and reached up to climb the cliff wall. “And I will be back,” he said. “Don’t think I won’t be.”

More time passed. Johnny lapped at the water in the helmet. The hollowness in his stomach grew and sharpened, and then dulled again. He didn’t heave anymore when he awoke. The hunger was too familiar. How long had it been since he had eaten? Johnny didn’t know. He didn’t even know how many days he had been in that hole. He moved his good hand over his body, feeling his arms and legs and ribs and face. He wanted to feel how much flesh had wasted away, how thin he was. He didn’t feel like a skeleton yet. There were still some meaty parts on his body. He had seen pictures of people with nothing but skin and bones, so he still had time. Of course he did. Hadn’t he read that it takes a month to starve to death as long as you have water? But he didn’t have much water. Not anymore.

More time passed. Nobody came. Had Dalton left him there? Had Dalton been killed or captured? Or was he just sitting up above at the rim of the chasm, waiting for Johnny to finally starve to death? Johnny licked a wet rock experimentally. Was that how he was going to live? Was he going to spend a month licking rocks while he slowly deteriorated into a bag of sticks? Johnny’s ankle and wrist hardly hurt anymore. He couldn’t feel anything beyond the ravening tumult in his stomach. Dalton had done this. Dalton had killed him, had tortured him to death. How long had he been gone? Two days? Three days? If he were coming back, he should be back soon.

Johnny lifted his good leg slowly. Inch by inch, he raised his knee to his chin and curled his body so he could reach the boot. How long had he worn this boot? No doubt his toes were shriveled and black inside. Covered in mold maybe. Infected, gangrenous. Dalton had done that to him too. Slowly, Johnny picked at his bootlace. It took him ages to untie the knot and pull the lace out of one eyelet. He stopped and rested. His fingers were numb and they felt raw. Johnny pulled at the lace again. For hours, he worked at it, pulling it from eyelet to eyelet, until finally it was free of the boot. He clenched his fingers. The lace was still strong at least—it hadn’t rotted. It would hold fast. He would pull it tight, like a noose, and it would hold fast.

More time passed. It passed darkly, mostly in unconsciousness and in fever. Johnny tried to get used to being dead. As he felt himself falling asleep he breathed deep and let death smother him. He fell into darkneses long and still, where no dream troubled him. These were deaths, he told himself. He had died over and over again, thousands of times all through his life. He was always dying, and it was nothing to be frightened of. The only difference was that he had always woken up before. Soon he wouldn’t wake up. That was fine. Death was fine. It just meant not waking up. Johnny clutched the bootlace tighter.
He woke with a start. One more death over. One more life begun. But something had woken him. There was a
scrabbling and crumbling noise. Something landed near his head. “Johnny, Johnny!” yelled a voice. “Come on, kid,
wake up!”

There was a hand under Johnny’s head. Water splashed his face and he opened his eyes. The voice called his
name again. Johnny couldn’t see who it was, but the person had Dalton’s voice. That was good enough for him.
Water was flowing over his lips now and Johnny swallowed reflexively. He coughed weakly. A head bent down
near, and Johnny moved his good arm. He aimed the loop in the bootlace for the head. He tried to catch that throat in
his lace, he tried to pull it tight. But he was too weak. He couldn’t do anything.

“Hey, careful, kid.” Dalton lifted Johnny’s torso in his arms. Now Johnny could hear other voices up at the rim of
the chasm. Johnny tried again with the lace, but he couldn’t see anything. He had wanted to kill Dalton so much, and
he couldn’t even do that. He couldn’t even kill a man who was fated to be murdered. “Don’t worry, kid,” said
Dalton. He wasn’t even paying attention to the bootlace, probably didn’t even realize what it was for. “There’s a
little camp on the next island over. I got their medic here. I got food here. You’re gonna be okay. They're gonna get
us out of here.” Dalton hugged Johnny’s head in his arms. “I’m sorry, kid. I’m sorry I did that to you, but I told you
to trust me. I told you I could do it. I told you, just keep doing everything you can. Oh, Christ.” Dalton was almost
crying now. “I swear to God I thought they were gonna shoot me when I found them. Friendly fire, after everything
we’ve been through. But we made it, kid. We made it.”

A couple of months later, Sarge came to see Johnny in the hospital. His ankle was still mending, but he had finally
moved back on to solid food. And his wrist was good enough to write a couple of letters back home. Dalton was
right, after all. He was going to make it. He was going to survive. Johnny could hardly believe it.

“So what did they do to him?” asked Johnny.

“Court-martialed,” said Sarge. “He’ll be in jail awhile, then he’ll get a dishonorable discharge.” Sarge smiled a
little. “They’re not gonna shoot him or anything. Too many extenuating circumstances. Nobody wants to be that
harsh on a man who came back for his buddy in the end.”

Johnny was quiet. Then he looked up at Sarge. “I tried to kill him, too, you know.”

“When?”

“When he came back for me with the medic. I was crazy, I guess. I tried to strangle him with my bootlace.”

Sarge laughed. “Son, when he brought you back to me, you weren’t fit to make a fist, let alone kill anybody.”

Johnny nodded. “I tried anyway.” He shut his eyes. “It was the worst experience of my life. That hunger was the
worst pain I have ever felt.” Johnny shook his head. “I never knew what it would be like. I never knew it would hurt
so bad.”

Sarge patted Johnny’s leg under the covers. “It’s over now, son. You’ll be on your way home before you know
it.”

Johnny laughed a bitter laugh. “Yeah,” he said. What did Sarge care? As soon as Johnny was gone, he wouldn’t
be responsible for him anymore. He would feel fine. He’d gotten him out of the jungle alive and sent him home to
his folks. That was fine for Sarge. But Johnny hadn’t been lying. Starving was worse than he had ever imagined it
could be. And now—since he had lived—he would have to do it all over again some day.

“Thanks, Sarge,” said Johnny, holding out his hand. What the hell? They might as well shake on it.

Story by M. Bennardo
Illustration by Karl Kerschl
IN THE MONTHS AFTERWARD, IN SUBURBAN DINING ROOMS, THE BOHEMIAN BOURGEOISIE DEBATED THE ETHICS OF THE MACHINE. The first had been installed unobtrusively in leading doctors’ surgeries, and as they spread across the country, schoolteachers and bank managers and creative consultants and publishers met for cocktail parties, suppers, restaurant lunches, and the conversation turned to the machine, the machine, again and again, the machine. Like the weather, or, in time of war, the latest battle, it provided a constant conversational reference point, came to be something akin to a worldwide obsession, in the West, at any rate.

“I saw one,” said Kate Boothroyd, sucking on a cigarette, “on Kensington High Street. There was a line a bloody mile long—madness.”

A temporary silence settled over the Broad’s dining table, broken by the hostess.

“And would you?”

“What?”

“Use it.”

Kate pondered the question a moment.

“No—I don’t think so. I mean, human beings, ultimately, don’t want to know—do they? Or do they? I mean, didn’t somebody write about that?—in trying to avoid the inevitable, you actually bring it about. Who was it, Rory?”

“I don’t bloody know, do I?”


The argument continued around the dining table long into the cheese and coffee.

This was the debate, amongst the upper middle classes. Did one really want to know what life held in store? When there was nothing one could do about it at all, when there was no happy ending. A blank slip was an impossibility. At best, “old age.” At worst, something unspeakably awful, the self-fulfilling prophecy one couldn’t do anything about.

But people were doing it. Sure enough, in the days after department stores and pharmacies installed “the machine,” lines of hundreds formed, eager to know that which could not be avoided. The evening news carried scattered reports of suicides, occasionally en masse. Support groups sprang up, devoted to those whose slips had read “suicide,” those for whom the specter of whatever horror could drive them to such desperate measures proved too much. Support groups that turned to cults. One weekend, two hundred teenagers, neatly arranged in two rows along an underground railway station platform on the Victoria Line, stepped neatly to their deaths, drugged smiles on their pimply faces. The whole event engineered by means of the Internet—“Facebook Event Invitations” with a difference.

Marion Broad was out shopping in the West End the day of the Victoria Line suicides, the day public transport was crippled and she had to take a cab to Kate’s for lunch.

Stringy hair, no makeup, Kate answered her door with a drawn look to her face, lit cigarette between her fingers.

“Jesus,” breathed Marion. “You’ve done it, haven’t you?”
She followed her into the house, through a bluish haze of tobacco smoke.

“Emphysema!” barked Kate. “Bloody emphysema!”

The words hung between them, over the John Lewis coffee table.

“Not exactly a surprise, but still… At least I won’t be needing to quit anytime soon.”

A dry laugh crinkled her darkened eyes, and Marion’s heart grew cold.

And so it went on, for months and months. Parliament rejected bids to outlaw the machine, and rejected them again, despite the frenzied speeches of religious groups, political organisations, mothers, fathers, societies for the old, societies for the young, all futile in the face of humanity’s child-like curiosity.

Supermarkets quietly erected them, in the entranceways, by the photo booths.

Leaving Selfridge’s, Marion saw a well-dressed mother leading her infant daughter out of the curtained booth, tears trickling down, melting away the makeup.

James Broad, good-natured and stoical, steadfastly refused to do it. Late at night, taunted by the faces of her friends, Marion envied her husband’s easy sleep, as she tossed and turned. Dinner parties were a grim fandango of fraught nerves, now. Those who had “done it”—euphemisms all round, like it was something dirty—seemed half-dead and half-alive, eyes dull, filling in time until what was predetermined by the fates rolled around. Emphysema. Cancer. Cancer. Suicide. Cancer. Cancer. Cancer.

For the rest, eggshells everywhere. Mentioning the mode of death marked out for anyone at your dinner table was taboo, and the Broads desperately strained to keep the conversation away from illness, disease, and demise. Almost buckling under the strain, like tired horses, never a pleasure, only a chore, they gave up entertaining.

Bars emptied in the suburbs, where stoical stockbrokers bunkered down in semi-detached splendor to await their various tumors and cancers and sleep apneas. In the cities, they filled by night, as cosmopolitan sophisticates drowned their morbid sorrows. On Saturday and Sunday mornings, the lithe young bodies that washed up on the banks of the Thames posed a serious danger to public health.

And then, one afternoon, coming out of the Food Hall at M&S, she stopped, bags over both wrists, and stared solemnly at the new machine in the vestibule. Rebuking herself, she passed by.

That night, in the darkness of the witching hour, across the bed-sheets: “Are you ever tempted?”

From the husband, only gentle breathing.

The next morning, unspeakably early, pale and baggy-eyed after a sleepless night, nursing bitterness in the kitchen: Enough! Enough!

On with the jeans and cardigan, and out into the car, down the deserted, cold, early morning city streets, to the nicest place she could find.

She slipped inconspicuously into the booth, inserted the credit card, tapped in the passkey. Pale and wincing, placed her finger under the needle, poised like the sword of Damocles.

Down and up, in and out, she barely felt a thing. The machine churned out its slip, and she turned it over, in fearful, trembling hands.

“Cancer,” there, and nothing more.

Marion Broad walked slowly through the empty foyer, towards the car in the empty lot, maneuvered herself into the driver’s seat, and drove carefully home.
Letting herself into the grey and silent house, she tiptoed upstairs and into the bedroom, where the light of dawn seeped around the edges of the curtains. Slipping off her trousers and sweater, she drew back the covers and let herself into the bed, and into the small of her husband’s back, smiled a secret smile.

Story by Camron Miller

Illustration by Les McClaine
I HAD DINNER WITH AN OLD HIGH SCHOOL ACQUAINTANCE THE OTHER DAY. We’d bumped into each other on the street after years with no contact at all. Even though we hadn’t been very close when we were teenagers, it was a pleasant surprise to see him. After standing at an intersection chatting through a few cycles of the traffic light he asked if I was too busy to have a meal and really catch up. One thing I’m rarely accused of being is busy, so we were soon at a stylish little restaurant he knew.

Conversation quickly moved from the banal to his travels. It turned out that after graduating from university he’d spent a long time out gallivanting through all sorts of parts of the world. He’d saved up a bit of money and went to countries where it would last him a long time. That’s what this guy was like. He’d always been the one to do the things everyone wanted to do. As teens it had made him the dare taker, the gutsy one, and understandably led to him being much more popular than a nobody like me.

Even as kids when he talked about his adventures he never sounded like a braggart. That hadn’t changed. He’d always been matter-of-fact in talking about the sorts of scrapes he’d been in and he came off as brave, instead of filled with bravado. Even though he lacked a beard, it only took a few minutes for me to settle on a descriptor: grizzled. He seemed like a veteran of something.

Thinking about this, I asked him if he’d had any experiences out in his travels that he’d thought he wouldn’t make it through, that he felt lucky to be alive after.

He sat back in his chair a bit, the slice of bread in his hand forgotten while he thought. “Lucky to be alive? It’s hard to say. Because of my emphysema, it’s never really bothered me.” I was about to offer an apology when he stopped me. “I mean, I don’t have emphysema now, but that’s what my death is going to be. Eventually. I breathe just fine these days so it’s hard to feel like that’s ever going to affect me.”

Fair enough, I thought and prepared for the subject to change, but he surprised me by continuing.

“There was one time out in Asia, though, when I thought that all the emphysema in the world wasn’t going to save me. You want to hear it?”

“That’s why I asked,” I replied. We ordered another round of beers and he began his tale.

I was in a country that was undergoing a bit of a revolution at the time, but figured it wouldn’t affect me much. I was just a tourist, tramping around the mountains with my backpack, supporting the local economies by staying in little three-house villages and purifying the bottled water I was buying. No problem to anyone. But the revolutionaries had a lot of support in these villages, or at least it seemed like they did from the way their graffiti was scrawled on rocks and buildings.

I didn’t pretend to understand the politics of it all, and for most of my travels that didn’t give me any trouble. I had no idea what a revolutionary even looked like until I found myself face to face with three of them one evening.

I was in the common room at a little guesthouse, eating lentils and drinking a beer some poor sherpa must have dragged up the mountain on the same slippery little paths I was travelling for adventure. It was spring, so the snow at the lower altitudes was gone, but the weather could still wreak havoc with your schedule if you cared about those kinds of things. And it was still pretty chilly, so these smoky old common rooms at the guesthouses were the perfect places to rest after a day on your feet.
When I looked up from my plate, three young men were sitting on the other side of the rough table, staring at me intensely. None of them were very tall, but they had the tough look of mountain people. Their faces were purple from burst blood vessels—or maybe it was makeup, I’m not going to pass myself off as some expert here. They wore heavy canvas clothes and long, filthy woolen scarves.

So these three guys were sitting there, silently staring while I ate. Kind of unnerving, as you might expect, but I’d gotten used to people staring with abandon and didn’t let any annoyance show.

When I finished my meal the one on the left spoke to me. “Do you know where we can get a Machine of Death?”

This surprised me on a few levels. First, his English was good. I’d only learned a couple of words of the local language, and usually struggled to understand the broken English employed by those in the hospitality industry out there. This guy’s was accented, sure, but very clear.

Second, a Machine of Death? A bit of a non sequitur there. I would have expected something about how they wanted to be my guides for a great new route to the summit of Angku Norge IV that no Westerner had ever set eyes on (apart from the Swedish couple they took yesterday). He noted my surprise and continued.

“I’m sorry to interrupt but we are from the local, umm…non-governmental organization.” He smiled shyly at his joke. “Our operations in this region would be greatly helped if we had access to such a device. It’s understood that in the West these machines are to be had in great abundance, but here in the mountains we are sadly deficient in your luxuries. We were hoping you knew where we might be able to find one.”

“I’m not sure I do know where to get one,” I told them. “It’s not really my line. I mean, I’m just a guy, no special connections or anything. I don’t think I’d be able to help you.”

“That’s all right,” he replied as he and his two friends got up and wrapped their scarves around them, preparing to leave. “But if you could keep your eyes open and remember us, we would greatly appreciate it. My English name is MJ. Like Michael Jackson.”

They would have walked out of the guest house right then, but I was curious about one thing. “You do know that a Machine of Death doesn’t kill anyone, right?”

“They know it doesn’t kill anyone,” he explained with a slightly patronizing air, “We aren’t simpletons. Of course we know what the Machine does. We need one for internal use.”

“How so?” I was really curious at this point.

“We have some traitors in our group. They are selling information about us to the government but we don’t know who they are. Yet. This is a big problem for our cause. When we find them, we will execute them in the name of revolution.” I nodded, and he seemed encouraged by the way I didn’t shrink away at this plain talk of death and traitors and such.

“If we had a death machine we would be able to find out who is due to be executed. It would say Firing Squad, because that’s how we deal with traitors. With the Machine’s verdict we will know who the traitors are. Then we will execute them as such.”

It was a very straightforward explanation, and for some reason it impressed me. I thanked MJ for his answer, and promised him that I’d keep an eye open.

“It’s kind of weird to think of now,” my friend said between mouthfuls of salad, “but I found their logic oddly appealing. I mean, I really wanted to help them. These poor guys just wanted to get their revolution going without outside interference and needed a common enough device to get on with it.”

“Outside interference is kind of par for the course when it comes to revolutions though, isn’t it?” I asked. “And besides, I’m pretty sure the Machines don’t work like that.”
“Well sure, sitting here it seems a little off to see them as foolproof traitor-finding machines. But these guys just seemed so confident their plan was solid and that all that was holding them back was this lack of technology. It’s hard to get down on that kind of idealism. I was young at the time.” He shrugged, half-smiling, and speared a segment of mandarin orange.

“But this isn’t where you felt in danger?”

“Oh no. That only came after I found them a Machine.”

It was a couple of weeks later. I’d made my way up through those revolutionary mountain paths and then down to the road where I was about to catch a bus back to the lowlands. There was a bit of a chill in the air but the sun was busy melting away the snowdrifts, all that remained of a blizzard that had delayed me here a few days. I was sitting at a teahouse where I could keep an eye on the road without getting run over, and enjoying the opportunity to let my socks dry out on the cheap plastic table.

I heard sounds of a party coming from a part of the village I couldn’t see. It seemed to be a wedding or something, lots of music and cheering and things. It made for a festive background while I sipped my tea. Out of nowhere the music stopped. A few minutes later a bunch of well-dressed young men came out of an alley and dumped what looked like a small refrigerator into the creek that ran next to the road. After a moment of study, I realized it wasn’t a fridge at all, but a Machine of Death.

There’s no way, I thought to myself. I mean, what are the chances that such a thing would show up unattended so soon? I’d been thinking about the revolutionaries as sort of a quixotic rabble, good for a bit of local colour in my stories, but nothing more. Now here I was, in a position to get them exactly what they desired. It was kind of an odd feeling. I don’t think I can remember ever being in such a powerful position before.

Anyway, I paid my bill and went down to the creek to check out the Machine. It was intact, except for the electrical cord, which didn’t have a plug anymore. Looked like it had been torn out quite forcibly. No one was coming down to berate me for messing with their property, so after about half an hour I figured it was free for the taking.

I found a young guy and asked him if he’d like to make a bit of money. He was from the town, not the mountains, wearing knockoff plastic sneakers. He understood a bit of English and seemed eager for the cash.

“I need you and maybe a couple of your friends to help me carry this thing to a village,” I told him, down by the creek. “I’ll take a day or two, but I’ll take care of your expenses.” The kid hemmed and hawed about it but eventually we negotiated a price for him and three of his friends to help me.

Of course I was going with them. I couldn’t remember the name of the village I’d met my revolutionaries in, but knew how to get there. And besides, I wanted to make sure the Machine arrived without being dumped in another mountain stream.

The hike back to the village went quickly. I didn’t do any of the carrying but the guys I got did fine. On the walk they ended up telling me how the Machine had arrived in the first place: The richest guy in the village had a daughter who was getting married, and he imported it at fantastic expense for the wedding party. It was sort of a novelty thing, flaunting how rich they were. The groom was the first to find out how he was going to die, and the paper read ‘Stabbed in Heart by Jealous Wife.’ Not the greatest way to get a marriage started off right. The Machine, disgraced by such an inauspicious announcement, was discarded, as I’d witnessed.

At this my friend stopped his story and contemplated his still half-full bowl of soup.

“So what happened?” I asked. My soup was done—the benefit of listening to a tale over dinner instead of telling, I guess.
“Now, in my mind the plan had been to drop off the Machine somewhere in town and get word to the revolutionaries somehow.” He put down his fork and knife and his fingers ran along the rim of his water glass as he explained. “I wasn’t demanding any payment for my service, so I didn’t really need to see them again. It was barely an inconvenience, or at least, that’s what I hoped. I mean, I wasn’t doing this to be praised or anything, right?”

I knew what he meant. “You wanted to be able to say, ‘Oh this? It was nothing. Don’t worry about it.’”

“Exactly! It had cost me the equivalent of, I don’t know, four dollars in sherpa fees. Not a big deal at all. But they didn’t see it that way.”

One of my guys tried to explain to the woman at the guesthouse that she should tell the revolutionaries that the plug needed replacing before the Machine could be used. It was taking a while. She was confused about what the Machine did and even though I’d told my translator the details weren’t important, it seemed he couldn’t stop himself. She was loading wood into the stove while he talked, forcing him to repeat himself over the clatter and roar of the fire.

I was ready to let my inner North American take over and leave for the sake of my schedule. I was done, ready to go catch the bus back down to the lowlands the next day. My bag was on my back when the blanket-door behind me lifted up. I hadn’t realized how smoky the stove had made it inside until a shaft of light fell through the room only to be blocked again by three figures walking in.

“It is so nice to see you again,” said the one in the centre. It was Michael Jackson and the revolutionaries. “How time flies.”

They looked the same as when I’d last seen them. Same old uniforms with the same long, woolen scarves, same earnest expressions. I guess the only difference in me was a bit more beard, so who was I to talk?

“Hey guys, nice to see you, too. I guess this’ll be easier than all these explanations here.” I indicated my sherpa and the proprietor woman, and noticed they’d both shut right up when the others entered. The woman had a smile on her face, and the sherpa had a defiantly set jaw. The other three sherpas weren’t making any sudden moves, but they kept their hands in their pockets ominously.

I didn’t want to get in the middle of a fight, so I told my guy everything was fine and gave him his money. He took it without taking his eyes off the revolutionaries, and then he and his friends left, quickly, like they were trying not to show how badly they wanted to run.

That’s when I started to get an inkling that I might not exactly understand everything that was going on.

Once the townies were gone, MJ warmed right up. He beckoned me to sit at the hacked and dented wooden table. “What brings you back to this village?”

“I found you a Machine of Death. It’s sitting outside.”

The woman brought us tea. The other two revolutionaries stood back by the blanket-door. Something about them seemed a lot more menacing than I’d remembered, as if they’d seen a lot of action in the past few weeks. They weren’t old, but they weren’t the fresh-faced youths I thought I’d met.

Michael Jackson spoke thoughtfully, “Yes, we saw it when we arrived. I hoped that’s what it was.” He took a few more sips of tea. “So what do you want for it?” He asked this in the same quiet tone, but I noticed that the two others at the door were watching me closely.

At this point my emphysema sentence popped into my head. These guys weren’t going to kill me. I knew that. But I also knew there’s a lot of wiggle room in these things. If I said the wrong thing they could possibly make me a prisoner for the rest of my days. Or at least enough of those days to make me severely uncomfortable. Happily, I didn’t have any intention of doing anything to get anyone angry.
“Me?” I asked, smiling as broadly and non-threateningly as I could. “I don’t want anything. It’s my gift to you. It’s a little broken though. The Machine doesn’t plug in because the cord is torn. I’m sure you can fix that.”

Maybe I was just projecting my own emotions into him, but MJ seemed relieved. Instead of the terse businesslike smile he’d been wearing, a much more peasant-like grin split his face.

“That is excellent! Thank you so much for your help. We cannot possibly repay the magnanimity of your gesture."

“Oh this? It was nothing,” I said. “Don’t worry about it. In fact I should be on my way back. I have a flight to catch in a week and the buses around here take…”

MJ grabbed my arm in what seemed a friendly gesture. Not a violent restraint, though his grip was strong. “No, you cannot! We may be poor and unable to honour your gift as you deserve, but the one thing we can do is to have a meal. You will come back to our camp and we will have a feast to the now-inevitable success of our cause!”

I tried to demur, to explain about bus schedules, to say I didn’t need any sort of feast or honour, to spout clichés about a good deed being its own reward, but he wouldn’t have any of it. He promised it would be done that very evening and that I’d lose practically no time at all. His grip on my arm didn’t slacken through the whole exchange I desperately didn’t want to escalate into an argument. In the end, I gave in, and went back to the revolutionary camp.

The tale was interrupted here by the arrival of our main courses. One bite of his entrée—some sort of duck in a sweet-smelling sauce—and my friend was delighted. “There really is nothing better than a good meal with fine company.”

“Very true. Let’s have a toast.” We raised our glasses of beer. “To chance meetings!” I said.

He nodded and responded, “To civilization!” And we drank.

The restaurant was filling up. The new patrons looked dressed for the theatre. A large group behind me were calling for wine. We ate silently for a few minutes before I brought us back to his story. “I get the feeling the revolutionary camp wasn’t quite like this.”

“No it wasn’t,” my friend replied, staring down at his plate.

MJ sent one of his companions ahead to get preparations started for the feast, and the other got a series of straps together to help him carry the Machine on his back.

We set off in the direction I’d need to go to get back to the bus, which did alleviate a few of my apprehensions. Soon, though, we left the main path for a narrow muddy trail through the trees. I hadn’t realized how I’d been hiking on the equivalent of a freeway the previous weeks. Those main paths had room for you to press up against a cliff face when you met a train of donkeys. But this trail seemed like we were the first to travel it. The density of the trees gave loads of shade, so the snow I’d hiked through and seen melt a few days before here made our way even more treacherous. We were descending, and often I found myself falling on my ass for safety’s sake. And I wasn’t the one with a Machine of Death on my back.

The walk had been quiet, mostly me cursing at the slopes I was sliding over, but when we arrived at the camp, MJ took charge. Before talking with a crowd of eager kids who’d congregated, he told the guy with the Machine to bring it to a large tarp-covered lean-to. Soon I could hear the sputter of a generator inside.

The camp wasn’t large. A dozen canvas tents and a few shanties made out of the local trees held out the snowdrifts. The ground was a mess of wet mud with a few planks thrown down at random. You couldn’t see the sun through the needly canopy.
And there were revolutionaries. I hadn’t expected them to be so young. Almost all of them were skinny teenagers. They seemed to look up to MJ, and were getting in a lot of questions that seemed to be about me. I’ve been in enough strange places that being the centre of attention wasn’t a novelty anymore, so I let my mind wander.

A young girl brought me a bottle of beer. Like always, the bottle was huge. I took it from her with a smile and my best “thank you” in her language. Instead of the giggle that usually produced, her eyes went wide and she bolted to a group of older girls standing near what looked like a kitchen tent. They all looked nervously across the camp at me. It took a few moments of fumbling with my bottle opener to get that drink into me. This wasn’t going how it was supposed to.

MJ finished with his mob and came over, smiling apologetically. “I am so sorry to have to tell you that our leader is out on an operation and will not be able to get back in time to meet you this evening. Unless you would consider staying until tomorrow?”

I explained that I couldn’t possibly, but thanked him for the consideration. We wrangled politely for a few minutes but eventually I won. Arrangements would be made to guide me to the nearest guesthouse on the main path after the celebration was over.

Once all those niceties were out of the way we could get down to the tour of the camp. MJ told me how long they’d been encamped and how dedicated they were to the cause of freedom from the tyranny of the capital. He talked about corruption in the towns, how farmers couldn’t afford to grow anything and instead had to turn to letting foreigners into their homes, while they bought their food from the outside.

“And now they want us to stop using firewood!” he exclaimed outside the tent where he’d shown me their collection of rifles and ammunition. “‘It’s bad for the environment to cut down so many trees,’ they say. They’ve never lived through one of our winters. Do you know how much it would cost to use their gas stoves?” I didn’t, but was soon informed.

The whole tour had just been a way of killing time while the feast was being prepared. He could have pointed out each tent and told me its contents from almost any point in the little camp. As we moved off from the armoury tent I spotted something off behind it a little ways. It looked like an animal pen of some sort, but the fences seemed a bit high for pigs.

MJ noticed me looking and thought for a second before speaking. “Would you like to see?”

“Yeah, what is it, your chickens?”

“Not exactly.”

The pen was the most sturdily built thing I’d seen in the camp. When we got closer I realized that it was in a bit of a gully and the fences were much higher than I’d assumed—maybe ten feet tall—and covered with chicken wire. We stopped on a small ridge where we had a good view over and inside.

Eight people were in the cage.

“Like I said,” MJ said in a conversational tone, “we’ve had some problems with traitors recently. These are our current suspects.”

Once one noticed us looking in, all of the prisoners began staring. MJ talked about the reasons why each of them might have betrayed the revolution, but they mostly looked at me. The oldest might have been fifteen. Two of them were girls. I’d imagine none of them had seen a foreigner before. There were a few muddy blankets inside and everything was sodden. I couldn’t see even a pit for a toilet.

“And now that you’ve brought us the Machine, we will be able to tell which of these are guilty,” MJ finished up, clearly pleased with the situation. “The innocent ones will, of course, receive the revolution’s deepest sympathies and positions of honour.”

When he finished with his oration, which because it was in English they had no way of understanding, most of the
prisoners started talking at once. They were pleading with MJ, but he replied dismissively, then patronizingly. At least that’s how it sounded, but it’s so hard to tell when you don’t know the language. He turned back to me. “They all say they are innocent, of course, and don’t want to be in this cage, but it won’t be much longer. I told them how you’d brought the Machine that would exonerate they who truly are innocent.”

They were all staring at me with horrible looks. A few deep scowls, some wide-eyed terror, and one calm gaze you could tell was a mask for calculating how to get over that fence and cut my throat.

MJ wasn’t the kind of guy who liked silence from his guest of honour. “It’s too bad the plug is damaged, or we could get all this justice out of the way tonight.” When I kept on staring into the cage, he went on. “We have a few boys who are good with these kinds of things though. They should be able to get it up and running very soon.”

And with that we headed back to see if the feast was ready.

“How did we get on this story again?” My friend hadn’t stopped fidgetting with his water glass for five minutes.

“A time you felt scared, like you might not make it back.”

“Right.” He stared at his glass for a few more seconds. Somewhere in the restaurant a woman was laughing at what she wanted everyone to know was the funniest thing she’d ever heard.

“They had this feast for me, I sat at the head of the table, got the choice pieces of goat, the whole deal. And through the whole thing everyone’s faces looked like those eight prisoners’ did. Like they couldn’t believe the monster they’d let in to their home. Just scared of me and what I’d brought. They didn’t say anything weird, didn’t spit at me or anything, but I’ve never felt so hated in my life. The girl who’d brought me the beer when I arrived wouldn’t look anywhere near our direction. I wondered if she had a brother in the cage. That wasn’t the worst of it, though.

“The worst thing was fearing that one of those bright kids would come running from the generator tent saying he’d fixed the plug: that the Machine could pass sentences that very night! I ate bits off my goat haunch and smiled at MJ’s jokes, just waiting for the horribleness to play out.

“Everyone would have to gather by the generator to witness each judgment in turn. They’d lead each prisoner over, get her drop of blood and wait. Each one of their deaths would say ‘Firing Squad.’ There’s no way around it. I could feel it in the air. It wouldn’t matter if they were traitors or the most fervently loyal revolutionaries history had ever known. All of those prisoners were going to die. Because of my good deed they’d be shot by a squad of teenagers.

“And then when the prisoners were all dead, MJ would start to think, ‘That was a lot of traitors. More than I’d thought even.’ And he’d get inspired to test everyone he’d had any suspicions of. And each of their deaths would say ‘Firing Squad’. And then they’d start to run out of suspicious people and have to test everyone. The little girl that brought me my beer, all of his little sycophants, even those two I’d met him with, they’d all be revealed as traitors. By the Machine I’d brought.

“Clearly it would come to just the two of us and he would need to take my blood and I would submit and it would come up ‘Emphysema’. He’d give an impassioned speech about how I was the only one who truly understood struggle while the bodies slowly froze around us. Then he’d want to go find his leader and the rest of the revolutionaries to test them and it wouldn’t stop until everyone in those mountains was dead. And I’d have to run for home and safety, knowing what I’d set loose.

“So yeah, none of that happened.” Both of our plates were gone and dessert menus lay in front of each of us, unread. “In reality we ate a fake-jovial meal and gave toasts all around. Everyone was scared, like they could hear barbarian hordes just over the hill, but there was nothing they could do except eat their bits of goat.

“MJ kept on treating me like an honoured friend right until the end. I wanted to hit him. Hell, I wanted to shoot him and send all those kids home. But I didn’t. A kid was my guide to the path after the feast was over. I didn’t warn
him to get the hell away from that machine. Couldn’t have really. I stayed in a guest house, barely sleeping. I took off before dawn and didn’t stop until I was on a bus and far away. If I were any sort of human being I would have wrecked the Machine before I left. I didn’t do that either.”

My friend had let all this out in a quiet rush, much quicker than the measured pace of the rest of his storytelling. He had another gulp of water, and caught his breath. “I guess I’ve never told this story before.” He tried one of his usual self-deprecating smiles. It didn’t quite work. “Harder than I thought.”

I couldn’t let it go there. “But then what happened? Did they get the Machine working? Did they all kill each other?”

He looked hard at me. “I don’t know. After I left, I refused to pay any attention to the news from that area. Plenty of other things in the world to care about, right? Besides, maybe I didn’t affect anything. The Machine might have done exactly what they thought it would do. Maybe they never got it working. Who knows?

“But I’ll tell you this: I’ll never go back. If that means I miss a few mountainscapes, so be it. I knocked about in the third world for a few more months but my heart just wasn’t in it anymore. I tried keeping clear of revolutions but there are just too many kids out there with guns. Too hard to forget.

“Eventually, of course, I came back to civilization. And here we are.”

Here we were indeed.

I stared at my dessert menu and decided on an inconsequential tiramisu.

Story by J Jack Unrau

Illustration by Brandon Bolt
“THE BLOKE’S A FUCKIN’ WHACK JOB.”

Billy, the Director of Marketing, tells me this while he’s picking his nose with a paperclip. “He wasn’t right to start with; he’s the last bastard who should’ve got that blood test. He’s been treading water all his life, but he’s sinkin’ now.”

He straightens the paperclip, then slides it between his thumb and finger to squeegee the snot off. Unimpeded by my Ugh face, he wipes his fingers on the fabric of my cubicle wall. In the background a phone has been ringing for five minutes without kicking into voicemail, and in the next cube, somebody’s screaming at a subordinate employee on another line. I want to kill them all and dance to the sounds of their suffering through the junkyard of smashed computers and office plants and overturned desks.

I ask Billy, “What did it say?”

Tilting his head back, throat tight, Billy inserts the straightened paperclip once again into his nostril. He’s wearing a tailored Armani suit that probably cost more than I make in two months. This time he keeps pushing, until the wire disappears into his skull.

“It doesn’t talk,” he informs me. He makes quotation marks with his fingers. “It didn’t say anythin’.”

If I whacked the stub of the wire with the heel of my hand, Billy would be dead in a second. If he took the test, it might say Paperclip or Bastard or Whim. Instead of killing him, I say, “I know it doesn’t talk, you facetious prick. I meant what did his ticket say? How’s Frank gonna die?”

Billy tilts his neck to a normal angle and looks at me, a half-centimeter of wire emerging from his nose. Frank—the subject of our abject diagnostics—is our mutual friend and colleague, and he’s going through a rough patch right now. If I flicked the wire into Billy’s face, hard like a fly on a chair arm, I wonder if that would be enough. Then his test might say Flick or Slither. If he fell backward, he might crack his head on the photocopier or a desk, and then it’d say Wham! and he’d become obsessed with George Michael drunk driving or going postal or somebody attacking him with an LP broken into lethal splinters.

This is how it works: The blood test machine just tells you How; never When.

Billy says, “Vegetables.”

“He’s gonna die by vegetables?”

He nods. “He took it four times, taking blood from four different parts of his body, and that’s all it said every time. Vegetables.”

My eyes narrow as I visualize random ways to die at the hands of veg, and Billy connects his cheek to his forehead with Scotch tape, pulling it tight so his lip curls into a snarl.

Frank lives in a small terrace of red brick houses, in an area begging to be demolished and overhauled. Dogs carry knives, and as it’s getting dark, I walk past a gang of ten-year-olds wielding a discarded car bumper, openly discussing whether they could break my shins in one whack.
I knock on Frank’s door, then look down the street at somebody burning a fire in a drum. A section of roof is missing off Jack James’ house three doors down, and inside the exposed cavity is a shack made of corrugated sheets. Jack used to live in the house, but now lives inside the shack in the roof. He took the blood test, and it told him Pavement would be his demise. He never considered that falling off the roof is more probable than the ground swallowing him, but this is none of my business, and something I would be interested in witnessing.

The door opens. Frank is wearing an old, scratched white crash helmet with the visor down. I cringe at his level of mental degradation as the words Fish and Barrel spring to mind. Crouching, I wave into the visor and he lets me in.

Frank’s kitchen looks like the courtyard in a scaled down model of a castle, with cans of vegetables lined up along the skirting boards like a perimeter fence. For some inexplicable reason, he’s stacked the Green Giant brand two high.

“Why?” I ask.

“He’s a giant, stupid. Gotta stand taller’n the rest.”

“I mean why aren’t they in your cupboard with the rest of your food, Mr. Stability?”

I open Frank’s cupboards to find other provisions—ravioli, powdered sauces, cornflakes; it seems that only the vegetables have been evicted.

“They can’t fall on me from down there,” Frank says, tapping his crash helmet to acknowledge his ingenuity.

I briefly visualize a firework getting stuck inside the helmet, resting on the bridge of his nose and blowing the lenses of his small round glasses inward. I want to be in the middle of a city as the world falls off its axis and people melt all round me in the street.

Pulling two chairs out, I make Frank sit and persuade him to take off his cranial protector. His curly brown hair springs out six inches in every direction, except for a strand pasted to his forehead with sweat. Within seconds it bounces to life defiantly, and his eccentric professor appearance returns, with the addition of two new forehead zits since I last saw him.

“Phew,” he says.

“Better, huh?”

Frank agrees, and I make us a cup of tea. Every night, I dream of Armageddon.

“Mind if I get logical for a second?” I ask him. He shakes his head and curls his bottom lip, like it’s a puzzling question.

“One,” I say. “Even the heftiest can of potatoes, falling six inches onto your head, wouldn’t kill you. Especially with all that padding. Think straight, Frank. Two: you’re more likely to trip over these things and break your neck. When was the last time a can of anything fell out of your cupboard?”

Frank looks sufficiently ashamed, and I assist him in returning his food to its rightful location.

“World’s gone mad,” he says, glaring vengefully at a can of Niblets. “Ever since the Newton Twins, they’ve been settin’ fire to churches all over the country.”

I nod understanding and pat his arm, even though inside I scorn our species completely, and wish ill upon almost everybody. The Newton Twins were the first to try to force the machine to be wrong. Both their tickets said Old Age, so they committed suicide. Ten times they tried, and ten times they failed.

Gun jammed. Car engine died. Gas ran out. Tree branch snapped—and by now, the media was all over it. They
injected HIV, and it just went away. Concrete slippers in the lake, underwater for half an hour—but the medics brought them back to life, pictures of health.

One of the twins, Julie, jumped off the railway bridge, but her sister was scared of heights, so abstained. Nonetheless, she was caught by the tarp on a slow-moving train, and trudged home three days later.

I try to inject some perspective, but it’s hard when religion died overnight.

“Look Frank—it doesn’t change a thing. It just means science shed new light on it, and our deaths are proven to be pre-destined. We’re still gonna die, same way we always have done. Are ya gonna wear a crash helmet and eat nothin’ but meat for the next forty years, right up to gettin’ run over by a Peapod delivery truck?”

He slumps, dejected, then looks at me with those puppy-dog eyes that broadcast a big and unpleasant request on the way.

“Mick?” he says, his voice quivering for dramatic effect.

I could slap his face, but refrain.

“What?”

“I’m scared. I could live with Old Age; that gives you a reasonable chance of having a decent amount of time left. But…how are ya supposed to live with Vegetables?”

“Forget about it. It’s gonna take ya by surprise, whatever your ticket says. But it’s up to you whether ya greet it with a Fuck You, or spend the rest of yer life crying over milk that hasn’t even spilled yet. We all die; it’s hardly a revelation, is it?”

Frank starts crying, so I cave and slap him hard across the face. The sniveling stops, and a white handprint lingers on a bright red cheek.

“Get a grip!” I yell. “Are we dying younger cuz of it? No. It’s mass hysteria; they’ve got therapy groups and protestors and are trying to get ‘em banned. But they’re makin’ too much money to ban ‘em, and all you repulsive fashion followers takin’ the tests and then blubbering about it like you’re an unwilling victim seem to have forgotten one thing: Prior to receiving your delivery note, you were still slated to croak one day! You weren’t immortal just because you didn’t think about it or know how. So stop thinkin’ about it and it therefore ceases to exist. Okay?”

Frank nods, his eyes still wet but now wide and grateful, and then he asks me, “Will you stay a few days, ’til I get my shit together?”

With every passing hour, I see the potential for many tragic accidents.

“I couldn’t say no,” I tell the bottom of Billy’s shoe as he fishes behind my desk for the box of staples he just knocked off. A euphoric cloud of omnipotence lingers comfortably in the back of my mind, everywhere I go.

TV commercials warn us against the tests. Flip the channel and they tell us, Take the Test Today and Get a 20% Discount! I wonder how many people get Iraq or Antichrist or Insanity. Nobody cares about Tomkat or Brangelina anymore, and even Britney’s parenting abilities have gone back to being her own business. Everybody’s test-obsessed these days, and since the advent of the machines, life has been draining out of people’s eyes piece by piece.

Upside down, Billy grunts something inaudible in a tone that suggests disdain for my weakness, and then humps my mouse as he adjusts his position in the staple hunt. I picture him drooling into a power-outlet, his legs shooting into the air. His ticket would say Drool or Power or Idiot. His shoe is a slip-on, brand new, with a walnut inlay crafted into the shiny black sole. I could snatch it off and club him to death with it in a second. Then he’d get Shoe or Walnut Inlay or Contemptuous Colleague. Instead of killing Billy, I wonder what Jim Morrison’s or Mama Cass’s tickets would have read.
I also wonder if the machine ever prints names, and if this would stand up as evidence in court.

“Look,” I tell Frank, making my best I’m Not Joking face. “Just so you know—this is takin’ our friendship too far. You’re abusing my good nature, and this is wrecking my important plans for the week. So let me make myself clear, right off the bat. I’m in charge here, or I walk. We’re gonna face this stupid fear head-on, or I walk. I’m not wasting my precious time having an arrested-development pajama party with my derailed friend for recreation. This is inconvenient, so if you’re not ready to deal with it, I’ll get my stuff and come back when you are. Comprendez?”

Frank nods, his lip trembling, and I fling his jacket at him, aiming to snap the sleeve into his eye but missing.

The outdoor market is busy and loud, allowing for nothing faster than a shuffle through the damp, cardboard-smelling clusterfuck trapped in a repulsive conga line of aged welfare recipients in unwashed brown clothing. We’re surrounded by carts piled eight feet high with vegetables, and Frank’s face is the color of fresh cauliflower. I can tell the spineless little rodent wants to skitter off and cry—but per Rule 18 I enforced, pertaining to my conditional residence in his stinking asylum—When shopping for vegetables, we are handcuffed together at all times.

The key is in my right sock. Some people are so weak they’ll go along with anything you say. Slap them in the face a few times and you could tell them the moon is made of edam cheese. Prior to leaving the house, per Rule 11, I made him smoke a joint, and have been whispering paranoia-inducing suggestions into his ear all morning. The poor sap’s eyes are pink and perpetually brimming with tears.

“I could reassure you, Frankie,” I tell him as we pass between two wheelchairs loaded up with bulging bags full of carrots and cabbages and sprouts. “But it’d completely defeat the purpose of my stay.”

In addition to his regular blend of ugly, pathetic, sniveling, disgusting, and completely-at-my-mercy, Frank looks confused.

I get my wallet out, and already he’s shaking his head, so I grab his cheeks with my free hand, squeezing hard enough to give him a toothache.

“You need to face this alone,” I tell him. “I can’t be there forever. You have to build some self-reliance, Frank. Now go buy thirty pounds of whatever veg scares you the most. And before the seller bags them up, I want you to sniff ’em, and inhale the essence of your terror. Look the devil in the eye, Frank. Now.”

We take the motorway home, Rule 31 requiring that Frank watch as I tailgate and cut off and drive with reckless abandon around a sixteen-wheeler Smith’s Garden Produce truck at ninety miles an hour. The sadistic delights are never ending in this vegetable-laden culture. It’s raining and the road is slick, and Frank is curled up in the back seat, whimpering and surrounded by sacks of every vegetable we could find. As the truck driver blasts his horn, I flip my middle finger at him, then take a slug from a quart of vodka and start typing a text message on my phone.

Frank starts crying and I grin.

It’s late now and Frank’s asleep on the sofa.

Earlier on, before he crashed out drunk, he asked me, “Haven’t you ever been curious? Hasn’t it ever tempted ya?”

I said no, but I was lying. I took the test three weeks ago.

Everybody’s curious—it’s impossible not to be, but my curiosity was aroused in a different way than most. The testing brought death close and made it seem normal. People realized once again that death is everywhere, all around us all the time. And out of the panic and the closeness came opportunities to assist destiny. I always suspected I was capable of such foul deeds.

Billy’s funeral was on Saturday. His ticket in the end would have read Icy River or Cut Brake Lines or Betrayal. I hated that smarmy prick from the moment we met, and my only regret is not seeing his face as he died.
The demented old bastard next door in his piss-stench—I have no idea what his ticket would say, but I beat him to
death with his noisy dog and stuffed them both in the oven.

My ticket’s worn now, thumbed and crumpled. But as I scoop a handful of cold mashed potatoes from the pan,
and get the roll of tape so Frank can’t spit it out, I read for the hundredth time: Electric Chair.

I screw the ticket up and flick it in the trash, smiling, then walk towards him wielding what he’s learned no longer
to fear.

Story by Chris Cox
Illustration by Kevin McShane
PIANO

PIANO, MAN. CAN YOU BELIEVE IT? FRIGGIN’ PIANO. You know what the problem was? I did it when I was sixteen. Friggin’ sixteen years old. You don’t do that kind of thing when you’re sixteen. You’re not supposed to know the exact way you’re gonna die when you’re sixteen! You’re supposed to be…friggin’ skinning your knee playing street hockey! Reading comics! Getting laid! Not having a blood test to find out you’re gonna die by PIANO!

Why why why why did I do it at sixteen? Two reasons:

One, my girlfriend put me up to it. She was that kind of girl, you know. Had that little speck of morbid curiosity. Hell, that’s why I was dating her in the first place. She was blonde and morbid. Of course, it wasn’t her getting the news. It was the kid in the steel-toed boots and bad haircut.

Two, well…yeah, I was a friggin’ kid! People are still waiting in line for a working brain at that age. And I was still holding my number when the Death Machine came out. Whoof! You couldn’t miss it. It was the big friggin’ summer thing. Stick your arm in, press the button and find out how you’re going to die! Everybody was doing it. Stockbrokers, soccer moms, Madonna. It was the latest of the latest. It was in. And when you have sixteen years, steel-toed boots, a bad haircut, and no brain, you want to be in so bad.

I remember everything about that day. It was right there at the mall, between the ice cream stand and Hot Topic, a big hunk of metal with a hole and a slit. There we were, my girlfriend, the voyeur, and I. We went for ice cream, she wiped a spot of vanilla from my forehead with one of those little napkins they give you, and then I did it.

It’s incredible, I don’t even remember the girl’s name, but I still remember what kind of ice cream I got. Vanilla and rocky road. And PIANO. Friggin’ PIANO, man.

I didn’t know what to make of it, at first. What did it mean? Would a music store collapse on me? Would a kid stab me with a Casio keyboard? Would a piano crush me on the street, and would I stick my head out of the wreckage with black and white keys for teeth? Would I die like Sylvester the Cat?

You try not to think about it, try to live your life like before, when you didn’t have to try to not think about it. It wouldn’t have been so bad if I didn’t live in Manhattan, the skyscraper capital of the world. I was constantly looking up, searching for a crane, a scaffold, a couple of guys holding a rope with a big ol’ concert grand swinging back and forth, all the while fingering and twirling that little cardboard rectangle inside my pocket.

“Pay attention to where you’re going,” my mom used to say. “Get your head out of the clouds.” I didn’t care. I wasn’t going to die from falling into a sewer hole or getting hit by a car. Unless it was a piano-moving truck, of course.

Eventually it got the best of me. The girlfriend dumped me after I had a nervous breakdown watching Mr. Jones. You know, Richard Gere. The scene where he takes the girl to the store chock full of… I can’t bring myself to say it anymore. And he sits down and plays on one…and then two…I couldn’t take it. I snapped.

Hey, she got off easy. She should have seen the drama a couple days later, when Big was on and I watched in sheer horror as Tom Hanks danced Chopsticks with his boss.

It was bad. I spent my days cooped up in my room, staring at the Internet and listening to “Bright Eyes” for hours on end. My mom suggested therapy, but I was too embarrassed to discuss it with anyone. It would have been so different if the machine had sentenced me to LANDMINE, or SEPPUKU, or even LOW CABIN PRESSURE.
Those were good ways to go, dude! Manly. But no, the utter ridiculousness of PIANO haunted me night and day.

And the looking up. All the time, everywhere, looking for the Piano of Damocles swinging over my head.

After three years of thinking about death, facing death, and ultimately waiting for death—just hoping that it would show itself and rid me of the friggin’ question—a thought assaulted me during one of many sleepless nights. It was a new thought, but at the same time it was the same old one that whirled around in my mind all the time, just turned backward. I whacked my forehead at four a.m.

I knew how I was going to die, right? So what did I also know?

How I was not going to die.

I slept like a baby.

I woke up a brand new man. Everything around me was colored different. Cereal smelled sweeter, the wind felt crisper, and traffic sounded like chirping birds. Everything changes when you start to live without fear. I left high school in the dust. I called up friends I had neglected for too long. And I made a decision about the rest of my life.

See, it was all the looking up. My head had literally been in the clouds for three years. And in the sky, I found the love of my life.

I wanted to fly.

Everything fit. I could never be scared of flying at twelve thousand feet, because I knew perfectly well that no plane under my command would ever crash. I’d find my niche among the aircraft’s buttons, levers, and instruments. As long as none of them were musical instruments, I would be fine.

So I went to flight school. None of my instructors had ever seen such a confident student. They were used to seeing regular people shaken or even a little daunted by the complexity of a flying machine. Not me: I grabbed the controls and took her up like I was riding a bike. Not a moment of hesitation. If only they knew I had the certainty that nothing would ever go wrong with me at the stick.

The skies became as familiar to me as home. And I was good! It was amazing: knowing I couldn’t crash realized and solidified the fact that I would never crash.

Passed every test with flying colors, so to speak. Finally made my mother proud. And how could I fail? I was unafraid. That little card, the one I carried in my pocket everywhere I went, had told me the only thing that could ever kill me. PIANO. Ha! I laughed at the word now. It was just a harmless little word. All I’d had to do was wrap myself in a piano-less world. And planes and pianos do not mix.

I wish I’d known earlier how knowing the exact way I’d die would grant me such happiness and self-confidence. I wanted to kick life in the shin. I became such a daredevil that I joined the military. Yeah, why not? I would go to war. That white card was my carte blanche. It didn’t say BULLET, did it? It didn’t say BOMB or MISSILE, either. I was unstoppable.

I climbed the ranks like crazy; I made captain like you’d make a hardboiled egg. No one was able to match my piloting skills and daring stunts in the air. I was the envy of the entire service. They trained me to fly helicopters, and I aced that as well. I couldn’t wait to get into combat! That’s how psyched I was. I even heard they thought I had a deathwish. But death was the least of my concerns. If it wasn’t playing the Cheers theme song, I said bring it on.

I was the first in line to tour the Middle East. There’s always something over here that needs bombing, and I was counting on being the first one off the ground. They even put me in charge of a Black Hawk. A Black Hawk, man! The predator of the sky.
I don’t remember the details of this particular mission; I know it went something like this: the Humvees and the .50-cals were supposed to roll into some town somewhere, neutralize the insurgency, and go home. Our four birds were the air support, and I said no worries, dudes. There’ll be no Black Hawk Down with me on board, baby. Right?

Wrong.

OK. I hope all this is readable, by the way. I’m writing in the dark

on some scrap of cloth I found lying around on the floor of the cell, and you do not want to find out what I’m writing with.

At this point, if anyone ever does read this, you must have figured out there’s no happy ending for this one. Obviously I’ve been taken captive—a hostage to barter with, or perhaps payback for all the Gitmo/Abu Ghraib crap they must have seen on Al Jazeera. That would explain all the cruel-and-unusual we’ve been subject to for the past…week? Month? I don’t even wanna know anymore. This is as far as I want to remember. I’d like to get to the point of all this before I lose the rest of my mind.

I have to think hard about what the point of all this was…I’ve been having problems gathering my thoughts, lately. It’s been hell with the lightbulb, and the mask, and the hi-fi sound system constantly blaring in the background…actually, the foreground when you think of it, since there’s nothing over or under it, aft or fore…it smears my days and it haunts my dreams and I know, I know now what it’s all come to—I know that music, I know precisely what musical instrument is playing that music, and I have time to think about it too, as I weave and heave and lie here in the darkness, silently contemplating my death…

It’s a symphony, it’s a concerto, it’s “Great Balls of Fire,” and yes…whatever it is…it’s a solo.

Story by Rafa Franco

Illustration by Kean Soo
“WELL,” I thought, “that sucks.”

Story by Brian Quinlan
Illustration by KC Green
“FUCK!”

It came from the den. Later I’d learn that it had followed a much quieter, “Oh fuck. Oh—”

My first thought was that it had broken. I was going to spend a lot of time over the next five years wishing that I’d been right about that.

He burst into the room, crunching the door hinges and smacking the handle deep into the plaster. He nearly fell over trying to stop. I didn’t say anything, just stared.

“391! He was on the train this morning! He was one of the victims!” He stared too. We just stared. “Look it up!”

I didn’t have to. An electric buzz, as much like actual pain as excitement, jumped from my stomach to my head. I didn’t have all our test cases memorised yet, but Mr. 391 I did know: EXPLODED. He was one of the reasons I was sure it wasn’t working— his prediction was a joke. He saw I wasn’t looking it up, saw me looking at him, and knew I knew, but said it all the same:

“It fucking works.”

We were eating.

“Okay, well, it’s on now.” I munched a chip.

“Yeah.”

“I mean, it’s on.” I pointed a chip at him for emphasis.

“Yeah.”

“I’m just—”

“I get that it is on.”

“Okay.” I put my chips down.

I fixed myself a drink.

He came into my office again, calmly this time, through the broken door. My office, his house. We left all the doors open that afternoon, and just walked around doing small, unimportant things, occasionally meeting in the corridors of his big, dusty old house and swapping new thoughts.

“What’s the latest count? How many others died?”

“Wikipedia has a hundred now.” I told him, underplaying it a little. “Some places have two.” They all had two.

“Christ. From one bomb?”

EXPLODED
“They think it was a few, and it was on the subway, so…”

“Yeah. Christ.” He slouched against the wall and looked up at the cracked ceiling. “This isn’t quite how I imagined it working.”

“You know we still have to publish our results, right? I mean, that was the point of no return, right there.”

“Yeah, yeah, I know. It’s just—” He looked at me. “It’s going to look like we’re profiting off this.”

I laughed, then met his eyes. “It’s going to look like we’re profiting from it? Pete, it’s going to look like we did it. You don’t seem to realise how sceptical people are going to be about something like this. You’re the only person in the world who has any idea how this box works, and to the rest of us it looks a hell of a lot like a hoax. And when some small-minded prick with a bag of pipe bombs decided commuters were responsible for all the world’s problems this morning, it became the most vicious hoax in history. We’re going to have protesters on your lawn around the clock, we’re going to get ripped to shreds in the press, we’re going to be hounded by cameras. We’re going to get mail bombs, Pete.” I sat down, and lowered my voice. “They’re gonna try and kill us. Nobody knows yet, but I promise you that at some point in the next eighteen hours, someone Googling the victim names is going to find our prediction list and our lives as they stand will be over.” I was realising most of this as I said it. I felt sick. We were fucked.

“We’re fucked, aren’t we?”

“We’re not fucked.” I thought about it. We were definitely fucked. “No, we’re not fucked.”

He shook his head. “We’re so fucked.”

I sighed. We were so, so fucked.

“I don’t, you know,” he said suddenly, as we boxed up the prototype.

I frowned. “What?”

“Have any idea how it works. I’m the same as anyone else, except I know it does.”

“You made it, Pete. I just did your accounts.”

“I didn’t really. I discovered it. If it had done what I built it to do, if it had been the thing we were trying to make, if it had been the Death Clock—”

“I told you we couldn’t call it that.”

“—Then I would have made it. But you can’t make something like this, it’s out there waiting to be found.”

“Well, I certainly hope you can make it. Because we’re going to need a job fucking lot of them.”

“You know, this is the best possible way it could have happened.”

“What the hell?” I was actually shocked.

“No, I mean, to prove it. You couldn’t ask for a more conclusive test.” He put up a hand to silence me, “I know, I know loads of people are going to think we blew up a train to sell a box, but this is still going to convince more people than we ever dreamed we would. Your investor friends aren’t going to think we blew up San Francisco, they’re going to think it works.”

“They’re not going to like the publicity.”
“They don’t have to, yet. No one has to know they’re investing, and they all know that by the time they come to sell them, the whole world will realise they work.” I was the business brain of the operation, but Pete wasn’t an idiot. I knew it from the moment he said “391”; this would make us.

“Did you tell Jen yet?”

“What? Yeah, of course! You didn’t tell Cath?”

“Not yet.” Honestly, it had only just occured to me.

“Well why the hell not? You’ve got to tell her, dude.” I hate it when he calls me dude.

“I just—how do you say it? How did you say it?”

“I said ‘Jen, it works,’ same as I said to you.”

“Actually you said ‘It fucking works!’” I mocked, in my best nasal geek voice. “But you told her how we know?”

“Yeah.”

“Was she freaked out?”

“Of course. Aren’t you?”

“I’m—I’ve been—” I came clean. “I feel sick. I’ve been feeling sick for three hours now.”

He looked straight at me; I don’t talk like that often. “You’ve got to tell her. Jen’ll tell her, and she’ll tell her when I told her. You know what they’re like, women just find a way to get times into conversations.”

“I can’t say I’d noticed.”

“Well, they do.”

I walked into the den. Pete was tinkering again, already. I set his coffee down and took a sip of mine.

“Thanks.”

I ignored him. “Here’s what we do. You spend the rest of the night packing all this away, everything you need. I hire a van. You hire a hangar. I hire an agent. You draw me up a list of the components that went into the latest prototype—not the ones you think you’ll need for the new improved version, I know you. The components for this one. I’ll give the investors the heads-up before the news breaks, and tell them we need the first payment by noon tomorrow. You call every engineer friend you trust and get them on board. Write out a step-by-step assembly guide an idiot could follow in the van on the way, then make sure we don’t hire any idiots to follow it. I order us a new pair of phones, we throw these away, and we give the new numbers to no one but Cath and Jen unless I say. We disappear. I can sort out accommodation once we’re out of here, and a few months down the line we can buy a new place, but right now we have to get as many of these things built and making predictions as possible. The more predictions they make, the more get proved right, the fewer mail bombs we get.” I sipped. “What’s that?” He was writing something.

“It’s a step-by-step assembly guide an idiot could follow.” He put it on a thin pile.

“What are those?”

“Well,” he leafed through them, “this one’s a component list for the prototype, this one’s a map to the hangar we’ve hired, these are the resumés of the three most expensive agents I could find, this one’s a printout of a receipt
for two iPhones, this one’s a fax from the Hyatt confirming our reservation, and these are the keys to our new van.” He tossed them to me. I looked around the room, I guess for the first time. It was full of neatly packed boxes.

“What do I do at this company again?”

“It’s never really been clear to me.” He took a sip of his coffee and went back to writing. “Call the investors!” he shouted after me as I left, forgetting my mug.

“We’re not going to get killed by a mail bomb, you know,” he said in the van on the way up. It was dark, I was driving, which meant the radio stayed off. “We know that much. Whatever happens with this, it won’t kill us. I’m an aneurysm and you’re a heart attack, those were the first two tests we ever ran.”

“Yeah.” I’d been thinking about that a lot since we discovered the box really worked. I wondered what it would feel like. “Christ, what about Cath and Jen?” I’d refused to let either of them be tested.

“We’ll have them take it, we have to now.” They were coming up tomorrow. The thought of it made me queasy.

“No,” I said suddenly. “No. I don’t want it hanging over them.” Then, feeling the familiar emotional crunch of stepping on Pete’s toes when it came to Jen, “Not Cath, anyway.”

“We have to.”

“You think about it, don’t you? What it’s going to feel like? Come on, we don’t want that for them.” He stared at the wing-mirror. “If I looked through your browser cache, I’d find a bunch of sites about aneurysms, right?”

“No.” He looked back at the road. We sat in silence for a few minutes, the blank road purring beneath us as a half-tunnel of arched black trees flashed by either side. “I cleared it.”

I looked away from the road for the briefest moment. He was smiling.

So that was that day. I persuaded Cath not to take the test, and Jen didn’t need persuading: she said over her dead body, and I said we probably wouldn’t bother if she was already dead, and she said good, and updated her position to “Not even over my dead body.” In all of our discussions that night, I don’t think Pete or I considered that they’d have a say in it themselves.

But Cath did take it, years later, and it was the beginning of the end. For us, for everything.

We had a few good years before that. I’d thought the heat would die down once everyone realised the machine truly worked, but I couldn’t have been more wrong. Once it became clear just how reliable the predictions were, a huge number of people decided the machine itself was causing the deaths. And after we went into hiding that night, we never came out.

We knew fairly early on, I think, that we wanted nothing more to do with the device. We’d only started this company to get rich, and there seemed little doubt we’d achieved that. We thrashed out a deal that would net us a huge lump sum then continue to pay out in royalties no matter what people did with our technology, and sold the rights that first week. We became the elusive guys who just made this inexplicable thing and disappeared, which of course only added to the romance and public fascination with our little box. It wasn’t until much later that Pete’s scientific curiosity took hold again, and for those intervening years he was as happy as we were to let the world scratch its head at what we’d done, even as it wrote out our cheques.

We each changed hair colour at least once, we went by fake names (I was Chris, Pete was Jason, Cath was Carol and Jen insisted on being Cath, confusing and irritating us all), we only did interviews by email and IM, and we took turns picking the next country to spend a month in. The genius of it was that we’d essentially made our millions by creating something utterly useless. It didn’t help to know how you would die, precisely because the machine was so
accurate—you couldn’t avoid it even when you knew it was coming.

Well, not entirely useless. You couldn’t avoid the death it predicted, but it was very possible that you’d avoided other deaths simply by consulting the machine. The way Pete explained it to interviewers was this:

Say you’re a clumsy skydiver. One day you’re going to screw your parachute up and fall to your death. But the machine won’t tell you that, because then you’d stop skydiving and it wouldn’t come true. Instead, the machine tells you you’ll die of a heart attack. You decide to take it easy on the high-stress sports, preferring that your inevitable demise be later rather than sooner, and you live twenty years longer than you would have if you’d never taken the test.

For an electrical engineer, Pete was suspiciously good at marketing. I maintain that it would have been cheaper to produce an empty box with “Don’t skydive” written on the side—and usually say so at that point in the interview—but the world seems to prefer his device.

It gets a little more complicated if you’re not a clumsy skydiver, of course, but on the whole the machine extends peoples’ lives by giving them the chance to stave off their fate for as long as possible—and in the process, miraculously avoiding the many others that ought to have claimed them along the way. None of the deaths it predicts are avoidable, but almost all of them are postponable. Almost.

That’s why we never felt particularly bad about what we’d done, no matter how much pain and misery it seemed to cause, no matter how many times the police intercepted anthrax and explosives addressed to the old manor. I found those more offensive than anything. It’s a matter of public record that Pete and I are not scheduled to die from an explosion or a disease, so the authors of these assassination attempts must have known their efforts would only ever hurt innocent people. Not that we were even guilty of anything in particular.

In between the people whose lives we saved and the people whose lives we ruined, we got a pretty bizarre set of responses to our mysterious black box—co-licensed and manufactured by over three hundred companies worldwide, to date. A lot of people found the suggestion of inevitability incredibly offensive, and tried to do everything they could to defy it.

In some cases, avoiding death became secondary to disproving the machine: one man gashed his wrists to disprove a slip that told him he’d die of AIDS. He survived, of course—he’d just received his prediction from a machine in a GP’s office, so there was help on hand. But he’d used an unsterilised scalpel from a nearby dolly, and with a grim inevitability familiar to anyone who follows special prediction cases, he contracted HIV from that.

Others took the fatality of it all as an excuse for hedonism, either because the manner of their death wasn’t related to their passions, or precisely because it was. If it’s going to kill you anyway you’d be mad to abstain, went the logic. Both types tended to die quickly. That caused some public concern, but I hardly thought the machine could be blamed for the live fast/die young correlation. Obviously those that overindulged in the vices that were to kill them died from them quickly—even they must have seen that coming.

It was the former group that suffered a stranger fate: their heart attacks, tumors and cancer struck quickly, as if eager to get their kill in before the toll of that lifestyle snatched it from them and proved the machine wrong. It looked, in other words, like the machine was killing to prove itself right. Mind you, all statistical anomalies look suspicious if you take them in isolation. That was a tiny group—reckless men with bad habits didn’t get slips saying NATURAL CAUSES often.

For the most part, it was just like each of us had a new medical condition, and all of us were hypochondriac about it. Even me. I, like the millions of HEART-ATTACKs out there, never touched red meat again, drank only in moderation, took light, regular exercise and simply left the room if anyone started arguing or stressful decisions needed to be made.

I’d even heard that some particularly ghoulish socialites held parties at which guests were obliged to wear their slips like name-tags, using the nature of their demise as a conversation starter. I never went to one, but a part of me felt like they had the right idea: you can’t take this cruel cosmic joke seriously, this blackest of humour, this mockery of fate. The only reasonable response to it is to go up to a stranger and say “Oh, hey, megaloblastic
anemia? I hear that one’s a bitch.”

We could laugh about it, and we could forget it, and we did—lots of both. But it encroached on all our quiet moments: we felt infected. The prediction made it as if our death had already taken root in our bodies, and it was impossible not to visualise it. Memories of health-infomercial graphics haunted me, phong-shaded fat congealing in my arteries and constricting my bloodflow. I could put it to the back of my mind, always, but never entirely out.

The traveling was my idea. I never really knew what to do with the money, after working so long in the pursuit of it. Buying anything extravagant—helicopters, hotels, heroin—seemed to involve an awful lot of effort, and I can’t honestly say that the only thing stopping me from buying these things before had been a lack of funds. I didn’t want them. I didn’t want anything, much, just a little safety.

I thought about giving it all to charity—there was even a dedicated one to helping people escape their machine-determined fate, the futility of which made me gape—but I knew I’d regret it. I hadn’t done many generous things in my life, and they’d all made me feel terrible. In the end I did give a chunk of it to BrainHelp, a charity devoted to helping the survivors of aneurysms, because it was close enough to home to mean something to me, and useless enough to Pete not to be personally motivated.

But travel was my way of escaping that contentment, fleeing the realisation that we had nowhere else to go in life. We would, instead, go to the places we hadn’t yet been. It was one of my better ideas, except for the part where it nearly kills my girlfriend.

I begged her not to do it. Well, pleaded. Well, openly disapproved. A Thai taxi had smashed into our flimsy tuk-tuk on the reeking streets of Bangkok. I, she argued, had been smugly safe in the knowledge that it wasn’t going to kill me as we tumbled out onto the sidewalk, while she had been freaking out. I tried to tell her that it wasn’t like that, that when something actually happens all rational thought about predictions flies from your head, but either she didn’t believe me or she didn’t care. She was wild, she just had to know.

I should have been a real man about it and stopped her. Or a good man, and supported her. But instead I was an actual man about it, which meant that I whined, chided, and made her feel bad about herself without actually helping in any way. She’d come to expect nothing more.

We used the original prototype for it, still under a tarp in that first hangar, and everything we did echoed. Pete and Jen came along for moral support. She replaced the needle with its fresh tube of claret attached, and we waited for the smooth hum of the printout.

She stood up, took it, looked at it, and looked away, almost in one motion. I didn’t notice her hand tremble as she passed it to me, but the tip of the slip of paper quavered delicately, giving her away. I looked up at her.

I took it. I read it. It was one word.

I started to sob.

The machine doesn’t tell you when you’re going to die, I’d corrected a hundred interviewers about that. But in this case it had. In this one case, it had done exactly what we originally designed it to do: give an ETD.

We both knew, at the moment each of us saw it, even over the simple horror of that awful word, that it meant nine months at the most. We both knew that it would rend us apart, that we’d never be that close again. Closer in other ways, sure, but not like this, not now that we knew I was going to kill her. We’d already set the wheels in motion. We had nine months, maybe less.

LABOUR. It stared back at us innocently until Cath made me throw the slip away, like it had just wandered out of a perfectly harmless sentence about union disputes. I wanted so badly to be involved in a union dispute right then, for that to be my biggest problem, for that to be what LABOUR meant to me.

I wanted to recall all the machines and tell Pete to redesign them to print in lower case, or Latin, or pictograms, or
anything but that giant glaring word burning its way through the bin and my eyelids. And more than anything I wanted to hold her, and I just, just couldn’t. I couldn’t.

I did it anyway. Standing up was like controlling a crane, and she felt cold, tiny, bony against my chest. I’m a weak, mean, small man, and so is Pete—he told me so. But the one thing he and I can do, and I think it’s the reason we became friends, the reason we started this company, is the impossible. If there’s a good enough reason to do it, we just do it. In my case that was standing up and putting out my arms, and it was the hardest thing I’ve ever had to do, but goddamn it I had her now and I wasn’t letting her go—for minutes, at any rate.

I looked at the machine over her shoulder as my wet face pressed against her warm cheek, and wondered what Pete’s reason had been.

It killed him, in the end. I could never understand it, but those seven months—we didn’t get the full nine, and I was almost glad of it by the end—hit Pete every bit as hard as they hit us. It was the first time that what we’d done really got to him. He loathed the machines, smashed that original prototype—valued at six and a half million dollars on our insurance paperwork—with a crowbar while drunk one night. Have you ever tried hitting anything with a crowbar? They’re fucking heavy. Pete’s a geek, but that machine was dust when I found it. I was angry then, actually, but I hadn’t realised how bad he’d gotten.

That was when he went back to work. He was obsessed with the idea of “fixing it”, as he put it. We’d set out to tell people how long they had to live, and by virtue of the now-famous TILT chip—intended to take into account probabilistic factors relating to your lifestyle that might increase the chances of accidental death—we’d ended up spitting out a horrible piece of information that haunted the user for the rest of his and his family’s life. At the time we’d thought its popularity meant it was a success, but Pete was right: we’d failed utterly, we’d created a horrible, horrible thing. He’d created it. I only got into the habit of taking some of the credit after he made it clear how ashamed he was.

The TILT chip was the problem. It didn’t stand for anything, by the way—Pete just named it in all caps because he was really pleased with it at the time. He was like a little kid once you got him hard-coding. It was all I could do to persuade him to leave off the exclamation mark he insisted it deserved. We both loved telling interviewers that story.

He’d spent years, literally years, working on the algorithm that would use actuarial data and hugely sophisticated conditional probabilities to get a rough idea of how likely people’s stupid habits were to kill them, and when he’d finally done it, he discovered something odd. Actually, I discovered something odd. If he’s going to call it a discovery rather than an invention, then I really can take some of the credit. It was me who, through incompetence rather than the spirit of experimentation, first tried using the machine without entering any data. And instead of a ballpark life-expectancy figure, I got “48 45 41 52 54 2d 41 54 54 41 43 4b”. Which, Pete reliably informed me, an extraordinary expression on his face I’d never seen before or since, translated to “HEART ATTACK”.

The truth was, it didn’t even really need the blood sample—we just kept that part in so that people would take it seriously, and to drive up the manufacturing costs to something investors would believe. For the same reason we insisted that all connectors be made of solid 24-carat gold when any old crap from Radio Shack would have worked, and there was a whole circuit full of wildly expensive and important-looking components in there that wasn’t even hooked up to the live elements of the machine.

A few technical journals had picked up on that, but no one dared try remove them. You could see where the fanatics were coming from, really: that hard nugget of inescapable truth just came down a wire, almost in our language, and not even its creator knew why. You could also see why Pete was so pleased with himself, and you could even see, years later, after millions of morbid projections proved true, why he was so wretched.

The problem, he suddenly announced once he stopped drinking, was the accuracy. He’d made it far, far too good. You didn’t actually want a machine that was always right, the machine you really wanted was one that was always wrong. Wrong because you were able to avoid the death it predicted, the one you would otherwise have succumbed to, and live happily ever after.
A bad news machine that can’t be defied is an inherently unmarketable idea, he told me, trying to speak my
language. I decided not to get out my black AmEx card to demonstrate just how marketable it had been. So he
started work on a spec for the machine’s nemesis, the cure, the Final Solution to death itself, what he called Project
Idiot.

I would have stopped him, should have, and God damn me for not doing it, but I was just grateful for the
distraction. Something to think about other than the ways in which Cath’s ever-growing bulge might rip her apart,
and how it would make me feel about our daughter, if she survived.

He couldn’t do it. He had a dozen brilliant ideas, but it just couldn’t be done. The TILT chip defied him with the
same silent, sinister smugness it defied those who tried to prove it wrong. He couldn’t recreate it, he couldn’t modify
it, and he couldn’t trick it. He discovered that it wasn’t even using his actuarial data to make the predictions, it had
just incorrectly surmised our purpose in entering them, and pulled the result it imagined we were after from
nowhere.

My explanation was that it was quantum, the perfect catch-all for the apparently impossible. But Pete said
something over and over that to this day I don’t quite get: “It’s a function of the future,” he said, “not the past.” He
said it didn’t matter what he did to it before it was built, because its predictions were somehow independent of
anything that had already happened. I don’t know, but he kept saying it.

So it was the future he tinkered with, and he was sure one of his tricks would work. He became fixated on the
moment when the patient actually reads his slip: if he takes the test but never reads it, it will say something different
than if he’d taken it and read it as normal. The ink doesn’t change, it will always have said something different—it
was the machine’s most uncanny and unsettling ability: knowing with total certainty what you will do in response to
its prediction.

He talked to a loose society of machine fanatics who kept their unread predictions curled up in tiny silver
pendants around their necks, to be opened and read in emergencies to find out if they’re about to die. No help.
Eventually he built a full prototype of a machine that would email the result to a server in Wyoming that was hooked
up to a Geiger counter, and would send the result on to the patient’s email address if it registered a radioactive decay
within a second of receiving it, or scrub the data from its hard drives if not.

He needed a way of getting the information to the patient without the machine knowing whether it would or not,
but every time he tested it it produced the same result as the existing machines. Schrodinger’s Idiot, he called that
one. He’d decided the physics students who owned the machine in Wyoming were going to get drunk one night and
mail out everyone’s results, which he was sure they were recording despite his instructions, and he’d been planning
to drive out there and do I don’t know what the next morning. The morning after I found him.

He was slumped over his desk. I always knew it would be me doing this. I set our coffees down and looked at the
clock. Time of death, 22:25—or earlier. I’d pictured him with a soldering iron in hand when I’d played this out in
my mind before, hundreds of times, but as I gently lifted his cold, curly-haired head off the bench I saw that it was
papers he’d been working on. Printouts from his CAD software, scribbled on in green biro. I couldn’t make them out
then, but I looked later, and I liked them so much I had them framed.

I never picked up much engineering savvy from Pete, but his margin notes made it plain enough. He’d designed
The Idiot, and it would have worked. It had a lookup table of the most common causes of death and it simply
discarded the blood sample and picked one at random, weighted toward the most common. It would be wrong, again
and again, and even when it was right, it would be avoidable. The Idiot, had he made it, would have exceeded its
spec as dramatically as the original machine. I could only think of one way to make it stupider, and I knew Pete
always got a kick out of my terrible ideas, so before framing it I wrote “Don’t skydive” on the side.

Lisa, we called her. Oh, yeah, she was fine—we knew she would be. We took a blood sample in the second trimester
and had it tested: She’s going to die of emphysema, so unless she’d been bumming smokes off the placenta in there,
we were in the clear. She and I.
She’s going to be an interesting case, actually—it’s not something that happens quickly, emphysema, so I’ll be intrigued to see how I fail this woman so utterly that I end up repeatedly exposing her to a toxic gas over the course of enough years that it ultimately destroys her lungs and kills her. Am I just going to forget to tell her, for her entire life, “Oh, and don’t smoke”? You have to wonder.

I was already overcompensating—I actually hit a guy last week for pulling out a cigarette at a housewarming party I was hosting at Pete’s old place, my old office, the place where it started. He’d left it to Jen, but she’d given it to me when she left the country. She didn’t ask for any money and I didn’t offer any; Jen and I had a double-share each now, so it made no difference to either of us. We hardly talked, anyway. Tragedy doesn’t bring people together, who started that bullshit? It’s like nitro-fucking-glycerin.

“Does anyone have a light?” he said.

“No, but I have a…lights out…sandwich?” I almost said, before realising how amazingly lame it was. I’d already hit him by then, too, so I think the point had been made. It was almost a reflex.

I’ve been steadily losing it for a year now. I should come up with a more peaceful solution, like “Actually I’d rather you smoked outside. In Kazakhsttan.” But I don’t think it’s going to come up again, not now.

I was working in my old office when it happened, the crib within arm’s reach. He burst into the room, crunching the door hinges and smashing the handle deep into the plaster, and nearly fell over trying to stop. For that split second, when it was just a blur, on my life I thought it would be Pete.

It wasn’t Pete. He was huge. A big, broken, sad face. I didn’t say anything, just stared. He must have been six foot six. He stared too, wild. We stared. He said two low, fragile words, “My son,” then trailed off and just pointed it at me.

The words sounded dumb even as I spluttered them: “Please, I have a—”

He dropped the gun, apparently surprised by what he’d done, though from my perspective it was hard to see how it might have been an accident. I couldn’t see what was in his other hand, but I had a good guess. He presented it to me timidly, like a receipt for our transaction, and I could see then that this had not been his plan. He must have imagined shoving it in my face, or making me eat it as I died. The whole thing seemed to be surprising him a lot more than it was me. I always figured I had something like this coming.

I was paralysed, I could feel that immediately. My body felt like soft lead, heavy and heatless, as I slumped against the oak-panelled wall, heart pounding, my head bent awkwardly down into my chest as the last twinges of control and sensation faded from my clammy hands. I gurgled like a baby. Blood, I saw, sticky brilliant blood dribbling down my chin. Messy business.

I couldn’t take the slip from his hand, but I could read it even through the rivers of sweat trickling into my eyes. And I could see his issue with me—with us, but Pete lucked out and died first. I could see how horrible the last three years must have been for this hulking man and his tiny kid, and how much worse that final moment must have been. POISON. One of the machine’s bitterest pills. He probably thought it was the worst you could get. I knew better, but I wasn’t in a position to argue.

Ah, who knew? Maybe it was. I tried to imagine watching Lisa suckle one of those cold rubber teats I filled Cath’s role with, knowing that any given gulp might be infected with a fatal toxin. He must have known that checking his food beforehand wouldn’t help, but I knew, now, having Lisa, that it wouldn’t have stopped him. Nothing could have stopped him. He probably starved him for a while. Okay, big guy, maybe you’re right. You’ve certainly got me beat. All I had to endure was seven months of knowing that I’d kill the woman I loved. I got off easy. I deserve this.

It wasn’t until after a few sizable seconds of self-pity that something I’d said over a year ago suddenly drifted
through my head again. “When something actually happens, you forget,” or words to that effect. I almost laughed.
Ha! I just remembered, I don’t die like this! Screw you and your dead son, asshole! I’m going to get up and kick
your ass now, and after that I’m going to raise my goddamn daughter to lead a long, happy life dying of
emphysema! If you’ll just give me the use of my limbs for a moment.

I managed to cough a bubble of blood, close enough to stain him with a few flecks. Take that! My breath stank of,
what, money? Dirty loose change, that acid stink. The only thing I could feel was the sweat trickling down my face,
nothing below the neck—so much goddamn sweat. Who knew getting shot was such hard work? I was excited now,
though, this was my thing. My heart raced. The impossible, you big-boned prick, is my goddamn speciality. You are
so fucked. I was just about to stand up, I felt sure, when he slammed an enormous knee into my chest and kept it
there, kneeling on me with what must have been all of his gigantic weight.

When I came to I saw, even as the pressure mounted, nothing on my chest. Both the man’s knees were walking
away from me to investigate a tiny cry from Lisa in the crib. I couldn’t see his reaction, I couldn’t get up, I couldn’t
get this invisible fucking thing off my chest, I couldn’t breathe.

I had just enough time to think, “Oh come on, this hardly counts,” before I let out a sad little rasp and it all closed
in.

Fuck.

Story by Tom Francis
Illustration by Jesse Reklaw
EVERYONE KNOWS THAT THE FOURTH DAY OF NINTH GRADE IS WHEN YOU GET YOUR RESULTS. I mean, that’s the way it happens in our town; other towns do it differently. Amy, who moved here from Atlanta, said that in the big cities they do it when you’re born, since they have to take blood from babies, anyhow, to test for HIV and that disease that means you can’t drink Diet Coke. (She says she’s going to be shot in a botched robbery, but I think she’s lying. She also said her aunt is on Days of Our Lives, and I don’t believe that either.) But here, in our town, all the parents got together and decided that they just couldn’t take knowing before we were at least in high school. Tim K. says it’s because when you’re in ninth grade, your parents find you so annoying that they can actually bear to think about you dying. Allycia thinks it’s because when you’re our age you think you’re immortal and they want to scare it out of us. That might have been true for our parents, or our grandparents, but I don’t know anyone our age who hasn’t always known that they’re really going to die.

The way it works is pretty easy. The first day of ninth grade, in homeroom, the school nurse comes in and takes blood samples. She gives a ten-minute speech about the machine and how it works. (Short answer: nobody knows, but it’s never been wrong.) She tells us that she’s going to die in a fire. She doesn’t even shiver when she tells us that—I guess when you’ve known for years and get up and talk about it every year, it becomes routine. And I guess as a nurse she knows that more people die from smoke inhalation in a fire than from actually being all burnt up.

It’s weird to see other people’s blood. Darryn and Mike, the two biggest boys in homeroom, can’t even watch. I watch the needle go in, careful not to look away. I might want to be a doctor someday. It’s hard to decide what you want to do with your life until you know how it’s going to end.

All the blood, each sample in a little barcoded tube, goes into one of those freaky BIOHAZARD mailers, and the nurse seals it in front of us. She has a whole cart of packages. Our homeroom was last.

Then we wait. Of course it’s all anyone can talk about. Helen wants to die glamorously, like in a terrorist attack. “Do you know how much money your family gets if you die in a terrorist attack?” Naturally, we all hoot at this—there haven’t been hardly any terrorist attacks at all, since the machine. There are still some every once in a while, in really poor places like India and Russia, where people can’t afford the test, but it’s hard to scare people about terrorism if they know they’re going to die because they stuck a fork in a toaster. Kells wants to die of old age, but that sounds awful and boring to me. And everyone knows that it’s impossible to get a job in a rock band if you have a test that says “old age.” All the record labels are looking for the next Kurt Cobain—death, even when you know it’s coming, still bumps up downloads and sales. You know that singer Bryson? She got “drug overdose” and you can’t even click on a tabloid page without a picture of her looking wasted. Her music sucks but everyone can’t wait to see how she flames out. My brother thinks it’s all a big put-on. He thinks she’s totally straightedge and “drug overdose” means that some overworked nurse is going to give her the wrong dose eighty years from now when she’s in a nursing home. Mylena wants mad cow disease. She says if she gets that it means she’ll never die, ’cause she’s a vegetarian, and always has been. Her parents are vegetarians and everything.

It’s hard to know what to wish for. Old age could be dying in bed, with all of your family around you, just like in a movie, with your daughter holding your hand and a room full of flowers, or it could be horrible Alzheimer’s and being tied to a bed so you don’t wander off, with no one there at all but you don’t care because you can’t remember anyone anyway. Car accident could be instant or it could be paralysis or amputation and infected bedsores that give you that staph they don’t have antibiotics for anymore. Heart failure could be a dramatic heart attack, the fall-down-clutching-your-chest kind, or it could just be you get old, your heart stops. As I said, it’s hard to know.

My mom and dad have the same one. Cancer. They met at a death party in college, where you got paired up with someone who was going to die the same way. They were the only two cancers at the party; by the time the machine came around most cancer was curable. Which sucks for them because they know they’re going to have one of the
bad kinds of cancer, like ovarian or pancreatic or brain, the really painful kinds. At least now when you get those kinds of cancer the doctors know you’re going die from it, and they give you lots of painkillers. It used to be that it was hard to get painkillers, my mom told me. When her grandma died of breast cancer she was in lots of pain but the doctors wouldn’t give her drugs in case she got addicted. That’s because nobody knew she was going to die of the cancer. They thought maybe the cancer would go away and then they’d have an old lady addicted to morphine to deal with. That doesn’t happen anymore.

My brother has just “accident,” which freaks him out. It freaked us all out. Usually the machine is pretty specific. Car accident, household accident, whatever kind of accident. Just plain accident is pretty rare. For a while he went through what everyone goes through—the whole avoidy thing. He put grab bars in our shower. He walked to school, instead of riding the bus or his bike or driving. He was really worried that it would keep him from becoming a pilot, which is what he really wants to do, but then he talked to a recruiter and the guy said they don’t really pay attention to that so much. He said so many pilots actually have “plane crash” that he knows ten guys, personally, who are nicknamed “Crash.” It’s like a macho thing, to get in that plane every day knowing you’re going to die in a crash. Of course most of them crash flying their own personal miniplanes, not the jets.

My grandmas are both dead; one died before the machine, just had an aneurysm. The other grandma, my dad’s mom...she was one of the first ones to use the machine in their town. Her ticket said suicide. My dad said she didn’t tell anyone she was having the test. She just waited for all of them—my dad, his sister, his dad—to leave the house the next day, and then she took two bottles of sleeping pills. They didn’t even know she had them; she got the prescription in another town and had been saving them. She didn’t leave a real note. She just wrote “I’m sorry, I knew it” on her machine report and left it on the table. My grandpa—her husband—he’s never taken the test. He says that it’s wrong to know, and that the whole human race is going to descend into mediocrity because of it. (He talks like that a lot.) He says that the fear of death, coupled with its unpredictability, is what drives humanity to achieve. He likes to talk about how there haven’t been any real scientific advances since the machine. He says everyone is too busy spending time with their families and enjoying life to do any real work. Then he laughs and lights another cigarette. He’s the only person I know who smokes. It’s crazy old-fashioned, like wearing a monocle or having a gas-powered car. He can’t even buy them in town anymore, he has to have them imported from India. Once they shipped him the wrong brand and he had to smoke bright pink ones for a week until he got more. The pack played this loud Bollywood song whenever he opened it. That was even funnier.

My other grandpa, my mom’s dad, is going to die from pneumonia. He says his goal is to put it off as long as possible. He always gets a flu shot, he drinks all this horrible green vitamin juice powder stuff, and he exercises more than anyone I know. We all tease him about it, but he says he’s going to be the world’s oldest pneumonia victim.

I don’t really know too much about other people’s tickets. Most people don’t talk about it. It’s hard to know what to say, when you find out someone’s going to be shot, or hit by a car, or fall from a height. You either find yourself saying “that’s not so bad” or you just talk about something else. It’s kind of rude to ask someone that you don’t know well. And since it’s so vague, sometimes it’s hard to know what to do. I heard that there was this girl in Charlotte, one of the first people to get the test, and her ticket said she’d die at graduation. So she wore black all through high school, really gothed-out. She was like, queen of the goths. And her graduation came and went, and nothing happened. College, too. She went to law school: nothing. I heard she finally died driving across a totally different campus and the crane that was putting up the graduation reception tent backed into her car. I know this is probably an urban legend but I don’t want to snope it and find out.

Some people you do know how they’ll die. Like, if they’re famous. Famous people’s tickets always get out. Someone they told will tell the tabloid pages—I’ve heard they pay a lot of money for famous tickets. Politicians have to disclose it. One guy who was running for governor in Tennessee faked his—he really said “shot by a hooker” and he got it to read “stroke.” Of course someone sold that story. Now the politicians have to have their tests taken in public and read right there. That one movie actress, the really pretty one, what’s her name—her ticket actually says “broken heart.” I’ve never heard of anyone else having that one. Of course people didn’t believe her so she went on TV and had the test retaken, and there it was. She is always being paired with her costars in the tabloids, like, she’ll be in a movie with some guy and the headline will read “WILL HE BE THE ONE TO KILL HER???” She just laughs it off, but I’d be afraid. You can’t help falling in love, right? It’s not like you can have a grab bar for going on dates.
The day you get your results back there aren’t any classes; you just show up for homeroom. They call you in one by one to another room to get your ticket, and then you just go home. Lots of people’s parents take the day off. If they’re really dorky they meet you at school. You can’t really hang around after, although everyone’s texting each other on their phones. Not asking, outright, just “U OK?” Lots of people don’t talk about theirs, and that’s cool. The teachers discourage it, for the most part, and sometimes your parents get mad if you tell somebody. There was this girl, Julia, in my brother’s class and hers said AIDS. She told just one person, her best friend, and then they had a fight and that girl spread it all over school. They wrote “SLUT” on her locker and stuffed it full of condoms. It was awful. Her folks didn’t know what to do. Finally they just moved. I think they live in Asheville now. Maybe she even changed her name.

When they called me I felt a little nervous. Like, everyone knows they’re going to die, but it’s still a wobbly feeling to find out exactly how. My knees felt like they wanted to bend the wrong way, and I almost tripped getting out of my chair. I grabbed my bag and waved to Kells. She mouthed “old age!” at me and gave me a thumbs-up. I smiled back.

I went into the room and sat down, and the counselor made me go through the whole routine. I had to tell him my social, twice. I had to do the iris-scanner, both eyes. I had to show him the waiver from my parents that allowed him to tell me without them present, and I had to sign a form allowing him to tell me, period, and releasing the test people from liability. Then I had to do the breathalyzer; a couple of years ago kids would show up wasted or high for their tests, so now you can’t get the results unless you’re sober.

Finally he brought out my ticket. It wasn’t in an envelope or anything, it was just the top one in his folder. The folder was black, which I thought was kind of weird. Like, why make the folder black? He was dressed in just regular clothes, tan pants and a blue shirt, no tie or anything, so the black folder just seemed kinda pretentious.

“You have a slightly unusual result,” he said. That wasn’t good. Unusual meant stuff like mauled by a bear, or electric-mixer accident, or choked on a pickle. Stupid stuff. Not dramatic or cool.

“Let me see.” I really didn’t want to wait. He pushed the ticket over to me.

In block letters, it said NOT WAVING BUT DROWNING.

The man said, “It’s a line from a poem.” He held his pen like he didn’t know what it was for.

“But it still means I’m drowning, right? It’s not so bad.”

“We’d like you to have the test retaken. It’s unusual to get something like this. Something so…allusive.”

I looked at him. He hadn’t done a good job shaving that morning; it looked like he used a real razor and not a depilatory laser. Maybe his ticket said he’d be killed by a laser?

“I don’t know. I like this one. What if it changed to something worse?”

“That doesn’t really happen. They don’t change. Sometimes they get more specific—we think yours would get more specific.”

“I think I’m good with vague, thanks. Vague and poetic is okay with me.”

“Are you sure? You could retake now…” I noticed that he had a test kit, too, next to his chair.

“Nah. I’m okay.” I put my ticket in my bag, careful not to fold it. Some people framed theirs, and kept it somewhere safe, especially if it was a cool one, like “saving a child.” Mine was totally frameable.

“If you change your mind, here’s a number to call.” He beamed a number to my phone from his pen. “And we’d like your permission to keep a tracer on you, so that our department will be alerted when you die.”

Wow—I was important enough to have a tracer? That was also cool. I couldn’t decide if I’d tell anyone about the ticket, but I could definitely tell people I had a tracer.
“Sure, okay.” He pushed another form to me.

“We have to let you think about this one for twenty-four hours, and your parents have to sign it, too. I have to disclose to you that tracer information is subpoenaable, which means that if you are accused of a crime the data from the tracer can be used by the prosecution and the defense. It cannot be requested for civil matters in this state, but it can in New York, California, New Mexico, and Mississippi. You can drop off the form in homeroom tomorrow, or you can ping us if you sign it earlier and someone will come by to get it from you and your parents.”

He stood up, so I got up, too. He shook my hand. “I think you are a remarkable young woman,” he said, like he didn’t say that to everyone. “Please use this knowledge to focus and direct your life, and to live while you can.”

Then he recited the machine motto, Dum vivimus vivamus. Although nobody really knows Latin anymore, everyone knows that bit. It means “while we live, let us live.”

On my way home, Kells texted me. “OLD AGE OMG YAY!!!” was her whole text, so I just sent back a smiley and an “IM OK” and another smiley. Mine really wasn’t something you could text. I was glad for her, though. I bet she was going to be the great-grandma-in-the-room-full-of-flowers kind of old age dying.

My folks were home, and I think they had been crying. It’s hard to think of people you love dying. Like they thought if they didn’t know, I’d live forever or something. My dad gave me a big hug and kind of sniffled, before I even showed him the ticket, which was weird.

I didn’t really know what to say about the ticket, so I just pulled it out and showed it to them. “The guy said it was from a poem.” My folks looked a little shocked, but then my mom just googled up the poem on the living room screen. We just stood there and read it, and clicked through to read about the poet. It was by somebody named Stevie Smith, who I first thought was a guy but who turned out to be a woman. The poem was kind of famous, but pretty old, older than my parents. Stevie died of a brain tumor, which was as close as you could get back then to knowing for sure how you were going to die. Not a lot of people survived brain tumors. I kind of liked that she died that way. Not that she died, of course, but that she probably knew.

My grandpa, for all he talks about how he hates the machine, came in while we were clicking around. My dad hates that he just walks in, but my grandpa always forgets to use the bell, or even to set his phone to ping us when he’s close, and of course the house is set to let him in. My dad didn’t notice him until he was right there, close, and then he said “Jesus, Pops!” in a kind of shaky voice.

Grandpa didn’t even ask, he just looked at my ticket. “Ho ho!” he said. (He’s the only person outside of the vids who ever says “ho ho!” in that old-timey way, instead of in the “ho ho ho” Santa way.) “Now that’s a poetic death. I could almost warm up to a machine that spits out that.”

Anyway, that’s when my mom and dad and grandpa started arguing about whether it was good or awful, and my dad started in again telling my grandpa he should get tested, so I kind of sneaked away and went up to my room. I didn’t know myself, but I kind of liked the not-knowing. The fact that it was a line of a poem: cool. The fact that I could get a tracer: cool. Drowning: not so bad. I’d heard it was peaceful, and I really hate swimming anyway (it messes up my hair) so that was good to have an excuse not to swim.

I pulled up the poem again and made it the background on my screen. I think I’ll leave it there for a little while.

Story by Erin McKean
Illustration by Carly Monardo
Improperly Prepared Blowfish

Ishikawa Tsueno and His Junior, Kimu Makoto, sat hunched in their chairs, panting in the humid, dark reception office. Kimu removed his suit jacket and plaintively massage-punched himself in the arms, while Tsueno just cracked his neck and upper back with a slight tilt of his head, sat back, and breathed deeply. The air in the little upstairs room was faintly curdled by the persistent scents of ancient sweat and menthol cigarettes. The ceiling fan did nothing to banish those odors, nor to dissipate the heat in the room that had built up all day.

Relaxing, Tsueno slipped off his shoes, and looked down at them. He noticed a wide smear of gooey blood on the left one. Shaking his head, he tugged a handkerchief out of his pants pocket and wiped it off. As he was leaning forward, he noticed that there were bits of brain and clotted blood spattered on his pant leg, too. He cussed to himself: stupid bastards. Why couldn’t they have just handed the damned machine over? It would have saved him a trip to the dry cleaners.

As he finished wiping his shoe and picking bits off his pant leg, and crumpled the handkerchief into his pocket, Ito’s woman Yukie entered the room through the back door. Yukie was not Ito’s wife, but his 22-year-old lover. She was young enough to be his daughter, and looked sexy as ever: miniskirt, skintight black t-shirt, big amber-tinted sunglasses, all kinds of jewelry, heavy makeup. She was carrying a tray of some kind, though it was too dark to see what was on it from across the room. She shut the door behind her with a high-heeled foot, closing off the inner sanctum of the mens’ boss, “Father” Ito.

Yukie walked right up to the machine, bent forward a little, and gave it a close look.

“Heavy,” she mumbled.

Tsueno nodded, shoving the bloodied handkerchief into his pocket. Kimu nodded, too, and smiled toothily at her. It was indeed a heavy machine, about the size of a small photocopier but apparently densely solid inside. Carrying it up three flights of stairs at a leisurely pace would have been bad enough, but hurrying the thing up to Ito’s office had just about killed Tsueno. Once again, he regretted that the smaller models Kimu had found online had not been released in Japan before the machines had been banned. Yukie smiled as she looked at them, still trying to catch their breaths, and then turned back to the machine. She started sounding out some of the English labels on the buttons.

Tsueno turned and saw Kimu staring at Yukie’s backside, and sighed. Damn undisciplined Zainichi. Yes, he thought to himself as his eyes brushed her long bare legs, her body was perfect—not that his own wife’s was anything to sneeze at—but you don’t stare at your Oyabun’s woman like that. He’d worked with Korean-blooded Japanese before, and had been reluctant to take Kimu on because of his experience with crap like this. Tsueno wondered just how foolish Kimu was. The guy was young, and fit. There were thousands of girls in Fukuoka alone who’d sleep with him, many of them almost as sexy as Yukie. Was the chip on his shoulder that big? Tsueno wondered whether Kimu’s father hadn’t perhaps been killed for the same exact behaviour, leaving his son orphaned over a momentary leer.

“Here,” Yukie said, turning and setting her tray out on the table. On it were some paper cups and a few glistening bottles of iced green tea.

“Arigato gozaimasu,” Tsueno said, conspicuously polite without even thinking about it. Yukie was the boss’s woman. The last man who’d spoken to her too familiarly had, rather famously, been chopped up and fed to one of Ito’s pet crocodiles. Tsueno reached for one of the bottles. It was ice-cold, and the droplets of condensation on the plastic felt wonderful in his hand, against his forehead as he raised it to his skin to cool himself. He felt like shoving
the bottle down his shirt-front. Why the hell hadn’t Ito ever installed an air conditioner in the reception room?

Yukie just smiled, and sat down to wait. She turned her head, and looked at the machine some more.

She doesn’t usually serve drinks, Tsueno observed. She must’ve been sent to fill time. Was their Oyabun—their boss—stalling? But why? Ito had always had a predilection for old things: An old sword hung on the wall behind his desk, and he was always reading old novels. Perhaps he was even old-fashioned enough to be terrified of tempting fate, by actually using the Machine of Death? Some kind of Kawabata-type dramatic crap? Tsueno had read a book by that guy. He much preferred manga. Especially vampire manga.

After a few long minutes, Yukie said, almost sang, “It’s very big.” Her voice was high-pitched, melodious. Tsueno quipped silently to himself about how her conviction was very well-practiced on this familiar line.

“Yeah. It’s an older model, ya know,” Kimu said, and retrieved a pack of cigarettes from his shirt pocket. He was slouching noticeably, where Tsueno had sat up a little.

Tsueno wrinkled his nose, scratched it with the tip of a finger, looked at Kimu and Yukie.

“Do the older ones work as well?” she asked, mellifluous.

“Sure, they’re all the same inside. Like men,” Kimu blurted, with a smirk. “The newer machines are lighter, but there still aren’t many of them around. They’ve been banned.” Kimu flicked his lighter, and lit the cigarette. After a few puffs, he sighed in obvious satisfaction.

She nodded again. Tsueno watched the two of them talking. He felt hungry. He slid his chair toward the wall, away from the other two. He wished softly to himself that she would go back into their Oyabun’s office.

“Does it plug in?” Yukie inquired, suddenly.

“Yes, ma’am,” Kimu said, and winked.

“Where’s the cable?”

Tsueno sat up, alarmed, and looked at the box on the table. He cussed mildly at Kimu. “Hey, where is the cable?”

“Probably in the trunk,” Kimu said with a shrug.

“Go get it,” Tsueno said, suddenly speaking with all the authority of a proper senpai, an elder whose orders were to be respected without question. “Now.”

A defeated look crossed Kimu’s face, but he nodded and rose to his feet. A bottle of iced green tea in one hand, he left the room. That, at least, Kimu seemed to understand: senpai orders, and kohai obeys. The relationship between junior and senior was something even a depraved, orphaned Zainichi like Kimu understood to the bone.

Tsueno looked at the machine some more.

“It’s a lucky thing I asked,” Yukie said, after a few moments.

“Yes, miss.” Tsueno took a swig of the iced tea, and then held the bottle to his face. The chill moisture on the surface of the bottle moistened his skin, cooled him a little.

“Very hot today,” Yukie said stiffly.

Tsueno didn’t respond except to nod. She didn’t really expect him to. They just sat there in silence awhile, and then Yukie turned and picked up the remote control for the TV on the far counter. She turned the TV on, and laughter filled the room.

It was a sitcom about a salaryman and an alien and a licensed chef and a talking dog. The dog was a real one, a German shepherd with its voice dubbed on; it spoke Japanese with a funny accent that was supposed to be canine
but sounded more Chinese than anything. It was fed caramel toffee or chewing gum or something to make it move its mouth like it was talking.

Tsueno had seen the show before and wasn’t really interested, but he found himself watching just the same, counting the passage of time by the explosions of laughter that emerged from the tinny speaker on the front of the old TV. The alien was trying to buy the dog a business suit so it could get a job like the salaryman’s. The dog was complaining that it didn’t want to have to go to an office and work like stupid humans have to do.

Kimu came back, cautiously, the cable coiled in his hand, and shut the door behind himself. A slow snaking trail of smoke rose from the cigarette that was still hanging from his mouth.

“Has he come yet?” he asked.

“No,” Tsueno mumbled, and sipped his iced green tea. “Hurry up and plug it in.”

Kimu hurried around the table, and jammed one end of the cable into the back of the machine. Then he bent down, his cheap black pinstriped slacks wrinkling around the bend in his knees, and he plugged the other end into the wall.

“It’s got an adapter,” he said. “Foreign plug.”

“Mmm. Black market.” Tsueno watched him carefully, and Yukie muted the volume on the TV, suddenly banishing all laughter from the room. The sudden silence drew Tsueno’s attention back to the screen. The dog was wearing a business suit now, and speech bubbles showed it moping and whining about its ill luck in actually getting a job at its first interview ever. The poor animal was being hired straight into middle management, because it couldn’t read or write or do math.

That last bit made Tsueno grin.

Kimu pushed a button on the main display, and lights started flickering on the side of the machine as it came to life. A strange whirring sound filled the room, and then a slow, rhythmic clicking.

“Did you drop that thing on the way up?” Yukie asked, a little leery.

“No,” Kimu said, conspicuously not calling her ma’am. “I think this is just how it boots itself up. We’ll see in a bit.”

Tsueno cleared his throat. “Kimu. Maybe we should test it?”

“Do you think so?” Kimu asked. “Elder brother,” he added a moment later, a gesture of respect.

“I don’t see why not,” Yukie said. “I won’t tell him if you won’t,” she smiled. Tsueno could see how a man could get into serious trouble with this woman.

“What if he walks in, right now?”

“He won’t,” she said, and made a pained face, and pointed at her groin. “Pissing,” she whispered. “It’s his prostate…”

Kimu turned to Tsueno and chuckled out loud. Tsueno’s only response was to frown at him and say to Yukie, “I don’t think you ought to tell us that, miss. He’s our Oyabun.”

“It’s okay,” she smiled, and her eyes went to Kimu. “Why don’t you try it out?”

Tsueno followed her gaze to Kimu and gave him one of those don’t do it looks, but the younger yakuza took the bait. Boldness and intelligence rarely roost together, Tsueno reflected.

“Okay,” Kimu said loudly, and stuck his finger into a hole in the side of the machine. With his free hand, he
searched around the buttons slowly, until he found the one he was looking for. He pronounced the word aloud, a foreign word that Tsueno had never heard before, and then he pushed the button and held it down.

A sudden hiss and a mechanical clanking sound emerged from the machine. Kimu cursed, and his cigarette fell to the floor as he yanked his finger out of the machine’s blood sampler.

“Are you okay?” Yukie asked immediately, moving toward him. Tsueno remained seated, looking annoyed.

“Yeah, yeah, I’m okay, Yukie,” he said, and cursed again. He held up his finger. It was bleeding, more of a small cut than a puncture. “I don’t think it’s supposed to cut me like that.”

Tsueno looked on as Yukie examined the finger, and then stuck it into her mouth. She sucked the blood right off it. Tsueno inhaled sharply, and by reflex glanced over to the door to Ito’s inner sanctum. He could almost swear he saw a shadow move across the glass, just for a moment, and his stomach fluttered.

“What does the paper say?” he asked, hoping to break up the scene.

“Paper?” Kimu asked, his eyes still locked with Yukie’s, and then his attention returned to the machine. “Oh. Yes, yes, the paper. It should come out of this slot.”

But nothing did. The machine whined a little, as if some internal feed were broken. It whirred, and whirred, and whirred. A green light was blinking as it whirred.

Kimu bent down to read the label under the button. “I can’t read it,” he said.

Yukie leaned toward the machine, and sounded out the label for the light. “Processing.” She clapped. So she can speak English, Tsueno thought. Maybe she is a college girl, after all. “It works! Now, you, Tsueno. You should try.”

“I don’t think…”

“Try it,” she said, her voice suddenly low.

“But…”

“Ito told me to tell you to try it.”

Shit. Tsueno’s heart sank, and he wondered what the hell Ito was planning.

Tsueno nodded, and went over to the machine. He stuck his finger into the same hole that Kimu had, and Yukie pushed down on the same button. A nasty little flash of pain stabbed at his finger—worse than a nurse drawing a sample of blood—and he yanked his hand back, squeezing his thumb against the pricked spot.

The machine began whirring louder, and the blinking light kept going, but only for a minute or so. Then the whirring stopped completely, and a humming sound started up. The hum was followed by a kind of mechanical cough, and then silence. Then a red light began blinking.

Yukie leaned toward the display, and sounded out the button. “Paper jam,” she translated it aloud immediately. “The paper is stuck inside.”

“Shit,” Tsueno said. “We broke it.”

“No, no,” Kimu said. “I used to work in an office, when I was a teenager. Machines do this all the time. I just need to clear the jam, and…”

Ito’s door swung open into the room, just then, and he entered. He was an imposing man, though physically small. He was shorter than Kimu, and only a little taller than Tsueno. But he was solid, thick and bull-faced. A scar ran across his face, from one eyebrow down his nose to the corner of his mouth.

The two gangsters bowed deeply to their employer, as Yukie stepped ever so slightly back, away from Kimu.
“Kimu,” Ito said. “Tsueno,” he added. That was out of order. Tsueno’s name always came first, as he was the senior. Both men, still bowing deeply at the waist, tensed slightly because of the change. It meant something, and they both sensed it, but neither knew exactly what. The air buzzed with their almost-palpable guesses and imaginings.

Ito did not greet Yukie, of course.

“Sir,” the men answered in unison.

“You got the machine, I see,” he said, strolling toward it with his hands behind his back, as an office manager might do.

“Yes, sir,” Tsueno answered. “From a black market dealer’s hideaway. It’s an older model, but that’s all that ever made it to Fukuoka before these things were outlawed altogether. It was functioning, as of a week ago. This was the machine that correctly predicted the death of Watanabe Yoshiro.”

Watanabe had been an enemy of Ito’s, and rumor had it that this machine had told him, months before the fact, that he would get a knife in the windpipe, just as he had done Sunday last. It was whispered that someone—the names given varied in each telling—had been waiting for the local yakuza bosses to die of old age, but had lost his patience and had started taking them out, one by one. That was why Watanabe had gone to such great lengths to get his death foretold in the first place.

Not that it had helped.

Perhaps it was because of Watanabe’s fate that Ito had even considered getting a Death Prediction Machine of his own. He was sure that, unlike Watanabe, he could avoid doom if he knew it was coming. It would take a certain kind of rare intelligence, of course, but Ito was used to feeling smarter than everyone around him.

“Very good work. Today we will find out how we are all going to die,” he said, smiling. He did not look at Kimu.

“Thank you, sir.”

Yukie was visibly uncomfortable. She looked, in fact, a lot like the way Tsueno imagined a woman would if she’d been carrying on with one man behind another’s back, and suddenly found herself in the same room with the two men, standing in between them. Ito hadn’t congratulated Kimu on a job well done, though he’d obviously been involved in getting the machine. Yukie frowned. Tsueno wondered where her real sympathies lay at that exact moment.

“I can give this machine a blood sample, now?” Ito asked.

“Yes, sir,” Kimu replied, and he began to explain it, hurriedly: “There’s some kind of internal sterilizer. It’s totally safe. Why don’t you give it a blood sample, and while it’s processing that, we can clear the paper jam?”

“Hmmm,” Ito said, and nodded. He stuck his middle finger into the opening. “Now what?”

“Allow me, sir,” Tsueno said. He rose and went over to the machine, and pushed the same button he’d seen Kimu push earlier.

Again, the hiss, the clanking, and then a new sound: a slow, steady humming that got louder with each passing moment.

“It stings,” Ito said, withdrawing his finger from the machine and looking at it. Yukie held out a pale blue handkerchief, patterned with images of children at play. Ito looked at the handkerchief, and shook his head. “What a waste that would be,” he muttered. Then he stuck the bleeding finger into his mouth and sucked off his own blood, his eyes still locked with hers, and asked, “How long will it take?”

“We’re not sure,” Tsueno said. “For some people, it only takes a few seconds. For others, longer. Maybe twenty minutes, even.”
“In that case, I have other things to attend to. Cleaning house, for example. Mr. Kimu,” Boss Ito turned his attention to the younger thug. “I know that you’ve been working hard…working overtime, on projects I haven’t even assigned you. I fear you’ve been working way too hard, lately. Too much overtime.” Ito put one arm around Kimu’s shoulder, and the other around Yukie’s waist. “I would like to discuss this problem with both of you.”

He led them towards the exit, leaving Tsueno standing by the machine. When they reached the door, Ito turned and said to Tsueno, “Get that machine working, will you? Fix the paper problem, or whatever it is. We’re going for a drive in my car.”

“Yes, sir,” Tsueno said, and bowed as he flooded with relief. In a few minutes, it would all be over, he thought, holding the deep bow as long as he could. As he finally straightened up again, he saw Kimu looking back over his shoulder, a grin on his face. Gallows humor? Or did that idiot Kimu have something planned? Tsueno wondered, and shook his head. He’s going to screw up everything.

He focused on opening the lid of the machine. At least, at first it had seemed like a simple lid. He discovered that it was more complicated than the hood of a car, or the latch on a suitcase, however. He fiddled and jiggered with knobs and levels until, finally, he got something right and a crack above the feed slot opened enough for him to see the slips inside.

Outside, it was still quiet.

The papers were jammed in deep, and a little ripped up, but he tried his best to extract the two little cream-colored strips without damaging them further. The problem was, his fingers were too big to reach all the way in. For a moment, he wished that Yukie had been left behind. She could have reached them, easily, with her long, slender fingers.

He pushed and shoved until his fingers were touching the papers, but by then they were so tightly wedged that he couldn’t actually grasp the little sheets, much less pull them free. Just then, the machine stopped humming, and after a mechanical cough, a third slip of paper slid into the jammed slot.

Yanking his hand out, he cursed mildly to himself. He could rob rival gangsters, misdirect cops, talk a board of shareholders into paying him protection money, and assassinate enemies without getting caught. Would he let a mere paper jam hold him back? Ridiculous. Especially now that his plan was about to bear fruit.

But try as he might, nothing helped. Digging at the slips with a pen just ripped one of them in half. Turning the machine on its side had no effect. Shaking it didn’t do anything at all. He was staring at the damned thing, thinking hateful thoughts of broken plastic and metal, when something caught his eye. It was a button with a blinking light underneath.

It was labeled, he discerned with some difficulty, “Form Feed.” A half-formed memory from high school, of a dodgy dot-matrix printer (and a caning delivered unto him by the middle-aged computer lab supervisor) bubbled to the surface. He realized this was the very thing he needed. Tsueno jabbed at the button with his thumb.

A soft whirring sound started up again. Moments later, three slips of paper were spat out of the front slot, like a trio of tongues sliding out of a single expressionless mouth. They dropped to the ground.

Tsueno reached out to catch them, but they slipped past his fingers to the floor. As he bent to pick them up, he looked carefully at them.

Damn.

They were written in English. Of course they were. This machine hadn’t been made in Japan, had never been properly adapted to the Japanese market, since it had become illegal so early on…so of course, it was all-English. Unlike Kimu, Tsueno had never worked in an office. He had slept with a blond American cram-school teacher for a while, back in his twenties. Busty; he remembered her cleavage better than he could remember her face. He certainly hadn’t picked up any words or phrases from her that were of any use outside of a bedroom, though. (Though he had
once laughingly hollered, “Harder, harder,” while another of Ito’s thugs had kicked some drunken, disrespectful American jerk’s teeth in.)

He stared at the first slip of paper, and then the second. One of them had only one word. Another had two, and the third had three words. Which was which? They were all mixed, and Tsueno had to figure out which was Ito’s. The one with three words? It made sense on a hierarchical level: a boss should have three words on his deathslip, as opposed to underlings, who only warranted one or two. Yes, the slip with three words would be Ito’s. Unless, of course, terseness was a sign of respect, and a boss’s paper ought to only have one word. Tsueno sighed. That was stupid bullshit. He was just looking for a shortcut, but he knew that he’d have to translate them all.

There was a computer on a desk in the corner of the room, near the window overlooking the street, that was always left on. Sometimes, while on lookout, he played computer games on it—multiplayer games, online adventures full of swords and blood and scantily-clad anime Valkyries. He sat down in front of the computer and wiggled the mouse. The screen lit up.

He searched for an automated translator, and in a few seconds, he found one. Scrolling down to select the “English to Japanese” language pair, and switching the language input to English he painstakingly typed in the three words on Ito’s paper.


As he scanned the results, he realized that he could hear his boss and Kimu yelling at one another, outside. It was an industrial neighborhood, so probably nobody would hear. But it was a little worrying. He stood up and looked out the window, and saw Yukie was off to the side, shrieking. Kimu and Ito were shoving one another. It was a prelude, of course, to death. As he watched, Ito stepped back from the Zainichi and gestured toward his car.

Good, Tsueno thought to himself, and felt a grin spread across his face. Go for a drive. He felt giddy with his impending success, and sat down to read the results onscreen.

“Badly cooked fugu?” Tsueno shook his head, and hurriedly typed the phrase from the second slip—

C-A-R–B-O-M-B

—and hit ENTER. As the results loaded, Tsueno’s attention wandered back to the slip with the weird message about the fugu. His eyes widened. Wait, he thought. If Ito and Kimu are getting in the car, then that has to be my slip. He resolved never to eat any kind of fish ever again, fugu or otherwise, and smiled. He was going to cheat death after all.

A horrific sound erupted outside. He leapt to his feet just in time to see an enormous ball of orange flame burst out through the exploding windows of Ito’s car. The blast shook the office, sent pens and books falling to the floor.

He grabbed the slips and ran to the door. Throwing it open, he stood still and stared for a moment, as a second and then a third explosion went off. It was awful, like something out of a gory movie. Yukie’s slim arms flailed wildly against the front windshield, inside the car, and a hand on the windshield on the driver’s side, melted onto the plastic-coated glass. It was just like he’d planned. Maybe a touch more horrific.

But Tsueno’s smile melted away. He felt a little bad, now that it was done. Kimu wasn’t supposed to have been in the car when it went off. Tsueno scanned the area for anyone who might be watching, when suddenly his eyes traveled to the bottom of the stairs, where what he saw sent a shock through his body.

Ito stood alone, gun in hand, staring up at him.

“The slips?” his Oyabun asked flatly.

“Boss!” Tsueno answered, still shocked, his mind racing.

Maybe he doesn’t know.
“I know.”

“Know what?”

“I know how Inoue got you to plant that bomb.”

“Oyabun…”

“Shut the fuck up! I want to tell you how I know.”

Tsueno nodded, but didn’t lower his head.

“Yes, boss.”

“You thought I didn’t know about Kimu and Yukie. Any shit-dripping idiot could see what was going on. But you think I’m the only one who’s been cuckolded?”

Tsueno stared at Ito. “You slept with my wife?”

Ito shook his head, and gestured at the car. “Kimu told me your plan. She told him a few days ago, after one of their ‘meetings.’ I thought you might enjoy this being your last sight.”

Bitch, Tsueno thought. That cheating slut. Suddenly he felt sympathy for Ito, and could understand why Yukie was in the car, dying with Kimu.

“Thank you, boss,” Tsueno said.

“The slips.” Ito said again. “Where are they?”

“Beside the computer, Oyabun,” Tsueno said.

“Good. Thank you, Tsueno. Now, come down here and show your boss some respect.”

Tsueno breathed deeply. He’d already scanned the stairway, thought out his chances of getting back into the office alive. Ito probably had a couple of thugs in his inner sanctum, waiting. He went down the stairs slowly, and before his Oyabun whom he had so shamelessly betrayed, Tsueno bowed his dizzy head.

And then Ito put a bullet in it.

Story by Gord Sellar

Illustration by Jeffrey Brown
LOVE AD NAUSEUM

The Times, 5/18/04 A.M. (After Machine)

SWF, 35, seeks SM 25–50. Must love outdoors, adventure, fun! Box 1876.

The Times, 7/21/05 A.M.

SWF, 36, seeks SM 25–50. Must be employed, love outdoor hobbies. No OVERDOSE, ALCOHOLISM, similar readings, please. Box 1876.

The Times, 11/1/07 A.M.

Health-minded SWF, 38, seeks same, SM 21–55. Steady employment a must, like outdoors. No OVERDOSE, ALCOHOLISM or INFECTIOUS DISEASE readings please. Send photo. Box 1876.

The Times, 3/12/08 A.M.

Health-minded SWF, 38, seeks same, never married SM 21–60. Steady employment a must. No OVERDOSE, ALCOHOLISM, INFECTIOUS DISEASE, or JEALOUS EX-WIFEs. Send photo and copy of reading. Box 1876.

The Times, 10/4/10 A.M.

SWF, 41, seeks SM 18–65. Send photo, resumé, health records and notarized copy of reading. Box 1876.

Story by Sherri Jacobsen

Illustration by Kate Beaton
MURDER AND SUICIDE, RESPECTIVELY

SCENE: Two scientists, Dr. Rosch and Dr. Nelson, are discussing experimental results in a lab. A machine is at the centre of the room, wires leading from it to various terminals at the edge of the room. A hand-made label affixed to the machine by one of the technicians identifies the machine as “The Machine of Death.”

DR. ROSCH: So the machine works. Given a sample of blood, it tells you how you’re going to die.

DR. NELSON: Yes.

DR. ROSCH: And we know this because we’ve done experiments on lab mice and on ourselves. Once the mice started to die, we started to get 100% accuracy. And with the passing of Dr. Chomyn last week, it seems it works on humans just as well.

DR. NELSON: Yes—we need more data points, of course, but there’s no technical reason why it won’t work just as well on any mammal.

DR. ROSCH: Okay. This being the case, I have a question.

SCENE: Outdoors, Dr. Rosch and Dr. Nelson are strolling outside, walking and chatting.

DR. ROSCH: So, I know I’m new here, and I wasn’t around for the invention of the Machine. I’m necessarily approaching this from an outsider’s perspective.

DR. NELSON: Yes, but that’s fine.

DR. ROSCH: Right. So, here’s a thought experiment. We’re going to assume that we’re ignoring the animal cruelty laws, we’re getting around them somehow.

DR. NELSON: Without jail time.

DR. ROSCH: Yeah. So, given that, we pick out a rat—let’s call him Timmy.

DR. NELSON: Okay.

DR. ROSCH: So we take Timmy the Rat and we decide that we’re going to kill Timmy by braining him with a hammer.

DR. NELSON: (surprised noises)

DR. ROSCH: Okay, so stay with me. We decide, we promise to ourselves, that as soon as the test is done, we’re going to kill Timmy the Rat by smashing in his skull with a hammer. We run Timmy through the machine and it comes out “KILLED BY BEING BRAINED WITH A HAMMER.”

DR. NELSON: Well, not necessarily. It could be any number of things. It might say “KILLED BY SCIENTIST” or “GOT HAMMERED” or what have you. We don’t know why there’s such variability, but there is.

DR. ROSCH: Right. But what all those predictions have in common is that they all fit with being hit on the head with a hammer.
DR. NELSON: Correct.

DR. ROSCH: Okay, so we take this prediction, read it, and then we kill Timmy by smashing his head in with a hammer. Everything’s fine, right?

DR. NELSON: Right. Of course, if we decided to spare Timmy, then the paper would reflect that. It wouldn’t have said “KILLED BY BEING BRAINED WITH A HAMMER,” it would have said something like “DIED OF OLD AGE,” or whatever.

DR. ROSCH: That’s fine. It’s crazy and creepy, but it’s fine. The predictions are infallible. Sometimes they’re unclear or ironic, but they always always come true.

DR. NELSON: That’s correct.

DR. ROSCH: Okay. So what if we decide we’re going to kill Timmy by smashing his skull in, but we’re not going to do it right away. We run him through the machine and then put him in a box, where he’ll have food and water and be cared for, and we leave him there for a few months, and then we brain him. The prediction’s still going to be hammer-related, yes?

DR. NELSON: Most likely. Of course, the longer we try to keep him alive, the greater the chance that the rat might die from some other cause, a heart attack or something else we can’t control.

DR. ROSCH: But we can know that by the prediction: if it says something like “HEART ATTACK”—something that’s inconsistent with being killed by us with a blow to the head—then we know the rat isn’t going to live long enough for us to kill it.

DR. NELSON: I suppose.

DR. ROSCH: So let’s, say, take a sample of blood from Timmy and we put him in this box, this life-support box. Then, we take this box and we ship it overseas. Overnight. We ship it to Fred, say.

DR. NELSON: Dr. Merry?

DR. ROSCH: Yeah. And we tell Dr. Merry that it’s coming, and then when he gets the box, let’s say Timmy’s survived. We’ve instructed Dr. Merry to open it up and kill the rat inside with a hammer at precisely 11:59 p.m., which he does without hesistation.

DR. NELSON: A stroke before midnight?

DR. ROSCH: Sure! For drama’s sake. Then, one minute later, at midnight, we actually run the blood sample we took earlier through the machine. What do you suppose it’ll say?

DR. NELSON: Something about being killed with a hammer, of course. It’s already done.

DR. ROSCH: Precisely.

(A beat.)

DR. NELSON: So?

DR. ROSCH: You don’t see it? What if we could ship this box further away? What if Dr. Merry lived thousands of light-years away, and we could somehow get the box to him? If we set a time for him to do the killing, and for us to run the blood through the machine shortly afterward, then as soon as we read the machine’s prediction, we’ve sent information faster than the speed of light.

(Dr. Nelson thinks for a second.)

DR. NELSON: Well, it’s an interesting thought experiment, but we can’t send things thousands of light years
away, much less with precise timing. The rat would be long-dead by the time it arrived.

DR. ROSCH: Sure. But if we could—

DR. NELSON (interrupting): Even if we could, no information is actually being transmitted. If Merry’s good at following our orders, he’s going to kill the rat, yes? And we could expect this when we sent the rat in the first place. Besides, we could run the test as soon as we take the first blood sample, and we’d already know how it’s going to turn out. So yeah, we’re getting information about the future, but it’s not breaking any universal speed limits. The information was always there, encoded in the rat’s blood.

DR. ROSCH: Hmm.

DR. NELSON: You’re just using one rat in your example.

DR. ROSCH: Yes. Just to make things easy to imagine. We could send lots of rats—we probably would, in case some of them died for whatever reason.

DR. NELSON: Okay. Okay. What if we made, say, 100 of these life-support boxes, and put a few rats in each.

DR. ROSCH: So, about 300 rats.

DR. NELSON: Yes. And we don’t send these rats light years away or overseas, we just...put them in storage.

DR. ROSCH: Each collection of rats in their own life support box…

DR. NELSON: Right! We number each box. (excitedly) And a lab rat, properly taken care of, lives for, what, 2–3 years?

DR. ROSCH (slowly catching on): On average.

DR. NELSON: So we put these rats in storage and then, 2 years later, or sooner, if need be...

(Dr. Nelson looks at Dr. Rosch, eyes wide with the idea.)

DR. NELSON: ...We take them out.

DR. ROSCH (understanding): And we kill them.

DR. NELSON: But we don’t kill them all with a hammer to the head. We have a code.

DR. ROSCH: Each death means something different.

DR. NELSON: It’ll be noisy—we can’t trust the machine to make it clear exactly how each rat dies. But we’ve got more than one rat for each letter. And if we choose the deaths carefully…we should be able to minimize the overlap between predictions.

DR. ROSCH: A different death for each letter of the alphabet. Each box equals one letter.

DR. NELSON: We could send a message back in time to the point when we first took blood samples from the rats.

(Dr. Rosch and Dr. Nelson stare at each other.)

DR. ROSCH: We’ve got to get to the lab.
JAMES SPOKE UP AS SOON AS HE HEARD THE DOOR CLOSE. “You went to that kid’s house again, didn’t you?”

His father sighed; his mother dropped her purse on the long stone table. “It’s late,” she said. “Go to bed.”

“You didn’t give him any money, did you?” James stood up, following his parents up the stairs. “I don’t care if you sat there and nodded, or sang songs, or whatever you do there, but tell me—please tell me when that basket came around you just passed it down the line.”

“James, I’m tired,” his father said, and James heard in his voice that he was telling the truth.

It had started with the doctor’s visit a year ago. Dad had complained of trouble swallowing. The doctor had clucked disapprovingly at Dad’s lymph glands. He had taken some blood and scheduled some tests. He had not been surprised by the results.

“If there’s anything you want to do, anyplace you want to travel, anyone you want to see,” he had said, “I would do it now.”

James had seen the brightly-colored flyer in the mailbox, but hadn’t given it much thought and had thrown it away with the supermarket coupons. So he was surprised to see it later, rescued from the trash can, its glossy color beaming from the fridge beneath a smiley-face magnet.

He plucked it down and had already begun to crumple it when Mom stopped him.

“Doesn’t that look fun?” she said. “We’re going to the one next week.”

In garish red and yellow, the flyer announced that You, Too, could “Defeat the Machine!” A colorful cartoon hammer smashed a predictor box, starbursts flying out zanily. A beaming man in a tie beckoned to his new best friend, You. Bright blue type advertised an (800) number. Seats for the seminar were limited.

“Are you joking?” James sputtered to Mom, deeply afraid that she wasn’t.

She hadn’t been, and she and Dad had gone to the seminar, returning with bulging plastic bags crammed with flyers and handouts and brochures promising intensive weekend workshops and personal counselors and private consultations with Dr. Gene Eli himself. Dr. Eli (who, as far as James could tell, seemed to have a doctorate purely in smiling broadly) called himself an “industry-leading expert in recovery medicine,” which meant that his literature was peppered with positive, boisterous terms about mankind’s potential for self-healing and how the psychic capacity of the human spirit could surpass the limitations of current medical science.

Dr. Eli’s follow-along lecture notes—carefully annotated in Mom’s looping script—claimed that according to the laws of nature, ancient man should have become extinct. But mankind had, instead, evolved. According to Dr. Eli, the same impossible power that had allowed cavemen to conquer their murderous world already existed in you. With this power at your disposal, a slip of paper from a predictor box was no more a guarantor of death than chicken pox or diabetes—a thing to be conquered, a thing a person could overcome.

By now James had forgotten his skepticism, engrossed in Dr. Eli’s argument. He sat with his eyes unfocused for a time, suddenly certain of a raw, innate strength that lay latent in his blood, in his father’s blood.

When he finally turned the page, he realized with a start that he couldn’t make out the words: The sun had set, and
the room was dark.

He reached up and snapped on the lamp. Blinking through the brightness on the page, he was suddenly angry at his own belief: *There* were the prices for the weekend retreats, the private consultations, the intensive one-on-one counseling. Clearly, Dr. Eli and his team of “recovery therapists” were not altruists. James felt a knot of revulsion catch in his throat. His blood bellowed betrayal.

When his parents returned from an afternoon doctor’s appointment—with another set of new pills for Dad, these with side effects that could damage his heart—James waited until Mom had eased Dad into his recliner and turned on the TV before pulling her into the kitchen.

“These guys, this Dr. Eli, they’re just taking your money,” he said. She shook her head, like she’d already considered the thought and dismissed it.

“All the meetings are free,” she said. “We’re not going on the weekend retreats or anything; we can’t afford them anyway. We’re not giving them any money. And it brightens him up—it brightens both of us, a little. What’s so wrong with that? After these depressing appointments every day, what’s wrong with a little hope for a change?”

James clenched his jaw before his mouth could spit out, *But it’s false hope.* He stared at the cupboard door, willing his breathing to slow, willing his eyes to focus. When he turned back, Mom was halfway up the stairs.

Dad still sat on his recliner, head leaning to one shoulder, eyes pointed at the TV but not really watching. James took a few steps into the living room, then sat on the couch. Dad rolled his head around, lifted a hand. James grasped it—grip still strong; skin thick and calloused from decades of labor. His own hand felt thin and smooth in comparison. He felt young.

“How’s it going?” Dad asked him. “How’s that car doing? You still checking the oil every day? Oil and water?”

“Yeah,” James lied. Dad always bugged him about this, and James always forgot. “Looks good.”

“Keep checking it, every day, every day,” Dad said. “If your oil gets too low you’ll blow that engine, and then it’s a headache.”

They sat in silence for a few minutes, watching an antacid commercial, which was followed by a drug commercial that mainly consisted of old people pushing their grandchildren in swings and a long list of quickly-read side effects.

“These pills,” Dad said suddenly, sitting forward in his chair, “these pills they give me, new pills all the time, new ones, new ones, the pills are worse than the disease! Heart problems, they said today, this one has risk of heart problems. *I never* had heart problems! Never in my life. What *is* this, when the medicine is more problem than the...than the first problem? I never heard of this!”

He settled back, and released James’ hand to fidget with the pillow beneath his lower back. The news came back on; the screen filled with sports scores.

James looked up the stairway, up where his mother had disappeared, and then leaned closer to Dad, trying to think of something to say, anything. He finally settled on, “So, you’ve been going to those meetings, huh?”

Dad looked over. “Yeah, this Dr. Elo, Oli, whatever his name is. I think he’s Egyptian—he looks like an Egyptian.”

“What kind of stuff does he say?”

“Oh, I don’t know, bunch of baloney mostly,” Dad said, and James breathed a sigh of relief, leaning back.

Dad continued. “He says all kinds of junk, about evolution, I don’t know what he’s saying. He wants to sell you a weekend retreat, they call it. With his fancy doctors, you go up in the mountains for a weekend, they take a look at you.”
“Yeah, I read the brochure.”

“It’s a bunch of baloney,” Dad said. “Your mom, she likes to go, so we go. I don’t know what it’s about. But I tell you”—here he looked over at James, and leaned in close, and lowered his voice—“I tell you, some of the people at those meetings—old people, sick people, these people look like they died already.”

“It’s the last day before the seminar leaves town,” Mom said. “You know how much it would mean to your dad.”

“I don’t think those meetings mean as much to him as you think they do,” James yawned, rolling over in bed, trying to pull the blankets from Mom’s grip. With a single yank, she pulled them off, and James curled tightly into himself.

“We’re going,” she said, and they did, all three of them.

Dr. Eli’s seminars were held in the banquet hall at the Hilton. By the time James and his parents arrived, the place was already packed. Wheelchairs crowded the aisles; near the front, a few gurneys lined the walls, attended to by nurses monitoring IV trees. As soon as he passed through the doors, James was hit by the smell of Mineral Ice and sweat.

Dad handed him a paper name tag. “Here,” he said, and James saw that his own name had been pre-printed on the tag by a computer. Mom and Dad already wore theirs.

They elbowed their way through the crowd, moving past sad-eyed old men and heather-haired old women, past fat men in sweatpants and sickly women with track marks. There weren’t three seats together anywhere but the very back, in the corner. Dad carved a passage between a huge woman in a muumuu and a quivering girl holding a very young infant. James saw that the girl was trembling so hard that her baby was becoming dizzy.

They sat on folding chairs next to a delicately poised middle-aged woman with elaborately sprayed hair. Her teenaged son sat next to her, his bald, chemo’d head resting on her shoulder. James watched her idly stroke the boy’s neck and shoulders with her painted fingernails. The kid’s bare scalp was textured with goose-flesh. He shivered.

Suddenly the room came alive with pounding music, and lights overhead began to flash, and smoke poured onto the far-off stage, and a swell of cheering began to rumble the walls, and James closed his eyes and sighed.

“I’m moving on to other cities, other states, full of people like you,” Dr. Eli said, pacing frantically back and forth on the stage, microphone clenched in one hand, the other hand circling like he was launching airplanes off a carrier. “I’m meeting thousands of folks, telling them they don’t have to be afraid, just like you’re not afraid. Telling them what you already know. Telling them they don’t have be shackled to that little black machine in their doctor’s office.” Here he paused to allow raucous applause, taking a sip from a bottle of water on a stool. “Telling them they can tap into that power that’s in all of us. That power that’s in you, and you, and yes ma’am, it’s in you too.”

The room burned with cheering. As soon as Dr. Eli had taken the stage, awash in strobe lights and sparklers, the entire massive family sitting in front of James had climbed onto their chairs, flailing their arms and shouting, and forty minutes later, they hadn’t come down yet. James noticed that the bald boy and his mother were not clapping, or standing on their seats, or swaying with their eyes closed, or even paying much attention at all. The hair-sprayed lady next to James wasn’t so much as craning her neck, although she did occasionally check her watch. The boy’s head now rested in her lap.

The aisles were crammed with people eager to be a part of Dr. Eli’s last seminar in town. More kept trying to shove their way into the room, pleading with the black-shirted security guards, rattling the locked doors elsewhere in the hallway. James watched his parents: Mom held her purse on her lap with both hands, and Dad sat slumped in his chair, occasionally shifting uncomfortably. Was this what he’d been so worried about?

Dr. Eli welcomed a line of people onto the stage to share their experiences. A tearful young woman clutched Dr. Eli’s microphone with both hands; he wrapped his arm around her shoulder.
“My—my paper said ‘airplane,’” she said, to a loud chorus of boos from the audience. Dr. Eli quieted them with a
look, nodding to the woman to continue.

“My paper said ‘airplane,’” she went on, “and I was scared to go anywhere near a plane after that.” Laughter. “No
plane rides, no airports. I couldn’t pick up my brother from his trip. I couldn’t visit my Grandma out in Chicago. We
had to move because our house was too close to the, to the flight path. I couldn’t get no other job, I had to ride the
bus every morning back to the same old neighborhood. I was scared every morning to get too close to the airport,
but I had no other job, I had no other place to go.”

The crowd was quiet now, watching as she blotted her eyes with a mascara-stained tissue. Dr. Eli squeezed her
shoulder.

“But Dr. Eli told me, you don’t got to be afraid, you don’t got to live your life that way,” she said. A few scattered
cheers from the back of the room. “He told me, we have control. We don’t live our lives because of what some box
says, what some piece of paper tells us. We are human beings. We are free. We are alive.”

The room erupted with approval. The family in front of James screamed their lungs out. James looked over and
realized that his mother was pressing her hand to her eyes. He met her look with his own, and she laughed,
embarrassed, and turned away.

Dr. Eli’s staff brought a small metal box out onto the stage. It was shiny black, with vents along both sides and a
small control panel on the front. Its lights were dim and its LCD screen was dark. The circular receptacle on the
right side was empty—no thin glass vial of blood—and the printer had no inch-long strip of paper protruding like a
tongue from its serrated mouth. But all the same—it was a predictor box.

The black square loomed huge on the video projection screen, and when Dr. Eli’s assistant handed a
sledgehammer to the sniffling woman, the crowd went nuts. She heaved it up and brought it down on the box,
sending plastic knobs and circuit-board fragments whirling into the audience. James saw that a stack of predictor
boxes waited at the rear of the stage, one for each person in line for the microphone.

They kept coming, one after the other:

“My wife will tell you: I’m a new man. I stay up late. I leave the house.”

“Yesterday I did it. I drove to the store for the first time in five years.”

“Finally, I took my grandchildren to the zoo. Thank you, Dr. Eli.”

“Thank you, Dr. Eli. For giving me my life back.”

“God bless you, Dr. Eli. Thank you.”

James was speechless.
“These predictors, schmedictors, they are a hazard,” Dad said. “People don’t realize this, scientists, idiots. They are a real hazard.”

The lady with the bald son stood underneath a lamppost, a stack of bright paper in her hand, shoving pages into the stream of people. Mom took one.

The bald boy watched them walk away, twisting his fingers around each other as if he were kneading clay.

James watched the boy until he grew uncomfortable. The boy never looked away.

The new flyer was bold black text from a home printer, photocopied onto yellow paper: “TIRED OF DR. ELI’S LIES?”

James picked the paper from the floor, where it had fallen as they entered the house last night. “No more cheap theatrics. Ready for REAL HEALING?” it read.

Dad called him from the other room. James put the flyer on the table by the door and ran into the kitchen, where Dad was struggling with the juicer.

“Mom makes me some of that carrot juice,” he said, holding a bundle of carrots in his hand. James took the carrots and fed them into the juicer, one by one, until he had filled a glass with carrot juice. When he turned around with the glass in his hand, his father was sprawled on the floor.

“There he is,” Dad slurred, his eyes slowly focusing, urging the doctor to look to the doorway. “This is my son. This is my son, James.”

James shook the doctor’s hand and hugged his father, his hands recoiling at the spine thin beneath the paper gown, the shoulder blade jutting into his palm, the ribs, each one distinct. Dad’s face was swollen; he worked his jaw like he was chewing taffy. He took a sip of water, and it took him three tries to swallow.

“I’d like to watch him here for a few days,” the doctor said. “He had another episode last night that required the shock paddles. I think this is some cause for concern.”

“My...my heart is acting up now,” Dad said, fighting to get the words out. “I never had problems with my heart, never.”

“It’s possible the medication he’s been taking for the lymphoma may have adversely affected the cardiac system,” the doctor said. “I’m really worried that there is a potential for arrhythmia. I’m going to prescribe some treatment that will hopefully keep his heart running smoothly.”

“Pills, pills, more pills,” Dad said. “Everywhere you go, they give you pills. One pill for this, one pill for that.”

The doctor wrote on his prescription pad. “Does he have any history of respiratory or kidney problems?”

After Mom arrived, James began to wander the hospital’s halls, trying not to glance into open doors as he walked. When he did, he saw the same thing, over and over: death on hold, waiting, biding its time, typically with its mouth open, breathing shallowly, its eyes either closed or open staring at nothing.

He realized for the first time that he was scared; he did not know if he would have the opportunity to complete his relationship with his father, and it worried him. He didn’t know if he would trust himself to seize the opportunity, even if it presented itself.

He wondered how long it would be before he would no longer be able to recognize his father in the figure that lay
in the bed down the hall, the father that had once hoisted him onto his shoulders, or balanced his tiny body on the palm of his hand. The man in James’ memory was strong and robust, and did not have the dim, sallow eyes that the man down the hall seemed to have.

James wondered, not for the first time, why his father had read the slip of paper from the predictor box in the first place, and if it would have even mattered had he not.

“Who is this kid? What makes him qualified to do anything?” James asked, perhaps more bitterly than he meant to. His mother glanced over at the living room where Dad lay sideways on the couch, and gestured for James to keep his voice down.

“His website says—”

“His website,” James sneered.

Mom sucked in her breath, held it for a second. “A lot of people say he’s helped them feel better.”

“People. What people? People we know?”

“Sick people. I don’t know. They’re on the website.”

“His website, of course it’s gonna tell you—”

“We already went to see him.”

James stopped short, and closed his mouth.

His mother turned toward the living room and put a hand on her cheek, and then leaned backward, so that James caught her by the shoulders. She leaned into her son, and James wrapped his arms around his mother, and she sighed, and she spoke softly:

“We saw him at Dr. Eli’s seminar—the kid sitting with his mother. The, you know, bald head?” James nodded. Mom went on: “His name is Tim and he’s just the sweetest little guy.”

She leaned her head on James’ shoulder. His own mother was smaller than he was, more frail, tired from shuffling her husband to doctor’s appointments every day, tired from administering pills and treatments and praying late into the night, tired from waking up early to make sure he woke up at all.

“Tim said he could…reach inside you,” she continued, as she and James watched the softly heaving body that lay on the couch a room, a world away. “He said he could close his eyes and feel inside you, and feel what was wrong, and move his fingers around and fix it, just like running his fingers through your hair, just like untying a tangled knot.”

“Mmm,” James said, because he didn’t know what else to say, and also because he felt so sad for the woman that he held in his arms, and wished that she wouldn’t believe in things that would just disappoint her, and also wished that maybe it were true.

“He said he could feel the atoms in your body,” she said, whispering now, still looking away, still watching her husband sleep. “He said he could reach into your dad’s throat and feel the tumors and pluck them off like strawberries.”

“Did he?” James said.

“No,” Mom said.
James’ parents went back to see Tim and his mother with the painted fingernails, even though they didn’t bring up the subject with James again. James found Dr. Eli’s brightly-colored flyer under a stack of unread magazines, and looked it over again and laughed and shook his head and thought of all the people who’d read that tiny, fortune-cookie slip of paper torn from a predictor box and who had never again gone near buses or bathtubs or microwaves. People who’d stopped smoking or drinking or started smoking or drinking, people who knew there’d be no risk in skydiving and so sat there stone-faced as they fell ten thousand feet through the air, never having any fun at all.

Most of all he thought of Tim, the skinny, bald kid lying curled in his mother’s lap in the back row of the Hilton’s banquet hall. Did he have leukemia or something? What was his game, and what did he want with James’ parents?

And why couldn’t he heal himself?

So one night, James stayed up late and confronted his parents as they came home from Tim’s house, and made sure they hadn’t given him any money, and watched his father take slow steps up the stairs. And after they disappeared upstairs, James sat alone on the couch, and exhaled and admitted to himself, well, really, when it came right down to it, what’s the harm?

The ambulance woke James up. The siren grew louder and then stopped, deadly close, and James was on his feet instantly.

Mom let the paramedics in the front door and James stood in the hallway as strange men shouted to one another, 100 cc’s of this and that and finally they eased him down the narrow stairs on a backboard and slid him onto a gurney, and James took his father’s hand for a brief second before the red doors slammed and he was gone.

“It’s his heart,” the doctor said. “He hasn’t been taking his medication.”

James stared at his mother, who looked quickly away down the hall. “He was worried about the side effects,” she finally said.

The doctor took a few moments to choose his words. “At this point, I’m not too concerned about the side effects,” he said.

She looked up at him, and got his meaning, and James felt her weight press into him again.

“Dad, you have to take your pills.”

His father looked up from his prone position on the pull-out couch bed, his throat swollen like a bullfrog, his breathing thick and labored, his face drizzled with a week’s worth of downy beard. “Get that junk away from me,” he managed.

James sucked his breath and leaned back on the recliner, drumming his fingers on the leather arm, and sighed. “I don’t know what to tell you. The doctor says the pills are going to keep your heart strong. You don’t want that to happen again, like the other night.”

“That doctor is a crook,” Dad gasped. “Those pills are what’s a killer. Worse than that lymph, whatever you call it, lymphoma. The pills are the killer.”

“Dad—”

“I never had heart problems,” Dad cried, suddenly strong, fidgeting to get an elbow underneath himself. James leaned over, but Dad struggled, righting himself on the couch. “I never had any heart problems whatsoever. Until that crook gave me those pills. And now look at me. Now look at me.”

“That’s why you have to take them. Yeah, call him a crook, maybe he is—but your heart will get worse unless
you take the pills, and there’s nothing you can do about that.”

“Nothing I can do,” Dad said, shaking his head, trying to laugh, but it came out a choke. He eased himself back down onto the couch. “Nothing I can do until it wrecks my lungs, my kidneys, right? Same old story. Nothing I can do.”

James handed him the glass of water, rattling the pills in his hand, but Dad didn’t take it.

“At least I know this heart won’t kill me,” Dad said. “Whatever that mickeymouse box is good for, at least the heart won’t kill me.”

“That’s not necessarily true,” James said. “It—it’s kind of vague, I think.”

Dad looked at him, chewing his words, forcing them out. “So what, then? Every day I wake up it’s worse. I can’t talk, I can’t swallow! Now you want me to take pills so I can’t breathe, I can’t take a piss? Isn’t this bad enough?”

“Okay, Dad,” James said, setting the glass on the coffee table hard enough that it sloshed onto the magazines. “Go and see that kid, Tim, then. Go and see him, is that going to make you feel better?”

“At least he has some hope for me,” Dad said, and James bit his lip.

Tim’s house was one-half of a duplex on Brightwood Avenue, a wrongly-named street in a part of town without sidewalks. Brown front lawns ran straight into the cracked asphalt of the road, or at least they would if they were visible: Cars choked the sides of the road, and Mom had to park a block and a half away.

The people at Tim’s were sadder than at Dr. Eli’s, and some were sicker. Tim’s mother welcomed everyone inside with polite, weak handshakes. James stood in the corner, trying to shuffle as close to the wall as possible, so that everyone had room to sit.

The air was fogged with incense and something that sounded like Enya being played on a cheap boombox. Everyone kept quietly to themselves, occasionally shuffling one family at a time down a narrow hallway. The CD was on its second repeat when Tim’s mother called James’ parents to Tim’s bedroom.

Tim’s bed had Snoopy sheets on it, and model spaceships dangled from the ceiling, but there were no video games, no books, no other toys that would suggest that a child lived here. Tim sat cross-legged on his bed, thin and tired in the dimness of a single overhead lamp, and James almost gagged on the incense as he walked through the door.

He and Mom helped Dad to sit on a mound of pillows, then sat beside him. Tim was quiet, praying perhaps, his eyes closed, and he sat that way for some time before Dad started to moan loudly with discomfort.

“Thank you for coming back,” Tim said softly, and when he opened his eyes and saw James he froze for a moment, looking caught, looking terrified. Then he recovered, and extended his hands; Mom took one, and James, with some reluctance, the other, warm and wet. They both took Dad’s hands.

“Do you believe that you have the power to be healed,” Tim said. Dad said nothing until Mom nudged him, and even then he just murmured.

“Do you believe in the power that God has given to every man of his creation,” Tim said, louder, and Dad said, “Yes.”

“Do you believe that the power within you is strong enough to move mountains, because it is from God,” Tim said, his voice strong now, and Dad said, “Yes,” and Mom moaned.

“Remember to keep the flame of faith strong, for there is nothing I can do for you if you do not believe,” Tim said, softer now, and handed Mom’s hand and James’ hand to each other. He rose to his knees on the bed, his eyes
closed, and started to flex his hands, as if preparing to play the piano, breathing sharply, quickly.

“It is your belief that allows the power to grow,” Tim said, “and opens a channel for me to reach into you.”

James watched his father closely, watching his head bob heavily on his neck as he slumped more deeply into the pillows. Tim’s hands moved deftly around one another, tracing intricate patterns that might have been tying bows with string, and Dad coughed and made a noise and spoke in syllables but not words.

After ten minutes of this Dad was not healed, but it was time to bring in the next family, so James helped his parents to their feet and nodded to Tim’s mother with a tight smile and concentrated on helping Dad into the car before he said anything.

“I think that kid is dangerous,” he finally said.

They drove home in silence. Dad was sleeping downstairs now, on the pull-out couch bed, and James helped him out of his shoes and socks. His feet were swollen, but his legs were as thin as James’ arms. James lifted Dad’s feet onto the bed and covered them with the blanket.

“How you doing,” he said to his father, because he had so much to say but didn’t know how to say any of it.

“What should I say,” Dad said. “Should I lie?”

James asked his mother not to go back to Tim’s.

“What exactly are you afraid of?” Mom said, brushing her hair in the darkness of her bedroom, as James leaned on the full-length mirror behind her. “That he’ll get better? That he’ll feel better, if nothing else? Like he’s trying to do something, instead of sitting around the house feeling awful, waiting—waiting to—waiting around?”

“I’m afraid he’ll think it’s his fault,” James said, and his mother stopped brushing.

When she didn’t say anything he spoke again. “I’m afraid he’ll feel like he didn’t believe enough. Like if only he could have more faith, or something, like if only he’d tried harder then Tim could heal him, and it’s his fault if he doesn’t get better.”

“I don’t think that,” Mom said, putting the brush away.

“I know, but does he?” James followed her down the hall, where she took a towel from the hall cupboard.

“I don’t think so.”

“How do you know?”

She whirled and faced him, and her voice was strong but he saw that her eyes were very wet. “Because I know him,” she said, and walked back to her room and closed the door and he heard the water come on in the shower.

“So do I,” he said.

“Bless this food to the nourishment of our bodies,” Dad said, slowly, “and thank You for all the blessings You give us. And I believe that You have the power to heal me, if it is Your will, and I ask that I be allowed to continue in Your service.”
They sat on the back porch, the sun a red ball on the horizon.

“I guess this is the end of my rope,” Dad said.

James thought of lots of things to say.

But nothing sounded right, so he put his arm around his father, and they watched the sun set together.

Dad was buried on a tall hill, overlooking the valley where their house rested, and James stayed around his mother all the time for as long as he could, while she took the chance to sleep in late and rest and recuperate.

The few days before the funeral had been distressing for him, because he found that the truth of Dad is gone had begun to usurp his memories, retroactively erasing his father from his recollections—so he’d had to fight that, with photographs, reconstructing a skeleton in his mind of who his father had been, finding it sometimes not aligning perfectly with what he thought he remembered. And he hated that the sharpest picture he had of Dad was of a weak animal in a hospital bed, and he fought to recall the vigorous, looming figure of his youth. Sometimes, he succeeded.

The last few days had been the hardest. Mom never left his side in the hospital room, sleeping in the hard wooden chair. After a few days Dad started talking about things that weren’t there, and staring off into the distance, and then he would call your name and squeeze your hand and you wouldn’t be able to understand the words through the thickness in his voice.

On the last day he hadn’t spoken at all, and by the time James arrived in the morning Mom said that he’d stopped squeezing her hand back, and he lay there in the soft white bed sucking air like a fish on land, then lying deathly still; gasping, sucking, wrenching the oxygen from the atmosphere by force, then slumping, spent from the effort.

After a few hours of this, the gasping became less pronounced, and the hills and valleys of the heart monitor became an undulating stream, and the shrill sound of the monitor’s alarm became annoying, and they turned it off.

Then there was nothing left to do but watch his face turn yellow and his jaw stop moving and the man who was James’ father become something other than a human being, something that was diseased meat and bone and cloth that there was nothing of Dad in at all. And they cried and held each other and sat very still for a very long time, weeping into each other’s arms.

And that night, when they came outside to the parking lot, they found that Mom’s car was dead, that its battery had been drained from the lights being left on, and without any further tears they left it in the parking lot, an empty machine, a shell without a driver.

James wondered if his father had heard him on that last day, whether his unresponsive hand and closed eyes belied some deep consciousness that had survived buried inside the ceasing functions of his body, and if the echoes of his voice had carried all the way to it. For whatever it was worth, he’d told the mute Dad not to be ashamed or guilty; that it wasn’t his fault; that he’d done everything he could. That he was loved.

He wondered if Dad had been disappointed in him, for not believing in Tim, or for not attending the meetings, or for continuing to push the medication that he so despised. Dad hadn’t taken any pills at all, the last month or so, but his lymphoma by then had spread to the stomach and lungs and bones and so there wasn’t really any point and James felt bad for arguing, for making a big deal about the pills, for causing his father stress about that and Tim and everything, for refusing to just go along.

He stood on that new patch of grass, where he could very easily picture the long oaken box a man’s height under his feet, and recalled his reluctance to view the body, to have his recollections of the strong man of his childhood contradicted by physical reality. But it hadn’t been bad—the figure in the box was just a thing of tissue and skin, and posed no threat to the memories that were now the only thing that James had left.
But even still it was something, it was physical, it was better than ether and void and thought and dreamstuff, and so he stayed there on the green hill overlooking the valley as the wind blew heavenward.

And in that lonely moment he thought about Tim, and wondered if he would call Tim to ask him to untie the knot he felt deep in his guts. And then James wondered if there wasn’t something of his father in him after all.
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“IT’S A NEW PARTY GAME,” SAID NORMA, AS SHE PUSHED A SMALL CART INTO THE LIVING ROOM. A white sheet draped over the top hid the cart’s burden—something boxy, no larger than a microwave oven. The guests all turned to watch as the little mystery was wheeled into the room, squeaking slightly, leaving a visible groove in the carpet. Norma stopped and stood; she made no move to uncover her secret, only smiled at the seven faces around her. Every guest had a fresh drink in hand and a hot hors d’oeuvre on a toothpick. Music played loudly enough to keep the room cheerful, but not so loud as to hinder conversation. And now she had piqued everyone’s curiosity by wheeling out this odd little cart. Norma was an excellent hostess.

“And it’s called ‘Death Match?’” one of the guests asked—a florist with the unfortunate name of Melvin. “That sounds awfully violent,” said another.

Sid said nothing, just watched quietly as the other guests responded to Norma’s little show. Her entrance wasn’t a huge spectacle—not like in the old days of birds and smoke. She just enhanced the presentation a bit with her dashes of secrecy and drama. Norma still had a sense of staging, Sid had to give her that. She appreciated the way a hint of anticipation can make any event even more memorable than it might have been.

Sid already knew what was under the sheet. Norma had warned him of what she had planned because she knew how much he would hate it. He had tried to dissuade her, of course, but she insisted on proceeding, just as she insisted that he be there as always. They’d been divorced for three years, but he still couldn’t bring himself to say “no” to her. He never could: That’s why he was thirty-eight years old and on his third career. His second career had lasted exactly as long as his marriage, and had been entirely her idea. He missed it almost as much as he missed her.

“Oh, it’s not violent,” Norma was saying now. “Well, a little violent, sort of. You’ll feel a little pinch, but it’s nothing to get worked up over.”

The truth was, Sid adored Norma, he really did. He adored Norma, and he adored her parties, and he adored her taste in music, and her hors d’oeuvres, and all the witty conversationalists she routinely assembled for her Saturday night gatherings. And even though the romance between them had ended long ago, he still loved being in her life and having her in his.

But he loathed party games. Really and truly.

Oh, he liked games in general. He wasn’t opposed to fun and frivolity. He’d participated in a murder mystery party once, and thought that was just splendid; he’d even played the role of the villain without complaint. If she had brought out boxes of Scrabble or Trivial Pursuit, he’d have been all for it. But “party game” invariably meant some sort of getting-to-know-you game: truth or dare, I never, packing your desert island luggage. The sorts of games that had only two outcomes—either they stayed entirely superficial (boring) or they probed into deeply intimate information (humiliating). Knowing that Melvin’s three favorite CDs included David Hasslehoff’s greatest hits didn’t make Sid feel like he really knew Melvin any better. Neither did knowing that Melvin had once had sex with his cousin’s boyfriend’s sister in a glass elevator. But Sid had learned both these facts about Melvin at a previous gathering.

And as much as Sid hated these games, Norma loved them. So here he was, getting ready to play again.

“So,” Norma taunted, “isn’t anyone going to guess?”

“Stop teasing,” said Vince, Norma’s latest boyfriend. “Let us see what you’ve got under there. It’s no fun staring at a bed sheet.” Vince was a banker with no appreciation for showmanship. Living with Norma meant living in
suspense. Always and forever. Sid suspected Vince wouldn’t be around much longer.

Sid, of course, was perfectly happy to keep staring at the bed sheet, absently thumbing the thin slip of paper in his pocket. He had no interest in playing the game, but he very much enjoyed seeing an audience toyed with. He enjoyed the show. So he was disappointed when Norma gave in easily, rather than drawing out the suspense. “You’re such a poop, Vince,” she said as she did what he asked, taking the corners of the sheet between her fingers. At least she still put a flourish into the process, whipping the sheet dramatically from the cart and snapping it over her head, nearly overturning a vase of tulips on top of the TV.

The audience let out a satisfactory gasp.

They all recognized the machine, of course. They’d seen it on television and in movies. They’d seen it in doctor’s offices and pharmacies. Some of them had even used one. But still, it was strange to see it sitting on a rolling cart in their friend’s living room.

“Is that what I think it is?” Melvin asked, refusing to believe what was already obvious.

“That depends,” said Norma. “Do you think it’s a Machine of Death?”

“Yes?”

“Then yes, it’s exactly what you think it is.” She grinned devilishly in her satisfaction at having so befuddled her guests.

“You paid for that?” Vince appeared horrified at the very concept, his eyes bugging out like an old cartoon.

“Well, I certainly didn’t steal it.”

“But those must go for thousands of dollars!”

“I have a friend in the company. He let me buy it at cost.”

“That still couldn’t have been cheap…”

“Oh, Vince,” she said, cutting off the line of conversation, “stop being dull. Don’t you realize how much fun we’re going to have? It’ll be worth it, I promise!”

With that, she began unwinding the power cord that hung from the back of the machine, pulling it toward a free outlet near the TV. Once it was plugged in, she flipped the switch to turn it on. A small fan revved up to full speed. The internal workings clicked and popped as a fresh needle was loaded. A little red light turned into a little green light.

The machine was ready to dispense party time fun and pithy little visions of the future.

Norma giggled her delight.

“So you’re just going to give us our death readings?” asked the same woman who had questioned the game’s name earlier. Lottie. That was her name—Sid had only met her once before, but he was sure her name was Lottie. “I’ve already done that.”

“Well, don’t tell what your reading was yet. That comes later. Getting the reading is just the first part; the real game is guessing whose death is whose. Can you guess how I’m going to die? Can I guess how you’re going to die? That’s the game. That’s Death Match. Isn’t that a gas?”

“I love it,” said Melvin.

“Yeah, okay,” said Lottie. “I’d do that.”

“I’m not playing,” said Marie. Like Sid, Marie was a restaurant critic, though this provided precious little
common ground. For instance, Sid held that Norma served consistently excellent *hors d’oeuvres* at her cocktail parties, and even better food at her dinner parties. She made everything from scratch, never once served frozen wiener or potato puffs. He had shopped with her; she knew quality, knew her ingredients, paired the right cheeses with the right fruits with the right wines. He offered input where he could, but he wasn’t actually needed. He found no fault at all. Whereas he had more than once overheard Marie belittling Norma’s culinary talents to other guests. The cheeses were too sharp, the fruits overripe, the wines improperly poured. She had even once tried to include Sid in her conspiratorial condescension. Sid and Marie hadn’t spoken much since then.

Tonight, though, Marie’s was precisely the reaction Sid was hoping for. If enough people objected to the machine’s morbid prognostications, then Norma would have to give up and the evening could pass without a party game. This one time at least.

“You know there’s nothing to be afraid of, Marie,” Vince said. “These machines are so cryptic, they don’t really mean anything.”

“Well, they sort of do,” said Jorge, Norma’s oldest friend from her college days. “But only in hindsight. By then, who cares?”

“No, I know,” said Marie. “It’s not that. I just don’t like needles.”

“Oh, please,” Vince chided. “I can’t stand when people say that. You realize nobody actually *likes* needles, right?”

“Well, yes, of course…”

“And you don’t want people to think you’re antisocial, do you?”

“I’m not anti…”

“I’m not playing either,” broke in Bettany, the last of the evening’s guests, and a new face in the group. According to Norma, Bettany was a professional mountain climber; Sid had no idea how she’d fallen in with this crowd of devout indoorsmen.

Vince sighed ostentatiously. “And what’s your excuse?”

“Well, mostly I’d just like for everyone to think I’m antisocial. I can’t help it—it’s my natural response to juvenile peer pressure. You know how it is, high school flashbacks and all.”

Sid stifled a chuckle; it seemed Bettany didn’t like Vince any more than Sid did.

“Marie, you don’t have to play,” Norma said. “But if you do decide to play, I promise, you won’t even see the needle. It’s hidden away inside the machine. You just put your finger in, and it feels like barely more than a mosquito bite. And that’s it. But you don’t have to play, really.”

Marie sighed. Norma meant it when she said Marie didn’t have to play. Marie knew it. And Sid knew it, and everyone else knew it. But still, nobody liked to disappoint Norma. It broke her heart when her guests didn’t like her games.

“How about this,” Marie said finally. “I’ll play if Sid plays.”

Sid snorted. Oh, it was a clever tactic on Marie’s part: It put the onus of disappointing Norma on Sid instead of Marie. And she knew how Sid felt about party games, too. She knew he’d be hard-pressed to resist an opportunity to derail his least favorite pastime. Clever tactic or not, though, it was a bad play this time.

“Sid’s playing,” Norma said with a triumphant grin. “He already promised.”

Marie gave Sid a desperate look.

“It’s true,” he said. “She cornered me last week and twisted my arm. What could I do?”
“You could have said ‘no.’”

If only.

“Sorry,” he said. “I have weak arms.”

And with that, all resistance died, and everyone agreed to play.

“I’ll go first,” said Melvin as he popped out of his chair and approached the machine. With no hesitation at all, he stuck his finger into the machine’s orifice, punched the button, and gave a little laugh when the needle stuck him —“It kind of tickles”—then waited as the machine processed his blood and loaded a new needle. It spat out a slip of paper just like an ATM receipt.

“You can read your own if you want,” Norma instructed, “but don’t tell anyone else what it says. Then fold it in half and drop it in the hat.”

Somehow Sid hadn’t noticed the hat. It was on a second shelf on the cart, underneath the machine. It was a black felt top hat, a perfect gimmick for a game like this. But Sid recognized it immediately—it had once been his. It was just a straight hat with no hidden pockets or secret compartments, but still, it gave him a pang of nostalgia for their time on the stage. He hadn’t known she still had it. But he was glad. It was encouraging, in a way. He put one hand in his pocket, touched the paper he had hidden there.

Melvin dropped his death into the hat.

Vince went next, making a show of what a good sport he was, and how not afraid of needles he was, but winced visibly when the needle stuck him. Sid rolled his eyes for Bettany’s benefit, and she stuck out her tongue in agreement.

Marie was third, eager to have the unpleasantness done with. She closed her eyes and inserted her finger into the machine. The color left her face when she pushed the button, and for a moment Sid thought she might faint. But she stayed upright as she hurriedly tossed her death into the hat and returned to the couch, where she sat sucking the injured finger.

Sid went next. The needle really did feel like a mosquito bite, though he wouldn’t have said it tickled. When the machine spat out his death, he didn’t bother to read it; he already knew how he was going to die. He had all the documentation. He’d seen the CT scan. He folded his death in half and dropped the slip of paper into the hat.

“Thank you,” said Norma.

“No,” he replied. “Thank you.”

She looked at him quizzically, but he said nothing else. Just put his hands in his pockets and returned to the other side of the room.

The remaining partygoers all took their turns, until there were eight folded slips of paper in the hat. Norma was delighted and favored everyone with a big smile.

“Okay,” she said. “Here are the rules:

“One. One death will be drawn from the hat at a time.

“Two. We’ll all debate whose death we think it is and why.

“Three. Debate ends once everyone has officially cast a vote.

“Four. Players earn one point for each correct vote. No points for guessing your own.

“Five. No death’s owner will be revealed until all deaths have been voted on.
“Is everyone clear? Any questions?” There were no questions. So she reached into the hat and drew the first death.

“Oh, good, we’re off to an interesting start! The first death is: LANDSLIDE.”

“That’s easy,” Melvin chirped without hesitation. “It’s Bettany. Mountain climbers get killed in avalanches all the time.”

“Not all the time. And besides, it was ‘landslide,’ not ‘avalanche.’”

“Same thing.”

“No they’re not,” Jorge said. “Avalanches are snow and ice. Landslides require, obviously, land. That means dirt and rock.”

“So then it’s probably you,” said Vince, gesturing in Jorge’s direction.

“How do you figure?”

“You do construction. Construction means excavation, and excavation leads to landslides.”

Jorge frowned. “I’m not a construction worker.”

“Aren’t you?”

“I’m an architect, Vince. I design buildings. I don’t build them myself. I work in an office. I even wear a tie sometimes, if that helps your mental image.”

Vince held Jorge’s gaze, but said nothing.

“But don’t you ever inspect a construction site,” Lottie asked. “Or go to watch something you designed getting built? How can you resist?”

Vince finally shrugged and looked back at the rest of the group, though Sid caught his petulant eye-roll.

“Okay, I do visit sites sometimes,” Jorge said, returning to the game. “But that’s not where I work.”

“But the risk is there,” said Marie. “More than on a mountain top, anyway.”

“Sure, I guess.”

“Any other theories?” Norma asked after debate dropped for a few moments. “Okay, then it’s time to lodge your votes.”


“You were supposed to argue your theory before the voting,” Norma scolded.

“I don’t have a theory,” Sid replied. “I just think it’d be funny.”

“Ha,” said Vince flatly. Norma scowled at Sid, but he just shrugged—“I’m playing your game, aren’t I? What do you want?”

“Okay,” she said as she reached into the hat again, “our next death is: HUNTING ACCIDENT.”

“Oh, that one’s Lottie,” Sid said without hesitation.

“But I’m a vegetarian!”
“So?”

“So I wouldn’t go hunting in the first place!”

“Which is precisely why it would be so satisfyingly ironic.”

Jorge raised an eyebrow at Sid. “So, what you’re saying is that the less likely it is that a person will die in a particular way, then the more likely it is that that’s precisely how they’ll die?”

“Well, not so much ‘more likely’ as ‘more entertaining.’”

“That sounds about right to me,” said Bettany. “Put my vote down for Lottie.”

“Hey!”

“Seriously, though,” Marie asked, “Does anyone here hunt?”

All heads shook in the negative. “I went once when I was a kid,” said Jorge. “But I hated it.”

“Then it’s obvious,” said Melvin. “Bettany spends the most time out in the wild. She’s the one most likely to get shot accidentally.”

“You already voted for me to get killed in a landslide! I can’t die twice.”

“No, but I can vote for you twice. One of them has to be right.”

“You can do that,” said Norma. “But we all get to make fun of you for being wishy-washy. Agreed?”

“Agreed,” said Melvin. “So long as I get my points, I’m happy.”

“I’m voting for Vince,” said Marie. “He’s the person most likely to have to do something stupid to appease a rich client.”

“I’ll buy that,” said Jorge.

Norma took count of votes again, with two votes going to Lottie, two to Bettany, and four to Vince, including Norma’s. “Actually,” she said with a wink to Melvin, “I think Bettany is more likely. But I already gave her ‘landslide,’ and I wouldn’t want to be wishy-washy.”

After HUNTING ACCIDENT came TAINTED BEEF. Debate was brief and the votes divided evenly between Sid and Marie, the two restaurant critics. After TAINTED BEEF came DRUNK DRIVER. This was followed by an awkward silence as everyone avoided looking at Jorge, except for Vince, who said, “Well, obviously that’s Jorge.” Norma gave Vince her most lethal scowl, but Jorge just shrugged.

“You can vote for me if you want to. I don’t care. I’m sober. I’ve been sober for three years, and I don’t even own a car. I promise you, that’s not how I die. Besides, it says ‘DRUNK DRIVER’ not ‘DRUNK DRIVING.’ Whoever it is is the victim, not the culprit.”

Ultimately, three votes went to Jorge, three to Marie, and two to Vince.

After DRUNK DRIVER came RADIATION.

“But we all live so close together,” said Lottie, “if there’s some sort of nuclear accident, shouldn’t we all die of radiation?”

“Maybe it doesn’t happen for a long time,” Melvin suggested. “Maybe only the last of us is still alive when the meltdown happens.”

“Or someone could go on vacation to someplace that has a reactor,” Norma offered.

“So then it’s Bettany,” said Melvin. “She spends the most time outside, so she probably gets skin cancer.”

“Geez, you sure are eager to kill me off, aren’t you?”

“It’s not my fault you lead a conspicuously dangerous life.”

“I don’t see how any of us is more likely to die of cancer than the others,” said Jorge. “I say we each just vote for the person on our left, and then we all get an equal number of votes.”

“In that case, I say we all vote for Jorge,” said Sid.

“Seconded,” said Bettany.

So everyone voted for Jorge. Including Jorge, just to be a good sport.

“You should be careful, Sid,” Norma said. “You almost seem like you’re enjoying yourself.”

“Maybe just this once,” he said. And he actually sort of was. Just this once.

Norma reached into the hat once more and pulled out the next death.

She unfolded the paper and read it.

She opened her mouth, but said nothing.

“What does it say?” asked Melvin.

“Norma, what’s wrong?” Vince asked.

“What does it say?” asked Melvin.

She looked up again. She looked at Sid. She pressed her lips tightly together, in a look that most of the guests would confuse for worry, but Sid knew it was pure irritation.

“It says ‘PARTY GAME MISHAP.’”

Everyone was silent.

Then, Lottie: “I don’t get it.”

Melvin: “It means someone could die right now. Playing this game.”

Marie: “How?”

Melvin: “I don’t think I want to know.”

Lottie: “Right now?”

Jorge: “But that doesn’t even make sense.”

Vince: “It never makes sense.”

Melvin: “Maybe the machine electrocutes one of us…”

Lottie: “I don’t want anyone to die.”

Bettany: “Whose is it?”
Melvin: “Or maybe…I don’t know. It could be anything!
Jorge: “I know the machine likes to be vague and cryptic.”
Bettany: “It’s Sid, isn’t it?”
Lottie: “I don’t want to see it happen.”
Vince: “Nobody’s going to die.”
Jorge: “But they always at least sound lethal. What’s lethal about a party game mishap? That’s not cryptic. That’s the machine actively thumbing its nose at us.”
Melvin: “The machine can do what it wants. I’m done.”
Bettany: “It must be Sid. He hates these games.”
Lottie: “I don’t want to play anymore.”
And finally, Norma: “I think the game is over.”

She folded up the slip of paper and dropped it back in the hat. The hat went back onto its shelf under the machine. The machine was turned off. And unplugged.

All through this process, Norma never took her eyes off Sid.

She understood what he’d done, of course. That was obvious. And it was a stupidly simple trick, just a bit of palming. The only challenge was forging the death prediction—fortunately, she had warned him about the game days beforehand. She’d be kicking herself for paying him that kindness for a long time, he suspected. But she wouldn’t tell the others. She wouldn’t reveal what he’d done or how he’d done it. She’d been a magician’s assistant for too many years, at least until she broke up the act and they’d both retired. But she still knew the code. She still believed in the code.

Sid’s real death was safely hidden in his pocket. When he arrived home, he would take it out and read the single word printed there. But it held no surprises, just confirmed what he already knew.

He could die that very night.

Or he could live another ten years.

You never could tell with these sorts of things.

But he’d never have to play another stupid party game for as long as he lived. However brief that might be.
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WHAT'S HE HIDING?
Dyemere's death secret
“THE JOB OF PRIME MINISTER IS NO JOB FOR A WEAKLING,” said Derek Fortham MP, eyes shining in the TV spotlight. “Centuries of British politics have shown us that. It’s a job that calls upon all of a man’s strength. It’s a job for men who know their limitations. Men with perspective. With drive.”

The audience was utterly silent, staring with goggle-eyed hero-worship as Fortham reached into his inside pocket and produced a white slip of paper, which he held between his first and second fingers and waved in time with his speech.

“I always keep my death prediction close to my heart. At the age of fifty-seven I will be knocked down by a car; that’s what it says. I don’t fear it. I’ll never run from it. When I see that car coming, I will stand with feet firm. That’s the kind of strong leadership this country needs.”

Pander, the interviewer, coughed meekly to signal his next question. “Mr. Fortham, how old are you now?” He was a man who knew his allegiances, and it was the most softball question he could have possibly asked.

“Fifty-three,” came the reply instantly. “And yes, I understand perfectly that I have only four years at most, and could only possibly serve Britain as Prime Minister for that long. I see that as my greatest strength. Who wants to vote for some self-serving bureaucrat with one eye constantly on his retirement fund? I have only four years to make my country great and leave a legacy for which I will be fondly remembered.”

A quiet, lovestruck sigh ran through the audience, as Fortham concentrated on keeping his face toward the camera at the best angle to show wisdom and dignity.

“If I could just turn to you, now, Mr. Dunmere,” said Pander, turning to Fortham’s opponent in the polls. “Do you have anything to say to that?”

“Yes, I do,” said Dunmere, shifting in his seat. “While I am in total agreement with my honourable friend concerning the importance of strength and courage in a Prime Minister, one should not play down the equal importance of optimism.” He paused to let it sink in and re-steeple his fingers. “I think it’s naïve to think a Prime Minister would only be a good one if he knew he wasn’t going to last. Rather, it would lend a certain…fatalistic approach to policy. A sense of not having to care about long-term issues because you won’t be around to face them.”

No one seemed moved. Someone in the audience coughed loudly, mingling it with the word ‘wanker.’

“Mr. Dunmere,” wheedled Pander, “how are you, yourself, fated to die?”

Inwardly Dunmere rolled his eyes. This was exactly what he didn’t want to be asked. “I have not received my prediction. I don’t believe in letting yourself get bogged down with that sort of thing.”

There was a murmuring in the audience, and it definitely wasn’t on Dunmere’s side. “To be frank,” said Fortham. “I have enormous respect for my honourable friend and his achievements in the House of Commons, but his stance clearly shows he just hasn’t the belly for the job of Prime Minister.”

“No one—”

“Sorry, I’m going to have to stop you there,” said Pander, now addressing his autocue. “We’ve run out of time. Remember to tune in next week for our election special, and we’ll see with whom the nation lies. Next tonight on BBC2: the new series of Crotch Rocketeers.”
“You have to admit, he’s won everyone over,” said Volger, staring out of Dunmere’s office window. Volger was Dunmere’s campaign manager, a man, in Dunmere’s opinion, from a long line of evolutionary descendants of rats, lizards, and slimy fish. “Ten points ahead of us and rising.”

“That interview was a sham,” said Dunmere, sitting at his desk with his head buried in his arms. “Not a single question on party policy. Nothing about political experience, nothing about past achievements. Everyone’s. I don’t know. Fixated on his damn death.”

“Well, it’s the crux of his campaign.” Volger plucked one of Fortham’s campaign leaflets from the dartboard. “‘Four courageous years,’” he read aloud. “I wouldn’t be surprised if he believes it himself. I thought you did as well as could be expected. That bit where you talked down fatalism was shooting us in the foot, though. Maybe you haven’t noticed, but 90% of the country’s voters know how they’re going to die. Fatalism is very much the ‘in’ thing right now.”

At that point, there was a cheerful knock on the door and a head and shoulders peered around it. It was Carol, the work experience girl. “Just dropping off the newspapers,” she reported cheerfully, tossing a pile of newsprint onto a nearby chair. “Anything I can get for you, sirs?”

“No, nothing,” snapped Dunmere. “Just leave us alone.”

“Rightosie.” She left.

“I don’t know why you have to be so hard on her all the time,” said Volger. “She only wants to learn from you.”

“She’s seventeen.”

“So what? Youth isn’t the handicap it used to be. The MP of Rugby and Kenilworth is barely into high school. Everyone grows up so much faster these days. Everyone rushing to reach their ambitions. Nothing motivates people better than a glimpse of their own mortality. I guess you know that.”

“I’m sorry. I just get edgy around young girls.”

Volger went over to the newly-delivered papers and flipped through the headlines. “Not good at all. The media’s one hundred percent behind Fortham. ‘Dunmere Fears Truth,’ Jesus Christ.”

He glanced over at the party leader, who had sunk down into a visible despair. For a moment, the unfamiliar feeling of pity sparked in Volger’s mind. He sidled over to the desk, perched upon it, and injected what he felt was a fatherly tone into his voice. “Look, Fred. You’re a good politician. Everyone sees that. Frankly we should probably be a hell of a lot further behind than we are, but you’re just about keeping our heads above water. And you could turn this race around in a second. All you have to do is go to the nearest death machine and find out—”

“I’ve already had my prediction.”

“You—what?”

Dunmere looked up. There was a deep sadness in his eyes. “For Christ’s sake, Volger, I said I’ve had my prediction. I had it done years ago like everyone else. I just don’t want people to know about it.”

“Fred, that little slip of paper is the one thing that could still get you elected. What the hell is your problem? How bad could it be?”

Dunmere looked his campaign director square in the eye, and spoke each word in a quiet monotone, as if each one could set off an earthquake. “I am going to die of exhaustion from having sex with a minor.”

Close to a minute of silence passed between the two men. Volger’s face remained frozen throughout.

“Oh,” he said, finally. He glanced to the door where Carol had been, then back to Dunmere. “So that’s why—oh.”
“When I was nine, my father was arrested for molesting a little girl who lived next door to us,” said Dunmere. “He’d never done anything like that to me, we never suspected a thing, but he was caught red-handed. He was one of them, one of those they’d always warned us about. I hated him for that. And for years now I’ve known that I am destined to do the same thing.”

“Well…the machine can play tricks,” thought Volger aloud, while inwardly making a mental note to jump ship at the earliest opportunity. “Are you sure it wasn’t, like, a coal miner…”

“Minor. With an O. And I’m pretty sure it wasn’t talking about music.” He sighed. “Volger…it makes me wonder if I deserve to be Prime Minister. Knowing that I’m going to do that, I mean.”

“Oh, come on. That’s just the depression talking, you’d never have pushed yourself this far if you really thought that. Look, Prime Ministers have done much worse. You’re not going to let one little future mistake destroy your whole career, are you?”

“It doesn’t matter, does it? Fortham’s going to win.”

It said something about the change of tone in the room that Volger made no effort to contradict him, or make comforting noises. For the rest of the day they spoke of minor business details, scheduled meetings and appearances, neither daring to return to the issue of the death notes or the possibility of overtaking Fortham. Finally, when Dunmere could not stand the stuffiness of his office any longer, he made his excuses and left.

He wandered the streets of London in something of a daze, with no particular destination in mind. Revealing his secret had brought on a strange new perspective. All those concerns he had kept secret and bottled up had finally been revealed. Only to Volger, but even that had been draining. Dunmere stopped dead on a darkened street corner as he realised that he no longer had any wish to be Prime Minister at all. Perhaps it really was just the despair talking, or rationalising the hopelessness of beating Fortham. But he couldn’t shake the bristling hot sense of shame that now ruled his world.

Two days later, Derek Fortham died.

“Run that by me again,” said Dunmere, at his desk.

“He’s been killed,” said Volger, fighting to keep the morose expression on his face. “Stone dead.”

“How?”

“Knocked down by a car, obviously.”

“No, I mean…how? He’s not fifty-seven yet!”

Volger tossed the morning’s newspaper onto the desk. “Turns out Fortham never gave the exact wording of his prediction. Turns out the phrase was ‘knocked down by a car aged fifty-seven.’”

It took Dunmere a few seconds to figure it out, but when he had, he placed his hand over his eyes. “The car was aged fifty-seven.”

“It was a photo-op at a classic car rally. Wanted to show he wasn’t afraid of cars, I guess.”

“Who’s running in his place?”

“That’s the beauty of it. It’s Winslow. Old Fatty Winslow, old Simon ‘you’ll never get me onto one of those machines’ Winslow. He’s about as popular with the proles as a Christmas tax increase and now the death notes aren’t a campaign issue anymore!” He had now abandoned all pretence of solemnity and was grinning like a man with a coathanger stuck in his mouth. “We can still make it. You can still make it!”
“Oh.”

“Well, don’t sound too pleased.”

“Volger, I—”

He was interrupted by a knock at the door, and Carol appeared, she having temporarily taken over from Dunmere’s secretary. “Er, Mr. Dunmere? Sir Richard Merryn is waiting. He’s the owner of—”

“—International Media, yes, I know who Richard Merryn is. What’s he doing here?”

“Jumping ship,” predicted Volger smugly. “Don’t keep him waiting any longer. Bring him in. I was expecting something like this.” Carol glanced to Dunmere for confirmation, who nodded.

Merryn was an imposing figure, as could be expected from the man who ran every mainstream newspaper in the hemisphere. His suit was at least twice as expensive as Dunmere’s and he knew it, judging by the way he walked. He was very tall and very stout, and one could almost feel the floorboards shake as he dropped himself into the chair in front of Dunmere’s desk.

“I’d like to speak to you in private,” he said, pointedly making a gesture toward Volger as if swatting a fly. Volger, ever the diplomat, bowed low and left the room, but Dunmere picked up on the noticeable increase of pressure on the door that meant he was still listening in.

“How can I help you, Sir Richard?”

“Terrible shame about Fortham,” he said, tutting loudly three times. “Terrible, terrible shame.”

“Yes, it was pretty terrible,” replied Dunmere, thinking that, if Volger was slime, then Merryn was the primordial soup from which all slime originated.

“Shame about his party, too. Can’t possibly introduce a credible new candidate in the time they have left. They’ll never get in now.”

“And since your newspapers have been backing them from the start, it’s kind of embarrassing for you. Yes, I know where this is leading.”

Merryn smiled thinly. “I wonder if you do. Of course my papers are going to back you. Even this close to the election our support will guarantee your election as Prime Minister. And in return…”

“Let me stop you there,” said Dunmere, bored. “In return, you want to have my ear. You want to be able to call in favours. I know how this works. Well, forget it. I don’t need your support and I won’t be controlled. Sorry.”

“Don’t apologise, I wasn’t expecting you to go for it. You’re one of those boring, predictable, idealistic sorts.” He crossed his legs and leaned back, sighing luxuriously. “Off the record, you’re pretty relieved about Fortham, right?” It was only barely phrased as a question. “Gets you off the hook with the whole death note thing. So you don’t want to know how you die. Makes sense to me. I mean, I know how I’m going to die, yachting mishap, but I can understand your point of view. Just don’t want to admit that you’re afraid to know, right? Nothing wrong with that.”

Dunmere just nodded. “Perhaps. If there’s nothing else…”

Merryn silenced him by rapidly pulling a slip of paper from his breast pocket. A slip of paper with very familiar dimensions. “Something not many people know about the death machines,” he said, wiggling the slip between his fingers. “Everything they output they also record. The manufacturers keep archives of everything. And you’d be surprised what a few bribes in the right place can get you.”

Dunmere remained silent, his face expressionless.

“See, I couldn’t think of any reason why you wouldn’t get your prediction, not while it was costing you the vote...”
and all. So, out of curiosity, I had a look for myself. And when I did, suddenly it all fell into place.”

He got up. “My papers will start talking you up first thing tomorrow. You’ll become Prime Minister and everyone will be happy. You just remember who your friends are and no embarrassing personal destinies will have to be revealed. I’ll see myself out.”

Dunmere took a deep breath and stood up. “I don’t want to be Prime Minister!”

“Well, not everyone gets what they want, you know,” said Merryn, not turning around. Then he was gone.

Volger came back in, all seriousness returned and practically oozing his way up to the desk. “Do you really not want to be Prime Minister, Fred?”

“God, that’s all you care about, isn’t it. No, since you ask, I don’t particularly want to be Prime Minister anymore. And I definitely don’t want to be a corporate puppet.”

“Look, don’t you worry about Merryn,” said Volger, effortlessly side-stepping the issue. “We’ll dig something up on him. There’re bound to be all sorts to choose from. You just play nice doggie for as long as that takes and then we can assert ourselves. He publishes, we publish. You know how it goes. The old scandal cold war.”

“I’m not happy with any of this. All this…backroom dealing.”

“Well, you’ve always been an idealist, Fred, and no offence, but it’s always been your weakest feature.” He pretended to notice the documents in his hand for the first time. “Oh, the BBC want you in for another interview tonight, just in time for the election. They’re probably sensing the tide turning as well, so it should go easier on you than before. We should go over the issues that need addressing.”

Volger was still going over the issues during the ride to the TV studio that evening, and Dunmere had learned to block him out. He was trying to think. If he stepped down from the race, Merryn would publish, and his political career would be ruined. On the other hand, if he became Prime Minister, he turned the country over to corporate rule: a dangerous slope. And even if that could be avoided, was it fair to let a country be ruled by someone who didn’t want to? It would be like an unwanted child, growing up without getting the love it needed…

The only possibility that Dunmere liked was to continue running, but to lose. Merryn couldn’t blame him for that. But that seemed the least realistic scenario of them all. The opposition was in turmoil after Fortham’s death and no one would ever go for a third party. Like it or not, Dunmere was ahead in the polls. It would take something drastic to change that…

By the time he had dragged himself from his reverie, he was already seated in the studio, baking under the spotlights and the layer of makeup, fidgeting with his hands as the programme’s theme tune heralded the interview. Before he even knew what was happening, Pander was turning to him with questions in hand.

“So, Frederick Dunmere MP,” he said. “How would you say Fortham’s death has affected the possible outcome of the general election?”

“Well, of course the death of my honourable friend was an unqualified tragedy and I was deeply saddened,” said Dunmere, going into automatic. “I have great sympathy for his family and his colleagues at the party, and can only hope they will be able to continue working hard for the values Derek held dear. But having said that, I believe that the cornerstone of a new government is stability, stability that I fear the opposition currently lacks. We’re living in a new age, and it’s time for a new kind of government. Open, accepting, and…honest.”

From the emphasis he had placed on that last word, Volger figured out what Dunmere was planning. Out of the corner of his eye, Volger could see him frantically waving his hands and mouthing ‘no.’ He ignored him.

“Yes, honest. And in the interests of this philosophy, and partly in honour of my late friend Mr. Fortham, I have decided to reveal the manner in which I will die. I am to die of exhaustion while having sex with a minor. An underaged person. I apologise for not having been open about it sooner, but I think under the circumstances you could understand why I would wish to conceal it. What has also been concealed from public eye is the fact that my
father was himself imprisoned for a paedophilic act, and in the name of our new commitment to honesty, I feel these things must be aired. Frankly I’m glad to have gotten them off my chest, and I can only hope the British public will see these trivialities for what they are and vote for what they know is right.”

As he left the stage in silence, the audience not applauding, he wondered if he had overdone it.

Two days later, Frederick Dunmere became the Prime Minister of Great Britain.

“Run that by me again,” he said.

“You won,” said Volger, leaning on the desk, his smile tight and forced. “Landslide.”

“But I thought I killed myself up there.”

“So did I. So did a lot of people. But the reactions of the general public have been impossible to predict since the death machines started messing with their heads, and even more so since the voting age was lowered to 14. You of all people should know that, now you’re the youngest Prime Minister in British history.”

“But…I told everyone about my death. I told them I was going to…”

“Yes, Fred, and I’m telling you that no one seems to care. Probably because you, yourself, are still technically a minor.”

“I turn 18 in a month,” argued Dunmere sulkily.

Volger consulted the papers in his hands. “You already had the teenage vote, of course. The adults, well…half of them didn’t trust you because you were clammed up on the death note thing, and the other half didn’t think you were mature enough for the position. That interview pretty much made all of them about-face.”

“Oh, Jesus…”

Volger injected that fatherly tone into his voice again. “They were impressed by the way you confronted your past like that. The whole stuff with your father. Seen the papers? They’re saying how that one event combined with the knowledge of your future is what sparked your unstoppable drive, what made you become an MP at 14. It’s an inspiring story.”

“No,” wailed Dunmere, clasping his hands to his face. “I wanted to fail. I don’t want to be Prime Minister. I don’t deserve to run the country.”

Volger sniffed with disapproval. “Maybe, but you were elected anyway,” he said, dropping his papers on the desk with a loud slap. “So maybe it’s the country that deserves you.”

Story by Ben “Yahtzee” Croshaw

Illustration by Cameron Stewart
AFTER MANY YEARS, STOPS BREATHING, WHILE ASLEEP, WITH SMILE ON FACE

“NO WAY!” SHE LAUGHS. “YOU’RE SHITTING ME!”

Jill’s seated on the edge of my desk, in my cubicle. Picture Lady Day. Atop a grand piano. She has that effect on a room. Or a cubicle. I am not shitting her. “Really?” she says, wide-eyed. “Did you have it certified?”

I roll my eyes. “My mom did. Drove straight from the doc’s to the nearest Memento Mori office. Hung a big ol’ framed copy on the wall as soon as we got home.” I smile. “On the fridge too.”

“I bet!” Jill says, laughing harder now. Her nose wrinkles when she laughs. Eyes crinkle. It’s a real laugh, the kind you wish you could see every day of your life.

“And she had this bumper sticker: My Child Is Going to Die WAY BETTER Than Your Honor Student.”

Now this time I am shitting her, and she knows it. It earns another wrinkled nose. “Well, hell,” she says, laughing, “all I got was ‘Brain Aneurysm.’ Borr-ring!” She grins, and then suddenly her eyes go wide again.

“Hey, Ricky, you know what? You should totally go with us to Toe Tag Night at Club Congress this Thursday. You’ll be a huge hit!”

To recap: Jill Harrah is currently seated on my desk. Her leg, below the skirt, is covering my memo pad. She’s smiling and, evidently, making plans. With me.

“Well—I guess I have always wanted to be a huge hit…”

“Yessss,” she says, triumphant, and holds up her hand for a high-five. But with Jill you don’t just get a high-five; what you get is some kind of complicated “secret” “urban” handshake she’s invented on the spot. Or, maybe, like now, just some additional dap.

“Thursday,” she says, scooting off my desk. A memo slides to the floor, and immediately looks abandoned and forlorn.

And then, because I just have to push it, I ask, way too casually, “So is Brian going, too?”

When she looks at me, her eyes are neither wide nor crinkled with amusement. “No he is not,” she tells me, and walks away.

Brian is her fiancé. I am an idiot who will apparently die in his sleep someday.

“You gotta be fucking kidding me!” says one of Jill’s friends, leaning forward to get a better look at my shirt.

On Toe Tag Night no one wears tags on their toes. What we do is use a template on our PCs and print a graphic of a toe tag, which we then wear attached to our clothing somewhere, like on a t-shirt. The graphic looks like the toe tags you see on dead bodies—or at least on dead bodies in movies—and yes, sometimes people also include a cartoony image of a toe, or a even a whole foot. Often bloody. Printed on the tag is your Name, and How You Are Going to Die. For mine, I had to use a smaller font size.
Jill’s friends gather around, squinting. Jill’s friends. Three of them came with Jill to pick me up at my apartment. Guy from upstairs, Leonard, an older, also single man, happened to be in the lobby when the cab pulled up. “Daymn!” Leonard said, pronouncing the “y.” “Big pimpin’!” The truth was, stepping out to the curb, I didn’t feel much like a pimp. More like the pimp’s tagalong little brother, who had not himself gone into the family pimping business, but chose coding instead. Plus, to be fair, these women all had legit jobs. Smart too. They just happened to be dressed strikingly. I really don’t know how they do it, pull off these transformations. Jill was something in the office, but tonight she was something else again. Shiny, exotic, her hair, braided, streaked red, held with these little butterfly clips. The effect was multiplicitous: as if you were used to seeing this already fantastic creature, one of those supernaturally good-looking people straight out of classical mythology, and then one day she shows up with wings. And offers you a ride. I might’ve stood there all night, staring at Jill, stunned, but luckily she gave me a high-five followed by a vigorous chest bump, which basically got me moving again.

“Is he for real?” Jill’s friend says now, under the club lights, gesturing with her thumb at my tag. Her name, according to her own tag, is “LIZA.” Liza will die from “A COLLISION”—one of the vaguer predictions. She and the others are all standing around me in a way that feels great and incredibly awkward at the same time. Jill tells them I’m for real, all right. The club is starting to fill up, getting hotter. Karen, with the long black hair, leans forward, reads, leans back. “Huh,” she says. “Not my type.” She flips her hair over her bare shoulder. “I’m more into the whole ‘Gunshot Wound, Fiery Motorcycle Crash’ thing, y’know?” On her tag, Karen has written “O.D.” The “O” is drawn like a skull with little x’s for eyes. One thing I learned right away upon entering the club is that not everyone prints their toe tags on a laptop at home. Most just use the Sharpies and blank tags you can get for free at the door.

The club is really filling up now, people pouring in, and Jill’s friends start to drift with the incoming flow, Liza turning away, Karen already gone, and the last friend, Aimee, as if an afterthought, turns to me and says, “Well, I think it’s cute.” Which I’m then left to interpret on my own.

Aimee had written “NEVER” on her tag.

As a joke.

I feel a hand on my shoulder. Jill. “You coming?” She tips her head toward the crowded center of the club. It’s hot there, pulsing. A bare-chested man beneath a strobe light is performing a dance that appears to somehow involve kung fu. Lots of kicking. I tell her I’m good.


The bar is strung with skeleton lights. They’re already out of the urn-shaped mugs when I get there, so I settle for a plastic cup. The girl ordering next to me reads my tag and laughs. Another guy slides up on her right and says, “Hey, what’s your sign? Mine’s CANCER!” Grins. My whole generation stands on the gallows, sharing the same humor. And because this is Toe Tag Night and not a certified dating service, people are free to write pretty much whatever the hell they want about how they’re going to die. Which can be confusing. Right away, I count no fewer than five people who’ve each written “ALCOHOL POISONING” under their name, and you can’t say for sure, looking at their sweaty, shouting faces, who is just being funny and who is actually on the way. Over there by the winking Coors sign, a guy named “STEVE” has stuck a tag on his trucker hat that reads “AFTER MULTIPLE ORGASMS.” That’s another popular one, but considering it from the perspective of Steve’s partner, maybe not so much fun?

Then again, like the bumper sticker says: “We’re All Necrophiliacs Now.” Not quite accurate, but oddly appropriate, I think, to our absurd condition. I lift my beer. In the corner by the bathroom, a man is groping a woman who’s painted her face and lips blue, his face is smeared blue now too; his eyes, squeezed shut, have pennies tattooed on the lids.

Cheers.
“Seriously?” the guy in the Misfits shirt asks. “Dude, that rocks.” He leans forward, slaps my tag. “You take that shit to a real dating service,” he says, swaying toward me slightly. “Fuck amateur hour. You know?” I nod. Smile. Swaying a little myself. I know what he’s trying to say. I’ve been told before that from a matchmaking perspective—particularly to those looking for an LTR—how I am going to die is considered extremely desirable. “Pussy magnet” as Leonard put it. Then he went back upstairs to watch his Battlestar Caligula internet porn and eat a single-serving microwave dinner.

The guy in the Misfits shirt stumbles back into the crowd. On the far wall they are projecting footage from last year’s Dia De Los Muertos parade, a festival that has become increasingly popular in recent years. The images of the parade revelers in full costume superimposed on the club-goers creates a blurred, surreal effect, and I realize I have been drinking too fast. I turn away, toward the stage. The flyers posted everywhere said that tonight would feature the shock-punk band, Anna Nicole’s Death Fridge. Instead there’s an all-woman three-piece called Violet who play straight ahead rock-and-roll refreshingly free of irony.

I’m bobbing my head, not a thought in it, when suddenly there’s Jill. She gives me a high-five, and then, still clasping my hand, manages to snap her fingers three times in a row without letting go. “What’s the haps?” she says jokingly, her nose crinkled and perfect. Her face is flushed from dancing. She looks wholly alive.

A group of goth kids push their way up to the bar. Jill peeks at me over the tops of their heads and smiles. Or maybe they’re just dressed like goth kids. If you’re a real goth kid, every night is basically a kind of Toe Tag Night. And words like “SUICIDE” make for extremely stylish tattoos. I lean toward Jill and shout over the music. “Hey!” I shout, cupping my mouth with my hand, “I read that in England they don’t have Toe Tag Nights! It’s Headstone Night!”

“Really?” Jill scoots down the bar, closer to me. She tilts her head, tucking her hair delicately behind one ear. Our knees touch. “Yeah,” I continue, my face hot, “you know: ‘Here Lies So-and-So,’ died of ‘Shingles’ or whatever…” I want to say something else, about how their graphics are probably much better, all graveyards and moonlight, but I stop myself because I don’t want to sound like a dork.

“I bet their graphics are killer!” Jill says. “Hey!” She squeezes my arm. “We should do a shot!” She orders and the bartender brings out a cardboard box painted to look like the machine and we reach inside and get our cards. Mine says “BOURBON.” Jill gets “SAMBUCA.” “Trade ya!” she shouts. Her eyes are ablaze, reflecting neon. She winks. We don’t trade. We share. One of each.

The band is taking a break and Jill has just finished showing me a new handshake that somehow ended up with both of us locking elbows and wiggling our open hands above our heads like antlers or antennae, laughing helplessly, and for no reason I can name I ask her why Brian doesn’t come to these things. Jill stares at me, pop-eyed, for a full second. Then gives me the finger. Only it’s the finger next to the middle one, which I’m guessing is kind of like the variation she gives to her handshakes, and I’m just glad she’s still smiling.

A guy immediately slumps onto the stool next to hers. “Hey, what’s your sign?” he says through a loose grin. “Mine’s—”

“Cancer. Got it.” Jill turns on her seat back to me.

Liza arrives with a guy dressed in Spandex and a cape. He’s made his tag into a giant crest, emblazoned with the word “HEROICALLY.” He has a gym-built body; the wide chest and shoulders and comparatively small legs make him look, fittingly, like a Bruce Timm cartoon character. Except for the hair gel. Liza makes no introductions. She whispers something in Jill’s ear, and I’m thinking of the people you sometimes read about, who learn that they’re going to die from “A BULLET” or “FLAMES,” but rather than spending their lives hiding or trying to avoid their fate, go on to join the police department or become firefighters. Aimee and then Karen slowly walk up to the bar and nod to Liza and Jill, but not the guy. Aimee heads immediately to the front of the drink line and returns almost as quickly, a sweating death’s head cocktail in hand. Karen smokes a cigarette and looks at nothing.

There passes several moments when no one speaks, which I can only describe as uncomfortable. The Spandex
guy suddenly remembers the friends he left at the other end of the bar, and returns to them in a single bound or so. Aimee, I notice, has scratched out “NEVER” on her tag and written in “BOREDOM.” I am glad to have a drink because it gives me something to do with my hands.

Later, I am taking a deep breath, preparing to say something, anything, when the band starts up again—incredibly loud. Which is how I know Jill’s phone was probably on vibrate. She leans forward on the barstool, holding the phone to one ear and plugging the other with a finger. A deep crease begins to form between her eyebrows. Suddenly, still bent forward in that same position, she bolts. “Don’t—!” I hear her yelling into the phone as she darts headlong through the crowd.

I look to the other girls. “What an asshole,” Liza says, turning to Aimee. “Brian’s tag should read, ‘Crushed Under Own Ego.’”

“‘Being a Total Dickweed,’” Aimee replies.

Karen exhales a cloud of grey smoke. “‘Cock Suckery.’”

I have been trying to follow this exchange arcing back and forth over my head like a lethal volleyball. “Really?” I say at last, with a look of what I can only imagine is total astonishment on my face. “Why is she going to marry him, then?”

All three turn to me, silent.

“Hey, Dies-In-Sleep,” Liza finally says, after what feels like a long time, “you’ve got a good life ahead of you, why don’t you go buy us a round?”

I am hustling back from the bar, a glass in each hand and one balanced between them on the tips of my outstretched fingers, forming a kind of drink triangle—Liza’s non-sequitur having seemed somehow perfectly reasonable coming from her—when an entirely different thought finally occurs to me: The finger that Jill gave me earlier was the ring finger. Without the ring.

I find her by the bathrooms, wiping her eyes with toilet paper. “He wasn’t always like this,” she says without preamble, sniffing. “He got one of those fucked up predictions. You know? Like Liza?” She wipes the corner of her eye. “‘Attacked.’ I mean, how fucked up is that? But instead of just dealing, it made him all paranoid and mean. And he never wanted to go out, and when we did stay in he was always—” She stops and blows her nose. Laughs. “Fuck it,” she says, her wet eyes shining. “He probably was always like that, and is just using it as an excuse for being a shitty person.” She sniffs again and tosses the wadded tissue into her purse. “That’s what I’ve been telling Aimee, anyway.”

From the stage, the bass player begins an elaborate, extended solo.

“Um, listen,” I say, lamely. “Aimee and everyone, they want to leave. Go to this party they heard about.” I attempt a wry smile: “Karen says this place is dead.”

Jill looks at me seriously, and doesn’t break eye contact. “I’m really tired,” she says at last. “Can I just stay at your place?”

I am standing outside in the warm Arizona night air, waiting for a cab. I am a little drunk maybe, and trying to make things fit together in my mind. Me. Jill. Jill and me. When the cab pulls up, we get in, sliding to the center on the hard vinyl seat. The door handle on my side is made almost entirely of duct tape. Jill smells like flowers and other people’s cigarettes. Her presence fills the cab. Jill. I give the driver the address to my apartment and I’m trying to remember, is there still a dirty cereal bowl on my living room table? Clothing balled on the floor? Underwear? The driver’s accent has a recognizable musicality which I think places him from India. The air conditioner in the cab is not strong, but Jill and I stay huddled together in the back. It seems like the most natural thing in the world to put my
arm around her. My arm lies stiffly across the back of the seat. “I don’t understand those dating services,” she says to me. “All those ‘Heart Attacks’ and ‘Tumors’ getting together. It all seems so grim.”

I nod but it’s dark in the back of the cab.

“I like yours, though,” she says. “It’s sweet.”


She doesn’t answer but moves her body right underneath my arm, and then it is, it’s the most natural thing in the world to let my arm fall across her shoulders. We cross seven intersections under green lights and all I can feel or hear is my own heartbeat. I want to blurt out something to the driver, to ask him if it’s true that in India everyone who goes to the machine gets card after card after card, thereby proving reincarnation, but I know that some cultures are much more private and reverent about these things. They don’t wear tags.

There is a new weight to Jill’s body now, and her breathing has become heavier, more even—she is asleep. I look down at the hair on the top of her head, braided and clipped with tiny butterflies. Someday a blood vessel will rupture inside her brain and end it. Someday. But who knows, maybe “AFTER MANY YEARS.” Maybe “WITH SMILE ON FACE.” It happens.

We pass an apartment complex, not mine but like it, Saguaro cacti planted out front and spot-lit, their limbs held stiffly at attention, like sentinels on guard, row upon row.

I tell people I don’t, but the truth is, I do think about it sometimes. My death. And yes, it does bring me comfort—but not as much as you’d think. Like just knowing a story has a happy ending alone doesn’t make it a good story. All you have is the effect without the cause. The “then” without the “if.” And life, I think, doesn’t work like that. You can’t just plot it out on a line graph, point to point, straight through to the end. It operates in many dimensions—each action, each decision, branching out in complex, often unexpected, directions.

We pass the turn that would take us to my street; the cab driver taking the long way around, the meter running, my arm around Jill, tingling slightly, and I don’t say anything yet because I know where we’re headed, and when we get there and step out of the cab and into my apartment and her eyes are open and anything is possible, do I make the right decision then, do things begin, or do they end, do we, for example, kiss?

Story by William Grallo

Illustration by Scott C.
HE GOT THE RESULTS IN APRIL, AND HIS FIRST THOUGHT WAS THAT HE HAD NO IDEA WHAT TO DO WITH THEM. For a while, he kept the little slip of paper hidden at the back of a desk drawer at work, still inside its official envelope. He didn’t want it in the house—Phil was bound to ferret it out. Phil wouldn’t even have to try, bless him; he was just one of those people who found things.

He’d thrown away all the other stuff that had been in there, all the leaflets about counselling and help-lines and support groups and whatnot. Everything seemed to be full of leaflets these days. It was like the Sunday papers: you always had to give them a proper shaking over the coffee table before you read them, otherwise hundreds of shiny advertisements would be likely to slither out and attack you.

After three weeks, Robin took the slip of paper out of his desk drawer and burnt it in the wastepaper bin.

“Morning, sunshine.”

Robin groaned, reluctantly dragging himself out of sleep as the familiar scent dug its little caffeine hooks into him. He hauled himself ungracefully into a sitting position and took the mug from Phil.

“I hate you,” he said, blinking resentfully at the bright spring morning filtering through the curtains.

“Oh, cheers, sweetie!”

“Why do you always have to look so shiny at this time of day? You’re like a scout leader or something.”

“Well, that’s what I am. Sort of.”

Phil ran team-building holidays and survival courses for groups of business people, teenagers, anyone really; people looking to find themselves or each other. He and Robin had actually met on one of these excursions, five years ago come July. Badgered into it by his then-boss, Robin had hated every second but slogged through it valiantly, getting stuck in bogs and out of breath on mountains. One damp morning, after Robin had spent a nightmarish hour trying to light a campfire with two sticks, Phil had quietly slipped him a cigarette lighter and winked. “It wasn’t favouritism,” he said later. “It was a reward. I admired your persevering spirit.”

He was doing well these days, Phil. The survival business had never been so popular.

“Here you go. Read this and stop whinging.” Phil thrust a copy of the Guardian in front of Robin and continued to bustle around the bedroom, tidying things that, as far as Robin was concerned, didn’t really need tidying. It was an annoying, yet comforting habit. Phil sometimes reminded Robin of Mrs. Tiggywinkle, the hedgehog from the Beatrix Potter books. There was something small and neat and prickly about him. He’d told Phil that once, and wasn’t allowed to bring it up ever again, on pain of death.

“I think you’re very cruel, waking me up,” he called over the sound of Phil rummaging through the cupboard on the landing. “It’s the weekend.”

Phil’s head poked round the bedroom door. “It is also Child Day.” The head grinned at him and disappeared again.

“Oh, yeah.”
Robin put his coffee down on the bedside cabinet. It didn’t seem to be agreeing with him this morning. He carefully folded the newspaper and put it to one side. That little printed slip, long gone to ashes, floated unbidden into his mind. It might not mean that, he thought. It probably means something quite…

“Can you stop by Sainsbury’s on the way back?” Phil called from downstairs. “Fresh basil is needed, I fear.”

Robin realised he’d been holding his breath. He let it go in a sigh, and got out of bed.

Driving to Angela’s felt strange today, as though he’d never done it before. He ended up missing a turn and found himself on the wrong street, where fat, tracksuit-clad women glared at him from their front gardens as he passed. Outside a chip shop, a group of hooded youths stood around smoking, their shoulders hunched. One of them caught his eye and made as if to run in front of the car, jumping back at the last minute. The other kids grinned, spilling out into the road as the car went past, reclaiming their territory. Robin saw the boy’s face for a second in the rear-view mirror. The hood had fallen back onto his shoulders and he was laughing, running a hand through his hair, the sun in his eyes. Only a kid.

When he finally reached Angela’s house, he found himself unwilling to walk up the path and ring the bell. He sat there in his seat with his heart thudding wildly, feeling as though he couldn’t quite catch his breath.

“I don’t know whether you want tea,” said Angela distractedly. “I don’t think there is any, anyway.”

She went to the foot of the stairs and called up, “Love, did you get teabags?” Her cigarette was dangling heavy-ashed over the carpet. Robin winced and forced himself to look away.

The answer floated faintly down from an upstairs room. “It wasn’t on the list.”

“Sorry,” she said to Robin, and shrugged. “What can you do?”

“Doesn’t matter, honestly.” Robin smiled. “I’ll pick some up for you if you like, I’ve got to stop at Sainsbury’s anyway. How’ve you been?”

“Oh, you know…” She stood awkwardly next to the sofa, thin arms folded across her chest, cigarette still dangling.

Robin knew. Even in the long-ago days of their marriage, Angela had had a strange, aimless quality to her, as though she needed something heavy to anchor her down. When she was happy it could be a lovely thing. They’d drifted together, the two of them. Drifting along the seafront on windy days, into the country for makeshift picnics where neither of them remembered to bring any food. She’d had such a nice laugh, like music, he’d thought fancifully. Neither of them had known where they were going, really. Not then. And Angela never had found out. Sometimes, even in those days, her aimlessness had made him want to kick her or shake her. Anything to get a reaction.

Now she drifted from room to room inside her little house, leaving traces of cigarette-ash on all the surfaces, living in a dressing gown. She hadn’t stepped out of that house for two years, give or take. She had a counsellor she thought the world of, and a certificate from the doctor saying she was unable to work. And her son. Their son. Not much else.

A tree, the test had told her. A tree would kill her.

It was best not to risk it, she always said, peering out mistily from behind the net curtains. Not today, anyway.

There were footsteps on the stairs. Robin hesitated for a second before he turned around. Be normal, he thought. Be the same.

“We ready to go, then?” said Daniel.

“Hiya, mate. You all right?”

“Yep. See you, Mum.” Daniel was halfway out the door already, Angela plucking nervously at his sleeve, cautioning both of them against this, that, and the other. Robin reassured her, escaped, and followed his son out to the car, the way he did every Saturday. It was easy, he found, to pretend that things were normal. Daniel made everything easy.

As he walked down the path, Robin smiled up at the blue sky. The spring sunshine was warm on his face, and it felt like an unexpected gift.

“So…” he said, sneaking a sideways look at Daniel as they waited at the lights. Needs a haircut, he thought automatically. He wondered whether that was just something that came with parenthood, the desire for everyone to have a decent haircut. He couldn’t remember ever looking at someone before Daniel was born and thinking ‘needs a haircut.’ Now he found himself doing it all the time. That girl at the newsagents, for instance. He always wondered how she could see to count the change through that ridiculous fringe. He shook his head.

“Lunch!” he declared. “Then…I don’t know, we could wander down to the seafront. Anything you fancy doing, Danny-boy?”

Daniel rolled his eyes at the nickname and shrugged. “Dunno really.”

“You staying over?”

He shook his head. “Nah. Got Club tonight. Is Phil cooking?”

“Obviously. Unless you’ve got a real yen for beans on toast, that is.”

Daniel laughed. Absurdly, Robin thought ‘Score!’ Then, remembering, a sickness rose up into his throat.

The lights changed. He swallowed and concentrated on the traffic.

“How’s your mum doing?” he asked, using the deliberately light tone that always went with that question. He felt rather than saw Daniel’s shrug.

“Same.”

“Right.”

“She got Katherine out in the middle of the night, Wednesday. The nightmares again—thought she was having a heart attack.”

Robin frowned. Poor Angela. She could stay indoors as long as she liked, hiding from real trees—it couldn’t stop imaginary ones from getting into her head. Poor Angela…

But he’d joined that club now, hadn’t he? Perhaps he should be feeling sorry for himself. Poor Robin.

“You know what we said still stands, don’t you? You can always—”

“Dad…”

“There’ll always be a room for you at ours. Whenever you want. No problem.”

“Yeah? And what about Mum? She’s a problem, isn’t she?”

Robin sighed. They went through this every week. “We can get care for her…we can help more. You’d still see her, as much as you wanted. Everything doesn’t have to be down to you, you know.”

“It’s fine! I can handle it, okay? I like things the way they are.”
“But—”

“Dad!”

“Yes, yes, all right.” He sighed. “Just so long as you know, that’s all. We’re only at the end of the phone. Anyway... How’s school?”

“All right.”

It was just an ordinary drive. An ordinary sunny Saturday. How strange, thought Robin, that it should be so.

When they got back, the kitchen smelled appealingly of Phil’s lasagne.

“I knew you’d forget the basil,” he said. “So I made do. On your own head be it.” He pointed a wooden spoon accusingly at Robin.

“Shit,” said Robin. “Sorry, sorry…”

“Luckily for you, my darling,” said Phil, kissing his cheek, “I am a culinary genius. Hi, Daniel.”

“All right?” said Daniel by way of a greeting, and threw his bag down on a chair. “That smells brilliant, I’m starving.”

“Gratified to hear it.” Phil blinked at them both, then turned back to the stove. He was funny in the kitchen, Robin thought— almost shy, as though he’d been caught doing something embarrassing. It was stupidly endearing. Daniel sat down at the table and started flicking through the Guardian, discarding the various sections, looking for the music reviews. “Jesus,” he said. “Why do they have to put so much crap in this thing?”

Watching them, Robin suddenly felt terribly separate, as though he were observing through a pane of glass, or a screen. He wondered for a second whether he should leave. Just sneak out the back door, quietly; he knew how to work the latch so that it wouldn’t squeak. Probably, neither of them would notice. In a minute or two, one or the other of them would look up, and... he wouldn’t be there.

Stupid thing to think. Running away never solved anything. And where would he go? To his parents? Hardly. He’d have to go far enough away... He’d have to leave everyone and everything. Except that nowhere he went would ever be far enough, would it? You couldn’t run away from death, even if you could from life. He felt his eyes begin to prickle, and covered his mouth with his hand.

“All right, people,” said Phil. “Prepare yourselves, please. Lunch is imminent.”

A sharp breeze blew off the sea, whipping Daniel’s curly locks back and out of his face. That’s better, thought Robin in his mum’s voice. Can see your eyes now. Then his dad: That ought to blow the cobwebs away, right, son?

I’m getting old, Robin thought.

“Do you want to go on the pier?” he asked Daniel, who shrugged.

“Don’t mind.”

Robin pushed his hands deeper into the pockets of his jacket. Anorak, thought. There’s no other word for it. I’m the sort of dad who wears an anorak. He’d never quite realised before, how much he loved being that person.

“Sorry,” he said. “Probably a bit boring for you really, coming over here every weekend. Nothing much to do.”

Daniel looked at him scornfully. “Don’t be an idiot, Dad. It’s fine.”
He did seem fine, Robin thought, underneath all that teenage scowling. He allowed himself to admit, with a touch of pride, that Daniel looked happier when he was here. He was a good kid, but he had an overdeveloped sense of responsibility, and it frightened Robin sometimes. The world on his shoulders, that was Daniel. When he was with them it was as if he could relax in a way he couldn’t around Angela. He seemed to frown a little less, smile a little more.

We should be proud, he thought, defiantly. We’ve done everything right, Phil and I. What the hell have we ever done wrong?

Daniel darted forward suddenly, picked up a stone and skimmed it into the waves. “Phil said he’s going to show me how to skin a rabbit next weekend,” he said.

“And where does Phil plan to get a rabbit from, exactly?”

“I dunno.”

“Hmm. That’s what worries me.”

They did wander up to the pier in the end. Daniel had a half-hearted go on the amusements, before pronouncing them “a bit rubbish, really.” He’s too cool for that now, Robin thought fondly, and bought him a Coke.

“Don’t tell Phil,” he said. “He’ll have my guts for garters.”

“You don’t have to do everything he says, you know.”

“I don’t!” said Robin, stung. “I was joking. You get on with Phil, don’t you?”

“Course,” said Daniel. “He’s cool. But, you know. You’re my dad and all that.” He shrugged and leant further forward over the railing, frowning down at the grey sea.

Robin smiled around the lump in his throat. Behind them, a commotion started up as two seagulls had a scrap over an abandoned cardboard chip-tray.

Later, on the drive back to Angela’s, Daniel started telling him about the club.

“We’re organising this gig night,” he said. “You know, for fundraising. It’s gonna be really cool, we’ve got the Labrats down already. And the January Architects, even though they’re crap, but the girls like them ‘cos they all fancy that Oliver bloke. Jimmy reckons he can book King Prawn, but I dunno. They’re getting pretty big now.”

“Right, good…you realise I have very little idea what you’re talking about.”

Daniel rolled his eyes. “They’re bands, Dad.”

“Yeah, I got that part.”

“It’s gonna be cool,” Daniel said again. “They all want to support the cause.”

Robin winced at the phrase.

“What?”

“No, nothing.”

“I dunno why you’re so against me actually having something to believe in,” said Daniel defensively.

“I’m not! It’s just…you’re still young, aren’t you? You should be out enjoying yourself. Girlfriends, whatever…”

“I know you agree with me, though. You do, don’t you? What we stand for, being against the machine and the test, all that. You believe in it, too.”
“It’s not a question of that,” said Robin tiredly. “In principle, yes, of course. I’m glad you’re thinking about this stuff. It’s just—”

“It’s wrong!” Daniel said passionately. “No one should ever know how they’re going to die. You said that! Look at Mum, what it’s done to her. It’s just—it’s fucked up and it’s wrong!”

Robin could feel Daniel’s eyes on him even while he watched the road. He knew, without having to turn round, what Daniel looked like right now. A certain light in the eyes. That note in his voice. It was this part of Daniel that he could imagine fearing. He tried not to imagine it, but he could, and he knew this because it was something that was part of him, too. It was a deeply buried something, very deep, but it was there.

“Things have got to change, Dad,” continued Daniel. “What if I went out and got that test? I’m nearly old enough. You wouldn’t want that, would you? You wouldn’t want me to know.”

“No!” said Robin, and shuddered. “No, God forbid.”

“We’re just trying to make a difference,” said Daniel. He sighed, and his voice changed, went small and muffled. “Thought you’d think that was good.”

“I do. Honestly.” Robin gripped the steering wheel. His head throbbed with a dull ache, as it had done all day, and all yesterday, too. He wondered vaguely when the headache had started, and realised he couldn’t remember.

“I just…don’t want you to get hurt. Don’t want doing something you might regret. That’s all.”

It was dusk by the time they reached Angela’s house. He saw a curtain twitch in the living room as they drew up outside. Daniel, grabbing his bag and opening the passenger door almost as soon as Robin stopped the car, seemed as eager to get back to Angela as he had been earlier to get away. Robin never took it personally. It was just the way Daniel approached everything—the same intense concentration and restlessness. It’ll be the death of him, said Robin’s mum’s voice in his head. He wished she would just be quiet.

“See you, Dad.”

“Bye. Love you.”

An eye-roll and a smile, and then he was gone. Robin sat in his car and watched the night slowly deepen to black around the haloes of street-lamps. In Daniel’s bedroom, a light went on.

On the way home, Robin drove past the street he’d accidentally turned down earlier in the day. The chip shop glowed brightly at him from the corner, but he couldn’t see any of the kids. He wondered whether they’d moved on to new haunts for the night, or whether they were still there somewhere, lurking in the shadows. Instinctively, he checked to make sure his doors were locked.

Lots of people are called Daniel.

He’d been having bad dreams lately about dark alleyways, muggings, blood. Men with knives and baseball bats. Thugs and queer-bashers. There was this boy who kept turning up, night after night. Hooded, his face in shadow. And dog-tags on a chain around his neck. Every time, Robin twisted in the boy’s grip, struggling not to get away, but to see the name he knew was marked on those tags. Because he had to know. Before…before what?

There were other dreams, too, and those dreams were worse.

He stood at the back door for a full ten minutes when he got home, his hand frozen on the latch. Through the kitchen window he could see Phil sitting at the table, tapping away at his laptop with a cup of coffee next to him, the steam rising from it in faint wisps. As Robin watched, he looked up and their eyes met. Phil hurried over and pulled open the door, concern on his face.

“Love? What’s the matter? What’s happened?”
He was reaching out for Robin, trying to pull him inside, out of the dark. The brightness and warmth of their kitchen spilled in a little pool from the open doorway, as though the house, too, were trying to embrace him. Robin tried to answer, but felt himself paralysed. Even the smallest of decisions—to move, or not to move—seemed far beyond him. When he looked down at his hands, though, he saw that they were moving, just a little. Shaking, as though with cold. They looked like someone else’s hands, he thought, not his. Someone who was very old, and very tired.

He made an effort and cleared his throat. “I’ve got to tell you something,” he said, and stepped forward into the light.
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FRIENDLY FIRE

THEY PULLED THE WOMAN FROM THE PADDED SEAT WITH CARE. She wasn’t the enemy. Ignorant, a buyer of the big lie, but not the root of the problem. She was somewhere north of forty. Her dark hair showed silver strands, and the beginnings of crow’s feet bracketed chestnut-colored eyes. Tommy noticed her fingertips, purple and tender. She was a Repeater. It touched a nerve.

Confusion and fear mingled on her face. “Don’t hurt me!” She wrapped an arm around herself, a reflex of protection. “Take my purse. I don’t have much.”

“We don’t want your crap,” Mitch said from behind the rubber face of Elvis Presley. He pushed past her. The silver head of a hammer, produced from inside Mitch’s overcoat, reflected a hundred mall lights. He ripped the curtain off the booth and went to work.

The hammer found its mark again and again, denting and bending and breaking the shell and guts of the machine. Pieces clattered to the floor of the booth. Slivers of paper fluttered loose, the world’s smallest victory parade.

“Run,” Tommy told the Repeater. She was transfixed by the spectacle.

“I needed to know,” she said, empty. “If it would change. If I could change it.” She rubbed a thumb over the tip of her index finger.

Tommy, hidden behind the John Lennon mask, positioned himself between her and the booth. “Go. NOW!”

The woman retreated into the mall. Tommy watched for uniforms from the same direction, waited, counted in his head. “Let’s go, Elvis!”

Mitch gave the device a final blow. It popped from its mounting and fell in a shower of sparks. A crowd of shoppers had become gawkers, but Tommy saw no heroes among them. Not for the machine.

“KNOWLEDGE IS SLAVERY!” he shouted as he and Mitch retreated. “DEATH TO THE MACHINE!”

He heard the first cry from mall security as he crossed the threshold. Outside, Barb idled the Impala in the drop-off zone, disguised as Frank Sinatra. Ol’ Blue Eyes bobbed behind the wheel, impatient. Mitch climbed in front. Tommy jumped head-first into the back through the open window. Tires squealed as he pulled his feet inside.

They drove down side roads and doubled back on their path twice. Mitch called the other teams on his cell. No one had been apprehended. Tommy scanned for signs of pursuit.

“We’re clear,” he told Barb.

“How did we do?” she asked Mitch.

“Including ours, we knocked out fifteen of them.”

It was better than they’d hoped. Tommy had expected twelve demolitions and at least one arrest. They’d all made it through unscathed, fifteen mechanical soothsayers laid low in their wake. It was a solid night’s work.

Barb dropped Mitch at the corner of Watson and Fifth. He left his mask in the glove compartment, ceded the front seat to Tommy, and was swallowed up by the night. Tommy grabbed the fake tags from over top the real ones. He stowed them under the front seat. He kissed Barb, relishing the response of her warm lips to his before she pulled
back into traffic.

“Stay with me tonight?” she asked.

Tommy nodded. It had taken some getting used to, the casualness of their relationship. They had no commitment to each other outside their common cause against the machine. He was nineteen, a stew of hormones and adrenaline, and at times he wanted more than an itch-scratching lay. But while Barb would wreak havoc with him, and sleep with him, there was no romantic patter, no disposition for roses. She kept that part locked away, saying it was better that way. He didn’t debate her wisdom. Sex on a regular basis was a strong dissuader of upsetting the apple cart.

Barb rented an apartment over a detached garage. It was a cozy fit for the Impala, beside the owner’s moldering boxes and stray furniture, but the door locked and the landlord, who lived up the street, stayed out of her business. The wooden stairs up to the door creaked under their ascent. The apartment was small, well-kept. Barb liked order. It carried over to her planning of their hit-and-run attacks.

Tommy had noticed her in his Anthropology class, but they met for the first time in conversation on a website. Called “Deathics: The Ethics of the Death Machine,” it hosted an endless and often bitter debate about what the machine’s combination of technology and magic had wrought on mankind. Tommy and Barb were fellow travelers. Each had their reason to hate the device and its uncanny ability.

Tommy studied her as she undressed, tracing her delicate curves with his eyes, following the cascade of long hair about her shoulders when she undid her pony tail. The dark strands flirted with the tops of her breasts. She should have been subverting society from the pages of a fashion magazine instead of driving getaway cars. Tommy doubted that many revolutionaries looked the way she did, moved with her grace.

She glanced over her shoulder at him and smiled, as if she could peer inside his head the way the machine did into blood. It was a wicked grin, a silent invitation. She took mock pains to hide her body from his view as she slid under the covers in the lamplight. She patted the bed beside her. Her skin was warm and velvety against his when he joined her. She doused the light and wrapped her legs around him.

They cuddled for a time after the sex, which had made him tingle and drained him of the remaining adrenaline from the evening, and he fell asleep to the whisper of suggestive words in his ear.

He slept and dreamed of Davey.

When Tommy was eight, his parents had sat him down in the living room and told him they were having another baby. His memories of Davey’s arrival were faint, blurred together at the edges—a lingering sense of his mother’s absence, spending the night at Aunt Ruth’s with his cousins Melanie and Sara, and then the sound of crying and the stink of dirty diapers.

By the time he turned eleven, Tommy had noticed the protective bubble his parents wrapped around Davey. Things that hadn’t been an issue for Tommy at Davey’s age were withheld from his younger brother—toys with small or moving parts; puzzles; board games. He wasn’t allowed to pick up change, or stones that fit in the palm of his hand. His parents were phobic about Davey putting things in his mouth, about him not chewing his food, about any cold that produced a cough.

One event haunted Tommy. When Davey was three, their mother flew into a frenzy of motion and sound when she noticed Davey playing with a plastic grocery bag. He was bothering no one, piling his blocks in the bag and taking them out, over and over. Ma tore the bag from Davey’s hands, sending blocks tumbling through the air. Shaking, she stood over him, screaming “NO!” as if he’d soiled the rug. A lone block clutched in his quivering hand, Davey cried with a lack of comprehension that cut Tommy to the bone.

Articulate, bright, Davey was always looking over his shoulder, petrified of running afoul of rules he couldn’t predict. The sole time he tried to explain it to Tommy ended with a long sigh and a question. “Tommy, could they love me too much?”

A week after he turned five, Davey died in his room, alone, a victim of his own curiosity. Out of sight for a few minutes, he’d taken it upon himself to explore forbidden fruit, denied him for so long and snatched from a kitchen
cabinet with everyone unawares: a handful of peanuts. Anaphylactic shock was the official cause. Much later, when Tommy was in high school, his father added the missing colors to the picture. Tommy's parents had consented to a machine test of Davey's blood at birth. The doctor had promoted it to them as a “preventive measure.” The little slip of paper spit out as result read “SUFFOCATION”.

“We started out worrying he’d get strangled in his blankets,” his father said. “Then we focused on the size of things. We even considered allergies. He never had a problem with peanuts before.” Dad, a man of small stature bowed even lower by his younger son’s death, shrugged as if trying to loosen an unseen grip on his neck. “What good is knowing the future if you can’t do anything with the knowledge?”

They’d swallowed the poisoned punch and Davey had died from it. Even if the machine was infallible and Davey was meant to die young, it enraged Tommy that his brother's brief life could have been measures better if his parents hadn’t tried to second-guess the future.

Tommy had refused testing at every juncture from that day. He didn’t want to know what waited for him.

Barb’s story was as senseless in its tragedy, trading an innocent brother for a pragmatic father. Her dad had given up living when the machine looked into his blood and foretold “CANCER.” Even when his doctor confirmed the disease and declared it treatable, survivable for decades, Barb’s father surrendered. He didn’t want anyone to bear the burden or the uncertainty of a protracted fight. When the cancer consumed him in months, rather than the years it might have taken, Barb was galvanized against the machine’s unholy test.

After long discussions online, and the discovery that they were classmates, Tommy and Barb began to meet in the real world. More like-minded souls joined them over the course of a year. What began as a support group evolved into something else. They discovered in themselves the spirit of Berkeley, of Kent State—radicals standing against the powers that be, taking back something stolen from them, reclaiming it in ways impossible through endless debate in a chat room.

Tommy awoke to Barb shaking his shoulder. Pale pink light from the streetlamp outside gave the shadowy room a spectral glow. Tommy rubbed his eyes and groaned. Phantoms of Davey, three-year-old hand still clutching a block and quivering, receded into the corners.

“You were whimpering,” Barb said.


He was quiet for a long time, listening to his own breathing. Barb laid a hand on his chest. “Where are you?”

“Thinking about tonight. The Repeater at the mall.”

“What about her?” Barb wrapped her arms around him and eased his head to her chest. He snuggled against her, sought solace in the sift of her fingers through his hair.

“All her life, she’s been taught how to increase her chances of living a long life. Then one day, she learns she’s going to die in some fashion she’s always been told can be prevented. Maybe ‘heart attack.’ She makes changes—quits smoking, improves her diet, joins the gym—and she keeps going back to see if she’s tipped some cosmic scale, to no avail. She might die of a heart attack when she’s a hundred years old, except she’s crippled inside by waiting for it. She’s stopped living her life. She’s devoted it to her death.”

Barb kissed the top of his head. “We did well today. We’ll never know whose lives we may have changed just by breaking the right machine at the right time. For all we know, we may have shaped the opinion of a future leader who will finally outlaw the damned things.”

“It still doesn’t feel like enough,” Tommy said. “Half of what we trashed today will be back in action in a week or two. It’s like trying to empty the ocean with a soup can.” He stopped, sighed. “We need something bigger. More effective. A statement.”

Barb reached out and turned on the bedside lamp. For a few moments, Tommy’s field of vision was a bright blot.
As it cleared, he saw Barb, still beautiful and pale and very naked, rooting around in the night table. She pulled a gray file folder from under a stack of notebooks and papers. “I didn’t want to say anything until I thought we were ready.”

She set the folder on the bed. Tommy leafed through it—diagrams, floor plans, handwritten notes of conversations.

“What is this?” he asked, fascinated by the photos of long hallways and large rooms filled with equipment. Barb slipped back under the covers beside him.

“This,” Barb said, “is as big a statement as we can make.”

Klemm Fabrication Incorporated, located in Caruthers, fifty minutes down Route 171 from Barb’s apartment, was the largest manufacturer of Death Predictive Devices in the Midwest. They’d come to Barb’s attention via a Newsweek article discussing the company’s efforts to meet the rising global demand for the devices. She’d done a lot of social engineering to gather information from workers, county engineers, technicians who made service calls at the plant. She used her smile and charm, taking pieces from every encounter to form a complete picture of a vulnerable site.

“We take out the key points in the assembly line,” Barb told the group when they met to discuss their next action, four days later. They were all still wired from the success of their blitz, and Tommy could see everyone was hungry for more. They’d gathered in Penny’s suite on campus because it was the largest, plus it was in the Brewer dorms, where a large gathering would go unnoticed among the louder, more obvious frat parties. “Belts. Motors. The computers that control the operation. We destroy power conduits. We destroy the swing-arms that do the detailed work on the guts of the machine. We put them out of commission for weeks. Months.”

“How do you propose we do all this?” Roger asked. He ran a pro-machine Web site as a cover for his lesser-known affiliations. He was also a campus radio personality. “A hammer’s good one at a time, but it’s balls for heavy work. Too time consuming.”

“We use localized, shaped explosives,” Barry said, with a nod from Barb. He was a chemical engineering student who blamed the machine’s predictions for hastening the suicides of two friends. “Small, hot, hard blast, localized within a few feet. Like a cutting charge. You could snap the rear axle on a car and only nudge the engine.” As if the words were insufficiently shocking, Barry pulled a sample out of his backpack. Non-lethal and inert, he assured them, but it drove Mitch from his chair.

“I signed on for small public disruptions, not bombs,” Mitch said. “The malls, the one-off drugstore machine, fine. Explosives are crazy. We should step it up on larger medical testing locations instead. Doctor’s offices, clinics, hospitals. If people think they’re at risk, they’ll stay away.”

“That makes us look like terrorists,” Tommy said.

“That makes us look like terrorists,” Tommy said.

“I signed on for small public disruptions, not bombs,” Mitch said. “The malls, the one-off drugstore machine, fine. Explosives are crazy. We should step it up on larger medical testing locations instead. Doctor’s offices, clinics, hospitals. If people think they’re at risk, they’ll stay away.”

“That makes us look like terrorists,” Tommy said.

“Isn’t that what we are?” Mitch persisted. “Let’s not kid ourselves. You think people in malls aren’t scared of a guy in a mask with a hammer?”

“Right now, we’re stirring debate about the machine and what it does, not about ourselves,” Barb said. “The first time we threaten the safety of people with no interest in the machine, in a place of trust like a hospital, we become the bad guys.”

“I understand that, Barb,” Mitch said. For the first time, Tommy noticed the kid of seventeen inside him. Tommy was accustomed to a Mitch who was calm, decisive, old beyond his years. Before him now was a boy, nervous and uncertain. “I just think moving on to bombs is asking to get someone killed.”

“It will be after hours,” she said. “Clean. Surgical. We cripple the infrastructure, sting the corporation, make a statement to the press. We open peoples’ eyes wide to the issue.”
They debated a while longer. In the end, Barb required a unanimous decision. Mitch held out until he knew he
was standing alone. He went on record that it was a bad idea before voting to go forward with the action.

Once they were in agreement, they sat around the coffee table in Penny’s living room and began walking through
Barb’s plan.

They rehearsed for two weeks. They went over timings and variables until they could navigate the factory
building with their eyes closed. Penny wrote the manifesto for mailing to the Tribune, the New York papers, the
Post in Washington, and the L.A. Times. They called themselves the Unknown Future Liberation Front, “proud
architects of last night’s targeted strike.”

They took the evening before the operation to relax. Barb invited Tommy over to her place to blow off steam.
Despite the sparkle in her eye and the excited ache he felt, he declined. Saying no didn’t come easily, but he wanted
some space, though he couldn’t articulate why. Beyond her disappointment, he thought he saw hurt in her eyes, but
dismissed the notion. That wasn’t who they were.

His roommate out of town for the weekend, Tommy stayed on campus. He ordered Chinese take-out to his room,
hung out with a couple of girls from the East wing of the dorm and watched anime until he fell asleep. His dreams
were crowded with massive steel machines that towered over him, sharp teeth trying to draw his blood, ribbons of
paper blotting out the sky and inscribed with the words “MISADVENTURE.”

His cell phone rang, piercing his sleep and dragging him up to consciousness. The room was bright with daylight.
Sounds of student life filtered in from beyond the door. Tommy answered on the last ring before voicemail. He
expected Barb or Mitch with bad news, a call to flee the dorm one step ahead of the police, the fate of all dozing
rebels. Instead, it was his mother.

His mother never called.

She made small talk about the weather and his father’s job and her current book club selection, while Tommy
stretched and threw on a layer of day-old clothing. When she finally ran out of stalls, she said “They’re voting on a
draft bill Monday for soldiers for the Middle East.”

“I know, Ma,” he said. “It’s college. We keep an eye on these things.” They had been talking about it for weeks,
in and out of class. Had he not been involved in disrupting the machine, Tommy would have joined one of the
protests. He had friends who would vanish on a straight line to the sand in the wake of such a bill. “It’ll be fine.
These things get voted down every year. This one will, too. And even if it doesn’t, I’m protected by the deferments.”

“No you’re not,” she interrupted.

“I’m an only child. Plus, there are very specific criteria for selection of college students. Believe me, I’ve looked
into this. Don’t make yourself crazy.”

“Tommy, I had you tested when you were three years old.”

It was a graceless blurt, but it hit his chest like a finely tossed grenade. “You did what?”

“I always planned to tell you when the time seemed right,” she said, and fell silent. Tommy could hear her ragged
breathing into the receiver.

“Why are you doing this, Ma? Why now?” He stopped. He didn’t want to know, hadn’t wanted to, so long as no
one else did. And here was his mother, the woman who overcompensated his brother into misery, the unknowable
known to her, not for a day, or a year, but for sixteen years.

“I wouldn’t mention it if I didn’t think it was important.”

“How?” he asked, even as a voice inside told him to hang up the phone and walk away. “What does the fucking
contraption have to say about it?”
“I don’t want you to worry. That wasn’t my intent—”

“Just tell me,” he said. “You wouldn’t have called unless you wanted to say it, so say it.” There was silence by way of response. “God damn it, tell me!”

“It says ‘FRIENDLY FIRE.’” Tommy heard her begin to cry. “You were three. Your father and I ignored it. When you have a little boy, combat is putting on a birthday party. You never showed any interest in the military. We saw no reason to worry until now.”

Tommy had always left room for the possibility that some day, he would be tested, with his consent or against his will. He hadn’t expected ambivalence as a response, but his immediate sense of it was akin to a shrug. It couldn’t be changed. Why would it matter?

He heard his mother swallow, half a continent away. “Tommy, we made mistakes with Davey. Everything we tried to do, we couldn’t—didn’t—see it coming. We failed him. I think sometimes if we’d talked to him, explained it, we could have avoided it, or at least put it off. I thought about telling you what your slip said after he died, but I didn’t want to fail you, too.”

Tommy was glad she was on the phone and not standing before him. The contemplation of violence had a twisted, calming effect. “You don’t get it, even after all this time. You didn’t fail Davey because you couldn’t save him. You failed him because you never let him live.” He paused, numb. “At least you gave me that much.”

His mother started to speak, but Tommy buried it with a thumb of the button. She’d said enough. He didn’t want to say too much.

He turned the phone off and crawled back into bed. He considered calling Barb to talk through his newfound knowledge, and decided it could wait until after their visit to the factory. He grappled with daylight, the prediction rattling around in his head, until he abandoned sleep in favor of a late breakfast.

Zero hour arrived in desperate darkness.

Barb, Tommy and the rest infiltrated the grounds in two places where the fence all but invited them, according to plan and unaware that prying eyes were following their movements. Soft radio calls and infrared scopes tracked them from the shadows.

Barb led Tommy and Mitch to the Assembly 2 building and through an easily-jimmied loading-dock side door. The line inside was silent, populated with machines left mid-motion when the line was stopped for the weekend. The trio walked the length of the conveyor, identifying strike points from the packaging queue all the way back to the head of the line. The room smelled of metal, solvents and sweat. Pallets of petrochemicals in drums lined the back wall. Tommy saw more of them, all part of a fresh delivery, through the doors that led to Assembly 3 in the adjacent room.

Mitch went to work on the main motor drive for the line. Tommy wired a charge further down the line, on the computer control center that coordinated activity for the length of the belts. Barb sought the thickest bundle of cabling that fed the equipment. By Tommy’s measure, they had seven minutes to finish wiring and fall back to the yard.

The authorities waited for them to begin arming explosives before moving in. The head of the government’s operation, a former Marine turned Homeland Security tactical consultant, wanted a bloodless take-down and an open-and-shut case. He envisioned a large and very public trial, something to quash grassroots protests and power his career forward.

The first shot was fired by accident in Assembly 3. Penny, caught in the beam of a flashlight, reached for her ID. She thought she’d been caught by a watchman they’d overlooked in their planning. Instead, the man was a soldier no older than Penny herself, hyped up, overstimulated in his first anti-terror deployment. He was certain she was reaching for a gun.
Roger, seeing Penny shot at close range for no reason, *did* have a gun, and brought it to bear. The kid soldier died hard and fast. A second one, older by ten years, put out the call that he had a man down, that the terrorists were heavily armed. He was silenced when Roger shot him in the chest.

It pivoted toward hell with jackrabbit speed.

The bark of a gunshot made Tommy jump. The report echoed through the room, seeming to return from a half-dozen directions. He had a gun, one of several they had obtained through back-alley channels, but Barb had been specific: weapons were a last resort. If caught, surrender, with a polite warning about the explosives. “No fatalities,” was her order.

Next door, Assembly 3 erupted in a firefight, driving Tommy to a crouch. He was moving up the line, towards the door, when hands grabbed his ankles from under the line, tripped him, dragged him down. A bullet tore into the sheet metal behind where he’d been standing. He was still fumbling for the gun when Barb put a hand over his.

“Come on,” she whispered.

They scuttled under the line and towards cover. Several more shots echoed. Roger screamed somewhere in the darkness. The pair found Mitch crouched behind a skid of shipping boxes and joined him.

“We’re screwed,” Barb said. “They’re everywhere, and they’re not asking questions.”

“How did they know?” Tommy asked. “How could they?”

Mitch shook his head. “It wasn’t supposed to be this way.”

“Thanks for the headline,” Tommy said and cocked his pistol.

“No,” Mitch said. “They said they were going to scare us. That’s what they said. Homeland Security would arrest us and scare us straight.” He looked at Barb and Tommy. He was terrified. “That’s what the guy told me. No one was supposed to have guns. They were just going to scare us. They swore to me.”

A voice called from the darkness, demanded they throw out their weapons. Tommy stared at Mitch. The kid’s recent nervousness began to make sense. Oh, did it make sense.

“What did you do?” Barb asked.

Mitch’s face twisted, anguished. “I needed money. My kid sister got into some trouble, and had no one else to go to. My parents would’ve killed her.” His voice faltered. “They just wanted to know what we were up to. The guy who called me, he was hanging around the Deathics board. He said they figured out who we were, wanted to keep us from screwing up. They made it like a job, and I needed the extra money. There weren’t supposed to be guns.” He craned his head up from behind the stacked boxes. “You weren’t supposed to have guns!” he shouted.

A shot crashed and Mitch ducked down, right into Tommy’s grip. Tommy shook him.

“Stupid shit! They used you!” he shouted, shoving Mitch back into the boxes. He had to stop himself from doing more. He looked at Barb. Her composure helped him focus.

“We need to give up,” Barb said.

Tommy realized his desire to run, to fight his way out, was naked in his expression. Barb saw and read it and shook her head. “We’d never make it,” she assured him.

He stared. Nodded. That’s why she was the boss.

“We’re coming out!” Tommy shouted. “Don’t shoot!”

He rose with care, gun hanging by the trigger guard around the thumb of his wide open hand, arms stretched
overhead. Barb followed suit. Tommy heard Mitch slip away in the darkness and found it didn’t trouble him. Mitch was already dead to him.

Tommy and Barb stepped from behind the boxes, frozen. They could hear footfalls in the darkness, glimpsed the passing of silhouettes across distant windows. They waited. A quiet, hard voice startled them from the left.

“This is for Dawes,” the voice said, and Tommy heard a gun being cocked. He turned and saw the soldier in shadow. Tommy pivoted, gun back in his grip.

Three shots overlapped in a hellish firecracker pop. The soldier fired a round that struck Barb in the arm. In turn, he received a bullet in the face from Tommy’s pistol. As Tommy’s gun barked, he felt a punch in his left shoulder. He twisted as he fell, saw the still-smoking automatic in Barb’s hand.

Tommy landed on his wound, the pain blinding. His arm went numb.

Barb scrambled over to him, grimacing, issuing apologies under her breath. She examined him with frantic hands.

“It looks like it passed right through your shoulder,” she said. “Who’s your angel?”

“Wish I knew,” he said, ignoring his mother’s voice fighting to be heard above the din of his thoughts.

Tommy’s eyes picked Mitch out in the darkness, sandwiched between two of the nearby pallets of chemical drums, shouting obscenities, crying. He was no longer a revolutionary, instead reduced by his sins to a wounded youth. “No one uses me! I’m nobody’s Judas!” The silver detonator shimmered in his hand. Tommy saw one of their charges stuck to a 55-gallon drum. Tommy felt Barb’s gasp. They heard nearby footfalls, soldiers unawares.

Tommy rolled, shoved Barb to the floor and draped himself over her. There was nowhere to go, and no way for them to get there if there was. He had no idea if shielding her would make a difference. He didn’t care.

There was a new light in her eyes, admiration and sadness and warmth mingled in a single gaze that told him here, at the end, she wished for something different for them.

As the room transformed into thunder and flame, Tommy was glad he’d lived to see that look.
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Illustration by Kelly Tindall
SHE HAD STARTED TO PANT SEVERAL HUNDRED YARDS EARLIER; now a small trickle of sweat was beginning to make its way down her back. She stopped, turned around. The view was majestic: meadows and hedges made a chequered pattern toward the horizon; chimneys puffed out small, dark grey clouds over farms and villages; and as always, the grass was a certain vivid, dark, and slightly translucent green, which she had associated with a particular smell since childhood—a smell of sea, of fields, and of burning coal.

_The grass really is greener here_, she thought. _The greener grass of Ireland._

She waited until she had caught her breath, then turned again and continued up the hill. The footpath wound 'round crags and rocks, but had now taken her almost all the way to the little house. It had been invisible from the road, appearing to be just another patch of grey rocks. Now it had taken on the familiar appearance of Grandpa’s house: stone walls, a roof of reddish brick tiles, and the door painted in a bright colour—she recalled it as green from her last visit; today, it was a clear blue.

The door opened when she was still a few yards from the house. An old man made his way out, standing on the three steps leading down to the yard, straightening his back. He looked exactly the same as last time—five years ago, or maybe seven? She couldn’t quite remember—thin, tall, with a wisp of nearly white hair that blew whichever way the wind fancied.

She smiled at him. “Hi, Grandpa.”

He nodded at her, smiled as she came closer. “Hello, Christine. I see you’re keeping well.” His voice was clear, but not altogether strong: It sounded as if his words were going to be blown away in the wind.

“You too, Grandpa.” She hugged him, carefully: He still felt strong, but since she was twelve, she had always been afraid that one day, he would become frail and be crushed by her embrace.

“It’s been some time now. Years.” Not reproachfully, simply a statement of fact.

“I did write.”

“But now you wanted to see the old man.”

“Yes.” She looked around, saw that the wooden bench was still there—most of it grey, weathered wood, but one armrest was a dull yellow, some plastic material. She sat down on it, gingerly: Not only didn’t it creak, it felt like sitting down on a rock.

“You’re grown now. A woman.”

She laughed, briefly. “Twenty-six. Not much more than a child, to many.”

He sat down beside her, folded his hands in his lap. He was quiet, but looking at her expectantly, waiting for her to tell him why she had chosen to come.

“Grandpa James died last week. On Friday.”

He sighed, slowly. “So it goes. What of?”

“Cancer, just like it said on his slip. Nothing unusual about it. Painless, he was asleep toward the end.”
Again, a sigh. “He was a dear one, that child.”

Christine nodded. “He did tell me, the day before he fell asleep, about you, and when he was a child.”

He nodded, lost in thought. “A dear one. I’m glad you came to tell me. It’s not a thing you’d want to read about in a letter.”

She looked at him. *He knows now, doesn’t he? He knows. He knows that I know.*

“He was a dear one, that child.”

Christine nodded. “He did tell me, the day before he fell asleep, about you, and when he was a child.”

He nodded, lost in thought. “A dear one. I’m glad you came to tell me. It’s not a thing you’d want to read about in a letter.”

She looked at him. *He knows now, doesn’t he? He knows. He knows that I know.*

He seemed to come back into focus. His voice was stronger, less an old man’s: “Older than I care to remember. I don’t count the years anymore. No one does, after a while. You’re just grateful you saw another one.”

“I always knew you were older than Grandpa James. I always thought you were my great-grandpa. I thought everyone had just got into the habit of calling you Grandpa, that you became everyone’s Grandpa. But he said that he’d been calling you Grandpa even when he grew up.”

“The years pass by, Christine. One by one. One day at a time. You get up in the morning, you stay awake, the sun sets. I don’t count them.”

She rose, abruptly. “I still do.” She turned, opened the door into the cottage. He sat still on the bench as she went in.

The smell was the same, after all those years. A hint of coal, a hint of food cooked slowly and lovingly, a hint of damp that wouldn’t go away even in a heatwave in summer. And a lot of old paper. Old books, old letters in a desk, old newspapers in a pile by the fireplace. She had lain awake at night, when they had come visiting, and felt the smell. It felt like they did it all summer, every summer, but when she looked it up and did the sums, it couldn’t have been more than five or six summers, and probably only two weeks, possibly three. But that is the way childhoods are constructed, long afterward: you remember scattered parts, some chosen at random, some that affected you deeply, and you string them together and say “this was me growing up.” Your parents say something else, your grandparents something different still, but you stay by the story you’ve told yourself.

She looked around, in a way she never had before. There had to be some clue in here. He had been born across the sea, only returning to Ireland and what he called “the land of my ancestors” as he was becoming an old widower. Surely, there was some sort of paper, some record of it.

It didn’t take long. There was only one desk, only a few drawers, and she ignored those holding mementoes and the various odds and ends. But at the back of one drawer, with some plastic cards—probably long defunct—and various receipts, she found what she was looking for. A passport, an old-fashioned passport, possibly undisturbed since he had first settled in this house. With a birth date.

He was puffing on his pipe, peering through the smoke at her when she came out again. It floated near his face for a moment, protected from the constant wind by the walls of the house, until it gently drifted into the wind and was torn apart, dispersed faster than the eye could follow.

She sat down again, and picked up the small lump that had been weighing down her right jacket pocket on her way up the hill.

He nodded knowingly. “That’s one of the latest models, isn’t it? A Predictor.”

She put her head to one side, looked at him thoughtfully. “You’ve seen them? This is the new pocket-size.”

“No. Well, in the papers. The man from the village usually brings me an old newspaper or two with the groceries. But you didn’t have to bring it, you know. You’re family. I’d tell you if you asked.”

A moment of silence stretched out. Finally, she said the words that were so rarely said, even among family: “What does yours say?”

He puffed on his pipe again, took it out of his mouth, picked up a burnt-out match from the bench beside him, and
poked carefully at the glow. “You know, I had it figured out as soon as I saw the slip. Both what it really meant, and that I had to go.”

“Why? Grandpa, what does your slip say?”

“Why, nothing. It was empty. I never showed it to anyone, of course. There would be no end of trouble, wouldn’t there? But I figured that if I went here, back to what my parents always called the Old Country, and settled somewhere I wouldn’t be noticed, everyone would just think it said ‘Car Accident’ or some similar. No cars here, see?” He gestured with the pipe, indicating the entire hillside. “This place had stayed the same for many years. It has stayed the same since I came. Nothing much changes.”

“What sort of trouble?” She knew it well enough—she had had all the time the trip took to work it out—but she really wanted to hear the full story.

“The manufacturers and operators would go mad about it, of course. They’d drag me to court, or something. Then there would be all sorts of religions wanting to have a look at me. Some of them would probably try to burn me at a stake, or say I was an abomination or a heresy. Others might make me their Saviour. Some would try to lay their hands on me, lock me up, and pretend I was never here. Of course, I reckon the Jehovah’s Witnesses would be the worst. They’d say I was the first of their one hundred and forty-four thousand, and I’d never see the back of them.”

He chuckled slowly. “I think I actually moved too far away even for them. I certainly haven’t seen one since I came here.” A puff at his pipe. “But I had it all worked out. You know, the slips are accurate, they’re just not always truthful.”

She nodded. Sometimes it was in the news, but more often it wasn’t. Some of the stories she had heard were urban legends, naturally, but a sizeable proportion of them were true, as far as anyone could check them.

“So, what does a blank slip mean? Nothing, of course. I’ll die of nothing. And there’s one kind of nothing that’s all over the place. Literally.” He looked at her, with a twinkle in the eye as if to see whether she was with him. “Vacuum.” Again the waving with the pipe, but this time toward the sky. “Most of the universe is nothing. So they tell me, not that I’m an educated man, but I’ve read it enough times to believe that they know what they’re talking about. So if I ever went out in a spaceship, I’d be darned if it didn’t spring a leak, and the vacuum would kill me. And that’s where the real trouble comes in, of course.”

“How?” She suspected she knew where this was going, but she wasn’t going to trust herself to guess his next leap.

“The scientists. They’d be next in line after the priests and prophets. And they’d run all their tests on me, and one day the brightest of them would come up with the idea that if they put me in a test tube and removed the air, that’d be the ‘nothing’ that’d kill me. And when it did, they’d just say, “QED,” clean out the test tube, and go to collect their Nobel Prize. So I just figured I’d stay here, at the back of everything. It’ll come after me one day, not that I’m in a particular hurry, but I’ve lived for a long time now and even if I don’t want to go, I did better than I’d hoped for.” He smiled, puffed again at his pipe.

She sighed. “Grandpa, I found your passport. You’re a hundred and seventy years old.”

He seemed to shrink, as if he felt the weight of all those years. He chewed the pipe, took it out of his mouth, and looked at it thoughtfully. “That many, is it. Well, that’s a lot.” He paused for a moment. “I’ve buried my children and my grandchildren. And your Grandpa James was the last of their children. All gone now. All gone.”

“But you kept in touch with us. Why, Grandpa? You knew someone would figure it out one day. The world would come back. There are still prophets and scientists.”

He looked up at her. His eyes were watery, as if they were about to burst with tears. “You get lonely, Christine. You get so very lonely. All your friends are gone. And then your wife and sisters and cousins and uncles. And then, one day, everyone in your generation. One day, you’re the only one alive to remember the days when you were a child. All the things you used to say and do, and all the places you used to go. And then the only one to remember the days when you had become an adult. What the politicians were like, what the news was about, the foods and smells and worries and music and all the small things that tell you that this is now, the time you moved with when
you were young, the jargon and idols and the excitement of what has become ancient history. You’re a refugee in
time, living on after your world has turned to dust. And the family, Christine, your own descendants, are the only
link you have with everything you’ve lost. They are the only way you have of still being attached to the world.”

She found her eyes starting to water, as in response to his. Her hand moved toward the Predictor, as it lay on the
bench.

“I don’t think we have to do that,” he said slowly. “If you say it’s a hundred and seventy, I say you’re right. I
might have missed a dozen, but that would really make no difference. And I’d really not like the world to come
 stampeding here to look at me, if it’s all the same to you. Not at my time of life.”

Christine shook her head. A strand of hair was caught by the wind, and settled across her face. “I believe you,
Grandpa. I figured it out, more or less.” She kept her eyes fixed on him, while her index finger found the hole in the
Predictor. “I brought this here to show you.” A click, a quick sting in her finger, and a whirr as the Predictor ejected
the small slip of paper. “I thought you wouldn’t believe me if you didn’t see this.” Still without letting her eyes leave
his, she picked up the slip and gave it to him. The slip that—just like last time, just like always—had no text on it.

He looked at it. He looked at her. After a moment, the tears started to roll down his face. And slowly, and still
silent, he turned and looked out over the landscape.

She sighed, and relaxed. And as he had done, she turned and looked out over the landscape, illuminated and
painted in red and gold by the setting sun.
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COCAINE AND PAINKILLERS

AT NINE O’CLOCK ON A TUESDAY MORNING, THE PARKING LOT IN FRONT OF JACK BOGG ENTERPRISES WAS SOMEHOW ALREADY FULL. Kelly didn’t know quite what to do. It had never happened before, not once in the year she’d been working for JBE. Especially troubling was that her favorite spot—right by the planter, the only spot in the office park guaranteed to be in the shade at six P.M.—was taken by some cruddy old Volvo. But three circuits of the lot only served to make her late, so she sighed, pulled around to the other side of the long metal building, and reluctantly parked by the O-ring wholesaler. She doubted she’d be leaving work before sunset anyway, if the last six weeks were any indication.

A wave of heat rolled over her as she pushed open the driver’s door. Today was a summer scorcher, and knowing Big-Spender Jack, he’d have an oscillating fan going in his office while everyone else broiled like breakfast sausage. She checked her makeup in the mirror, grabbed her computer bag, gathered her courage, and went for it.

After three minutes crossing asphalt that threatened to melt her from the shoes up, Kelly pushed through the door with the white vinyl letters and gasped. It was cold in here—against all odds, Jack was actually running the air conditioning. A breeze from the vent ruffled her hair, and she blew a loose strand away from her face. She didn’t even know the office had air conditioning.

The next thing that struck her was the noise. Ringing phones, voices chattering—she glanced over at the phone bank as she walked to her cubicle, and was surprised to find two extra folding tables crammed into the corner of the room, manned by a dozen unfamiliar faces haltingly reading from scripts and tapping into computers that hadn’t been there when she’d left at two o’clock Saturday morning. Something was going on—something big.

“Great news!” Jack grabbed her from behind, sweeping her up in a powerful hug. His sweaty bulk pressed into her, his round face over her shoulder glowing red with the exertion of walking around the corner. Kelly gently extricated herself and slipped into her best professional good-morning face, turning to face him—but he was five feet away now, pacing in a tight circle, his eyes darting like bumblebees, flitting around and then landing on Kelly for long, uncomfortable seconds. “Fat-It-Out is huge. Huge, so huge I can’t even tell you! You did great, babe, great. Look at this place!”

His sweeping gesture included the new bank of computers, the chattering kids, the cold wind blasting musty odors through long-dormant ductwork, even the too-bright fluorescent lights that were making Kelly’s head hurt already. She’d slept through most of the weekend plus Monday trying to recover from this place. It was clear her body didn’t want to be back.

“Whole new phone-response staff,” he explained. “Orders are through the roof. We made back our airtime costs in 80% of markets within six hours of broadcast. It’s a whole new era for JBE, and it’s all thanks to Fat-It-Out.” Her computer bag slipped from her shoulder as Jack pulled her into his office. She snagged the strap with an inch to spare.

Fat-It-Out was Jack Bogg Enterprises’ latest premium offering to the direct-response television market. The product (essentially a skillet with a spit-valve) was fighting fiercely for attention in a crowded field of similar junky crap that seemed to exist solely so that third-tier cable channels wouldn’t go completely off air when everyone stopped watching at one in the morning. And apparently, it was winning that fight—for the moment at least.

“Look at these numbers!” Jack sifted through papers on his desk, pulling one from a pile and shoving it at Kelly. “Look at these numbers!” She couldn’t make heads or tails of it, but got the gist when he grabbed her shoulders and shook her like she was in an earthquake. “This is record-setting, Kel. Record-setting! Ron Popeil never saw numbers like this. George Foreman would shit a brick if he saw numbers like this!”
“Sounds pretty good,” she managed through the quaking, turning away from Jack to grab his file cabinet for balance. She held fast to the squarish metal, wary of aftershocks.

“Pretty good?” He grabbed his chest and sank into his creaky leather chair, sweating through his shirt. He looked like he was going to have a heart attack right there on the spot. “Kel, you’re killing me with ‘pretty good.’ This is the sort of response that you normally have to hone over time. You have to run focus groups and market research. You have to massage price points and premiums and giveaways in market after market, trying to find that perfect balance—you remember Ab-Mazing? We couldn’t give that piece of crap away.” He shook his head with a rueful sigh. “I can’t explain it, Kel. To do this right, it’s like landing a jumbo jet. It doesn’t just happen. But somehow you did it. People want this thing—it’s selling everywhere now. Sunday morning I had to call China in a panic. Lucked out—those guys work seven days. Not like this country. Those guys don’t go to church. I’m their church. The American businessman.”

She stood there, not quite sure how to react, afraid that maybe he’d jump out of his chair and grab her again—it was the sort of thing he did all the time. Jack Bogg was a tactile individual, always placing a hand on her shoulder, or tapping her on the head when he walked by her cubicle, or doling out high-fives at random times, then claiming she’d been “way too off-center” and insisting on doing it over and over until they’d achieved the perfect synergistic clap.

But he was her boss, and he paid her well, and he’d apparently done a great job mentoring her for her first campaign to be such a super slam-dunk. The least she could do was be professional.

She used to wonder if Jack misrepresented her polite friendliness as flirtation. She had long ago stopped wondering. He was hard-core in love with her, she was pretty sure.

“So what happens now?” she asked.

“What happens? We rake in the dough, is what happens,” he said, kicking a stack of papers off his desk to make room for his feet. Kelly stared at the worn soles of his shoes and wondered if perhaps she should have taken today off, as well.

“But seriously,” Jack said, suddenly swinging his feet back down to the floor and assuming a Serious Tone, “you did a really great job on the Fat-It-Out campaign. I know I gave you a bit of a hard time along the way, your first big DRTV campaign and all. But in the end, I bit my tongue and trusted you, and you broke out of the box with some great new ideas. You deserve every bit of this success.”

“Th-thank you,” Kelly said, feeling momentarily bad for cursing his name every waking moment for the last six weeks straight.

“With that settled,” he said, breaking into a huge, sweaty grin—“now we put that patented Kelly Craig brain to work on the next big JBE blockbuster!”

From beneath his desk he produced a cardboard box plastered with customs forms and shipping labels. Flicking Styrofoam dust from his fingers, he handed Kelly a red plastic device about the size of a shoe box, covered with smudgy fingerprints and basking in a distinctive Tupperware smell. “I got this on a hot tip from one of my sources overseas,” he said. “He’s thinking big, talking about a pan-Asia launch next month, and he was gonna pass up North America completely, got no distributors out here. Then he heard about Fat-It-Out, and I get an email asking if we could match that day-and-date domestically. I said ‘of course,’ had him send me a demo unit right away.” He shrugged. “It’s a tall order—but it’s a big opportunity. We’re going to the next level. And I know you can knock it dead.”

The red device had no name, no branding, no cheap, colorful decal. An unplugged cord trailed out of the rear; a power switch was the only button. She turned it over in her hands. On the front, a darkened LED was inset next to a hole about the size and apparent depth of a lipstick. Beneath them both was a thin slit edged with tiny plastic teeth.

She frowned. “What is it?”

“I’ll admit, the details are sketchy,” Jack said. “English is not my guy’s main language, maybe not even in his top
five. But here’s what I’ve got so far.” He gestured for her to come around to his side of the desk. He could have turned his computer monitor around, but she knew that he wanted her near him, hovering at his side, maybe brushing his shoulder. She held her collar closed as she leaned over.

From his email he opened a photo of a big metal machine—wheeled base, dials, and gauges galore. It looked like a drill press, or something from a metalworking shop. “This is basically that,” Jack said, pointing to the red device in Kelly’s hands. “Some brainiacs made this big monster for the medical market, tried to sell it at trade shows for a hundred grand a unit. It’s some kinda blood analysis thing, checks your sugar, your cholesterol, all these diseases, all this battery of tests. It’s got a computer chip, it gives you instant results for everything. No more waiting for lab results.” He shrugged, flicking a sideways glance to Kelly’s shirt, then up to her face. “They built the prototype, but couldn’t find the cash to go to market.”

Kelly walked back around the desk. “No kidding, it’s huge. That would take a ton of capital.”

“Then the guy died,” Jack said. “Lead guy, scientist guy up and died—plane crash, boom. So our client, this investor friend of mine, bought out one of the patents.”

“This plastic piece of junk can’t be the same as that whole big thing,” Kelly said. “Nobody’ll believe that, no matter how fancy your graphics.”

“No, no, let me finish. Now as I understand it, the big thing is mostly one-stop-shopping for tests already available separately—you can get a blood sugar thing at the drugstore, you can get cholesterol at the, whatever, at the doctor’s office I guess. But the patent my guy bought was specifically for something called a ‘C-18 algorithm,’ some little circuit board in the middle—some new discovery. So he says, anyway. Who knows. My guy puts that piece in a red box, and voila.” He pronounced it voyla. “He thinks it’s gonna go big—he’s got half a million units on the assembly line already. Chinese versions, English versions, Japanese, Spanish, all of ‘em.”

Kelly put the red device back on Jack’s desk. “So what’s the pitch? What does it do? Sing, dance, change the baby?” She fished in her computer bag for her notebook, and jotted down proprietary C-18 algorithm.

Jack shrugged. “That’s just the thing, I’m not totally sure—like I said, my guy’s got trouble with the language. As far as I can figure out, it’s a drug tester, prints out a little slip of paper says ‘pot’ or whatever. It really is a good business-to-business angle, there’s a lot you can do with it.”

She made rapid notes. “It’s literally a blood test? Or do you pee in that little hole—’cause I don’t have to tell you, unless it comes with a funnel, to half the audience that’s a real tough sell.”

A second later she regretted putting the image in his mind. He seemed to take a full five seconds to collect himself, before heaving a deep breath, blinking a few times, and picking up the device. “You stick your finger in here, there’s a little needle inside takes a blood sample, and it prints in like ten seconds.” His hands were quaking, and the device rattled. “With the previous version, the big clunky one, they tried to go the whole health-care route—I’ll forward this email to you. They had some Chicago ad agency involved, whole direct-to-trade promo campaign with a bunch of cheeseball doctors in lab coats yapping away about this and that, blah blah blah. Soft-sell crapola.”

Jack was fond of pointing out the differences between traditional, more restrained methods of marketing and intensive half-hour blocks of full-volume paid programming. His method sold more products over the phone, for one.

“Doctors see right through a staged testimonial,” Kelly said. “Point of pride when they do.”

Jack nodded. “Screw ’em. Our folks are the working folks, just givin’ ’em a break from all that Hollywood, Madison Avenue B.S. No one with a medical degree is buying Fat-It-Out, you know? You know?” He laughed. “Oh, speaking of Fat-It-Out, I got some choice letters from doctors. It’s starting already. Here, let me read you this—”

“That’s okay,” she said quickly. If people were complaining about Fat-It-Out, she didn’t want to hear about it. It would make killing herself for months on that campaign even harder to justify.

“You sure? It’s hilarious! They take it so seriously! But hey...” He knocked on the drug-tester’s red plastic shell. “At least this is pretty straightforward: finger in, paper out. Idiot-proof! You can use that if you want. What do you
“I’ll come up with a few concepts,” she said. “I’ll have scripts for you this week.”

He waved the offer away with a thick hand. “Run with it,” he said. “I trust you. You can take this, yeah? ’Cause I got skillets to ship.”

Kelly shrugged. “Whatever you need.”

“You’re the star of the show now, babe.”

She named it the ProntoTester, and within a few days she’d filled an outline with glowing ad-copy hyperbole. The infomercial would have to be pretty elaborate if they wanted to hit Jack’s sales expectations. In addition to the usual staged presentation, they’d have to shoot some testimonials—meaning they’d have to get some people to actually use the product. That meant orchestrating trial events, recruiting participants, working through the whole process of weeding out non-photogenic faces and people who couldn’t string a sentence together on camera. They’d have to get trial units shipped in from China, plus because of the needles they’d have to get a whole health-and-safety inspection—Kelly felt her fingertips begin to shake. This was going to be a big job. And Jack wanted it to air when?

“Within a month?”

“C’mon, superstar,” she muttered to herself. “That’s non-superstar thinking. Get to work!”

She tapped at her laptop, writing snippets of dialogue for the presenters and then erasing them, letting her fingers bounce on the keys, whittling key selling words out of phrases and concepts. “Patented detection-control mechanism.” “The proprietary C-18 algorithm delivers instant results.” “One poke finds one toke.” She deleted the last one immediately. It wasn’t all gold.

The next thing to do, she decided, was to test it out. She called in Julio, the company’s A/V guy—editor, cameraman, and all-around technical whiz. They probably wouldn’t use any footage of the initial test in the infomercial, but she’d learned to shoot everything, just in case. Besides, she’d spent hours upon hours in the editing bay with Julio working on Fat-It-Out, and enjoyed his companionship—he was the anti-Jack, low-key and calm, and didn’t take the job too seriously. After all, it wasn’t his money on the line.

She had the college kids take short breaks from manning the phones to sign waivers and get their fingers pricked on JBE’s standing set. She was expecting the test to unearth a few potheads, maybe one kid on something harder—she’d had to repeatedly promise that the test results wouldn’t affect their jobs. Besides, they’d reshoot everything later, with auditioned participants and makeup and applause and everything—for now she just wanted to make sure the thing worked.

It didn’t.

It pricked fingers, and spat out pieces of paper, but none of it made any sense. Most of the test results weren’t drug-related at all, and the few that were—ALCOHOL and MORPHINE—were lacking the level of detail she expected a drug-tester to provide. In the rest of the cases, the thing spat out arbitrary dictionary words like IMPALE and XYLOPHONE and LAOS and HEMATOMA, and she knew for a fact that the XYLOPHONE kid had been high as a kite the whole time. Was it a translation issue? Bugs in the software? Some function she didn’t understand? Or was this unit just broken?

The ProntoTester’s failure wasn’t a huge deterrent to Kelly—after all, Fat-It-Out didn’t work that well either—but it was an inconvenience. It meant they would have to fabricate test results for the sake of the infomercial, thus walking that fine line between “dramatization” and “false advertising.” Kelly knew that walking the line was part of their business, but she still couldn’t totally silence the voice that told her she spent every day sucking innocent idiots out of their hard-earned disability money. Most days, though, her work ethic drowned out that voice with shouts of “DO YOUR JOB.”

Julio had no such moral qualms. He’d clocked a lot of overtime hours by simply doing his own job well,
disconnecting his higher brain and working the editing computer like a maestro at a piano. “Sure, I have questions about my job,” he’d once told Kelly. “Like what should I spend my paycheck on this week? New TV or new stereo?”

If the thing even worked poorly, she’d have had no problem. An instant drug-tester would be an immediate and huge seller—every business in the country would want one, if it really were cheap, easy, and even half as accurate as her infomercial might suggest it was. But the ProntoTester didn’t seem to work at all.

She’d even, with some reluctance, administered the test to herself and to Julio—but the results, STROKE and OVERTIME respectively, only confirmed her belief that the stupid thing was nothing but a random-word generator.

“But that can’t be it,” she complained to Julio. So they racked up four hours of time-and-a-half, getting tipsy and giggling on Jack’s dime, coming up with increasingly-silly explanations for what the device actually did. She started with “psychic label-maker,’’ to which Julio suggested “masochistic Scrabble dictionary,’’ which didn’t make a ton of sense but by then it was eleven o’clock and they were buzzed. Kelly came back with “circumstances of one’s conception,” and Julio countered with the equally-ridiculous “circumstances of one’s demise,” with a rueful glance at both the clock and his eerie result slip.

Kelly laughed (slowly, given the hour), closed her laptop, gathered her coat, and went home. Even by the awful standards of the late-night-consumer-products industry, the very same folks that had gleefully sold the public on Hair-B-Gone and Gyno-Paste and the MuffinMagic X-Treme, she had to admit that the ProntoTester was a big red plastic stinky turd of a product.

As a function of the type of neighborhood that Jack Bogg Enterprises was located in, there was a Wal-Mart right across the street. Kelly felt guilty in principle for shopping at Wal-Mart, for some vague liberal reason—but there was literally nothing else but office parks for miles, and it just so happened that the megastore stocked a brand of yogurt she’d been unable to find anywhere else. So when the college kids’ sales chatter down the hall became too much to ignore, she closed her laptop, grabbed her sunglasses, and headed across the street.

She tried not to look around the store as she marched toward the dairy case, conveniently located on the back wall past just about everything else imaginable. She averted her eyes from $4.99 DVDs and 3-for-$8 T-shirts. She was mostly successful at avoiding glances into the overflowing carts of people with poor impulse control, and felt guilty for the smug sense of superiority that crept in to reward the effort.

Halfway between Home Electronics and Furniture, she rounded a corner and was blindsided by Housewares. Brightly-colored boxes of the Fat-It-Out Advanced Nutritional System crowded an entire endcap. She’d only just pushed that ridiculous-looking skillet-with-a-spit-valve image out of her mind but here it was again, the packaging blasting Healthful Advantages™ at her in 100-point yellow type. She whirled away and hid by the food-storage bins to catch her breath. She felt chased by a monster.

She’d tried hard, really hard, to do a good job producing her first big campaign for JBE. And Fat-It-Out had repaid her by taking over every waking hour of her life.

Six months ago, when she was burning out working for Jack as an associate producer, she’d tried taking her portfolio to Rockefeller+King, the big ad agency—the one with the athletic shoe account and the soda account and the three competing insurance accounts. But they’d laughed her out of the office, and told her to take her weight-loss cream and her hair-removal spray and her leather-repair paste with her. (Well, they hadn’t said that exactly, but she’d gotten a distinct vibe of contempt from their trendy glasses and carefully tousled haircuts—and they hadn’t called back, so what did it matter what they’d actually said?)

And then Fat-It-Out had come along, and Jack had handed her the reins, and she’d buckled down and tried her best to do a good job—the only thing she knew how to do—and she’d knocked the ball out of the park.

So this was it, now. She was an infomercial producer.

She gathered herself. She straightened, and took a breath. She tried to picture the ProntoTester on the shelf here in
six months, but stalled trying to imagine what the box copy could legally say: “Inaccurate drug test!” maybe, or perhaps “Random word generator!”

“Ooh, Dolores, have you seen this one?” The voice filtered from around the corner, back by the Fat-It-Out boxes — Kelly heard the squeak of shopping-cart wheels, the wheeze of labored breath, the rustle of hands on a cardboard box; the clank of pans shifting inside.

Then, another woman’s voice: “Look, it’s got a valve for draining the oil out! Isn’t that clever? I’ll bet Lacey would love this for her new apartment. She needs to start eating healthier.”

“What a great idea!” came the chirping response.

Kelly wanted to round the corner and scream, No! It’s just cheap pans that one Chinese company couldn’t sell on their own married with cheap valves that another Chinese company couldn’t sell on their own. As the unseen women read each other the hyperbolic statements from the back of the box—statements that Kelly herself had written and revised and erased and re-written and ultimately approved for the packaging—Kelly felt her cheeks begin to burn. She wanted to shout: I wasn’t being serious when I implied it would change your life; it’s just something you say in marketing!

But instead, she said nothing.

“How’s it coming?” Jack asked, grabbing Kelly’s shoulders and squeezing.

Kelly jumped in her plastic chair, startled—then shrugged his hands away. “Slow,” she said, standing and crossing the breakroom to retrieve a mug of hot water from the microwave, opening the door with ten seconds left to go. “But it’s coming along.” She didn’t mention that in the last two weeks, the only progress she’d made at all had been in her level of anxiety.

She’d stalled creatively. Without consistent results, she had no sales angle; without a sales angle, she had no campaign. The Pronto-Tester seemed to mock her; its LED, finger divot, and serrated mouth formed a leering face that watched her pace a furrow into the carpet. Periodically it stuck its tongue out to mock her—in the form of another cryptic slip of paper that raised more questions than it answered. As the slips began to accumulate into a terrible mountain of frustration, each new theory dashed by the next result, its blank expression seemed to her absurdly, maddeningly calm.

And other pressing matters had come up for her—health insurance paperwork, renewing magazine subscriptions, getting a new cell phone and transferring her whole phonebook. Days had rolled by unmarked, save by her nightly resolution that tomorrow would be more productive.

Still, she knew she’d get it done eventually. After all, she was the genius behind Fat-It-Out.

“I bet it’s gonna be great,” Jack grinned. He turned to retrieve a stack of papers from the printer, paging through them, throwing a few away. “I could get used to this whole hands-off kinda deal. I mean, don’t get me wrong, shipping out skillets takes up most the day. But I’m working on courting some new clients, drumming up some business. I even got a new slogan, check it out—‘J-B-E is going up, up, up!’” He spread his hands like a presenter on one of his infomercials, his showman instincts kicking in. “Came to me in the shower! I’m thinking of having new cards printed. Orange is hot, right? You want an orange business card?”

“Absolutely,” Kelly said, fumbling with a tea bag, splashing it into the mug, spilling hot water on the counter. How long were you supposed to steep it? Did it get bitter if you left it in too long? She was bad at tea.

“Absolutely,” Kelly said, fumbling with a tea bag, splashing it into the mug, spilling hot water on the counter. How long were you supposed to steep it? Did it get bitter if you left it in too long? She was bad at tea.

“Absolutely,” Kelly said, fumbling with a tea bag, splashing it into the mug, spilling hot water on the counter. How long were you supposed to steep it? Did it get bitter if you left it in too long? She was bad at tea.

“I knew it! I knew you’d love it!” Jack rubbed his meaty hands together. “And here’s a little incentive for you. Let me take you behind the scenes.” He shuffled through the stack of printouts and produced what looked like an invoice, written entirely in Chinese. “Take a look at this!”

“I have no idea what that says.”
“Say hello to the proud new owner of two hundred thousand ProntoTesters,” Jack said smugly.

Kelly suddenly felt her vision swim. She tried to talk, but her mouth was dry. Reflexively she sipped her tea, nearly scalding her tongue. Through a haze of steam she choked, “You bought out the factory?”

“Every English one they made!” Jack beamed. “Did I tell you before? How those idiots tried to screw me on the Fat-It-Out? Cheap bastards quoted me three-eighteen American per unit, something like that—then, all of a sudden, when I have to fill ten thousand orders in a week, the price mysteriously jumps to five-oh-one! Trying to screw me over!”

“That’s a big difference,” she acknowledged.

“They blamed it on the exchange rate,” Jack said, tossing the invoice onto the counter atop the other printouts. “The dollar sucks, but not that bad that fast. In the end I paid the bill, I mean, I had to, or else that’s it for our sales—and we were charging thirty-nine-ninety-five-plus-S&H. But still.” Kelly cringed as he popped his knuckles, one after the other. “ProntoTester is gonna do great. I know it will. This”—he tapped the Chinese invoice—“this is me believing in you, Kel. Two hundred thousand now, two million tomorrow, twenty million next week! Who knows? This could real easily be our careers.”

Kelly felt a knot settle in her stomach. The possibility of spending an entire career with Jack made her queasy. She took a cautious sip of the tea, and thought she felt the steam cloud up inside her skull.

“Oh, and one other thing, no big deal,” he said. Kelly noted a sudden change in his tone—forced casual, now. “In case you get a call from some lawyer. There’s some B.S. class-action out there building against Fat-It-Out. It’s nothing—gold-diggers, trying to get a piece. It’s always the way when you make it big.” He waved his hand dismissively, as if he were all too familiar with the trappings of success. Kelly watched a bead of sweat roll down the back of his neck. “They’re going after the non-stick coating. Toxic something-or-other. It’s totally baseless, but in case you hear from someone—which you shouldn’t, because I’ve been keeping your name away from this—I want to make sure we all know the story.” He began to tick off points on his fingers. Kelly suddenly had the odd feeling that he’d had to recite this particular list before. “JBE has no role in manufacturing our products, we are simply marketers and distributors. JBE makes no warranty claims as to the condition or durability of its products. JBE relies on its customers to make determinations of quality prior to purchase. Many thousands of customers have reported no complaints with JBE products in the past.”

He jerked up to look her in the eye, his red-rimmed gaze belying a deep, sudden intensity that gave Kelly a chill. “You got all that?”

“Oh, show me this amazing idea of yours,” she told Julio, slumping into the uncomfortable chair behind his editing workstation. Four weeks now, and she was maddeningly no closer to a finished product than before—even though Julio always seemed to be working on something. He told her it was just how he filled his days, scrolling through the hours of useless footage they’d shot, looking for funny outtakes and re-cutting words and phrases into bizarre non sequiturs. He did this a lot, during downtime. He said it was how he kept his perspective.

She’d even seen glimpses of other projects on his monitor, stuff they’d shot for Fat-It-Out or even older material predating her tenure—raw footage from campaigns like HairGlo-5, the hair-sculpting wax made with “real bee proteins,” or the TradeCenter, a kids’ bank that had unfortunately hit the market in September 2001.

And she had to admit that Julio had his fake-busy work down to a science. Jack could burst in the door at any given time, and Julio would look every bit as productive as his timecard claimed he was.

“Tell me what you think,” Julio said, tapping his spacebar to start the video playing.

Sappy music swelled. On the monitor, handsome parents played with beautiful children. (Kelly recognized shots from the “Contemporary Family” stock-footage collection.) Julio’s voice, lively and bright, rang from the speakers: “Do you suffer from anxiety about the future? Concerned about what tomorrow may bring? Are you afraid of dying?”
“This is hilarious,” Kelly grinned.

The ProntoTester appeared on the screen with a flash. “Now, the solution to all of life’s uncertainty! The Machine of Death.” One of the phone-response kids stuck his finger into the device, then held it up with a cheesy smile. A close-up revealed that his test result was SKYDIVING ACCIDENT. Julio’s voice continued: “It tells you exactly how you’ll leave this earth!”

Kelly burst out laughing. “You sound so serious!”

“We’re gonna run this on air, right?” Julio deadpanned, stopping the playback with a keystroke.

“Totally. You just made my job a lot easier,” Kelly said. “Oh, man. Early lunch for everyone!”

Julio spun in his chair. “Awesome! But I’m still billing the hours.”

“Go for it. It’s not my money.” Kelly motioned to the computer. “Keep playing! How long is it?”

“So far I’ve got, like, thirty-two minutes.” Julio laughed at Kelly’s gaping expression. “Been a slow couple of weeks!”

He moved his mouse and cued footage on the video monitor. “See, here we’ve got outtakes from Fat-It-Out—these guys are dying from CHOLESTEROL. And check this out.” He pressed the spacebar, and they watched a woman in Spandex do a series of awkward crunches inside a spring-like contraption. A big red graphic slammed onto the footage: SHODDY EXERCISER.

Kelly doubled over with laughter. The Ab-Mazing had certainly been the shoddiest exerciser she’d ever seen, though it hadn’t stopped JBE from peddling them in no less than three successive infomercials as Jack tried desperately to sell his back stock. “Jack’s brain would go nuclear if he saw this. You have no idea how much money he lost on that piece of crap.”

“Oh, I have an idea.” Julio half-twisted to glance back at Kelly. He seemed to consider adding something else—but a sharp rap on the door silenced him. He whirled back to the computer and cued footage of the ProntoTester onto the monitor.

Jack burst into the room officiously. “Kel, quick question—you haven’t heard from that lawyer I talked about, have you? About Fat-It-Out?”

Kelly shook her head. “No. Should I have?”

“No! No, it’s fine. But if you do get a call, don’t say anything, okay? Let me know right away.” He glanced at the monitor and beamed. “Looks great! Coming right along! When do I get to see a cut?”

Kelly swallowed. Luckily, Julio’s complicated timeline on the computer screen gave the impression of progress. “Soon,” she said. “Still tweaking.”

“That’s why you’re gonna go far,” Jack said, leaning his bulk on the creaking desk. “Never satisfied!” He thumped the desk twice for emphasis, clapped Kelly heavily on the shoulder, and slammed the door viciously behind him.

Kelly and Julio sat shell-shocked as the echoes of his presence faded. Julio was the first to speak: “I am so glad that guy is dumber than I am.”

Kelly drummed her fingers on the desk nervously. Suddenly she felt stupid, wasteful. “How soon do you think we could have a real cut?”

Julio’s new laugh was bitter. “You’re not serious. Give me a script! Shoot us some footage!” He looked at his watch. “When is this thing supposed to air? If I cared about that sort of thing, I would be freaking out right about now.”
Kelly nodded slowly. “Yeah. Unfortunately, I do care about that sort of thing. The airtime’s been bought for weeks.” She stood and paced in a tight circle, trying desperately to make all the problems go away by waving her hands around—after all, nothing else was working. “I just can’t wrap my head around this stupid thing! All Jack can say is, he thinks it’s a drug test. Well, guess what! It’s clearly not. I can’t sell it as a drug test because he’s going to get us sued and we’ll all be out of a job! Why the hell does he think it’s a drug test?” She blew loose hair from her face and slumped back into the chair. The whole thing was asinine. She’d even begged him to hire a translation firm and get the schematics translated from Chinese, but he was paranoid about information leaking to competitors. So she banged her head against the wall for four weeks, and the result was that they were nowhere.

But she was the superstar. This was the type of problem superstars were supposed to solve.

“Well, you know why he’s on about the drug-testing,” Julio said, working his chair’s pneumatic lift in spurts, becoming shorter inch by hissing inch. “The thing does work, as far as that goes. It’s just—only for him, is the problem.” He twirled in a circle. “Well, and for me too.”

Kelly looked up slowly. He’d lost her completely. “Back up like ten steps.”

Julio spoke seriously, confessingly. “I…I’m addicted to overtime, Kelly.” He buried his head in his hands. “I got my eyes on some new rims. They’re shiny—so shiny.”

“No, what did you mean, ‘it worked for Jack’?”

“Oh, man, you know he tested positive, right?” Julio spun back towards his computer, clacking keys like a machine gun. An overflowing email inbox appeared on his screen. “Tested himself the first day. COCAINE AND PAINKILLERS.”

“Oh my God,” Kelly said, leaning towards the screen. “That makes so much sense. That explains so much.” And then she realized what it was that she was looking at. “You hacked Jack’s email?”

Julio turned to her with a shrug. “Not so much ‘hacked’ as ‘guessed a ridiculously obvious password,’” he said. “I mean, jackisgreat? Seriously, it was my first try.”

That night, she spent six hours drinking beer and reading through Jack’s email.

She discovered all kinds of stuff in that ill-sorted inbox. He was “involved” with half-a-dozen airheaded bimbos from a handful of sleazy dating sites, but that was par for the course. He was continually buying Vicodin from Mexican pharmacies, which was like a puzzle piece fitting firmly into place. And he seemed to have written to everyone he could think of who might shed light on his “hypothetical” ProntoTester result: several people from China, plus a bunch of people at various university email addresses.

Running a search on the addresses popped up a series of file attachments sent from the Chinese client. She couldn’t make much of the actual messages because they largely seemed to refer to phone conversations he’d had with Jack (and were written with a command of English best described as “good try”), but the attachments were English-language research papers, apparently from the American team that had originally developed the C-18 algorithm.

She clicked the first one open, eager for any clue as to what the device was actually meant to do. Unfortunately, the papers weren’t much easier to read than the manufacturer’s fractured English; all the scientific charts and technical jargon left her lost. She did, however, read with interest the list of initial results the C-18 had generated for the research scientists themselves: WATER, STROKE (like her own result), ASLEEP—and, disturbingly, HOMICIDE.

For an alcohol-addled second, she forgot that Julio’s “Machine of Death” infomercial had been a joke. She sat very still in the darkness of her living room, letting the implications settle around her like ash from a distant volcano. STROKE sounded like it could be a way to die. HOMICIDE was definitely a way to die.
But then she remembered Jack saying that the lead scientist (who’d drawn WATER) had gone on to die in a plane crash, and with that realization came the reassuring reminder that the ProntoTester’s slips were simply, maddeningly, just random words. Nothing in the research seemed to indicate anything different—although she had to admit that she didn’t understand much of what it did say.

Even still, Jack had clearly gotten really agitated about COCAINE AND PAINKILLERS.

And Julio did put in a lot of OVERTIME.

And she had been on the crew team in college.

Creepy coincidence, right? It had to be. Just…just logically.

To set her third-beer, one-A.M. mind at ease, she scrolled through file after file of lab notes until she found a mention of the plane crash. It was a brief note on the very last page, describing how the Cessna returning the scientist from a meeting in New Mexico had suffered engine failure over the desert.

Following that, she read some sketchy notes about a sudden loss of investment capital, and the subsequent termination of the research. Nothing at all about WATER.

She closed the files and paced around the room awhile, telling her hands to stop shaking. She popped open another beer before returning to Jack’s inbox, and was just starting to feel better when she read about the lawsuit.

Forget “building”—the class-action suit was built, over a hundred people claiming that the non-stick coating on the Fat-It-Out pans had flaked apart above 150°F. Which wouldn’t have been so bad by itself, except that the coating was also, apparently, highly toxic.

She felt her gut constrict as she read a message from Jack to his attorney, idly suggesting that she, as producer on the campaign, should have conducted “scientific trials or something” on the pans to determine their safety. The logic being, if it were Kelly’s fault that JBE sold shoddy pans, then—conveniently—it couldn’t have been Jack’s fault.

Luckily for Kelly, the attorney seemed to think that the excuse would stick about as well as the coating on the pans. Jack was pissed.

She sat frozen for several minutes, unable to stop her mind from reeling. He was even more of an ass than she’d thought. Who knew what else she’d still find, lurking in that digital Pandora’s box of malice and despair? More plots to undermine her that she should know about?

She kept digging, and found a message from two weeks ago in which marty@rockefeller-king.com had written: “Dear Mr. Bogg, I would love to speak to you about the creative team involved in the Fat-It-Out campaign, which I understand has been very successful for your company."

Jack had responded, in his typical idiom, “thanks! home-grown here at JBE. that’s why they pay me the big bux!! just kidding.”

Rockefeller+King had come looking for her. Jack hadn’t told her, and true to his word, hadn’t even mentioned her name to them.

She ran out of beer.

When she woke up, her first thought was about her pounding headache. The second was about Rockefeller+King, a potential lifeline out of JBE. And she had to get word to them before the news broke about the Fat-It-Out lawsuit.

She tried to remember if Marty was one of the tousle-haired hipsters who’d scoffed at her in her interview—but that was so long ago she couldn’t remember any of their names.

She called R+K. A receptionist answered. Marty was out. Would she like to leave a message? Yes, that would be great. Her heartbeat drowned out the ringing.
A youthful recorded voice informed her that he was on vacation for the next two weeks.

Damn. Damn. The beep caught her off guard. She licked her lips and launched in. When she hung up she walked in a circle and repeated everything she’d said. Then she revised it. Mentally backspaced over it and made it better. For herself.

She almost called back, but what would she say? Who would she talk to? She couldn’t think. Too much to consider. Too much to manage. The ProntoTester. Damn it!

She drove to JBE with so many things rattling in her mind that by the time she arrived, she’d already forgotten the trip itself. She parked by the planter without noticing that the lot was mostly empty. The college kids had been laid off, one by one, as Fat-It-Out sales had slowed.

No blast of cold air greeted her at the front door. A far-off buzz betrayed a fan oscillating in Jack’s office. The folding tables where the college kids had worked were empty; the rows of computers were dark.

She found a cardboard box in the breakroom, and methodically emptied her cubicle. It took her awhile. She was surprised to find that it was difficult to do.

She gently pulled a thumbtack from the carpeted wall and took down her calendar. This Thursday had been circled in red for weeks now. “Ship to network affiliates,” it said.

Her conscience screamed at itself to get to work, then screamed back to burn this place to the ground. She closed her eyes, and tipped the scales with a mental slide-show of Jack’s constant awfulness, trying to recall every leering touch, every shady business deal, every pointless hour of weekend overtime selling junk to idiots. The lawsuit. Trying to sell her out. Her hatred frothed and roiled. Every muscle in her body wanted to strike something.

“Hey!” Julio’s voice almost threw her into the cubicle wall. She snapped her head up and nearly knocked over a standing lamp. Julio ducked back around the corner, lifting his hands in mock surrender. “Sorry! Didn’t mean to scare you.”

“It’s…it’s all right.” Kelly plucked a soft black rubber band from her desk, the last refugee of her belongings. She pulled her hair back, tugging it tight, unable to do it any other way.

“Moving to a new office?” Julio asked slowly, looking around, reluctant to voice the other, more awful possibility.

“Something like that,” she said. She struggled for something to say but couldn’t think of anything appropriate, so she turned to the desk behind her, weighing the advantages of taking the stapler home with her.

He shrugged. “Look, I’ve been reading his email for years,” he said. “I know it hits you hard at first. Getting the rock-hard truth of how crappy this business really is.” He glanced down the hall, not meeting her eyes. “Then I look at my time card, you know?”

“I’m happy for you,” she choked, and rushed past him, down the hall and into the office’s one small bathroom, hearing his half-apology echo out behind her before she closed the door and lost it.

It came out all at once: the long hours, the awful products, the constant harassment, the lies and manipulations and good-ole-boy attitude that she thought she’d been too smart to fall for. Jack had played her, she knew—giving her rope to hang herself, then reaping the benefits when she hadn’t, taking the praise and the profits for himself. She wanted to storm into his office and...and...and what? Staple him to death?

She knew she couldn’t face him. He’d launch into some buttery, enthusiastic monologue and she’d walk out of there an hour later having signed a five-year contract or something. If nothing else, he was good at what he did. He was a salesman, through and through.

If she could just crawl out to her car and leave this place behind, she decided, that would be victory enough for her. Leave his Pronto-Tester campaign high and dry. Leave him wondering. It wasn’t brave. It wasn’t cathartic. But
it would get her out of here.

She reached for the knob, but before she touched it, the door crashed open and Jack almost bowled her over.

“Oh! Door wasn’t locked! Didn’t know you were in here!” he squeaked through a faceful of red tissues. His bloodshot eyes widened around the clumped mass, a crimson ribbon suddenly tracing a line down his chin and spotting onto his rumpled shirt.

“Eep,” she gulped, ducking out into the hallway as he slammed the door. She heard the water turn on; then he hacked, blew his nose, coughed, then blew his nose again.

She realized she was staring at the closed door. Then she realized that this was her chance to escape.

Julio was waiting by the front door with her box of stuff in hand. Without a word, he held the door open for her and they walked across the parking lot side by side.

“You sure everything’s in here?” he said. “Sorry, I just grabbed it.”

“Thanks,” she said.

Once the box was in her car’s back seat, they stood still for a few seconds, knowing this was goodbye.

“I know you need to do this,” Julio said. She nodded, but realized there was more he wanted to say.

He seemed to chew on the words for a while, eventually coming up with “ProntoTester is still due on Thursday.”


He looked up at her. “You really want to put me out of a job?”

“It’s nothing personal,” she said. “Not with you, anyway. You’d find another gig.”

Julio shook his head. “Look, I understand you’re mad. I read those emails. I know how he screwed you over.”

“You knew? Great,” she spat. “Thanks for telling me about it.” She opened the car door and slung herself into the driver’s seat. The faster she could leave this place behind, the better.

“Wait,” he said. “I’m sorry. It’s not—I mean, a lot of vile stuff goes on. After awhile you just stop noticing. It was nothing personal.”

She started the car. “So do it,” she said. “Run the spot. Say it was my idea. I don’t care, I’ll take the blame if it means…” There it was. There was the thought she’d been dancing around. “If it means it brings him down. Brings the whole company down.”

It was said. It was out loud. It was real.

Suddenly it even seemed possible.

“I got a good thing going here,” Julio said lamely.

She felt something weird. She glanced up at the rearview mirror and realized that she was smiling. It would be malicious to air the joke spot. It would be fun.

“You know you want to,” she said. “Just make sure you cash your check first.”

It had been so long since she’d had this kind of time to herself that she felt paralyzed.
She paced her living room, waiting for anything. A text message from Julio. A call from Rockefeller+King. Any indication that she’d done the right thing, that her decision had made any sort of difference at all to anyone.

Jack called. She didn’t answer. He called again. She sent him to voicemail.

She had trouble sleeping, so she bought more beer and spent the night sending press releases to every news outlet she could think of, promoting the Machine of Death—“new, from the makers of Fat-It-Out.”

When she didn’t come back to JBE the next day, or the day after that, or the day after that, Jack eventually stopped calling. She tried accessing Jack’s email again, but the password didn’t work anymore. Her heart seized in her chest at the thought that he had discovered her intrusion.

She called Rockefeller+King three times, but each time hung up before the receptionist answered.

The weekend passed in fitful bursts of anxiety, and she heard nothing from any quarter. She presumed that Julio had either improbably grown a pair and shipped the spot as-is to the affiliates, burning the place down, as it were; or that Jack and Julio had spent a frantic, sleepless 72 hours preparing an all-new, twenty-eight-minute infomercial.

Either way, she felt guilty.

She went to Wal-Mart to buy yogurt and saw Fat-It-Out still on the shelf, toxic coating and all, and it renewed her fervent hope that Jack would burn in hell.

Her phone woke her up, and she answered it groggily without looking at the caller ID.

“Kel, can you please come in today, please,” Jack said. There was something different about his voice—he wasn’t demanding, pleading, or shouting; he was just asking politely. It threw her off guard.

She thought about asking how things were, but didn’t. She tried to think of an excuse, but couldn’t. Then the call was over and her conscience had said “okay” before the rest of her had even woken up yet.

“Moron! You are a moron!” she shouted at herself in the shower.

“‘Can you please come in today, please,’ oh, you son of a bitch,” she chanted mockingly to her shoes.

“Damn it damn it damn it,” she told her mirror as she pulled out of her driveway.

She turned on the radio, and the voice that greeted her almost made her wipe out her mailbox. For a moment she thought she was still asleep, and dreaming.

“Get the ultimate peace of mind—from one tiny machine that fits anywhere,” a jaunty voice told her. It was Mark, the announcer they used for every infomercial. He could sound excited about anything. “Order now and we’ll pay the first payment of $29.97. You only pay shipping!”

Then, a studio full of laughter. “We’re going to get one for the studio right away,” the morning-zoo deejay said. His dimwit partner chimed in with an old-man voice. “Maaake sure to get the ruuuush delivery,” he squeaked. “I don’t know how loooong I haaaave.”

When she got to JBE, the parking lot was full. Inside the office, college kids chattered into headsets.

She tried to walk to Jack’s office, but her feet led her the other way, towards Julio’s edit bay. Towards a friendly face.

Julio wasn’t in yet, but something weird was definitely going on. After a second of nervous fidgeting in the hall, she ducked into Julio’s room, closed the door, and woke up his computer.

Blogs were buzzing. Clips from Julio’s joke spot were Featured Videos on YouTube and littered the Reddit front
The AP had cribbed from her press release, which meant that major outlets and networks would pick up the story in the coming week. Everyone had an opinion—was the Machine of Death just a hilariously bad commercial, or a subversive viral marketing gimmick?

Or maybe—just maybe—something more?

“A spot-on satire of infomercial idiocy, made better by the fact that there apparently is an actual product you can buy,” wrote a columnist at AdWeek magazine.

“rofl i’d totally buy one,” a YouTube commenter added.

And then this, from an article on Slashdot:

According to patent records, this JBE product (from the folks who brought you Gyno-Paste!) is actually a repackaging of a genuine medical device developed by a UCLA team who never found an investor. It’s one of those “who knows what REALLY happened” scenarios—the head of the project died in a plane crash (allegedly after a meeting with the Defense Department), just before he was set to unveil the device at MD&M East, the big medical-equipment trade show in NY. It doesn’t sound too far-fetched to think that this is a case of sabotage that nobody cares enough to investigate (or is being prevented from investigating), because according to the NTSB report the cause of the plane crash was “water contamination of the fuel system”—something every pilot is trained to check for during preflight.

Kelly’s eyes froze on the word water. She felt the blood drain from her face. She could still see that research paper hidden away in Jack’s email, the one that contained the lead scientist’s C-18 result.

WATER.

This was nuts. The ProntoTester—the Machine of Death—was a stupid cheap device that didn’t work, just like Hair-B-Gon didn’t actually remove hair, just like Gyno-Paste didn’t actually rejuvenate genital skin, just like Fat-It-Out didn’t actually replace eating healthy and exercising, no matter what Mark assured the consumer in calm, earnest tones.

They couldn’t actually believe the spot. They must think the spoof infomercial was a joke, postmodern geek-humor. The radio deejays and the kids on YouTube wanted ProntoTesters to go with their Ninja Turtle toys and Super Mario-emblazoned hoodies.

But if Julio had somehow been right—if those little paper slips could say WATER and somehow mean water contamination in an airplane’s fuel tank—then someday, maybe soon, those blogs would go into overtime, and Jack’s Chinese warehouse would sell out in a day and a half, and the box would be reverse-engineered by everybody, everywhere, and there would be lawsuits and government inquiries and everything would go to hell and nobody would be laughing.

A machine to predict death. The most ludicrous idea in the world.

But people had bought Fat-It-Out.

She stood up and closed her eyes and could picture bright red boxes lined up at Wal-Mart, crammed into a million shopping carts. “Machine of Death,” the boxes would say, “now with potassium.” And everyone would buy ten of them.

She opened her eyes, and turned around, and Jack was standing in the doorway.

“Are you hot?” he asked. “You’re sweating. Here, let me hit the A/C.” He walked into the room and brushed past her on his way to the thermostat. She felt her skin prickle.
He turned back to her, standing closer than normal conversation required, searching her face for any indication—of what?

After a long moment of silence, he spoke in a dramatic whisper. “I was right to trust you,” he said. “You’ve made me a lot of money. You’ve made us a lot of money.”

She burst into tears, and of course, he swept her into his arms.

She hated it—she hated him touching her, making her flush, making her tense—but at the moment she really did need a hug.
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Figure 3.
A paramedic tends to a patient in shock
I’VE GOT THREE MONTHS LEFT TO LIVE, AND I’M IN AN APARTMENT BUILDING ON FIGUEROA, KICKING DOWN SOMEONE’S DOOR.

“Paramedics,” I shout. “We’re coming in.”

No response. Sweat rolls down my back, and the hallway stinks like the inside of a fish. I’m a scheduled man, the living dead, but here I am: tagging and bagging in the slums of Angel City like it’s any other Tuesday.

Titus, my partner, leans against the wall behind me and scrubs his fingernails through his goatee. “Hundred credits says it’s a scag overdose.”

I give the door another kick and plaster dust trickles down from the ceiling. All we know are the facts that came in with the ping: black female, early twenties, unconscious and unresponsive. No name or class registered, no datafeed on her at all.

“Come on, a hundred credits,” Titus says. “Class J-8, overdose. I bet you.” He puts out his hand for me to shake, but I’m in no mood for this shit. My head’s full of sand and my eyes won’t focus. I slap his hand away from me.

“What crawled up your ass today?” Titus asks.

I haven’t told him I’m scheduled. I think about how it feels to be wrapped in my body, the speck of my soul floating in all this meat. Everything I know will end in eighty-six days.

I give the door another kick and the whole thing splinters off its hinges.

We head into the apartment, back toward the bedroom. The floor plan’s typical thirties construction, slapped together in the years after the Separation, when the upper classes all evacuated to the Garden. On the kitchen table, empty beer bottles huddle together with cigarette butts in their bellies: the wreckage of others’ lives.

Last night, Helene and I had cried into each other’s cheeks, then made love with our teeth knocking together in the dark. This morning she’d hung on my shoulders as I stood at the door in my uniform. Her round stomach, our unborn baby, pressed against my belt.

“Let’s stay home,” she had said. “Otherwise I’ll think myself crazy.”

“Titus needs me. The grid’s lit up with calls.”

“I’ll scream if you go.”

I put my hand over her mouth and she bit my palm.

Sometimes at night when I touch my forehead to Helene’s, I can feel her thoughts turning inside her. They brush my skin like whispers and I imagine the two of us melting together.

But now, in the scummy one-bedroom on Figueroa, I’m frozen in my own blood and the apartment’s armchairs slump in the corners, nightmares on casters.

Titus and I find the victim sprawled on the bedroom floor with her skirt knotted around her thighs and her feet bare and one arm stretched out across the stained carpet. The window’s open behind her. Whoever called this one in
must have climbed out and run off. I kneel down over the woman and I feel her strong steady breath on my cheek.

“Can’t smell scag on her,” I say. “You lost the bet.”

“Not like we shook on it,” Titus says. I turn the victim’s head and brush her hair back to expose the barcode tattooed behind her left ear. Titus leans in and scans her.

“Miss Pepper Dawson,” he says, then flicks the LCD on his tagger. “No class listed, though. It’s drawing a blank.”

“Fake tags?” I ask.

“Looks like. Encryption’s misaligned.”

I can’t find a thing wrong with her: no bleeding, no bruises, no breaks, and she’s not liquored up or sludged-out on drugs. Looks peaceful, like she’s sleeping. I touch the line of Pepper’s jawbone and I think about Helene. I think about our baby. I think about freefall from thirty thousand feet, the cold gray ocean rushing up to meet us. My stomach flips.

Pepper coughs and her eyes snap open. Then she yelps and recoils from me, my white uniform and blue gloves, my belt blinking with electronics.

“No, I’m fine,” she says. “Just fainted, is all.” She scrambles backward across the floor.

Everyone tries to do this, soon as they recognize who we are and what we’re there for. It never does any good. We already have our hands around Pepper’s arms and I’m trying to shush her, keep her calm while Titus does the blood sample. He presses the tagger’s piston to the inside of her left elbow.

“Don’t,” she says. “I can explain.”

“Heard that one before,” Titus says. His cheeks are pale gray, his face a chisel. He pulls the trigger and the piston snaps and the tagger’s lights go blue as it uploads the blood sample. Pepper thrashes, pounds her heels on the floor. I fight to hold onto her.

It goes like this: We check the victim’s tags and run their blood; if their fate matches their symptoms, we cart them off to St. Michael’s Hospice so the priests can euthanize them. But if their symptoms don’t match, we don’t do a whole lot—just slap some bandages on, give them some pills, that sort of thing. Patch and release. We can’t afford to waste too many Hospice supplies on the non-dying.

We shouldn’t even call ourselves paramedics. We’re bus-boys. We ship bodies and clean up messes, that’s all.

“What’d you bet her blood’s fake, too?” Titus asks me. He wipes sweat from his forehead.

Black-market blood isn’t unheard of, especially in this part of Angel City. In the fate-scrubbing shops, they’ll alter your tags, mod your fingerprints, scramble your retinas, and swap out your slumlander blood for some nice, clean Garden-class blood. None of it actually changes your fate, as far as anyone can tell. But slumlanders are desperate bastards.

“Please,” Pepper says. Her voice has become small, like a child’s, and I can feel her pulse jumping in her arm. I want to tell her that I know what it’s like. I know how it feels to look at death, to have its teeth on your neck.

Two weeks ago, Helene and I had argued with our death counselor about our Notice of Scheduling.

“We’re too young, we had said. This whole thing had to be a mistake, a clerical fuck-up somewhere. The counselor had folded his arms. He looked like a typical Ministry fob: bad haircut, high collar, face pocked like sandstone. He took off his skullcap and tucked it under one arm and crossed himself. I wanted to spit in his face.
“What you’re feeling is natural,” he’d said. “Your denial, your questioning. All very natural at this stage.”

He licked his thumb and flipped through our files. His voice oozed like motor oil. “You’re R-4s. Plane crashes, both of you. The longer we wait to schedule you, the more likely your fate will be expressed in, ah, unexpected ways. Last time that happened, an airliner hit Denali Microchip. $8.2 billion in damage.”

Damage, sure. But when I looked around at our apartment, a mildewing hole in a neighborhood full of garbage and rotting linoleum and blowflies and broken glass, all of us skeletons shuffling around down here in the ruins, I wondered what the difference was between this life and wreckage. When something blows up in the slumlands, you’re just moving rubble around.

Helene picked at the frayed edges of her bathrobe and tried to smile at the counselor, but it wound up looking cruel. The lack of sleep had turned us into marionettes.

I asked about the appeals process, and the counselor shoved a thick stack of paperwork at me. FORM 1678-ATF: REQUEST FOR EXTENSION OF FATE APPLICATION. It was crowded with dotted lines and small type, layers of sub-forms, bricks of legal jargon. Helene’s knee pressed against mine under the table.

The counselor explained that it’d take two weeks for the Ministry’s office to process our request. At that point, our case would be passed to a higher court in the Orthodoxy, where a panel of clerks and lay-priests would review it. If all went well, the counselor said, they’d contact us for interviews, background checks, and then they’d give us an application.

“I thought this was the application,” Helene said.

“No,” the counselor said. “It’s a request for the application.”

I felt hollow. Outside the window, searchlights swept the edge of the slums and a siren wailed. The Ministry, hunting for someone. I imagined beastly slack-jawed men with guns patrolling the ruins.

The counselor mumbled on about the beauty of sacrifice. He talked about the strength of our nation, how scheduling deaths prevented wars, famines, natural disasters. It was all so much bullshit. But we crossed ourselves, mechanically, as he led us in prayer.

“Providence,” the counselor recited, “help Kelvin and Helene to meet their fates with grace.”

“I’m pregnant,” Helene told the counselor. She’d twisted the sash of her robe around her hands and her breath came in quick, shallow gulps. “You’ll kill our baby.”

“I know,” the counselor told us. “And for that we are truly sorry.”

“Motherfucks,” Helene said. She swept her arm across the table and our paperwork cascaded to the floor. The counselor didn’t flinch.

“I prayed,” she said, her voice shaking. “We made tithes. I anointed myself and used the rosaries. Our baby’s not supposed to come with us.”

Helene had always had a stubborn sense of justice. Once, when we’d been in high school, a rainstorm had soaked the ruins for days and scads of earthworms had crawled from the dirt to drown on the sidewalks. Helene spent hours on hands and knees, rescuing the squirming things. Her jeans soaked through. Her hair plastered to her forehead.

The counselor shook his head and tapped a few notes into his palmtop. “Mrs. Hayashi,” he said, “I’m a little dismayed at your progress to date.”

“Piss off,” I told him.

The counselor raised his eyebrows. “The Ministry won’t be pleased with my report,” he said.
“The Ministry can go to hell,” I said.

The counselor glared, set his skullcap atop his damp hair, and got up to leave. He pointed at the paperwork scattered across our kitchen floor.

“Don’t even bother with the forms,” he said.

In the apartment on Figueroa, the sample’s come back with a readout of Pepper’s fate.


Pepper flails her arms and arches her back and just about pulls my arms from their sockets. Titus plants his knee on Pepper’s chest, pinning her to the floor. His tagger starts beeping and its lights flash red.

“Her blood’s not in the system at all,” Titus says.

“What’s that mean?”

“An Untagged,” he says.

Holy shit.


The Ministry makes a big show of hunting down the Untagged, weeding them out. They haven’t been tested at birth like the rest of us, so they don’t have classes, don’t know how their lives end. I wonder what it’s like for them, not knowing.

Well, I thought. She sure as hell knows now.

“What’s the reward up to these days? Ten mil?” Titus asks. “Hold her for a second.”

I take both Pepper’s hands and she tries to twist them away from me. My gloves are wet now, sweat covering everything. Ten million credits for turning in an Untagged. Ten million credits for killing someone. Titus pulls the plastic zip-ties from his belt and wraps them around Pepper’s wrists.

“No police,” he says. “They’ll just want a cut of the money. We take her straight to the Ministry.”

“They’ll kill me,” Pepper says. “I haven’t done anything and they’ll kill me.”

They’ll kill me, too. On September thirteenth, the Ministry men will take Helene and I to the airfield in their black cars, they’ll pack us onto a plane with the other R-4s, and then the pilot will fly us out over the Pacific and kill us all.

“Can’t run from our fates, honey,” Titus says.

Last week, I’d tried a new tactic. I’d slipped my credstick into the counselor’s palm as he left our apartment, told him I’d do whatever it took to get this straightened out. I told him there should be enough in that account to keep him happy, keep him quiet. He’d just snarled at me and let the credstick clatter to the floor.

“Don’t think for a second that you’re the first person who tried to bribe me,” he’d said. His eyes narrowed.

I shuddered. A few choice words from the counselor, and they’d toss Helene and I into a holding cell. The Ministry excelled at torture: Once they knew how someone died, they knew how to inflict pain without killing him.
They knew exactly what he’d be most afraid of.

“We’re in the business of reducing ambiguities,” the counselor hissed at me. “What do you think would happen if everyone sidestepped their fate?”

After the counselor left, Helene and I had lain in our sour sheets, listening to the sirens and clatter of our neighborhood. Trash fires crackled somewhere down the block, aerosol cans exploding in the flames. Kids shouted and tossed rocks at each other.

Helene pressed her toes against my leg and stretched her arm across my chest. She slept on her side these days—on her back, she felt like the baby was crushing her, and on her front she felt like she’d been draped over a bowling ball.

“We’re zombies,” I told her. I cupped my palm over her cheek.

“We’ve always been zombies,” she said. “Just now we’ve got a date for it.”

For years, I’d had the same nightmares. Sterile white plasticine and a seatbelt tight across my lap. Cold wind rushing past me. In the dream, I would look out the window of the plane to see the ocean at a sickening tilt. When we hit the whitecaps there’d always be a shriek of metal and then static. Death sounded like static. And the dream kept going after that. A black canvas stretched across my mind. No eyes to see or skin to feel, and the static kept churning like an engine in the dark, on and on.

“Feel this,” Helene said, and guided my hand across the taut skin of her stomach. “Feels like his spine.”

We wanted what every parent in the slumlands wanted. We wanted our baby to come out healthy, and we wanted the priests to tag him and smile and tell us our son was a class A, a Cancer or a Heart Disease and not a squib like we are. We wanted the priests to hustle our precious baby away, evac him out of Angel City on black Ministry helicopters, take him across the fifty miles of desert to the Garden.

The archbishop and the rest of the orthodoxy lived in the Garden. So did the financial district, the nation’s politico-corporate headquarters. Towers of glass and steel, beautiful people in clean houses. Only the upper-classes could live there: people with slow deaths, or predictable ones, or fates with low violence ratings. Low-classes weren’t allowed to come close. Too much risk to the government, to the economy.

All of us gunshot wounds, shrapnel deaths, stabbings, poisonings, industrial accidents, we’d been pinned down here in the slums with the factories and pollutants. Better for society that way.

Helene and I stared at the ceiling. The air smelled thick with gypsum dust.

“What if we’d never been tested?” I asked her.

She laughed. “We’d live in the desert with the Untagged. Starve to death out there.”

Helene and I both lay silent for a while, breathing across each others’ lips, thinking about the sun-blasted wastes, the yucca and brush in the open countryside. If we were Untagged, I thought, we’d disappear into the arroyos and the Ministry would never find us.

I tried to sleep, but I’d barely shut my eyes before sunlight trickled in through the holes in our curtains.

We strap Pepper onto the gurney and carry her outside.

The heat’s like an oven. In front of the apartment complex, a statue of an angel glowers, its wings casting scythes of shadow. The engraving on the statue’s pedestal reads: “Your sacrifice benefits humanity,” but someone’s crossed out “benefits,” and spraypainted “derails” in its place.
All around us, the slumlands spread out in a geometric sludge and aerials scrape the afternoon shit from the sky. Titus pops open the back of the ambulance.

“Ten million credits, Kelvin,” he says, and he shows me teeth. He opens the driver’s side door and climbs inside. “Load her in and let’s go.”

I look down at Pepper. She quivers, jerking against the leather straps, her skin goosebumped.

Our baby won’t ever have a name. They’ll fly Helene and I out over the ocean and put the plane into a spiral. The scream of the engines will swallow us and our baby will never have a name.

Before I can think about what I’m doing, my hands move over Pepper’s restraints, unfastening them. She sits up and blinks.

“Me and my wife,” I tell her. “We’re scheduled. Our baby.” I’m shaking. “You must know people. Someplace we can hide.”

Pepper nods and cranes her neck to look back at Titus. He’s fiddling with the radio in the cab, and isn’t paying attention to us. My breath rasps in my mouth, my tongue feels suddenly heavy.

“There are safehouses,” Pepper says. Her wrists and ankles are still zip-tied together, and she holds them up. “We have a whole network of them. Cut me loose.”

“We’ll need a blood swap,” I tell her. “We need someone to lead us into the desert.”

“We will,” she says.

I can already picture the lone highway stretching out through the cholla. Helene and I will raise our baby in the cacti, away from the smog, away from the Ministry. I pull out my knife and I slice through Pepper’s zip-ties. She rubs her wrists and scrambles to her feet.

Then she rears back and spits in my face. “Fucking pig,” she says.

She shoves past me and ducks into an alley filled with garbage bags and oil slicks. She sprints out into the maze of the sprawl.

Titus slams the door of the ambulance. “The hell’s wrong with you?” he asks.

I open my mouth, but no sound comes out.

Story by Jeff Stautz

Illustration by Kris Straub
PRISON KNIFE FIGHT

VERY EXPENSIVE NANNY. VERY EXPENSIVE TUTOR. Montessori nursery school priced competitively with Yale. Phonics, piano lessons from age four, one edifying vacation in a major European city per year, a diet of both organic and local produce cooked to order from a menu drawn up by a personal nutrition coach, and a white-noise machine. A portfolio of coloring-book samples. What was missing? Oh, yes…

Mr. Slocombe peered over the thick sheaf of paperwork. “We’ll have to see his medical records, of course.”

“His medical records?” said Mrs. Weathington-Beech, a little too innocently.

“That’s confidential information,” said Mr. Weathington-Beech, with studied huffiness.

“Nonetheless,” sighed Mr. Slocombe, “Saint Maxwell’s requires it, as you should be aware from our brochures, website, and application forms. We do ask that you come prepared,” he added coldly, hoping that a touch of Stern Headmaster would snap them to attention.

It didn’t. “I don’t see why you’d need that kind of thing,” Mrs. Weathington-Beech lilted. “I mean, really, why would you, unless you’re planning to discriminate against—”

“Against a five-year-old,” Mr. Weathington-Beech hrrumphed. “It’s just kindergarten,” he added.

“Saint Maxwell’s, sir, is hardly ‘just’ a kindergarten. That’s why you’re trying to convince us to admit little Cotton, correct? His medical records, please.”

After a long and wounded pause, Mr. Weathington-Beech produced another set of papers from his briefcase. Mr. Slocombe skimmed them. There was only one line that mattered. Not everyone had their children scanned, of course, but the parents who applied to Saint Maxwell’s wanted their offspring to win the great footrace of life, and they missed no opportunity to equip the towheaded sprites with life’s metaphorical jet packs and rocket shoes. A death machine readout cost money, and that meant it must be an advantage. Q.E.D.

Ah, there it was…

Mr. Slocombe pulled out the familiar certificate, signed by a licensed technician and stamped with a golden death’s head seal. His gaze dropped automatically to the six neatly typed words at the bottom. And stayed there. For a good minute.

“Cotton Remington Weathington-Beech,” he said at last. “Prison knife fight.”

Mr. Weathington-Beech turned very red. Mrs. Weathington-Beech turned very white. Both Weathington-Beeches squirmed.

Mr. Slocombe gazed evenly at them from across his polished mahogany desk. “Prison knife fight?”

There was another, longer silence. Finally, Mrs. Weathington-Beech said, “Well, you know, it might be the good kind of prison.”

“The good kind of prison?”

Mr. Weathington-Beech leapt in gallantly. “Minimum-security.”
“Exactly.” Mrs. Weathington-Beech nodded energetically. “For tax evasion or something. Tax evasion’s not so bad.”

“I think,” said Mr. Slocombe, the temperature of his voice dropping several degrees, “that the type of prison to which, say, a corporate CFO is sent for tax evasion is very unlikely to play host to lots of knife fights.”

“It could,” said Mrs. Weathington-Beech, sounding like a child who’s had her favorite binky taken away and stomped on.

“Look,” said Mr. Weathington-Beech, “surely you’ve gotten this before.”

“No. No, we haven’t.” At the sight of the Weathington-Beeches’ fallen faces, Mr. Slocombe relented. “We get some suicides.”

“There!” Mr. Weathington-Beech jabbed a manicured finger across the desk. “If you ask me, knife fight shows a lot more character than suicide. Suicide…suicide’s cowardly.” Mrs. Weathington-Beech nodded.


In fact, Saint Maxwell’s received, and often accepted, applications from preschoolers slated to die criminal deaths. It was just a question of, well, the quality of the crime. You let in the cocaine overdoses; you kept out the crack overdoses. But this was so obvious it was hardly worth mentioning.

“I don’t see why you people even care,” Mr. Weathington-Beech was saying. “It’s not like he’s going to die in a prison knife fight while he’s at kindergarten.”

“Prep school, maybe,” said Mrs. Weathington-Beech vaguely. She seemed to have abandoned all hope of Saint Maxwell’s and drifted into a soft pink private world of her own, a world blissfully devoid of knives, fights, or prisons to contain them.

“It’s a matter of reputation,” said Mr. Slocombe, gathering up Cotton’s paperwork. “In seventy-eight years, Saint Maxwell’s has never had an alumnus die in a prison knife fight.”

“But you’re our last hope!” cried Mr. Weathington-Beech, his final layer of expensive psychic armor falling to reveal naked, lower-class desperation. “We’ve tried every decent school in the county!”

“So we’re your last choice, are we?”

“You know how it works! If Cotton goes to a sub-par kindergarten, he’ll go to a sub-par elementary school. If he goes to a sub-par elementary school, he’ll have no choice but a sub-par high school. And if he goes to a sub-par high school…” Mr. Weathington-Beech shuddered.

“Brown,” said Mr. Slocombe sympathetically.

“There’s always public school,” said Mrs. Weathington-Beech, gazing off into the middle distance. This was such a tasteless joke that the men had no choice but to ignore it.

“We’ve done everything right,” moaned Mr. Weathington-Beech. “Sarah stepped down at Berkshire Hathaway to do full-time attachment parenting. I switched consulting firms so we could move to a town with a lower level of mercury in the water. We’ve already got breeders working on the puppy for Cotton’s seventh birthday and the pony for his tenth. Everything. Everything right.” He looked up at Mr. Slocombe with haunted eyes.

Mr. Slocombe felt too tired to be diplomatic any longer. “Then how do you explain the shiv in his gut?”

“Well, maybe the machine is wr—” To Mr. Weathington-Beech’s credit, he stopped himself. The death machine was never wrong. They’d done tests.

“We shouldn’t have named him Cotton,” sighed Mrs. Weathington-Beech to no one in particular.
“I’m sorry,” said Mr. Slocombe, and he really was. “But this is why we check, you know.”

“Have a heart,” said Mr. Weathington-Beech, defeated. “Sarah and I both got ‘car accident.’ That could be tomorrow.”

Mr. Slocombe gave him a long, sad look. Deep in his plushly-lined heart, he knew he was liable to succumb to cheap sentimentality.

Mrs. Weathington-Beech suddenly fluttered back to Planet Earth. “Maybe a donation to the school would help?”

Well. Perhaps not too cheap.

Cotton Remington Weathington-Beech did acceptably at Saint Maxwell’s. He excelled at music and fingerpainting, and his best friends were Akiva Smythe-Button (prostate cancer), McGregor Rigsdale (chronic lower respiratory disease), and Resolved Stutzman (botched coronary bypass operation). The four of them went on together to the Tinker Hill School, and then—minus McGregor, whose parents moved to Hawaii for his asthma—to William H. Howland Prep.

Cotton officially learned about the prison knife fight at age twelve, when he came across a copy of his own school records in his father’s study, but he’d more or less always known. He’d noticed the special disapproving, pitying, and/or terrified gazes he got from teachers when he acted up in class. He’d been pulled aside on the playground by any number of authority figures and warned about roughhousing, even when he was just standing around with a kickball. And his parents insisted on watching The Shawshank Redemption whenever it was on TV.

His friends knew theirs, too, of course. Akiva’s parents had sat down with him over freshly-baked chocolate cake, told him very solemnly while patting his hand, then stiffly hugged him, exactly as the family therapist had suggested. The whole performance had scarred Akiva for life, ensuring years of future business for the therapist—and—Akiva often thought darkly, if illogically—probably causing his prostate to act up. Resolved had heard it from his big sister, who, incidentally, was going to drown, one of those inconveniently vague forecasts that were impossible to prepare for. They hadn’t believed Cotton until he’d shown them the certificate, but from that point on they’d had to acknowledge that he was their king.

“How do you think it’ll happen?” Resolved whispered one day during free period. “You don’t even know how to use a knife, do you?”

“Yeah, well, that’s why he dies, right?” said Akiva.

Cotton shrugged. They’d had this discussion before. “They say you shouldn’t try to guess. There’s basically no way to know until the big day.”

Resolved pressed on. “Yeah, but why’re you in prison in the first place? Are you going to kill someone? Rob a bank?” A few students at the neighboring tables glanced disapprovingly at them. Raised voices were not encouraged during free period, or in general.

“Maybe I don’t do anything,” whispered Cotton, warming to the subject despite himself. “Maybe I’m wrongly convicted of a crime I didn’t commit.” This scenario was one of several current personal favorites, although there were times when the idea of a brutal crime spree held more satisfaction for a growing boy.

“Maybe you’re not a prisoner,” said Akiva. “Maybe you’re a guard who tries to break up the fight. Or one of those guys, you know, who goes in to teach the prisoners how to weave baskets or something.”

“Or a priest,” suggested Resolved.

“Maybe,” said Cotton. They were sixteen, and supposedly their futures still lay shrouded in glowing promise, but Cotton was pretty sure he could make out the dim but unmistakable outline of an upper-echelon position at one of the major accounting firms. He was doing very well in pre-calc and statistics that year. Whether he liked it or not, some things didn’t need to be printed out on a magic machine to be inevitable.
“Mine’s not so bad, you know,” said Resolved, hoping against hope to talk about his own death for once. “Killed on the operating table. I’ll just go in my sleep.”

“If you think about it, though,” said Akiva slowly, “that one’s really the worst. I mean, you already know it’s going to happen.”

“So?”

“So that means one of these days, you’re going to go in for a coronary bypass, and you’ll have to let them put you under and everything... knowing that you’ll never come out.”

Resolved stared, his lips parting silently. He was not an imaginative boy, and he’d never thought too vividly about the final reward that fate and the death machine had reserved for him. Now unpleasantly precise details were suggesting themselves. From the back of his throat emerged a faint whimper.

“Probably still beats prostate cancer,” said Cotton brightly, which didn’t make anyone feel better.

“I wish we all had prison knife fight,” said Resolved. It was a thought they’d all shared many times over the past few years, but this was the first time one of them had come out and said it.

“It’ll really hurt, though,” said Cotton, in a last-ditch effort to patch things up. “I mean, even before the stab that kills me, I bet I’ll get cut pretty badly.”

“Yeah,” said Akiva, “but at least we’d all be headed for the same place. We’ve been together since kindergarten, and now you’re on your way to prison.”

“We’d all go out together,” said Resolved dreamily, the rusty gears within his skull grinding slowly to life.

Cotton looked at him. “Stabbing each other?”

“Yeah.”

“Yeah,” sighed Akiva.

The bell rang. They didn’t move. One of the monitors gave them a meaningful look, which they ignored.

“I dunno,” said Cotton. “I mean, my parents are probably dying in a car crash together, and they don’t seem too happy about it.”

Akiva brightened. “Hey, maybe that’s what you go to prison for!”

“Huh?”

“Involuntary manslaughter.” Unlike Resolved, Akiva had a healthy and active imagination. He’d won creative-writing prizes. “You’re drunk behind the wheel, and your parents are in the back seat, and then you drive the car off a bridge and kill them.”

Cotton rolled his eyes. “Yeah, and maybe Resolved’s sister’s riding shotgun and that’s how she gets it, too.”

“It could happen!”

“What’s that about my sister?” said Resolved, the eternal bronze medallist of the trio.

“That’s not going to happen,” said Cotton, gathering his books. A mood had been shattered.


Cotton slung his backpack over his shoulder. “They won’t get in the car if I’m driving.”
College admissions rolled around, and Cotton started getting a lot of thin envelopes and not many fat envelopes. His parents glowered at the world. “It’s his medical records,” said Mr. Weathington-Beech. “The school passes them on.”

“Can we discuss this later?” snipped Mrs. Weathington-Beech. “We just had a nice dinner.”

“You don’t have to talk in code, you know,” said Cotton. “I know I’m dying in a prison knife fight.”

Both parents shot him poisonous looks. They knew he knew, and he knew they knew he knew. They just would have been happier if he’d done the polite thing and pretended he had no idea what they were talking about. Usually he did. Cotton was vaguely uncomfortable about discussing the death machine with his parents; it was almost as icky as the sex talk, and probably for similar reasons.

“It’s a self-fulfilling prophecy, is what it is,” muttered Mr. Weathington-Beech.

“Jim…” said Mrs. Weathington-Beech in warning tones. She turned away and started fiercely rearranging the magazines on the coffee table.

Mr. Weathington-Beech slapped down his newspaper. “Well, it’s true. They ostracize a boy like that, how do they expect him to end up?”

Cotton gave up on his Latin homework. “Dad, I’ve gotten three acceptances so far, plus my safety school. It’s not like I’m gonna land in the gutter. I’m just not going to Yale.”

Mrs. Weathington-Beech stifled a sob.

“We have not,” growled Mr. Weathington-Beech, “heard back from Yale.”

“Anyway, you don’t even know that’s what’s going on. Maybe my application just wasn’t that great. I don’t have a lot of extracurriculars.”

“I know what’s going on,” said Mr. Weathington-Beech.

Cotton had to admit he had a point. Even Resolved had managed Cornell.

“So what?” he said. “So I go to one of those little liberal-arts schools. They’re still good schools. Probably a lot more fun that the Ivy League anyway. Akiva’s brother says Harvard sucks, everybody’s stressed out all the time and the freshman classes are all taught by TAs in big—”

“The point,” said Mr. Weathington-Beech, “is that we sent you to Saint Maxwell’s to get you into Tinker Hill. We sent you to Tinker Hill to get you into Howland. And we sent you to Howland to get you into the Big Three, and now the whole damn thing with the—the—”

“The PKF,” suggested Cotton, who thought it had earned an acronym.

“…this thing is screwing up the whole system again.” Mr. Weathington-Beech looked suddenly very sad and tired. “We had everything planned out for you, son. We’ve spent a lot of time and a lot of money. It just doesn’t seem fair.”

“Aw, geez. Dad…”

Mrs. Weathington-Beech spun around, moisture sparkling in the corners of her eyes.

“Cotton,” she said, “when we’re killed, promise you won’t seek revenge on the driver.”


Cotton’s car was new and expensive. It was fast but there was nowhere to take it, so he drove slowly. Besides, his parents were big on safe driving. He drove out the gates of his neighborhood and past the gates of countless other
neighborhoods, all tidy and manicured, all dead at night except for the guards reading magazines in their glowing guardhouses. The scenery repeated itself, like a Flintstones cartoon, for miles. The spring air was moist and sugary.

Maybe there was a party somewhere. Maybe there was a football game. Maybe there were guys drinking down at Akiva’s parents’ boat shed. It all melted into the same flat, dark quiet.

After a while, Cotton pulled over and sat on the hood of his car. It was as good a place to stop as any. A dozen yards away, a guard leaned out of a gatehouse window to look him up and down. Cotton felt like a criminal. It wasn’t so bad.

He leaned back and looked up at the stars. He really hoped Yale was going to say no. Some of those little schools looked really good, and if he didn’t go there, he’d do something else. Something better, maybe. Poor Akiva was going to Harvard like his brother, and Resolved…well, to be fair, Resolved probably would’ve been screwed anywhere. But Cotton was going to go where he wanted and do what he liked. That was the funny thing about the death machine. When it cut your future down to that one steel inevitability, it seemed to open up more possibilities than you ever could have imagined.

Cotton smiled shyly at the stars. He was looking forward to prison.

It was going to be fun to be free.

Story by Shaenon K. Garrity
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WHILE TRYING TO SAVE ANOTHER

IT WAS ONE OF THOSE DAYS AGAIN. The eight of them travelled by bus, car, or walked to the church. They left coats on hooks and made their way to the basement where coffee, tea, cookies, and Reverend Shamus Brooker waited for them. The underweight clergyman shook Raymond and Krishna’s hands. He hugged Julie. Annabel got a kiss on both cheeks, Hanna a kiss on one cheek. Timothy, Nqobile and Benito were late so they got a nod. The Reverend frowned upon lateness.

“There’ll be one more today,” he warned them. “I told her to come at half past so we’d be able to talk.”

“Couldn’t she join another group?” Timothy objected. It had taken him over a year to get comfortable with the people in the room.

“She’s Iranian.”

“She’ll be more than welcome,” Krishna said firmly. Of course he did. In a few years he’d be killed by a group of skinheads with knives and baseball bats. Racism was a soft spot to say the least. He gave Timothy a challenging glare.

“I was just asking.” Timothy gulped down his coffee and poured a refill.

“Don’t be confrontational,” the Reverend interrupted. “Discomfort any of us feel with the introduction of a new member should be discussed.”

“I don’t have a problem,” Timothy replied.

“I do,” said Julie.

Krishna lashed out at her, assuming her reason was race. She shouted back. Raymond, who had a crush on Julie, joined in. Soon there was lots of yelling and Timothy’s mind wandered. He couldn’t be arsed to join in. He was staring at the doorway thinking about what movie he’d see on the weekend when she arrived. She was head to toe in Goth getup: leather boots with thick soles, a black velvet corset, silver chains, and bracelets dripping off her.

Timothy smiled. “Here comes an awkward silence.”

His prediction turned out to be as accurate as any of the Death Machine’s. Ten seconds later the others realized they were being watched.

“Isma…” Reverend Shamus Brooker’s lips kept moving but no more words came out.

Benito, class clown, came to the rescue. “Whatever your old ED group used to do, forget it. We communicate here by insulting each other.”

“OK. You’re ugly and you smell bad.”

Everyone laughed. Some of them were faking. Timothy wasn’t.
Isma took some tea and cookies and then the real session began.

“My name is Reverend Shamus Brooker and I have two hundred and seventy days left. I’m going to be hit by a car.”

“I am Annabel, cancer, four hundred and ten days.”

“Nqobile. I’m the record holder. Some cunt’s going to shoot me in the head in forty nine days.”

Timothy got up. “One hundred and one here; just like the Dalmatians. I’m going to die in a fire while trying to save another.”

“What?” Isma exclaimed.

“What’s wrong?” asked the Reverend.

She spoke slowly; she was visibly trembling. “I’m going to die in one hundred and one days as well. In a fire.”

Later Timothy and Isma sat outside on a bench. Isma’s hands clenched and unclenched, clenched and unclenched.

“Meeting you, it makes me feel like a puppet on strings.”

“It suddenly feels more real, doesn’t it?”

She looked up at the crucifix above the doorway. “He has a sense of humor doesn’t he?”

“When did you find out you were an ED?” Timothy popped a cookie (stolen booty) into his mouth.

“Six years ago after hearing a war hero talk on television. He said to the press that he wasn’t courageous; he admitted he had used a Death Machine and he knew he was going to freeze to death on a mountain. As long as he was posted in a desert, jungle, or urban warzone he felt no fear. When watching that broadcast, I realized for the first time that a forecast could be a gift. I arranged a session. I thought that if I knew how I was going to die I could stop being afraid of everything. I didn’t expect to find out when.”

“ED’s a bitch isn’t it?”

For years many had been sure the only reason no one had changed their fate was Death Machine forecasts were too vague. They were proved wrong when the first Exact Date spat out. For the first time, a man knew not only how he would die, but knew when it would happen. The first ED knew he would die in a bus crash on the 6th of March 2032. He prepared for that day. No matter what happened he would go nowhere near a bus on the 6th. He booked himself on a yacht cruise; no way could a bus crash happen while at sea. A week before his predicted death he was hit by a car and put into a coma. On the 6th the hospital was forced to transfer him to a private clinic. En route, a bus slammed into the side of the ambulance.

“How about you, how did you find out?”

“British Airways has all prospective pilots do a compulsory forecast just in case the Death Machine spits out ‘plane crash.’ They told me I couldn’t get the job because I was an ED and I had seven hundred and eight days left. I wish they hadn’t told me. Ignorance was bliss.” Timothy reached into his pocket and retrieved another cookie. “You want one?”

“No thanks. I’m on a diet.”
Timothy’s right eyebrow rose.

“I know. I’ll be dead in a hundred and one days. Why the fuck am I dieting?”

Timothy glanced at his watch. “A hundred days now.”

“I just thought of something. You’re not going to die in a plane crash. Why didn’t you get the British Airways job?”

“No one would insure me because I only had two years of life left.”

“Isn’t that illegal?”

“Of course it is; prejudice is just a reality.”

Isma stuck her hand into Timothy’s jacket pocket, an action that struck him as surprisingly intimate. She fished out a cookie and took a tiny nibble, a bird bite. “I was part of an Arab student association in Uni,” she said. “Every week we met and complained about the way we were discriminated against and treated like we weren’t real British citizens. That made it hurt all the more when they found out I was an ED and started treating me differently. Not that they called me names or anything like that. They just started tip-toeing around me.”

No one knew why exactly, but for every thousand people who used a Death Machine, it only spat out an Exact Date for two or three.

“I hate the bloody pity,” Timothy said.

“I had an abortion last year,” Isma said suddenly. “I wouldn’t have lived to see my child’s first birthday.”

“I… I don’t know what to say.”

“I wanted to mention it in there but the reverend… I wanted him to like me.”

“Shamus isn’t a cliché. He doesn’t judge.”

“I’m glad I didn’t. It feels easier to just tell you. It’s weird, but I feel connected to you.”

Timothy smiled humorlessly, “Linked by fate and all that.”

“How can you be cynical about fate, knowing what you do? Isn’t that proof enough?”

“I don’t believe in fate, God or anything. It’s all random. Sure, the Death Machine can punch a hole through time and can predict the result of the randomness. That doesn’t make it any less random.”

“So there’s no God, no life after death?”

“Zip.”

“How can you stand living like that?”

“Same as you, one day at a time. One hundred now, ninety-nine tomorrow.”

“Look at me,” Isma said.

He turned and their faces were only a few inches apart. “Do you think we’ll be together?”

He shrugged.

“Don’t do that.” She sounded angry. “I can tell your ‘I don’t care’ stuff is an act.”
He almost lashed out with a “fuck you” but it was harder to do so while staring into her eyes. It was too dark to see their colour. “I don’t want to die alone.”

“Me neither.”

“Do you ever think we’re trying to force something into existence.” Timothy said to her three days later. They were on the grass at Piccadilly Gardens. It was loud so they were speaking with raised voices.

“What do you mean?”

“The only reason we’ve seen each other the last two days is because there’s a chance we could die together. I kind of feel like we’re trying to create a meaningful relationship because…well, the alternative is dying alone. I look back at my life and it’s been forgettable. Instead of a pilot, I’m someone who does data entry. I go to work at a place where my contribution makes no difference. I’ve left no legacy or accomplishments. I doubt anyone will miss me. Meeting you…there’s so much pressure to make this work. It’s like a last chance to have some semblance of—it’s ridiculous and cheesy to say it—true love. If fate had somehow guided us to that, it would somehow validate everything else.”

Isma was quiet at first. “You’re looking for true love? I just thought we were going to be really good friends?”

“Oh.” Timothy’s cheeks burnt. He wanted to crawl into a hole.

Isma leant forward and captured his lips with hers.

Isma hated her body. She thought her bones were big and awkward and her face was boring. Timothy told her she was beautiful over and over again. Eventually he stopped trying. She insisted they make love in the dark. His fingers traced her figure, reading her contours like Braille. On the inside of wrists that were usually concealed beneath bracelets, he felt the raised ridges of twin scars.

“Yeah,” she said, offhandedly. “I tried to kill myself.”

“When?”

“Four months ago. Paul had just left me. Nothing was the same between us after my abortion. The situation was so fucked up. I wanted to keep the baby but I’d die right after she was born so what did my opinion matter. Even so, I still could never forgive him for making me…”

Timothy kissed Isma gently and she recoiled. “Not right now.”

“I’m sorry.”

Isma rose and went to the bathroom.

Waiting for her to come out was torture. He was reminded that he knew nothing about her. She might step out of the bathroom and tell him to leave, or she might come out bawling and throw herself in his arms.

When she did come out she apologized. “Sorry. This is the first time I’ve talked about Paul leaving. We were
together for three years. We were so happy. He never knew I was an ED until near the end.”

Three years. Timothy felt suddenly inadequate.

“My father found me before it was too late…” Isma was saying. She was looking down at the scars on her wrists. “I had passed out.”

“Do you wish you were still with Paul?” Timothy asked. He wished he could take back the words immediately. How selfish of him to say that when she was telling him something so personal.

“I don’t.”

“We only have ninety days, no time to lie to each other.”

“All right then, I wish I were still with Paul.” Isma came back to the bed. The springs creaked as she sat. “Don’t you wish I were someone else?”

“No. There is no one else. There never has been.” In a Harlequin bodice-ripper, that line might have been romantic, but in this room, in this place, it was an admission of how pathetic a person he was.

She began to speak but Timothy interrupted. “No lies, no matter how much you think it might be what I want to hear.”

“OK.” She took hold of his hand and pressed it against her cheek, right where he had kissed, when she flinched. “I remember when I had the shaving razor against my wrist, I thought I was cheating the Death Machine by choosing what day I would die—but I didn’t really have a choice. Right now though, this, between you and me, it is my choice. I know we’re both going to die on the same day, but it could be in different fires on different sides of town. I am choosing you to be by my side at the end. I choose you. Being able to have some control, however small, is precious to me. Maybe I can’t be that ‘true love’ that would make it all worth it, but…”

“Isma,” Timothy said. His palm had descended from her cheek, down the curve of her neck and to her right shoulder. “It’s enough.”

Nqobile spent her last night in the house she grew up in. It was a large three-bedroom in Didsbury. The carpets, chandeliers, paintings, and curios were all African. Her parents were immigrants who had fled South Africa and always dreamt of going back. Every object was an altar to their longing.


“So the star-crossed lovers have seen fit to make an appearance,” said Raymond, who had brought a set of car keys. He was joking but there was an aggressive undercurrent to his intonation.

“Star-crossed?” Isma asked.

“Well, he’s going to die trying to save you.”

“What?”

“Not necessarily,” said Timothy. “We might both die trying to save someone else. I like to think we’ll succeed.
Then our deaths will be more worth it.”

“You considered this?” Isma looked betrayed.

“Of course I thought it might be an option. Didn’t you?”

“If it is me, don’t try. Just leave me.”

“The Death Machine is always right.”

“So far, maybe, or maybe it’s been wrong and nobody knows.”

“You know that’s not true.”

“Please, if it’s me, promise you’ll leave me.”

Nqobile made her entrance. She looked even more beautiful than usual. Her hair was braided into long cascades falling in a torrent halfway down her back, and the patterned kikoi she wore was a mesmerizing corolla. Her smile was radiant, akin to a child’s. “What’s all this fuss about?”

Raymond sneered. “Isma just realized she could be the one Timothy dies trying to save. I never thought she was dumb until now.”

“Enough of that,” ordered Nqobile. “Today, it’s all about me. If you want to act jealous and petulant, Raymond, be jealous of me. If you want to argue, argue over who will get the privilege of sitting next to me. And tonight you two are not lovers. I am the only one you adore. If I decide to have my way with Timothy in the attic, there’ll be no complaints, okay.” Nqobile smiled devilishly and walked into the living room where the others were finishing up the preparations.

“It’s exactly how I dreamed it would be. No, scratch that, it is better.”

They had extrapolated the decorations for the living room from the first painting Nqobile had sold. In the painting, the Queen of Spiders presided over an intricate multicolored skein of webs. They had used dyed mosquito netting, gauze, and silk stretches of fabric to recreate the queen’s lair.

“I love you all,” said Nqobile and the festivities began.

As always, the Reverend led the way. Shamus tipped some cocaine onto an ash tray and shaped it into a line with his thumb. “I don’t know how to do this properly.” His hands were trembling.

“Are you sure about this?” Nqobile asked.

“For you, my queen,” He knelt and took a deep snort.

Julie went next. She began to strum chords on her guitar. “I’m sorry I’m out of practice but…”

“No excuses,” said Nqobile.

After one false start, Julie began to sing and her untrained gravelly voice spilt over them all. Five men and five women, Timothy noticed their symmetry for the first time. It made him wonder about fate. Was this all preordained? Julie was a stockbroker through and through, yet the song she was singing gave him chills. And its lyrics suited the night perfectly. Why had the only song Julie wrote as a naïve sophomore with rock-star dreams been about farewells? Coincidence? Fate? Or maybe she had cheated? Maybe this was actually a song she had just written?

By the end of the song, Nqobile was crying. “I meant to store them all up for one big cry at the end of the night. Damn it.” She pointed at Krishna. “Get on with it.”

“For you my queen,” he said and he stabbed a fork into a hunk of roast pork. He took a large bite and chewed. He winced as he ate.
“Allah be praised,” said Nqobile, sniffling.

Annabel dialed her mother’s number and waited. “Answering machine. I’ll try again later.”

Timothy stepped forward and knelt dramatically before Nqobile. He held out the proof of his purchase.

“Tomorrow afternoon, at two P.M., I’ll be in the air for two hours flying an ATR 42. Not a Boeing, but close enough.”

“Thank you dear,” said Nqobile. “Now it’s your lover’s turn.”

Isma laid the bag on the floor and unzipped it. She took a deep breath. She pulled out a pair of baby sized ballet shoes. “I dreamt she would be a dancer so I bought her these. She would have been so graceful.” She laid the shoes beside the bag and pulled out a blanket with a dragon embroidered into the fabric. “To keep her safe from monsters, her own personal, misunderstood monster.” She pulled out a tiny jacket. “To fight Manchester’s icy weather. She would have thrown snowballs at passersby.” One by one she pulled out the clothes and told the “what if” story. She was surprised she did not cry. The last item of clothing in the bag was a cloth cap with flaps to cover her ears.

Annabel tried again to get through to her mother’s phone. Again she didn’t get through.

Raymond tossed Nqobile the key to his BMW. Timothy wanted to smack him. They’d all put in such thought and bared their souls. His big gesture was a car. Why the fuck was he in the group anyway? He clearly didn’t care about anyone but himself.


Hanna got up, a forty-one year old as nervous as a debutante. She approached Nqobile with her arms open.

“For you my queen,” said Hanna.

“No, not this one,” said Nqobile. “This one’s for your daughter, Helen, and that lover of hers whom you refused to meet, what was her name?”

“Bea.” Hanna had not even gone to their wedding. “For Helen and Bea.”

“Yes, for Helen and Bea.”

Nqobile took Hanna in her arms and kissed her hard on the mouth.

Afterwards, the still shaky Hanna said “thank you” to Nqobile.

After her third attempt, Annabel realized what must have happened. “I think my mother’s blocked my number.”

“Don’t sweat it,” said Nqobile. “Just make me a promise. Swear you’ll go visit her in person. If she doesn’t let you in, smash the window and climb in.”

“Can’t I just snog you like Hanna did?”

“No.”

Benito groaned with simulated pain. “Please…snog her anyway. And rub her tits.”

“Oh, perv, your turn.”

Benito leered lasciviously at Annabel and Nqobile one more time and then he opened his photo album. Benito the clown, the rubber-face, pointed at a photo of a boy, a girl, and a woman with horn-rimmed glasses.

“They never found who did it,” he said. “They just found the bodies piled up with four others on the beach…”
He talked without pause for forty minutes.

The shooter was a seventeen-year-old. He was being chased by two men in a red Corvette. He shot at them three times. One of the bullets missed and killed Nqobile.

While she lay dying, Timothy and Isma were in a plane, soaring through the clouds.

“This is wonderful,” said Isma, staring out from the cockpit. “Though, it would be better if you could do some flips.”

“Aerobatics are overrated. They just make you feel nauseous. Besides, I wanted to be a commercial airline pilot, not a stunt pilot.”

“What little kid would rather fly an Airbus than an Air Force jet?”

“Guilty as charged.”

“Sexy uniform,” Isma teased. “Can you keep it?”

“I went to her funeral anyway,” Shamus admitted at their next meeting. Nqobile had made them all promise not to go. She wanted their last memory of her to be the party.

“I thought about going, too,” said Timothy.

Isma gave him a questioning look. He hadn’t said a word. He had been different though—he’d been more withdrawn and irritable over the last two days. She wasn’t sure Nqobile was the only reason.

They went round the group. Everybody said a few things about how Nqobile’s death made them feel. Benito’s words hit the group sentiment most accurately. “I feel like the countdown’s officially begun. Next will be Isma and Tim, then me. One by one like in that nursery rhyme. Ten green bottles standing on the wall, and then there’re nine. On and on until in two years, it’ll just be Krishna sitting in this basement alone.”

“Unless he finds replacements,” Raynond suggested.

“You think we should just find a replacement for Nqobile,” said Hanna. She wasn’t shouting, but her anger was obvious.

“That’s not what I meant.”

“Did you do it?” Shamus asked Annabel, eager to change the subject. “Did you go to see your mother?”

“It was an anticlimax. I expected tears or shouting or some other kind of fireworks. We just talked cordially. Makes me feel like an idiot for waiting so long. If not for Nqobile I might have died without talking to her.”

“Thank God for Nqobile,” said Shamus. He closed his eyes and whispered a prayer. It was the first time he had done anything during a session that called attention to the fact that he was a reverend.
Afterwards, on their way to Isma’s apartment, she shared one of her sillier insecurities. “After Nqobile’s final night was so perfect, I feel like whatever we do for ours will be a letdown. Hers was so beautiful. She came up with something that was for her but also a gift for every one of us. I have this recurring image of them meeting after we’re dead and one of them saying, ‘so, that last meeting, total shit, eh?’”

“Probably Raymond saying it, right?”

“Bang on.”

“You shouldn’t worry about it. Our last night will be for us—they will all be there to support us. Also, we’ll only have a few hours of life left. We could decide to hold hands and sing songs by Abba and it would be profound and meaningful.”

“Do you have any ideas about what you want to do?”

“Well…” Timothy hesitated.

“Do tell.”

“I…”

“Spit it out.”

“I was thinking of asking them if we could have our final meeting as a group two days before our last. I kind of just wanted to do something with you on our last night.”

Timothy’s arm was around Isma when he said this and he felt her muscles knot. “I think we owe it to them to share our last night with them.”

“What difference would it make if it were one day earlier?”

Isma stopped walking and faced Timothy.

“No lies,” he reminded her.

She did a double take. She had been readying to pacify him. “I want to be with them on my last night.”

“You haven’t even known them that long.”

“I’ve known you just as long,” she replied, which was the wrong thing to say.

“You still don’t love me,” he said, which pissed her off.

“Why is it always about that with you? Stop being so fucking insecure. We’ll be with each other day in day out for the next forty-seven days. You’ll die by my side. I want you to. And it’s not like I’m saying I want to go off with some strangers on my last night. I want to be with the group, which you are part of.”

“You’re right, you’re right,” Timothy replied, too quickly.

“Don’t just say that. Listen to what I’m saying.”

“I think I’ll go to my apartment tonight.”

He disengaged from her and started walking away.

“Don’t be a child, Timothy.”

He kept going.
“Fine,” said Isma. She waited a few moments to see if he would turn around and come back. He didn’t.
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Timothy opened the door. He looked a mess. He was unkempt, unshaven, and looked like he needed sleep. “I didn’t think you wanted to see me again.”

“You’re an idiot.” Isma walked passed him into his chaotic apartment. “You know what we just did? We wasted three days. I didn’t enjoy them. Did you?”

“No.”

“Then let’s not do it again.”

“Agreed.”

“The time we spend together is wonderful. Isn’t that enough? Can’t you just enjoy what it is? Do you have to compare it with ideal movie notions?”

“What we have is enough,” said Timothy.

Isma wasn’t sure she believed him but she didn’t want to fight. “Go shower,” she said. “You need to get out of here.”
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“I should have just lied to him,” Isma said to Hanna at her house. Hanna had invited her to come and take a look at two paintings of Nqobile’s that she had bought from an art gallery in Edinburgh. “I should have pretended that it was some big epic love from the beginning.”

“You wouldn’t have hated that?” Hanna said.

“I really wouldn’t have. I don’t have any qualms about lying. I can do it well. I can cry at will, hesitate, and do whatever else it takes to sell it.”

“He would have known. On some level he would have known.”

“That’s what people always say. I never knew with Paul. I believed every word the bastard said.”

“Are you going to contact him, before the end?”

Isma shook her head. “No. Maybe. I want to…I just…”

“You don’t want to hurt Timothy.”

“That’s not it. Nothing I could do can hurt Timothy. He does that all by himself. He loves torturing himself. I’m just an excuse.”

“Then why don’t you want to see Paul?”

“He left me when I needed him most.”
“Pride aside, you want to see him. You should or you’ll regret it. When you die, wouldn’t it be great to have no regrets?”

“Don’t be all worldly wise earth-mother all of a sudden. It doesn’t suit you.”

One of Nqobile’s paintings was of a robotic fisherman seated by a riverside. In the water, a strange three-eyed creature was approaching the hook. The other was a self-portrait, but she had given herself purple skin.

25

“Hello. This is Paul Durocher. Who’s calling? Hello? Hello?”

22

They had spent the day at the races. It was one of those things Timothy had never done. Between the two of them they’d made a list. They were ticking them off one by one. Timothy was in a tux and he was wearing a top hat, a ridiculous insistence of his. “I don’t care if I look like I’m from the wrong century; I’m going to do this posh pompous ass thing right no matter what you say.”

Going there was fun, but the actual races were boring. Nothing about watching horses run in circles remotely exhilarated Timothy or Isma.

Afterwards, Isma gave Timothy an envelope.

“What’s this?”

“You’ll see.”

It was a birthday card. “Today’s not my birthday. We’ll be dead before I turn twenty-eight.”

“They didn’t have a special card for what I wanted to say.”

“The message?” He flipped the card open. “Happy 528. What is 528?”

“You’re always saying how many days we have left. I don’t think that’s a healthy way of looking at it. We have 528 hours. Or if you like, on the back page I’ve written how much time we have in minutes.”

“31680.”

“Sounds like a lot of time, doesn’t it.”

“I guess.”
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“Now, now is when you call me, when I’ve got one week left.” Isma wanted to be angrier than she was. It was good to hear Paul’s voice. She’d missed his soothing baritone and his French-tinged accent. She had resigned herself to
never hearing it again.

“I’m calling now. I wanted to before; I just couldn’t mount up the courage."

“Lame excuse.”

“How have things been?”

Isma brushed aside his attempt at small talk. “Are we going to meet?”

“Wow, that’s very direct.”

“The ‘dying in a few days’ thing omits the need for bullshit.”

“I’m out of town right now.”

“Classic. Why do I bother?”

“I’ll be back next week Tuesday.”

“And after all this time, you think I’d want to spend my last night with you. You’re as arrogant as ever.”

“I’m sorry…I just…I booked a flight to come back then because I knew it was your last day. If you don’t want to see me…”

“You’re a bastard, you know. I should just tell you to fuck off. The sick thing is that, asshole that you are, I want to see you before I die. Maybe just so I can stab you in the eye with a fork.”

“Take it easy.”

“Not my last day. I have plans. Not Monday either. I’ve promised that night to someone.”

“Someone?”

Isma laughed. “What? You thought I’d be a celibate nun pining over you ever since you left.”

“Isma, if I had stayed with you, do you really think we would have been happy? Every conversation was a fight. It would have kept going. I regret leaving all the time, but I think back and…”

“I won’t have this conversation on the phone. I refuse to. Sunday. Can you make it for Sunday?”

“I can.”
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Isma wasn’t as good a liar as she thought. Timothy knew immediately. He wasn’t sure whether it was her body language or inflection, but something told him. He wanted to call her on it, remind her about the “no lying” rule, but he didn’t.

She wasn’t looking at him. She, the big “eye contact” lady, wasn’t looking at him. “I know it’s last-minute, but Hanna and I have gotten to know each other much better than I would have expected. Maybe it’s because I never really knew either of my parents, but having an older woman friend—it just makes me feel something intangible. Comfort maybe, but it’s more than that.”

This part wasn’t a lie. Timothy had noticed at the last few meetings that Isma and Hanna had become as close as
family. It was just the “I’ll be meeting Hanna tomorrow” part.

“I hope you don’t mind,” Isma said.

“Of course I don’t.”

Why is she lying? Maybe she’s planning me a surprise? he thought suddenly. He could see that. Hanna and Isma conspiring to create something that would make him laugh until it hurt.

Nothing good could come of this, Timothy knew. Secretly following someone you were supposed to love and trust was always a stupid idea. It was like opening her diary. Whatever he read would be out of context and it would hurt no matter what it said.

He should have just told her, “I know you’re lying, tell me the truth; no matter what it is.” He hadn’t because he knew it was something bad. In fact, he was pretty sure he knew exactly where she was headed. You’re paranoid, he told himself at first. Then he remembered the old joke: “Just because I’m paranoid doesn’t mean they’re not out to get me.”

He followed her through the streets, one hundred yards behind her. He was ready to duck behind something if she turned. She didn’t. She was too focused on where she was going. It was too important to her. If I walked right in front of her, he thought, she probably wouldn’t even notice me.

She turned into Oldham Street and Timothy crossed the street. He knew what he would see, but he crossed anyway. Unless…maybe it would be something else? There was always the possibility that he was exactly as paranoid and childish as she said. That’s why he’d followed in the end. Because there was a hairbreadth of a chance he was wrong.

He walked down the street until he was adjacent to the café. Isma was seated opposite a handsome, curly-haired man in a business suit. Timothy recognized him from the digital photos she had stored on her computer.

Timothy turned and walked away.

“What? You knew you were an ED when you decided to join the clergy?”

Julie’s total shock made Shamus laugh. “It was one of the main reasons I joined the church.”

“To make sure you go to heaven?”

“No, no, no.” That was what his father had thought, too. Throwing what little life you have left away, his father had accused. “Knowing I had very little time made me want to make a difference in the time I had.”

“I understand that,” Julie replied. “Since I started writing songs again I’ve been wishing more and more that I
never stopped. It would’ve been nice to leave behind something that people could play in the future. Some sort of proof that I was alive.”

Shamus nodded. “Everyone wants to leave a legacy.”

The two of them were the first ones there. The basement of the church had been freezing when they arrived, but it was heating up. The church heaters wouldn’t be able to make the basement truly warm but that’s what the alcohol was for.

Benito came next, smiling like an idiot. With the exuberance of a child he told them about a woman he had met.

“Does she know?” Shamus asked.

“No.”

“You should tell her. She deserves to know.”

“Would you stop being a reverend for five minutes and just be a guy?”

“I’m with you,” Julie said. “Better she never finds out.”

“She has lovely tits,” he boasted.

Krishna came in next and commented on how when he went, this is how he wanted his last night to be. “None of that New Age stuff Nqobile did. Just some friends and some laughs.”

“And booze,” Benito piped in. “The booze is important.”

Hanna came in next and the mood changed instantly. Her pallid face screamed that something was wrong. “Have any of you seen Timothy the last two days?”

“No. Why?”

“He was meant to meet Isma yesterday. He didn’t show.”

Shamus clutched the crucifix dangling around his neck. “Something bad must have happened. Did you call the police?”

“Two days have to go by before you can report someone missing. And by then…he’ll be dead.”

They asked Raymond and Annabel when they arrived, but they hadn’t seen or heard from Timothy either. Isma arrived at nine and she looked worn down. Looking at the seven of them sitting there, the last flicker of hope she had harbored faded.

“Maybe he was in an accident?” Shamus wondered.

“No,” Isma said. “He decided not to come. Him not coming yesterday, I understand. But I still thought he would come today…”

“Don’t think like that,” Shamus insisted. “If Timothy could be here, he would be.”

“No.” Isma hadn’t admitted it even to Hanna. She had just told Hanna he was missing, not the reason she suspected he had left. “I did something, I did something that hurt him. I don’t know how he found out, but he did. That’s the only explanation. He’s somewhere alone and hurt because of me.”

“You really shouldn’t blame yourself.” Hanna cut in.

“I saw Paul,” Isma admitted, and the admission made her tongue feel like it was rotting. It was a chore to get the words out but she forced them out. She told them and she felt the self-righteous ones (Shamus, Raymond, Annabel)
judging her.

Hanna took her side. “You were with Paul for years. Of course you saw him. You’re dying tomorrow. If Timothy
was angry he should have faced you, not run off like a coward.”

Isma just shook her head and nothing anyone said could make her feel better. Benito suggested she try and make
the best of it, but she replied “I just want to leave. I’m going to go home and have an early night.”

Hanna put her arms around Isma. “You shouldn’t let him make you feel like this on your last night. Stay and we’ll
cheer you up.”

“No,” she said, forcefully. “I’m going.”

She said her goodbyes to the ED group and none of the goodbyes were what she had imagined. They all felt flat,
even with Hanna. Hanna was crying but Isma’s eyes were dry. “How did this happen?” Isma asked Hanna before
she left. “I’ve only known him three months. I shouldn’t feel this. One week ago, if you told me this would happen, I
wouldn’t have thought it would affect me.”

“Should I walk you home?” Hanna asked.

“No. Thanks, but I’d rather be by myself.” She stepped out into the rain.

When Timothy got to the church, only Shamus was still there, putting things away. He told Timothy that Isma had
already left, so Timothy drove to her apartment. What would he say when he got there? He had no idea. A part of
him wanted to confront her about Paul and ask for specifics. Why did she lie? Did she sleep with him? Did she still
love him? Another part of him just wanted to be with her and not to bring up Paul in any way whatsoever.

The traffic was dense, which was unexpected for a Sunday. The cars moved at a crawl. Timothy wondered where
everybody was going to or coming from. Yesterday he’d been driving out, no particular destination in mind, just
getting far far away. He’d planned to go to another city, to get a hotel room, a lot of alcohol, a thousand-a-night
escort and whatever else he needed to make sure his last day was perfect even without Isma. That had been the
theory. In practice, he’d felt miserable and had not been able to stop thinking about her.

So here he was, driving to apologize? Grovel? Scream at her? Well, something. “I’ve got one day left and I want
to spend it with you,” he whispered to himself. “That’s real romantic. Who could say no to that?”

Timothy turned round the corner to Isma’s apartment block and he saw the fire. The top three floors of Isma’s
building were ablaze. Timothy looked down at his watch. 00:27. Half past midnight.

“No,” he breathed as the realization hit him.

This was it. This was how it was going to happen. Isma was in her apartment right now trapped and she would die
in there, if she wasn’t already dead. If he went into the building to try and save her, he would die too. That was the
prediction. This was how it was going to happen.

The Death Machine had always been right but that was because everyone had always known too little
information. Even EDs. But this time, Timothy knew everything. This was how it would happen. There wouldn’t be
two fires. This was the only one. All he needed to do to survive was to stand by and watch. That’s how simple it
would be to prove the Machine wrong. All he needed to do was do nothing. It’s not like he could save her anyway.

Timothy stopped his car just outside the building. He heard screaming from within.

He stared up at the billowing flames and looked at the window he knew to be hers. She was in there, pinned under
something or unable to run for some other reason. She must be so scared because she knew this was the end. She
was in there, about to die. Waiting to die. Alone.

Timothy got out of his car and ran toward the fire at a full sprint.
MISCARRIAGE

THE CITY IS BEAUTIFUL AT NIGHT. Long after the sun goes down, when the last rays have left the horizon scorched and aching, the buildings show their true shapes, silhouettes against the black with lights that twinkle orange and red. These are not the buildings, not anymore—rather, they’re the buildings’ ideas of themselves, the barest sketches. The burned-in after-image of a skyline put to bed.

With the fall of dusk, things simultaneously expand and contract. The streets open up, and familiar drivers can run them like rabbits in a warren, every turn practiced a thousand times and unimpeded by hesitant outsiders. It’s a delicate dance. The people thin out, and suddenly the extra interactions—the vacant smiles and nods that mean nothing—are stripped out as well, and every meeting becomes one of significance. You see only who you want to see, and if you see someone else, it’s because you wanted to see them and just didn’t know it. Or they wanted to see you.

At the same time that the streets are opening up, they’re also closing in. The city is a city during the day—people coming and going on business, tourists waltzing through and then back out, leaving snapshots and traveler’s checks in their wake—but at night it becomes a home. Everyone acts a little different—after all, we’re all roommates on a grander scale. This is my home, but it’s yours, too. Mi casa es su casa. Mi ciudad es su ciudad. We’re all in this together.

Those smiles to passersby that seem forced in the light become smirks at three in the morning. The raised eyebrow that says, “How was she?” or “I bet you could use a drink, too.” People’s walls start to come down. Masks are for daylight—once dusk hits, it’s the moon’s turf, and she likes us naked, naked, naked, just the way she made us.

Or at least some of us. The poets. The dreamers. The dancers and weavers. Sure, there are children of the sun out there—hardworking proponents of duty and righteousness—but not at night. We are the merrymakers, the children of the moon. And the moon, she takes care of her own.

She was taking care of Ryan as he ran across the bridge, her light following him as he took in the skyline, the radio towers and bedroom windows that lit his way home, offering nothing but asking nothing in return. It was a sight that had taken his breath away the first time, and every subsequent viewing was a chance to return to that original moment—who he was with, what he was doing.

Ryan wasn’t interested in going back tonight, nor home. The globes on the streetlamps glowed soft as he turned down the footpath, hedges forming a tunnel before opening up into the park proper. Here it was dark enough that the moon washed away the colors, leaving only stark whites and grays. And black. Lots of black.

Annie was waiting on the merry-go-round, one foot dragging in the dust. The contrast of blonde hair over heavy black peacoat was enough to fry the rods in his eyes and blind him to more subtle distinctions, but he knew they were there. The tiny triangle where her nose met her lips. The scar on her cheek that made her hate cats. The ears that poked through the sides of her hair in a way that only she found awkward. She stood up, and the diminishing momentum of the merry-go-round carried her up to him, then stopped.

“Hey,” he said.

“Hey,” she replied.

They stood awkwardly for a moment, then she sat and he followed, close but separated by the toy’s dully reflective steel rail.
“How was the hospital?” she asked.

“How was it?” He sighed and pulled his jacket closer around him. She knew it was a loaded question—it was every time. How could he explain that working in the ER was simultaneously exhilarating and crushing? That in any given day, he worked miracles and failed miserably, complete strangers giving up and expiring beneath his hands? He couldn’t, and once upon a time he’d told her so. So now she asked how his day was, and he said fine, and both of them knew that the exchange was one of affection, not information.

The machine didn’t make his job any easier, either. You’d think it would warn people, let them know what was coming, or at the very least aid in diagnosis and emergency room triage, but somehow it rarely did. Every day he saw people making good on their little certificates, and every day it took all but a select few by surprise. Some were straightforward—the middle-aged man with the steering column in his chest and DRUNK DRIVER on the laminated slip in his pocket, or the kid who quit breathing on Sloppy Joe Day and hadn’t yet been informed by his parents that CHoke ON CAFETERIA FOOD was the last entry in his abbreviated biography. Others were more complex—the third-degree burn victim who tried to cheat death by never smoking a pack in his life, only to be done in by the upstairs neighbor who fell asleep with a lit cigarette near the drapes. Or the woman with SAILBOAT ACCIDENT in her wallet, crushed by a towed yacht in a five-car pileup. The list went on. One way or another, things always worked out in the end.

Though the residents and long-time nurses did their best to combat complacency—after all, you could never know if the heart attack implied on the slip was this one, or another in thirty years—you could still see the knowing look in the doctors’ eyes when someone crashed. If you were lucky, the advance warning made things a little less traumatic for both patient and doctor. More dignified.

Annie pushed off from the ground and the merry-go-round spun hesitantly, their weight throwing it off balance and making it squeal against its steel and rubber fittings. Ryan realized he’d trailed off and snapped back to the present, turning toward her.

“Did you talk to your mom?” he asked.

“Yeah.”

“How did it go?”

“About how we expected.” She reached up with one hand and tucked a lock of severely cropped white-blond hair behind her ear. “She doesn’t really trust it, and has all sorts of philosophical misgivings, but in the end she knows it’s our decision and supports us without question. She’d like us to come out and see the new house whenever we can—she’s trying to hold it back, but I can tell she’s already gearing up to play the doting grandmother. She’s probably already got the shower half-planned. I told her you’re booked solid, but that we might be able to make it out in a month or so. What do you think?”

Ryan grunted noncommittally, feigning reluctance. She shoved his shoulder hard, tipping him off balance.

“Oh, come on,” she said. “You know you love it. You don’t even have to help cook—you just get to read and ride the horses and hang out with William. I’m the one who’s going to have to go visit eighty-year-old great-aunts and listen to stories about people who died in 1967.” She stood and grabbed his hand. “Come on, let’s go sit on the swings.”

Ryan stood and let her pull him along. In the dark, her tiny hands glowed against her sleeves, and he marveled at the boundless energy contained in something so small and delicate.

The park was nothing extravagant—a gravel-covered box edged with trees on one side, with the merry-go-round, a few big climbing toys, and a swing set. Nothing like the expansive playgrounds both of them had grown up with, but that was the price they paid for living in the city. During the day, every square foot was covered in running, yelling children, offering local mothers a few minutes to read their books on the surrounding benches. But at night it stood empty, save for the occasional drug deal or sleepy hobo.

Annie had exploded into Ryan’s life like a mortar round, with only the faintest whistle to warn him. A smile
across a crowded party, and suddenly she was right in front of him, introducing herself with a confidence that made him sweat. The rest of the party had suddenly paled in comparison, fading to a dull buzz, and the two had quietly excused themselves, drifting out into the silent streets.

Something about each of them opened a vein in the other, and the conversation flowed in great torrents, both of them pushing further and faster, daring each other to greater depths of intimacy. In a heartbeat Ryan found himself offering up his deepest secrets, astonished and enraptured by the care with which she picked each one up, examined it carefully from all sides, and then replaced it. They’d walked for hours, finally stopping in this park to rest on the swing set. When they eventually left, he’d gone home alone, but something had changed. It was a new sort of alone, relaxed and refreshed.

He’d invited her out again, and once more they’d walked until they dropped, taking a different path but still ending at the park. He’d repeated the date three times, reluctant to risk changing any variables, before she finally suggested that they might want to try going out to dinner or a movie once in a while. The fact that she said it while lying in his bed, hair tousled and one pink-tipped breast peeking out from beneath the threadbare cotton sheets, had taken any sting out of her words. They’d built a life together, but the park had always maintained a special place in their relationship. It was there that he’d asked her to marry him—not the most creative choice, but she’d still said yes. Even once they lived together, it had still been a place of significance. Neutral ground. Holy ground.

Annie sat down in the lower of the two swings and leaned back, toes barely dragging in the gravel. In the one beside it, Ryan’s feet were flat on the ground, weight pulling down on the rubber until the chain pinched his sides.

“How was it?” he asked.

“Pretty easy,” she said, slowly beginning to pump. “It’s pretty much the same as amniocentesis—there was more than just the pinch they tell you to expect, but not much. It was over in like thirty seconds.”

“I’m sorry I couldn’t be there.”

She reached over and twined her fingers in his, making his arm sway in time with her.

“I know,” she replied. “You had to work.”

He stiffened, but her eyes held none of the old resentment. It was true—she really did know. And it was okay.

They’d conceived before. The first was a surprise, when they’d been married only a few months, and the tears of joy had been tinged with shock and a vague sense of panic. When she’d miscarried two months in, they’d been heartbroken, of course, but eventually both admitted to pangs of guilty relief.

The second time the stick turned blue, it was intentional—they had good jobs, a car, a house, and a strong desire to take the next step. They’d surprised their parents with it on Mother’s Day, and were immediately enveloped in a whirlwind of blue and pink, both grandmothers good-naturedly attempting to outdo each other with baby preparation. Ryan’s father, the paragon of stoicism, had cried and hugged him, tears leaking out from behind Coke-bottle glasses. Annie glowed.

When the baby spontaneously aborted in the eighth month, the pain was unlike anything Ryan or Annie had ever known. The doctors explained that there was nothing they could have done, that sometimes these things just happened, but their words fell on deaf ears. Annie blamed herself. Ryan felt helpless. In their sadness, they turned away from each other. Conversations became arguments became battles. Annie, the picture of brazen self-confidence for as long as Ryan had known her, became weepy and dependent. She resented his long hours at the hospital. He resented her resentment. They’d separated for several months, her flying back to her parents’ place in Maine, him staying in Seattle and picking up as many extra shifts as he could. But in the end, neither could stay away, and one Saturday she’d showed up on his doorstep with tears and a suitcase. Together, they’d worked through their grief. When it was done, they were a little bit harder, a few more wrinkles in their faces, but the love that had been soft and warm and all-pervasive was now iron-hard, a steel cable that suspended them above the dark pit they’d both stared into. Their love had been tested. It had passed.

There followed a long stretch where neither mentioned trying again, both of them reluctant to reopen old wounds.
But all around them friends began having children, and both watched the way the other smiled when they saw small children running, the way their faces lit up when they cradled a newborn in their arms. And finally, after careful consideration and numerous late-night discussions, they had tossed out the box of condoms. Three months later, Annie was pregnant.

They’d gone back and forth on whether they wanted to test the fetus with the machine. These days, most adults went ahead and got tested, with the exception of the religious nuts and the staunch free-will atheists, who finally had a common cause to rally around. Both Annie and Ryan knew how they would go, and had shared that knowledge with each other early on. Yet the decision of whether to test a child, let alone an unborn one, was difficult, and raised a bevy of uncomfortable questions: would you abort a child that had a horribly painful death in store for it, or one that might die young? Sudden Infant Death Syndrome made frequent appearances on the machine’s little slips of paper. Was it better to die at six weeks or to never be born in the first place? And suppose your child survived to adulthood. When did you inform them of the method of their eventual demise? Some parents advocated raising children with the knowledge from birth, in the hope that never knowing a life without a prescribed death would make it easier. Others waited until the child asked, or graduated from college, or got married. Whatever the call, knowledge of the means of death quickly wrenched the title of “the Talk” from comparatively paltry topics like “where babies came from” and “you’re adopted.”

Pundits on both sides raged, but in the end, for Annie and Ryan, there was no question—if this child was going to miscarry as well, they needed to know as soon as possible so that they could induce it themselves. Abortion was far safer for Annie, and though neither of them said it, both knew that it would be easier to end things if they had less time to get attached.

Annie put her feet down, stopping herself, and squeezed his hand once before letting go. Reaching inside her jacket, she pulled out a small envelope, turning it over and over in her hands. The service she’d used had embossed it with pastel blue angels and clouds. She wedged a finger under the flap and looked up at him.

“Ready?” she asked.

A sudden lump in Ryan’s throat kept him from speaking. He nodded and reached over, placing jittery hands over hers. She broke the seal and pulled out the small, plain white card. On it, in large block letters, were printed three words:

CONGESTIVE HEART FAILURE.

Ryan let out a breath. The world was spinning, sparkling at the corners. His stomach felt like he was falling.

“Do you know what this means?” he asked, voice husky and strained.

Annie turned toward him, tears glistening on cheeks pulled tight by a shaky smile.

“We’re going to have a baby,” she whispered.

Story by James L. Sutter
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SHOT BY SNIPER

LIEUTENANT GRALE CRAWLED THROUGH THE ASHEN SLOP BENEATH AND BEHIND THE SLANTED BILLBOARD THAT’D HALF-FALLEN FROM THE ROOF ABOVE, its Arabic advert made all but illegible, even to the locals. The machinegun fire crackling through the air was background and indistinct. If one were careless, the sound would become ambient, like the bustling traffic in New York or the steady hum of a computer.

A shot kicked up dirt in front of Grale’s face. He pulled himself backward, back to the dubious protection of the fallen sign.

A sniper. “Shit.”

He looked across the road. His men hadn’t noticed yet.

“Sniper!”

Everyone moved at once, except for Paula. She was green, and waited just a second too long. She turned to face Grale, and as she did, she staggered backward, blood flying from her arm. Gearhead leapt out, grabbed her, and pulled her behind the cover of the still-standing wall of a long-destroyed hotel.

The sniper waited, silent.

Across the street from the fallen billboard, Grale’s men looked at him, pasty-faced and wide-eyed. One of the men—Simmons—signed for him to stay put.

“No shit, Simmons.”

A panic swept through the men as they crouched behind the wall. They were reacting, damn it, not thinking, and Paula’s cries of pain were rattling loose what little cohesion they had. Grale needed to cross the street and reach them, and he needed to do so before the SNAFU became FUBAR.

But those three little words on that tiny slip of paper kept him from dashing across.

The focus of the panic shifted from Paula to Grale. They knew she’d be fine, after all. But the eyes on Grale hadn’t the slightest shimmer of hope. No. They all knew Grale would die here. God damn that machine.

It’d been a week ago, back when the insurgency seemed stoppable. A couple of rookie privates had found the machine in the wreckage of a casino. (Well, Grale called it a casino. The locals insisted it wasn’t. The locals insisted a lot of things.) The machine still worked.

Grale had said to throw the damn thing out, but most of the platoon kicked up a fuss. “It’s one of the newer models,” Gearhead had said, looking at it. “Forty different languages. Takes a pinprick of blood—less than most blood-sugar machines—and it’s supposed to be the wittiest model yet. Come on, Lieutenant? What harm will it do?”

Machines weren’t infallible. That was Grale’s sole understanding of computers, and even Gearhead (reluctantly, at times) agreed with him. So let the boys (and girls, Grale, you can’t forget them) have their fun. Right?

“Says I’m going to drown.”
“That blows.”

“Paula—What’s yours?”

“Uh—car accident.”

“Oh, what the hell? Mine says ‘Killed by cow.’”

“A cow?”

“Always knew you’d amount to great things, Simmons.”

“Blow me. Hey, Lieutenant!”

“Lt. Grale! You gotta try this.”

“I really don’t,” Grale said.

“He just doesn’t want to see the words ‘old age’ in print.”

Everyone laughed. An explosion and the sound of wrenching metal pealed through the open windows, a distant and painful reality check.

“Gearhead,” Grale said, “Take ten men and go see who killed who.”

“Yes, sir!” the skinny youngster said, snapping gum that’d been in his mouth since morning.

The rest of the men kept joking about the machine’s one-line fortunes, and Simmons, with a half-smile plastered on his face, said, “Come on, Lieutenant. It won’t hurt you to see what it says.”

“Yeah, Lieutenant, come on.”

A chorus of “come ons” and “yeahs” broke out, and Grale couldn’t see the harm in a little fun.

He stepped up to the machine—it was such a humble thing—and Paula showed him how it worked. It reminded Grale of a slot machine. Maybe that was why it’d been in a casino.

A tiny slip of paper curled out.

Grale ripped it free, read it, stared at it for a moment, and then let it fall to the floor with a shrug. Like jackals, Grale’s men fell on the scrap and gaped at it, horror-struck. By nightfall, everyone on base knew how Lieutenant Grale was going to die.

The change came the next morning. Some of the men wouldn’t talk to Grale unless they had to. Overnight, he’d become the most beloved and still (somehow) least-popular man on base. And anyone with something bad to say about Lt. Grale: Watch out!

Everywhere Grale went, his soldiers looked at him with wide, wet eyes and the color would swirl out of their faces. They’d utter “yes, sir,” as if the post had arrived with a thousand pounds of Dear John letters.

What harm could a little fun be? Grale snorted at the thought.

Aside from bringing morale to an all-time low? Not a goddamned thing.

“I want that damn machine turned into scrap.”

“Yes, sir.”
“You hear me? If it stays on this base, it’ll be reincarnated as a locker.”

“Yes, sir.”

“Now! I want to see you do it, Marine!”

That caused some grumbling. Word went out that ol’ Grale was afraid of the death machine. “And who can blame him?” they’d say.

What the hell did they know?

Grale crouched behind the billboard and watched the disaster unfold across the street. His boys (and girl), the whole lot of them, in an instant, decided that they were going to defy fate, to prove Grale’s slip of paper wrong. He couldn’t hear what they were saying over the gunfire, and they weren’t signaling anything.

A bullet sliced through the sign and sent bits of brick from the building behind Grale into the air. The damn thing almost parted his hair. He pressed himself against the ground.

He saw Gearhead on the radio. Calling an air strike. Good boy.

Simmons put a new mag in his gun and shifted his legs.

No, damn you, Simmons, stay put. Grale gestured for him to stay down.

He didn’t.

“No!”

But Simmons charged around the corner. Gearhead looked across the ruined street at Grale and Grale shook his head. Gearhead stopped the others from following. Good boy.

Grale ground his teeth. Once, his daughter had left at seventeen hundred hours, back at the base in Germany, and never reported for dinner. She’d come home at oh-one hundred, drunk and battered. Grale knocked a few heads in that night, that was for sure. But the time between seventeen and oh-one hundred hours? That excruciating wait? That was how Grale felt when Simmons turned the corner and charged toward the ruins of the office building.

A crack shattered the other sounds of the urban fighting and Grale knew what’d happened, even before he heard Simmons cry out. Just like he knew what happened that night, so long ago, before his daughter had opened her mouth to start crying.

Grale peered over the sign. Simmons was down, hard. The sniper had shot his leg. The bastard was hoping to draw out more.

Grale made a gesture at Gearhead.

Gearhead shook his head.

Grale made ready to spring, putting his back against the sign and shouldering his rifle. This was his job, damn it, these were his children. Screw that miserable machine and its miserable opinion.

“Covering fire!” Gearhead screamed. NATO rounds poured upward toward the office building. Grale turned at the edge of the sign and dashed into the street. Throughout, the sniper was silent. Good boy, Gearhead.

Grale reached Simmons, and winced. The boy’s leg was mangled badly—he’d be lucky to keep it. Have to carry him, Grale thought.

“Lieutenant?”
“Shut up. You gotta live so that cow can kill ya.”

Grale squatted and hefted Simmons up. Boy could use a meal or two extra. Damn, it was hot out.

Grale’s eyes were glued up to the building.

He saw the sniper.

He could see into the sniper’s eyes, all the way from the ground. They were like brown glass, and the man behind them—the man behind the rifle—hated Grale, hated Simmons, and he’d hate anyone else that stepped into the street. The NATO rounds weren’t keeping him down anymore.

Grale knew what was going to happen. He always did. He turned away from the sniper, Simmons curled on his shoulders, and started running back to cover. If the bastard was going to shoot Grale, he’d have to do it from behind.

A puff of dirt flashed up between Grale’s legs, as if to say, “I don’t mind that.”

But Grale was almost there.

Gearhead and the others were still firing, trying to keep the sniper down. But the man behind the rifle had a pair made of brass. Another round zipped past Grale’s ear.

Ten yards to go. Not even that.

But Grale could feel it. The muzzle of the rifle may as well have been pressed against his back. The sniper, he knew, wouldn’t miss a third time.

A rocket streaked through the heavens. Half of the sniper’s building caved in. As Grale turned the corner and set Simmons down, he heard Gearhead yelling into the radio.

“Kill confirmed. Repeat, kill confirmed. You got the bastard!”

Simmons looked up at Grale, his eyes beaming with gratitude and admiration.

“But, sir, your paper said—”

“Some other sniper, son. Some other war.”

Story by Bartholomew von Klick
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HEAT DEATH OF THE UNIVERSE

I MET MAGGIE AT A KEG PARTY IN THE BACK YARD OF THE HEAD CHEERLEADER’S HOUSE. The cheerleader didn’t know I was there, and probably would have objected to my presence. I was a nerd. I didn’t earn acceptance from my peers until we were too old and too jaded about high school cliques to care.

Maggie and I had been at the same school since junior high, but we had never really met each other before. She was a name on a roster, another face in the background noise. She was tall for her age, and had knobby knees and a flat chest, and a nose that was a little too big, but I thought she was beautiful. Seeing her at the party again, in different and unusual circumstances, was like waking up and everything seeming smaller than it was before. I had seen Maggie every day for years, but suddenly she was the most wonderful girl I had ever seen. Before that moment, before I saw her laughing over the rim of a red plastic cup, I don’t think I even noticed girls.

We got off to a good start. We talked awhile, and shared a drink or two in the freshly-cut grass, giggling. Later, I held her hair back while she puked in the kitchen sink. Maggie had too much Jagermeister, drawn by its sweet smell and licorice taste. She had always liked licorice. Between bouts of gut-twisting heaves, Maggie cursed the liquor companies for making the stuff taste exactly like her favorite candy. Childhood to adulthood, things don’t change as much as they used to. Maggie blames commercialism and the corporations. I think I agree with Stephen Hawking.

I read his book during my sophomore year. The other kids would have made fun of me if they hadn’t gotten that out of their collective system in junior high. They were too busy getting laid and trying to get laid, and trying to get into good colleges. I had already been accepted with a big scholarship because I’d discovered a new kind of algae in the stream near my grandparents’ house. It was just a science project to me, but to college admissions departments, it was as if I had rushed for a million yards last football season.

I had scholarship offers, and ended up going to the school that Maggie was going to. I told my parents that I had picked the state university because I had read that graduate programs matter much more than undergraduate programs, and that I should go to a big state school for undergrad because I needed the social acculturation that happens at those kinds of places. They agreed with me, or at least let me have my way, because that new kind of algae made them think I was smarter than they were.

I’m not as smart as everybody thinks I am. When I tell people that I’m not as smart as they think I am, they think I’m being modest. I keep expecting to wake up one day and know that I’m that smart and be comfortable with it, and be able to think my way through any problem and come to the right conclusion every time, like there’s a door locked in my mind and if I could unlock it, everything would be fine, and I would be a modern-day Mozart. I’ll never be Mozart, though. I played the baritone tuba in junior high band, and faked my way through it. I never even learned how to key or read the music. I just pretended. I wonder if Stephen Hawking tells people that he’s not as smart as people think he is.

According to Hawking, all this certainty is going to be bad for us. We spent the first few billion years of our collective existence scrabbling through a random universe full of uncertainty, pain, suffering, and unpredictability. Hawking thought that if you put a little bit of order in the chaotic soup of human existence, then the order will crystallize and spread itself throughout the whole human experience. Life will either get very boring or very interesting, in the Chinese sense. There’s some debate about what this would look like, because nothing like it has ever happened. Some people think Hawking is wrong and that a little bit of order in a whole lot of chaos is no more effective than an ice cube dropped in a lava flow. Others believe that it’s going to be the social equivalent of metal fatigue, simultaneous across the whole planet. Civilization will shatter like an icicle. Too much order is worse than too much chaos. We evolved in chaos. We survived chaos. Life thrives in chaos.

I thought about that a lot during our senior year. The chaos of high school and all the politics of it and the cliques
sort of dissolved and became more permeable. Nobody cared about that stuff anymore. They cared about college, and their new lives: High School 2.0. It was a kind of order of its own, though I thought it was kind of temporary. Maggie and I visited a few colleges together and it seemed pretty chaotic to me.

Maggie and I had sex for the first time right before our birthdays, on December 31st. No liquor for us, no wine, no champagne. We hung out in the treehouse in her back yard, which had overgrown with spidery ivy and creeping, snaking tree branches. Her father was a contractor, so while it was in a tree, it was pretty well insulated, and two bodies in it warmed the place up pretty well, especially if those bodies were humping. I had heard that sex for the first time was always messy and weird and gross, but it wasn’t for us. I had researched it a lot on the Internet, but Maggie wasn’t interested in the technicalities. She just wanted to be close to me.

“I’m scared,” she said, after we did it, and we were spooning on the floor of the treehouse, wrapped in the blanket I had brought from my house. It was blue and white, in a pattern like a summer sky with clouds on it. It was wool, and scratchy and soft at the same time.

“I don’t want to get my blood read.”

“We don’t have to,” I said.

“Yes we do,” she said. “My mom won’t stop talking about it.”

“Moms suck sometimes,” I said.

“Especially mine,” she said. “It’s worse than when I had my period for the first time. She kept telling me it was going to happen soon. She bought me six kinds of maxi pads. I was afraid she was going to demonstrate how to use a tampon.”

“Ew.”

“Yeah. Boys are lucky.” She sighed and grabbed my hand and squeezed. “I hope we get the same reading.”

“Me too,” I said. “But it’s okay if we don’t.”

“I guess so,” she said. “But what if I get CAR ACCIDENT and you get DROWNING? Or what if I get CANCER and you get OLD AGE?”

“Nobody gets OLD AGE,” I said.

“Sometimes they do,” she said.

“It’s an urban legend,” I said. “Because nobody actually dies of OLD AGE. They die of cancer or something.”

“That’s not what my uncle says,” she said. “His friend in college pulled OLD AGE. And he was killed by an old guy driving a car.”

“I don’t think that’s true,” I said. “It’s too weird.”

“Just because it’s weird doesn’t mean it doesn’t happen,” she said. “Things like that happen all the time. Like those people who pull STABBED, and they fall on some broken glass, or that lady who pulled HANGED, and got wrapped up in telephone wires when she jumped off her roof. That stuff happens.”

“Yeah, I guess it does,” I said. “But it’s rare. If that were always true then nobody would get their blood read at all. People wouldn’t be so secretive about their certs. There wouldn’t be laws against having your blood read before you’re eighteen. It would just be a joke, you know? Like a horoscope.”

She didn’t have an answer for that. I was the smart kid. People always thought my logic was perfect, even if they knew it wasn’t, because I was smarter.
“I don’t want to know how I’m going to die,” she said, finally. “It doesn’t seem fair.”

“Everybody does it. They still live their lives.”

“Some of them,” she said, a reference to her uncle, the black sheep of her family. He had pulled GUNSHOT, and got scared and moved to the wilderness out west somewhere. He didn’t live his life. He started living someone else’s.

“We’ll live ours,” I said. “Together.” I squeezed her tight, for emphasis.


If order really were crystallizing across the whole quantum stratum of human existence, then Maggie would have turned out to be my sister or something.

But that didn’t happen. We had blood drawn at the doctor’s office. Our families let us go by ourselves. I drove us in my mom’s Taurus. The salt-stained tires ploughed twin canals through the chunky, gray slush. The snow unspooled from the roof in loose, white ribbons.

Maggie and I had the same doctor. He had a machine in his office that did the readings. He drew a little bit of blood and put it into a little receptacle on the machine. It looked like a big laser printer, smooth white plastic and blinking, green lights. In a few minutes, the machine hummed and something inside it spun and the humming grew louder and shook the floor a little. He smiled at us, arms folded. The machine printed out the certificates on special paper, the same pinkish color as those new five-dollar bills. He put them face-down on a tray and handed them to us. Maggie and I sat down on the examination table, butcher paper crinkling and creasing under us, bunching between us as Maggie scooted closer. The doctor left us alone.

Maggie asked me if I was feeling nervous. I told her no, even though that was a lie and she could see it in my face.

“I can tell when you’re nervous,” she said. “You look like you’re reading small print when you’re nervous.”

“I am now,” I said. “Thanks.”

“Oh, it’s all right,” she said, and put her hand on my leg. She was always misreading my sarcasm. If there were a chance I was nervous, she took it seriously. I was joking this time. I told her so. She nodded and held my hand.

“We can wait,” she said. “We’ll just sit here. We don’t have to turn it over at all. Nobody will ever know.”

We sat in silence for a long time. I told her later that I wanted to stay there forever, our futures vibrating in the midpoint between knowing and not knowing, the moment stretched to fill a lifetime. Would that have been a state of order? Knowing either way is a switch flipped to either side. But what if you refuse to touch it? Is that order or chaos?

History has turning points, moments around which pivot the events that follow. I sometimes imagine it to be a railroad switch that shunts a train from one path to another. Sometimes it’s just a big pop, a whack of a stick and the piñata shatters and the candy pours out.

I don’t know when this moment happened. It might be when Maggie and I looked at our certificates together and she started crying and I put my arm around her. That’s when my life changed, because instead of warmth of closeness, I wanted to crawl away, the click of a cog, the next step. It sank into me, a realization made suddenly clear, a contrast from the moments that filled up our lives before. We weren’t kids anymore, and we weren’t going to be together forever. A teenager’s mind isn’t ready for that.
I pulled HEAT DEATH OF THE UNIVERSE. I already knew what that was, but I had to explain it to Maggie. I started to explain it to her to distract her from what she had pulled, because it was also pretty unique. My valiant efforts didn’t work. Three days later and we were sitting on her bed with her parents downstairs worrying and worrying, filling the house with the sickly smell of anxiety. After all these years of having the blood readings, people were still slaves to it. Stephen Hawking would say that we’re slaves to order, but it seemed pretty chaotic at Maggie’s house.

Maggie was worried and weepy. I couldn’t blame her. CANCER or PLANE CRASH or HEART ATTACK were what you expected to pull, and those are things you can deal with. They seem distant and unreal, like life was before we had the machine and its holograms and red-dyed paper and you knew that because your grandparents both died of heart attacks that you were prone to that, too. The machine gave us more order, but it didn’t really take away the chaos.

“It means I’m going to live for a really long time,” I said. “I don’t think anybody else has pulled that. At least nobody I know of. I guess it’s kind of a big deal.”

“I’ve never heard of it,” she said.

I shrugged. “It’s when all the heat in the universe dies, right? Atoms stop spinning. It’ll be really cold. It’s all kind of theoretical, though. Well, it was.”

“How long will you live?”

I was embarrassed—she was envious of me. I expected a lot of people would be. I didn’t see what the big deal was, though. The woman I loved had pulled NUCLEAR BOMB.

“It’s about ten centillion years away,” I said. “I looked it up.”

“Is that a real number?”

“Yeah. It’s ten with a hundred zeroes behind it.”

“How could somebody live that long?”

I shook my head and stared at my feet. “I can’t even imagine.”

Her hands were trembling. She ran her fingers through her hair and clutched her stomach. She was crying again.

“Other people will pull NUCLEAR BOMB,” she said. “They have to. A nuclear bomb doesn’t kill just one person.”

“You have to stop obsessing about it,” I said, quietly. “It’s not helping anything.”

“How can I not think about it?” she said. I couldn’t believe she still had enough water in her to cry again, but she did. She cupped her hands over her face. I hated seeing her so sad.

“You can’t do this, Maggie,” I said. “You just can’t.”

“We have to tell somebody about it,” she said. “This is something everybody needs to know.”

“I don’t think that’s a good idea,” I said.

“But what if—”

“You can’t think about what-ifs. You have to think about school and graduating, okay? If it’s a problem, somebody else will pull it. You know that’s true. If there’s going to be a nuclear bomb, then other people will get it. Just like September 11.”

“That happened because people didn’t talk about what they got!”
“Do you think that would have helped? If they had told people what they got, then how do you know it wouldn’t have happened anyway? It had to happen, Maggie. That’s what they pulled.”

“Don’t you think it’s weird that nobody told anybody else what they got?” She was starting to raise her voice. I didn’t want that to be our first argument.

I put my hand on her knee.

“Don’t tell me you believe that stuff,” I said. “Just because some guys on YouTube say it’s a conspiracy doesn’t mean it is.”

“Have you watched it?”

“No,” I said. “But I read about it. Look, Maggie, that’s silly. There were thousands of people there. How would the government get them all to work at the same building? Or to fly on the same plane?”

“The people in the Pentagon pulled MISSILE,” she said. “It’s true.”

“That’s just a rumor. It’s an urban legend. Stop it, Maggie.”

“I’m scared,” she said, her anger melting into convulsing sobs.

I put my arm over her shoulder and hugged her close to me.

After September 11, Stephen Hawking didn’t comment on the conspiracy, because nobody had really thought about it. In a letter to the New York Times, he said that order was winning, even though it seemed like it wasn’t. War and terrorism are agents of chaos, he said, but the Western world was the bastion of order, and that we would win. Bringing peace and democracy was just another way of bringing order. We were more powerful. We would win, and the Middle East would be quiet and peaceful, eventually. The American military was the ice cube. I thought about that a lot.

It was all over the news within a few days. Other people had pulled NUCLEAR BOMB and went public with it, but not Maggie. Her parents were pretty down on the government, and went to war protests and things, and they were worried about what they would do with the information. They didn’t want their daughter to be put through the wringer of the Patriot Act, which is what a lot of people were expecting.

Since it was illegal to get your blood read before you were 18, and nobody older than that had pulled the nuke, everybody just assumed it was going to happen much later, decades down the road, when all fifteen people who had pulled the nuke just happened to be in the same place at the same time where a nuclear bomb would go off.

I didn’t talk much about what I had pulled because it was so strange. It seemed so weird that somebody would live so long. It was crazy to even consider, but I was thinking about that a lot at the time, and thinking about how if you pull something it’s pretty likely to happen.

Within a few weeks, the FBI was all over our town. They were all over other towns, too, like spiders, building webs between the Nuclear Kids, as the NUCLEAR BOMB pullers were being called by the press. The FBI interviewed me, and asked me politely to see my cert, which I did, because I didn’t want to cause trouble. There were two agents, a man and a woman. They seemed young, too young to be carrying guns around. The man saw my cert and scrunched his nose up and showed the woman, and she shook her head.

“What does that mean?” she said, to me. I shrugged.

“I’m not sure,” I said. It was kind of a lie.

“Have you told anybody else?”
“Just my girlfriend. My parents don’t know.”

“Why didn’t you tell your parents?”

“I didn’t want them to worry.”

“Then you do know what this means,” she said, pointing to the cert in her hand.

“I sort of do,” I said. “It’s when all the heat in the universe dies. It’s sort of the end of the universe, I guess.”

“That can’t be real,” she said, to me, as if I were lying to her.

“That’s what it says,” I said. “It’s never wrong, is it?”

“No,” she said, shaking her head. “No, it isn’t.”

“Hey, this kid’s a genius,” said the man, who was looking at the trophy on my shelf. The trophy wasn’t for Being a Genius, it was for a Whiz Kids competition a few years earlier.

The woman looked over his shoulder at the trophy. “A lot of kids win those.”

“No, he invented something. Right?”

“Sort of,” I said.

“An immortality machine,” said the woman.

“I discovered a new kind of algae,” I said.

“That’s it,” said the man. “With holistic properties.”

“No,” I said. “It’s just algae.”

“I thought I read that somewhere,” he said. “It kills cancer or something.”

“I haven’t heard that,” I said.

“Oh. I must have made it up. Sorry to bother you.”

“It’s OK,” I said, relieved that they would be going.

“Hey, one more thing,” he said. His partner put my cert back on the desk. She hovered over it for a few moments, shaking her head, as if she still couldn’t believe what it said. “What did your girlfriend pull?”

“She wouldn’t tell me,” I lied. “She says it’s private.”

“But you told her yours,” he said.

“Yeah,” I said.

“You don’t think it’s private?”

“It can be, I guess.”

“But not to the kid who’s going to live to the end of the universe, right?”

“Yeah,” I said. “I guess so. I really didn’t think about it much.”

“Hey, if you find a cure for cancer, let me know, okay?” he said, smirking.
“Yeah, sure,” I said. “Does it matter, though? If you pulled CANCER, right?”

He looked at the woman, who shrugged and walked out of the room. He looked back at me.

“I didn’t pull CANCER,” he said. “But you never know.”

“Yeah,” I said. “I guess it wouldn’t matter if you did.”

He chuckled and put his hands in his pockets. “Cancer can cause a lot more than death. A cert is just how it ends, right? It’s not the whole story.”

Sometimes you can feel the changes coming. You can’t sleep right the night before, and you’re tired and not dealing with your feelings very well, and you’re not prepared for it when it happens. Maybe it’s order asserting itself, freezing the top layers while the stew roils and boils underneath, like when my mom puts chicken soup in the fridge so the fat rises to the top and hardens and she can ladle it out.

I had a lot of nasty dreams about car accidents and jigsaw puzzles and big, long scars on Maggie’s face and her teeth falling out.

The next day was the first day of school after the big New Year’s break. There were police cars all over the parking lot, and some government cars. I walked to homeroom, and the man from the FBI was there. He nodded to me as I sat down at my desk. My homeroom teacher looked nervous, and told me to have a seat. I wondered how Maggie was.

“You’ve probably heard on the news,” she said. I hadn’t, and a few other kids hadn’t, either, so she started to explain. She was having trouble finding the right words.

“There are a few other people who have pulled…something that might not be good for the rest of us. And Agent Williams here is—”

Agent Williams, the FBI guy who looked too young to carry a gun, put his hand on her shoulder and stepped forward.

“No need to get excited, kids,” he said, because some of the others were starting to raise their hands. “This is just a routine investigation. We got permission from the school board to have you all tested, in some cases for the second time.” He looked right at me and smirked a little. “It’s all going to be very smooth and organized, so I don’t want anybody freaking out, okay?”

Nobody freaked out. They converted the gym to a big laboratory, with beds and curtains everywhere and the blood-reading machines set up in the corners. Some of the younger kids cried when they got their blood taken, but that was all. Doctors and nurses and other people in blue scrubs and lab coats were all over the place, carrying racks of samples to the machines.

They put us in our homerooms and told us not to wander off, but the force of that authority was fading. The teachers looked more worried than the kids, and weren’t really paying attention. I didn’t have the nerve to get up and find Maggie, but she would try to find me. I decided it was best to stay put.

I sat on the gym floor with a few of the other kids, nerds like me, except while I had found a place all by myself in the wide, deep strata of high school culture, they had stuck together and taken the chess club and the computer club stratum as their own, as the previous nerds and geeks had graduated after initiating them. Now they were on top, the smartest kids in school. Well, except for me.

“Hey, Brian,” said one of the nerds, a kid whose name I couldn’t remember. I think it was Jake, but I never really cared to learn it. He was a junior. “What did you pull?”

“That’s a personal question,” I said, not taking my eyes away from the book I was reading, Stephen Hawking’s
book, the one that had gotten me thinking so much. I had to read it again, and was reading it a lot. I was back at the part where he was describing the machine’s inner workings. He thinks the machine hangs on a cosmic string, tied like a noose around our necks.

“You don’t have to tell me,” he said. “I was just curious.”

“I didn’t pull the nuke,” I said.

“I hope I do,” said the Junior, proudly. He had obviously been thinking about it.

“That’s stupid,” I said.

“No it isn’t,” he said, but not just to me. The other nerds were shaking their heads and rolling their eyes. This kid was probably the one with all the stupid theories. Every friend group has one. “Do you know how a nuke kills you? You’re incinerated. You probably won’t even know it’s coming. That’s a lot better than EMPHYSEMA or something. Do you know how EMPHYSEMA kills you? You drown in your own mucous.”

“You’re crazy,” I said.


“Shut up,” I said.

“I’m telling you, the nuke is the way to go.”

“There are lots of ways a nuke can kill you,” I said. “Not just in the first blast, either. Do you know how radiation poisoning kills you? Say you take about a thousand rads or so. For the first few days, you’re fine. You don’t even know anything’s wrong. You might even feel great, like you just got laid, but that’s a bad example because you don’t know what that’s like.”

A couple of the other nerds giggled.

“But then you start getting diarrhea, as the cell walls in your intestines break down and die. It’s not just ‘I ate too many M&Ms’ diarrhea, either. It’s bloody and chunky. That lasts for a few days, and then you go crazy from the pain and the diarrhea and the radiation scrambling your circulatory system, and you start bleeding out of every hole in your body.”

I had the nerds squirming. A couple of them stood up and walked away. The Junior stared at me with the same expression he probably had when his mom told him there was no such thing as Santa Claus.

“But you’re right,” I said. “I hope you pull the nuke, too. It’s a better way to die, right?”

I didn’t care about the rules anymore, and I wanted to make a good exit. I went over to the bleachers. I still didn’t see Maggie anywhere. I asked one of her friends where she was, but her friend didn’t know. She said her parents had come to take her out of school after homeroom. She wasn’t the only one, either.

“I heard you pulled OLD AGE,” said her friend, after a few awkward moments of standing around, like teenagers do.

“Where did you hear that?”

“I dunno. Just a rumor I guess. People were asking me like I should know.”

“I didn’t pull OLD AGE. Nobody does.”

“That’s not true,” she said. “My mom’s first boyfriend did.”

“Did you actually see his cert?”
“No,” she said. “Why would my mom lie about it?”

“I don’t know,” I said. “It just seems kind of implausible.”

“Why?” I got that question a lot.

I shrugged. “It’s really ambiguous.”

“So? Lots of certs are ambiguous.”

“Don’t mistake the exception for the rule,” I said.

“What?” She was getting annoyed. I got that a lot, too.

“Just because somebody gets a weird, ambiguous cert doesn’t mean they all are. Or even most of them.”

She shrugged and looked away.

“I was wondering,” she said. “Did you and Maggie do it?”

“That’s private,” I said. She didn’t see me blush.

“Yeah,” she said. “You know what you said about ambiguous stuff? I was thinking. I think that’s what it’s all about, you know? It’s ambiguous for a reason. That’s why nobody pulls YOUTH.”

“That’s silly,” I said. “Nobody pulls OLD AGE, either.”

“Whatever,” she said, and shrugged and walked away.

People were always walking away from me. I started to think that if I was going to live forever, I was going to be pretty lonely.

I tried to call Maggie, but her parents weren’t answering the phone. I went to bed sad and worried, so I snuck one of my mom’s Tylenol PMs to help me sleep.

That stuff gives me weird dreams. I dreamed I was standing on a charred ball of dirt, like a chunk of hamburger that sticks to the grill, all wrinkled and black and ashy. I watched the sun gutter and spit and go out, like a wick on a dead candle. It was cold. My breath came out and crystallized in front of me, a growing cloud of spiky ice.

Some dreams are like an emotion magnified into a wide, flat layer and wrapped around your whole brain, so everything that happens in the dream is stained with it. I woke up in the middle of the night, convinced that I was the only person left on earth, in the universe. Reality filtered in slowly, muffled and grey. I heard my dad snoring in the next room, and pulled the blankets close. I got myself back to sleep by imagining Maggie next to me. I missed her warmth.

It was happening all over the country. By the next day, the number of kids who had pulled the nuke was over a thousand. A lot of people were starting to get worried. I stopped watching the news with my parents because I couldn’t stop thinking about Maggie and what was going to happen to her, or what was going to happen to all the other people who had pulled it. Everybody was comparing it to 9/11. Now that we know that these people are going to die from a nuke, maybe we can do something about it. Maybe we can avoid another one.

A lot of parents didn’t want their kids to get their blood drawn, and kept their kids home. The FBI was using the Patriot Act to get their blood by force. I started to think that Stephen Hawking was wrong, that chaos was going to win. A nuclear bomb is pretty much the definition of chaos, after all.

I walked to Maggie’s house after school. She was anxious, but I think seeing me made her feel better. We hugged in her kitchen, and her mom and dad left the room to leave us alone. Her parents didn’t mind. The boy genius who
would live forever could go console the Nuclear Kid.

I had only been there for a few minutes when they came to test her. Her parents were furious but powerless, which made them even more furious. They looked at me when the FBI agents came to the door, as if I could do anything. Agent Williams was there with some cops and an ambulance that the government was renting out. It had a machine in the back, humming as it warmed up.

I sat on Maggie’s bed, waiting. I listened to her iPod. She was listening to a lot of Tori Amos lately, songs about rape and wrath.

Williams came into the room and sat down on the bed. I muted the iPod, Tori’s pounding piano ringing echoes in my ears.

He looked concerned, and then looked away, pretending to scrutinize the posters on Maggie’s wall.

“It’s scary, I know,” he said.

I didn’t respond, hoping my stare would drive him away.

“I guess you’ve got it made, though. A couple of trillion years, right?”

“I guess so,” I said.

“There will be a lot of girls to love,” he said, suddenly, like he couldn’t keep it in anymore, in that fragile moment where small talk cracks and shatters under the weight of Bigger Issues. “My high school girlfriends are distant memories. I hardly ever think about them.”

“Thanks,” I said.

He chuckled, and said “I’m glad they’re still teaching sarcasm.”

“What are you going to do to them?”

“I’m not going to do anything,” he said.

“Until they tell you to.”

“Don’t make more of this than it is. Nothing like this has ever happened before. If we can see something coming, don’t you think we should do something about it?”

“What does it matter? If I’m not going to die in a nuke, what if I stayed right by her? Moved in, worked from home, holed up in a bunker? I’m still not going to die of a nuke.”

Williams sighed and rubbed his eyes with his palms, then sat back on the bed, resting his shoulders on Maggie’s The Nightmare Before Christmas poster. Jack Skellington loomed over his shoulder, grinning.

He reached into his wallet and pulled out a yellow, crumpled cert. The stamp had been worn away, and the corners were soft and blunt.

“It’s only fair,” he said.

I tried to act disinterested, I tried to be disinterested, but curiosity moved my hand.

It was his cert, and the cause of death was OLD AGE. I stared at him, ready to accuse him of faking it.

He shook his head and took it out of my hand. He pushed play on the iPod, and left me to myself.

Tori sang about earthquakes.
The universe began as a wad of crumpled paper. Since then, invisible hands have been smoothing it out. Stephen Hawking thinks the machine makes those hands human, and makes them move faster.

Nobody pulls YOUTH because there’s no ambiguity. The exception is the rule. There is so much irony that it has lost its meaning. A metaphor can kill, a homonym can predict. Nobody pulls YOUTH because there’s no joke in it.

Hawking is wrong because the order is imposed, it’s an ice cube made of human thought. We believe the cube freezes the lava, but it’s just as hot as it was before.

I poked around on the Internet for a little while. The numbers were up. Three thousand, now. Rumors of camps being set up in the desert. Tent cities for children. The government won’t comment. The ambulance in front of Maggie’s house says enough.

The ambulance pulled away with Williams in the passenger seat. He saw me at the window and waved.

Did he know what I was planning to do? He planted the seed, after all. I took it as a blessing.

Maggie came back to her room and sat down mechanically on her bed next to me.

“You’re nervous,” she said. Maggie. Always worried about me, not worried enough about herself. I would have to worry for her.

“There are three heavy-metal bands called ‘Heat Death of the Universe.’ There are twelve books by that title and one independent movie. There are a hundred thousand Google hits with those words.”

“I don’t know what you’re saying,” she said.

“That FBI guy showed me his cert. He pulled OLD AGE, Maggie. It’s true. It does happen.”

I held her hand.

“I’ve figured it out. The exception is the rule. People pull OLD AGE but they don’t pull YOUTH. Ambiguity is built into it. The machine doesn’t tell us how we’re going to die, it picks a word to describe it. It’s unspecific for a reason.”

“For what reason? You’re scaring me.”

“I don’t know,” I said. “A joke, maybe. Or a test. You can’t die of youth but you can be shot by a young person. You can die of old age but you can also be killed by an old person. What you pull is what you’re going to die of, but it’s just language. It’s just words. It doesn’t define anything until you start acting on it. Until you force it. We make the order out of the chaos, but the chaos is still there if we want it. That’s how people deal with the certs and the machine and knowing how you’re going to die. They just don’t think about it. They don’t act on it. They just live their lives.”

She didn’t like my enthusiasm.

“It’s not a joke,” she said. “There’s nothing funny about nuclear war.”

“Your cert doesn’t say NUCLEAR WAR. It says NUCLEAR BOMB.

That can mean a thousand things, and only one of those is nuclear war.”

“Then why is everybody so worried?”

“September 11. Hiroshima. Chernobyl. Governments can’t take the risk, or don’t want to. I can’t really blame them. Last year, a hundred thousand people died of INFLUENZA. I looked that up too. What if they put all those people in one place? What if they rounded them up and put them in camps?”

“I don’t know,” she said, watching me talk, watching me gesture. She looked worried, maybe a little scared. I
squeezed her hand.

“That would make something happen, Maggie. That’s what takes the chaos away. That’s what forces the order. It’s not the certs that crystallizes the order into something sharp, it’s us. It’s what we do with them.”

“What does that have to do with the flu?”

“Because if you force everybody together, then they won’t just all get the flu randomly at once. That’s not how it works. It would be bad, Maggie. The universe or order or God or whatever would have to impose a way on those people for them all to die of the same thing. Like bird flu, or something worse. It would be an outbreak, probably. It would be bad.”

“But if nobody else pulled flu, it wouldn’t matter.”

“Not everybody dies of the bird flu. The cert isn’t the whole story, it’s just the end. It’s just the last couple of words in your story. If there’s a big flu outbreak, lots of other bad things will happen. Rioting and violence and food shortages. Now all those people who pulled STARVATION or GUNSHOT will have the order crystallized for them, too. It’s going to be really bad, Maggie. But we’re not talking about the flu, it’s even worse. It’s a nuclear bomb. I can’t even imagine what’s going to happen.”

I took a deep breath and held her other hand. “I pulled HEAT DEATH OF THE UNIVERSE, but that doesn’t mean I’m going to die in a centillion years. It can mean anything. It’s just words. It’s just the end of the story. That’s what your cert can be, too. The end of the story, not the whole thing. We have to go, Maggie.”

“What are you—”

“Don’t argue, OK? We have to go. Far away. Into the wilderness somewhere.”

“We don’t know anything about the wilderness!”

“We’ll learn. There are lots of places to hide out there.”

“I don’t want to,” she said. She was starting to cry again.

“They’re building camps in the desert. You know that, right?”

“Yes,” she said, quietly.

“To put you all there, away from the rest of us. They’re taking away the ambiguity. They’re crystallizing the causality. They’re going to make a nuke go off there, Maggie.”

“They wouldn’t do that! Would they?”

“Oh, I don’t know. I don’t think so. But they won’t have to. Hawking is right, but for the wrong reasons. Order is taking over because we’re imposing it. The chaos is still there, but the machine lets us choose not to take it. A nuke is going to go off there because that’s what all the people pulled. If you put a lot of people together with that reading, it’s the only way it can happen.”

“Oh God,” she said. She was silent for a long time, and I was out of breath. Finally, she looked at me, red rims around her eyes.

“We have to go,” she said.

I’m not sure where we’ll end up. Maggie suggested finding her uncle, the one out in the woods somewhere. She doesn’t know exactly where he is, but he’ll know more about surviving out there than we do. She has a few ideas of where he is, so we’ll start there.
Maggie might still be worried, but she isn’t showing it. I’ve given her some hope, and she’s given me some, too. Hawking might be right, but I don’t think he is.

I feel better about my own cert, too. I’m leaving the ambiguity on the table, next to this document. Mom, Dad, I’m sorry for taking the car and taking some money. I think you know it’s for the best. Maggie and I aren’t going to be slaves to order like everybody else. I understand why the government is going to put people in those camps. I don’t think they have a choice. All those people who pulled PLANE CRASH and FALLING and BURNED ALIVE in September 11 didn’t tell anyone what they got. There wasn’t a database tracking them. That didn’t happen because it was inevitable, it happened because a bunch of terrorists made it happen. Nobody who died on September 11 pulled TERRORISM. There’s no joke in it.

My certificate, my reading, isn’t the whole story. I’m writing it as I go, day after day, with Maggie next to me. I don’t know how things will go, or how we’re going to survive.

I only know how it ends.

Story by James Foreman

Illustration by Ramón Pérez
I SAW THE FIRST ADS IN MARCH. A week or two later it was all over the news, and then for the next few months you could not get away from it. Still, none of us expected it to have the impact it did. It was a killer. By November I had only had eight or nine dreams when I used to have three or four a week. This is how I make my living. I have a dream and then I wait. Eventually they come to the office or sometimes I run into them somewhere else, we talk about it, and they give me money. At least, that is how it had been working.

Right then I was down to my last week’s worth of savings. I had sold my car in August and my stereo and most of my office equipment in September and every day I was looking around thinking about what to cannibalize next. I was getting more and more pessimistic.

Then I had a dream that I thought was a paying one and I woke up that morning feeling pretty good, not a hundred percent but maybe sixty-five. In the dream I was painting a room with a small bunch of lilies. Specifically, I was back working for Denny Mankino.

I had worked for Denny for two miserable years before I started this new line of work. Denny was a nice enough guy most of the time but maybe two days a week he was a nightmare. He always apologized afterwards, and always paid on time, but I was still thinking about going to work for someone else. I had my first dream around then.

The dream was about our client. She was a nice person I did not know a thing about, other than she always said hi and once she brought me a coffee. In the dream, she was swimming in a pool filled with milk, trying to empty it by drinking as she swam. At the end of each lap the pool would be maybe half-full. The problem was that the whole time she was swimming it was raining milk. Not hard, but enough to keep filling the pool. Now the strange part, as opposed to the weird part, was that in a barn maybe thirty yards away, a farmer was spinning a millstone. It was a huge, regular millstone-type millstone, but he spun it like it weighed nothing, like it was a lazy Susan on your kitchen counter. This is what was making it rain. Like I said, strange. But it was just a dream and when I woke up I forgot about it.

That afternoon while Denny was out doing whatever he did, the client came home, walked up to me and started pouring out a dream she had had in which I was holding an invoice she had to pay. She did not even take off her coat, just walked right up to me and started talking.

I had no idea what was happening and thought maybe she was not a nice person but a maniac and I was about to find out how wrong I had been, but then I noticed that she was drinking from a big carton of milk and my dream came back to me like a bolt of shimmery cloth unfurling across the floor.

We went into the kitchen, sat down, and I told her all about it. When I got to the part about the guy, the farmer, she started paying close attention.

“He had a medium-sized freckle above his right eye, half in the eyebrow.” She slowly nodded her head as though she knew what I would say next, and then got up and went over to the sink. I waited. When she finally turned around she said, “Can I give you some money?” She looked like a huge weight had been lifted off her. I was glad she was feeling better, but the notion of taking money kind of creeped me out.

“I beg your pardon?”

“You’ve just helped me. A lot.”

I gave her a moment to tell me how but she did not. Instead she found her checkbook and wrote out a check. She
handed it to me. It was for five thousand dollars, payable to ‘cash.’

As you can imagine, I was dumbfounded, and I guess since I was not saying anything, she felt the need to. “The guy in your dream is my brother. At least, it makes perfect sense if he is. He died, nine years ago tomorrow.”

“Oh. I’m sorry.” I had no idea what I was supposed to do.

She wasn’t finished. “And now, finally, I think I understand. I’m sorry, but I’m kind of freaked out by all this and I’d rather not talk about it. We don’t have to talk about this anymore, do we?”

I didn’t want to jinx either of us, and now that I had a great big check from nowhere, I didn’t want to jinx it either, but I had no idea what we were supposed to do.

“I don’t know. Let’s see. If you have to tell me, I guess you can come find me. Are you sure you want to give me this? It seems like a lot.”

She sat down and looked very calm and smiled a really nice smile. “Yes.”

I waited, but she wasn’t saying anything else. “Okay then.”

She went back to the sink and poured out the milk, and I went back to work.

She never got back in touch with me so I never found out what it was all about, but her check was good. So there was that.

Within about six months the clients were coming pretty steadily. I quit working for Denny and got the office, and for maybe four or five years I made a nice living. It was kind of like I was just walking around, delivering things, but with no real time pressure, and at almost every stop people gave me money. Though it was kind of aimless, there was a weird logic to it all.

Then the machine came along.

I was not convinced that my new dream about Denny was a paying one. Who was supposed to be my client? Myself? That was creepy. The dream just did not make sense the way others had. So I sat in my office, waiting to see what was going to happen next. And then Mr. Watson came in, which I was absolutely not expecting at all.

Mr. Watson was the shop steward of my local, Local 111 of the S.S.C.W.I. For a long time I kind of thought the union was a scam, a way of conniving me out of 5% of my earnings, until they helped me out of a legal scrape that otherwise would have sunk me. That, and they offered a pretty good medical package that included dental, and of course a pension.

For a moment, just long enough to see that he was not my client, I looked at him without saying anything. He sat down on the corner of my desk and looked back at me. I had no idea what he was up to so I kept my yap shut. It must have looked pretty silly, both of us staring at each other, blank-faced, as though we were having some kind of conversation but without actually speaking.

He did not look good. He was in his late fifties and cultivated a Columbo look anyway: rumpled trench coat, cigarette, bad haircut and if you got close enough a deep, almost subliminal smell of smoke, but still. He was close enough that I smelled the smoke. That was his day job. He was an investigator for the fire department; the rumor was that he had a perfect record. I do not think this had anything to do with his side job, though; he was just a tenacious and thorough guy. He once explained that he was really only a witness anyway. “If you pay close enough attention,” he’d said, “ninety-nine percent of the time it’s obvious how it all burned down.”

“Ohay,” he finally said, then got off the corner of my desk, walked over to the window, looked down at the street and then came back and sat in my client’s chair, the one people used to sit in and then give me money from.

“You do any other work in here? A side job of some kind?” he said, taking in my steadily-emptying office.
“I was a house painter before this.”

“That’s right. That’s not such bad work.”

“I didn’t mind it, but my boss had some real problems.”

He looked around some more, nodding his head. “You don’t even have a coffee machine?”

“Sold it. I can call down to the diner, they’ll send one right up.”

“The Brazilian place?”

“No, the other one.”

“Oh. Yeah, sure.”

I made the call. When I hung up he didn’t say anything. He seemed distracted, maybe even morose, which was not like him at all. He was generally a pretty light-hearted guy.

For laughs I started my spiel. I thought he might get a kick out of it. I sat on the edge of my chair, leaned comfortably forward onto the desk, looked him in the eye, and said in my most neutral voice, “So, I had this dream.”

He gave me a very stern look. “This is no laughing matter,” he said. He was really in a sour mood.

“But I did have a dream.”

“Seriously now?”

“Well, kind of. I mean, I have one I’m working on but I don’t know who the, uh, client is yet.”

“Oh.” He looked away, annoyed. “That’s what we thought. Look, it’s also why I’m here. We’re having some problems down at the hall. As you might have heard, we got no orders coming in. You’re maybe one of ten people who’ve had anything in the last six months or so. Ever since that fucking machine came along. So, I just came to tell you, and luckily you don’t have any medical stuff going on, but we’re going to have to cut back on medical coverage, substantially, and no more dental.”

I had a dentist appointment next week. I was finally going to take advantage of the dental plan. This really was no joke.

I first met Mr. Watson maybe a month after I got my office. He walked into my waiting room one morning and said, “What kind of a waiting room is this if you got no magazines?”

I got up to see who it was and didn’t recognize him. “I beg your pardon?”

“If this is your waiting room, where’re the magazines?”

“I guess not many people actually wait there. Can I help you?”

He gave me a slightly surprised look. “Oh. I’m Jerry Watson, I’m the shop steward of Local 111 of the S.S.C.W.I.”

I gave him a blank look.

“The Sub and Supra Consciousness Workers International. We call it the S.S.C.W.I., though, to keep from freaking people out.”

He stuck out his hand and I took it. He had a firm, comfortable handshake and an open, honest face. Immediately, for no good reason at all, I liked him.
“I came by to take your application.”

“My application?”

“To join the union. If you want. There’s no pressure, honestly, but we do offer a pretty good health and benefits package, and we watch your back if things get out of control.”

“Out of control?”

“Like that guy last month who didn’t want to admit he was cheating on his wife? If that had gotten out of hand, we could step in for you. But, really, it’s your choice. I have the form for the application here, and if you’re accepted we’ll mail you the medical and all the rest of that crap, so you can look it over at your leisure.”

I was pretty surprised, as you might expect. Of all the big changes my life had been going through, I did not foresee this. I had not even belonged to the Painter and Plasterer’s Union. There was something about Mr. Watson I trusted though. He reminded me of an uncle who would bail you out and keep it quiet. So when I got over my surprise I asked him the one thing that had really been nagging at me, figuring if anyone knew he would. Namely, what the hell was going on?

“Oh. Right. Well, it’s like a swimming pool, a big swimming pool everyone swims in every day. Some for longer than others, but no one for too long because the water is too cold. The only ones who stay in for a long time are some coma victims, and a lot of them are kind of only half in, half out.”

“Sometimes there’re fewer people in the pool, and sometimes there’re lots more, and when there’re lots and lots more, we go out and get new hires.”

“Like me?”

“I guess. I dunno, you ever have these dreams before?”

“I dunno.”

“There you go. There’re a lot more we don’t know than we do.”

The other workers in the local were, for the most part, just like me. Regular, boring people: accountants, lawyers, teachers, maintenance workers, actors. Most all of them kept their day jobs and no one made a big deal about this sideline. I suspect most would have even denied it if asked; it was all pretty far-fetched. The “union hall” was actually just the backroom of a diner where we met periodically, or if you had something come up, Mr. Watson or one of the other officers would meet you there.

“The problem is this new machine has been giving a lot of people the idea that they don’t need to swim in the pool anymore. And that, as you might have guessed, has seriously screwed with the natural order of things.”

“Huh. Is there anything we can do about it?”

“We’re working on that.”

We were both quiet for a moment. The coffee came, and after the guy left, I thought I might as well ask him. “You do it yet?”

He looked at me with a deeply annoyed look. I half expected him to tell me to blow it out my ass. I was not just giving him a hard time though, I really was curious about whether he had checked it out. These machines were scabbing our work and I wanted to know he was on top of it.

“You mind if I smoke?” he finally asked. I got the ashtray from the windowsill and put it on the desk, close to him.

He lit up, offered me one. I put up my hand. He leaned forward in his seat, took a sip of his coffee, and made a
“Surprised face. ‘Wow, that’s good coffee.’

‘Isn’t it though? You’d never guess.’

He put the cup back on the edge of my desk. ‘I did do it. Not just out of a sense of professional responsibility.’

‘So you were curious?’

‘About what? How I’m going to die? Who gives a shit how they die? I’ll die when I die and after I die I’ll be dead, so what do I get from knowing ‘how’ I die? No, I had to know how it felt.’

He squinted and looked past me out my window, made a small grimace like he had sciatica, then back.

‘And it was weird. It wasn’t what I expected. I was hoping it would be something big, you know, but it wasn’t. I mean, all right, you suddenly know how you’re gonna die and that’s something I had to sleep on for a couple of nights to really get a handle on. But on a deeper level, on the level where we earn our living, well, let’s just say I can see how it’s polluting the waters.

‘For about half an hour after I found out, I felt like I was catching a wave, like, you know when a car goes over a hump and you get that ‘Whoa!’ feeling? It was like that, and then on the other side of that I felt very calm, and at that moment I knew it was bullshit.’

‘Bullshit? But it works. It tells you how you’re going to die.’

‘Well yeah, but that’s not what it’s selling. And they better not because it’s fucking expensive so they sell it as the be-all and end-all. Which is the bullshit part, because they’re selling peace of mind, and we all know peace of mind is a racket.’ He finished his cigarette and stubbed it out in the ashtray. ‘What did you think of it?’

I tried to give at least half a smile. I wanted to tell him what I thought he wanted to hear, but I could not. Ever since third grade when Sister Anne-Marie found out I was lying about eating the chocolate eggs in the Easter display and wailed for a solid half-hour, I just do not have it in me. Call it coercive but I loved Sister Anne-Marie, and every time I’m faced with the opportunity to lie I see her sweetness and know lying will once again break her heart and I cannot do it. Surprisingly, this has brought me far less trouble than you might think.

‘I haven’t done it.’

He seemed taken aback. I didn’t think he would be so surprised. I almost wished I could un-say it.

‘You what? This is your vocation.’

‘I know and you’re right. But it just smells of really bad luck and I can’t bring myself to do it.’

‘Bad luck?’ He suddenly looked like he’d never thought of it that way, and wasn’t sure if it was worth the effort. ‘Bad luck,’ he said again, and then suddenly started to lighten up.

His phone rang and he dug it out of a pocket, bringing his pack of cigarettes up with it. He lit one up as he answered. He made a couple of grunting noises and stood up, then put his phone away. ‘I gotta go. Work.’

The office suddenly felt very small and hot and I had to leave too. I had to. I stood up with him and grabbed my jacket. ‘Let me walk down with you.’

He seemed to have let go of any misgivings he had about my choice. In fact, he seemed happy now.

In the stairwell he turned back to look up at me. ‘I’m gonna die by drowning.’ He gave a little ‘would you get a load of that’ eyebrow bump as he said it.

‘Really?’

‘Yeah. So I just bought a boat.’
“What if you pass out in the tub?”

“Exactly! Those fucking assholes. I wish I could get the Teamsters on their asses.”

We got out to the street. It was cold. It was supposed to be warm today. At least, that’s what the weatherman had said this morning.

Mr. Watson stopped at his Fire Department car, which was parked at a hydrant. He had a ticket under the windshield wiper. “Sorry about the bad news, kid. Maybe things will turn around, and in six months we’ll all be back at work.”

He stuck out his hand and I shook it. It was strong but not overbearing, like he could pick me up and put me on his shoulders if he felt like it. Like he was going to do that at any instant. I instantly felt a huge surge of confidence. “Yeah, maybe so.”

“I think it will. Sit tight. Hey, I hear that diner around the corner —the one run by the Brazilian couple—has a great lunch deal.”

That was a great idea. I didn’t want to go back inside and it was close enough to lunchtime. I was hungry, wasn’t I? I was. “Yeah, I think I’ll go by there.”

“Good idea. You do that. Take care of yourself, kid,” he said, and for a moment he sounded almost sad. He got into his city car, plucking the ticket off the windshield, and disappeared into the traffic.

I’d been to the Brazilian place a couple of times, and as soon as I passed through the front door I remembered their meat dishes were pretty good, but not much else was. I thought about turning around but what the hell, I was already there. I took a seat at the counter and my neighbor looked at me and then jumped. “Holy crap! Nick! I was just thinking about you!”

It was Denny. I could not believe it and then I did.

For a solid two seconds, maybe even three—which is a long time for this kind of mistake—I was confident he was my client. Mr. Watson was right, it was all going to turn around. I relaxed, sat back and got ready for the moment when I would tell him about my dream.

Denny did not notice. He was still all enthused to see me. “You were a great worker, you know that? I don’t think I ever told you, and I never realized it until later, but you were one of the best workers I ever had. I owe you an apology for all the shit you must have put up with.”

Despite myself I laughed. He seemed really, genuinely happy to see me. Which was nothing like the scowling, surly bastard he’d been. He looked better, too; his skin was clearer, and he looked me in the eye with nothing but pleasure at seeing me.

“That’s nice of you, Denny. How’re things?”

“Oh, pretty good. Pretty great, actually. I met this girl, Lucky, and I got sober. I don’t think you knew that. I’m an alcoholic.”

He looked at me candidly, with a touch of sad self-deprecation. I did not know this about him, and was surprised.

“I’m sober now two years and almost seven months.”

“Wow. Denny that’s great. Really. I’m really happy for you.”

Denny looked at his watch. The plate in front of him was empty. I suddenly realized he wasn’t in his painter’s whites.

“You’re not painting anymore?”
“Oh, I still have the business but no, I got people to do the work. Hey, I’m sure you’re not interested, but if you want work I got a spot for you. Your own truck. If it works out, maybe a crew. Lucky is setting up a health package and stuff and maybe I could offer that soon.”

Denny was like a different person, it was all kind of hard to believe. I suddenly thought that must have been some kind of woman he met.

He was holding his card out to me. It was crisp and expensive-looking. He used to peel them off a paint-soaked stack that lived in the bottom of a bag. He would hand you this dirty, half-ripped piece of crap with a faded rainbow logo and you just knew he was a loser. This card was the exact opposite.

I looked at the card without reaching for it. Denny got a softer look, as though he suddenly realized maybe he was being too hard for the circumstances, like he often used to be. I noticed this and smiled. He wasn’t sure what to do with that and proffered the card again.

I’m not the kind that believes we are faced with the inevitable every day, but at times the future is, genuinely, unavoidable, and you have to be a fool to try to get out of its way.

The pool expands, the pool contracts.

I took the card.

Story by C. E. Guimont

Illustration by Adam Koford
He had not read his slip of paper. It was folded in an envelope in his left pocket. In his right pocket were several books of matches, and he was wearing a backpack. He pushed his way through the scrubby pine trees on the west border of the barrens.

“This isn’t how it works, you know. The machine is playing word games.”

He hopped across a clear stream, feet sinking into the sandy bank on the other side, wetness seeping over the soles of his sneakers. Water was bad. He needed dry brush.

“The universe doesn’t work by word games. You have to think with words to play word games.”

He kicked at a snake, daring it to bite, but it disappeared into the undergrowth.

“You can’t just say what’s going to happen ahead of time. That’s not how physical law works. That’s narrative. And when reality is twisted to fit narrative, that’s not natural. That’s someone making stories happen.”

A few strands of spiderweb brushed his cheek and eyelash, and he swatted at the air around his face. He was climbing higher. He spotted a cluster of dry-looking bushes in the fading light, and took one of the kerosene bottles from his backpack.

“We have tales about this. The Oracle makes a prediction, and it comes true in an ironic way. Every legend has them. But that’s how you tell the legends apart from reality. In reality, the magic doesn’t work.”

He unscrewed the cap on the kerosene bottle and started splashing the liquid over the dead leaves. He continued until the bottle was empty and the brush was thoroughly soaked.

“There are paradoxes, too. Playing word games only frees you from them for so long. You’re messing with things, somehow, keeping people dying the right way no matter what we do. If we watch long enough we’ll see your hand move. I’m not stupid. You can’t just change things like this.”

The breeze was strong and westerly, and there was plenty of brush downwind. He struck a match, stared for a moment, and then dropped it among the fuel-soaked leaves.

“Physics works by saying that if you set things up like so, this is what will happen. Curses say that no matter how you set things up, this is what will happen. And curses don’t work. They never have. That’s not how our universe goes. They’re in all of our stories, but that’s ‘cause we’re people, and we can figure out a way to make them adapt to each new situation. It takes a mind to do that.”

The grove was ablaze. He turned from the heat and walked away.

“It takes a mind,” he repeated as he went, “and yet those people are all dead, just as their papers predicted. So where does that leave us?”

There was no answer. He reached the car. It was a Chevy Nova with no glass in the back window. He had bought it for $300, cash.

“I never expected an answer. I never thought the priest or the rabbi or the monk knew any more than I did. I was at peace with an uncaring universe. So what the hell is this all about? For the first time, a chance at some answers, and you’re playing games?”
He pulled out onto the freeway, and settled the speedometer at seventy. Any faster and he might get pulled over. In any event, the car wouldn’t go any faster.

“Are you even paying attention? Am I just talking to myself? Maybe you’re on autopilot. Maybe you haven’t noticed me yet.”

He drove silently for an hour, then got off at a random exit.

“You can’t just announce that it’s all been a game and then expect me to keep playing. I spend my life waiting for some fucking answers and then you wave this in front of me. I’m not going to sit around and passively watch how it all plays out and laugh at your cleverness. I want to talk to you. I want to know who the hell you are.”

He passed an all-night Wal-Mart parking lot, drove on for half a mile, and turned right onto a dirt road. He followed it for a bit, then turned off the road and maneuvered the car between the trees down into a small ravine, where the wheels stuck in the mud. He turned off the car, took his backpack, and walked toward the Wal-Mart.

“So who are you, anyway? Are you what waits on the other side, with the papers guiding us to you? Or are you a petty, stupid animal like us, a level above but just as lost, playing games? Do you know your own destiny, your own end? Does the same reaper who collects our souls wait, somewhere, for you? What does it say on YOUR piece of paper?”

He reached the parking lot, and walked down the rows of cars. He found an old Reliant K with a cold hood—good, its owners probably wouldn’t return for a while—took a crowbar from his backpack, broke the window, opened the door, and climbed inside. He fumbled around with the wires under the steering wheel, hoping that there would be an obvious pair of wires labeled “CONNECT THESE TO HOTWIRE CAR” but in the end he had to pry the ignition apart and turn the rotator switch to start the car. He pulled out onto the street and headed back toward the freeway, wind buffeting his face through the shattered window. Maybe someone had seen him at the barrens, but they’d be looking for a Chevy Nova. Keep changing cars. Can’t get caught by a roadblock once they notice the pattern. Have to do this right.

“I’m not afraid anymore. But I’m angry. This isn’t right. This isn’t natural. We’re being pushed around, and I want to know who you are. Who the hell are you? What am I doing out here? I have a mother, and a father, and brothers, and I’m on a highway in a stolen car hundreds of miles from home, and I could die anywhere, and it’s all to play games with you so you’d better fucking come out and talk to me!” He felt a tightness in his chest and a sudden lump in his throat. He blinked away tears. “I’m not crazy. There are hundreds of bodies buried with their little pieces of paper, and it’s not natural, and I want to know WHO THE FUCK YOU ARE.” The words hurt his own ears.

He drove for another hour, a Google Maps printout in his lap, the location of the next fire marked with a red teardrop-shaped icon.

“In elementary school,” he said, after a time, “kids would come up to you and ask the question, ‘Are you P.T.?’ It was a trick question, of course. If you said yes, they called you a pregnant teenager. If you said no, they’d say you weren’t potty-trained. All you could do was reject the question. You could even,” he added conversationally, “punch the kid in the mouth when he asked.”

They’d probably see the pattern by morning. The local police would be alerted, waiting near the locations of the last few fires. He’d have to be careful.

“When the question doesn’t make sense, you can reject it. But this is much worse. Here, there’s only one way out. And you’re standing there next to it, grinning. Well, fine. You win. I can’t quit. I’m in your stupid game.” He shifted in the seat and heard the envelope crinkle in his pocket. He stared up at the stars through the glass. “But I’m not reading your paper until you give me some answers.”

Morning drew near. Spot fires burned across the Ohio valley, forming a curious pattern. Perhaps someone out there would glance at the Earth, would see the great question mark he had burned into its skin. Perhaps the mind behind
the Machine was deaf to his ramblings, but it had to notice the hundred-mile-tall message drawn in fire. It was the Machine’s move now.

He sat on a flat stone in a Kentucky field, far from any roads. The police wouldn’t find him here, not for a long time. He’d starve to death first.

“I don’t know what you know, but I know I’m done searching halfheartedly for answers. I have your attention, across whatever space and time separates us. Whatever is going to happen to me can happen here. I’m not moving to eat or drink. If that’s the way you’ve decided it will happen, then I guess that’s the way it will happen. But it’s your decision, not mine. You can’t pretend you’re ignoring this.”

He lay back on the rock.

“So maybe I’ll die here. Maybe this is how it ends, with my questions unanswered.”

The setting moon hung over the horizon. People claimed it bore a face, but he had never been able to see it.

“But if you have even a bit of honesty in you, the paper in my pocket doesn’t say ‘SUICIDE.’ It says ‘MURDER.’”

There was no reply.

Story by Randall Munroe

Illustration by Kazu Kibuishi
IT WAS LIKE THAT MOVIE, BACK IN THE DAY, WHERE THE MACHINE ASKS THE KID, “HOW ABOUT A NICE GAME OF CHESS?”

“No,” he types back. “Let’s play Global Thermonuclear War.”

That’s what the slip of paper in my hand read. “Global Thermonuclear War.”

I was sixteen years old. A girl, just about a woman.

You may have heard about the Delvice, which is what the marketing droids decided to call it back in the day when they thought it was going to change the world. The “Delphi Device.” Clever, huh? Stick your finger in, feel a little prick, find out how you’re going to die. There were jokes about some unfortunate early ad copy: “I’m just sorry for the guy who has everybody feeling his little prick.” But it was really that simple, if anyone could figure out what it all meant.

Where did the words come from? The internals were simple: A few cells of your blood were vaporized by a laser, and the optical spectrum was fed into your basic quad-core PC running a huge neural net.

It had some limitations. The result was always in English. And while the machines never made an error when they were calibrated properly, like any other device, they could go wrong. Then they just produced plausible nonsense. People got predictions like “Colorless Green Ideas,” which was meaningful enough to kill Chomsky’s theory of language, but not much else.

The rest of the time the words had meaning, but not always the obvious meaning. Words are ambiguous. It has something to do with being a tool for thought.

Whatever the machine said, you usually lacked the context to interpret it properly. “Hit by car” might as easily refer to an amusement park ride as a highway mishap. “Crushed by a pig” might mean a block of iron or an angry sow. “Gunshot” covered the bases from artillery to BBs.

So despite the early predictions that it was going to change everything, it really didn’t. I mean, what use is a prediction that seems tuned up to mislead? And who really wants to know? People had been ignoring doctors’ advice for years. It was that much easier to ignore the output of a machine that you couldn’t even ask for a second opinion.

It became a novelty for a generation: a “you-tell-me-yours-and-I’ll-tell-you-mine” topic of conversation on a first date, and then faded into obscurity like any of a dozen other inventions whose time never quite came.

Did you know there was once a guy who built flying cars? Really. They worked, too. They just didn’t work well enough to be popular enough to change anything. It’s easy to build a novelty. It’s hard to make the world reorganize itself so that what used to be a novelty becomes a necessity. Bill Gates managed it with personal computers. Henry Ford with automobiles. Edison with electricity. Bell with telephony, and RCA with radio and television, even if they had to “borrow” the latter from Farnsworth. But not many others.

The Delvice never became a necessity, and novelties don’t last. Some folks had fun with it, though. When I was doing research after getting my own prediction I found out about one guy who, for a while, ran a successful Web site that would generate a list of possible interpretations for any cause of death. The lists usually ran into the tens, sometimes the hundreds.
But it soon became obvious that a few short words just weren’t enough to encode the kind of information people care about. Most of the time.

I never told anyone about the prediction I got. It hardly seemed to mean anything, especially once I’d read a few accounts of radical ambiguity. Words on paper from some ancient toy in a back-country mall that hadn’t been maintained for decades. Maybe mine was a nonsense phrase that happened to look meaningful. Might as well ask the once-popular Magic 8-Ball something. It got “Outlook not so good” right. I don’t know if anyone ever asked it about Internet Explorer.

The next few years of my life were full of the usual girly things: boys, toys, sports, and school. Despite dire predictions in the early years of the new millennium, things were shaping up not too badly, and by mid-century anyone with a brain could get along pretty well.

I completed a double-major in business and math, and found myself working in New York as a second assistant actuary. The Chief Actuary was a wizened old man with a gentle smile and an old-fashioned manner that hid a timid and conventional mind. There’s something about being in the business of predicting death that attracts the mediocre. But a job is a job, and with student loans to pay off it was good money and a convenient place to start what at that time I liked to think of as the long climb over the bodies of my enemies, all the way to the top.

The Chief, as we called him, made a point of taking new associates out to lunch in the few weeks after their arrival at the firm, and I took that opportunity to ask him about the Delvice. Having moved to the big city, I was thinking again about that strange prediction from years ago, wondering what it really meant, and imagining the tall smoky men nodding their broad-brimmed hats over the skyscrapers while pedestrians screamed through the streets like badly-inked extras in an old comic book.

I didn’t feel comfortable approaching the issue directly, but got him talking about the old days, before gene-mapping and other death-prediction technologies were routine. He had some good stories to tell, mostly about the changes in courtship and marriage that resulted from routine paternity testing, but when I asked, “What about the Delvice? Isn’t it a little surprising that it never caught on?” he looked like he’d swallowed a frog.

“Hardly surprising at all,” he snapped. “It’s a toy.”

“Gene mapping was a toy once, too.”

“Gene mapping was a tool, even when it was too cumbersome to use. It was clear from the beginning that we could create meaningful probability distribution functions based on people’s genetic proclivities, even before routine measurement became possible. With gene mapping we could associate a given haplotype with a dozen possible causes of natural death, and sub-divide the population into risk categories accordingly. If someone had DFN-8 they were going to go deaf and have poor balance, and we knew what the odds were of them dying because of it.

“The Delphi Device was too well named. It never produced anything susceptible to statistical analysis. Two people might die of cancer at the age of seventy-five and one of them would be told ‘Cancer’ and the other ‘Old Age’. Two people might die in the same car crash and one would be told ‘Drunk Driver’ and the other ‘Blunt Force Trauma.’ And the odds are that the one who had been drinking would get the drunk driver prediction.

“Actuarial art is not just about numbers, it’s about categories, and we carefully choose categories of causes that matter to us. Diseases we can cure, accidents we can prevent, chronic conditions we can treat. Those are what matter. The Delvice used some other kind of categorization scheme, and it was too capricious to offer any statistical guidance, much less individual assurance.”

I nodded and tried to look intelligently interested, although so far he hadn’t said anything I didn’t know. And nothing that explained his apparent hostility toward the machine.

“Then there was the time element. Suppose you knew you were going to die of heart failure. At what age? Without that little bit of information you really don’t know anything that you didn’t know before, even in the old days when we just had things like family history and lifestyle to go on.

“Finally, and most famously, there was the interpretation issue. I recall one case where a man was predicted to die
from a falling meteorite. Astrophysicists spent a fortune following him around, waiting to get the rock still hot from its descent through the atmosphere. And of course he wound up dying in a museum during the making of a documentary about his predicament when one of the exhibits fell on him. So even in cases where there seemed to be no room for ambiguity there were too many possibilities.”

“And no one ever tried to get past those issues?”

“Oh, we tried. I myself once headed up a division of the company that was tasked with finding a way to aggregate sufficient data to make statistically valid inferences from Delvice forecasts. It was very nearly the demise of my career.” He grimaced at the painful memory. “At first it looked straightforward. There are techniques for dealing with imperfect data, but as someone once said, ‘data’ is not the plural of ‘anecdote.’ To perform any sort of statistical inference we must have some sort of homogeneity. And there wasn’t any way of imposing that on the Delvitic results. In the end, my team was able to prove mathematically that there was a kind of maximum entropy principle behind the predictive mechanism: prediction was only possible if the sum total of knowledge in the world remained constant. Anything else would have violated the second law of thermodynamics, which even a poor statistician like me knows isn’t going to happen. So in a sense the feeling of knowledge that the Delvice predictions created was just that: a feeling. The simple fact of knowing how you were going to die necessarily changed the world in such a way that the knowledge couldn’t do you any good. It didn’t create any new information—it just collected little bits of information from a million places and concentrated them in one place.

“We called it the Ignorance Theorem. It was quite a significant result from a purely theoretical perspective, and in fact the mathematician responsible later went on to win the Fields Medal for his work on extended probability measures over non-Borel subsets. He was obsessed with finding a loophole in his original result, possibly because his own Delvitic prediction involved something that appeared both equally unlikely and unpleasant. To do with sex and horses, as I recall.”

I opened my eyes wide with slightly salacious girly curiosity at this, and his pale skin took on a genteel flush, but he didn’t fill me in on either the details of the prediction or the actual fate of the mathematician in question. (My later research showed it was every bit as unlikely, and far more unpleasant, than even those fleeting scenes that had spattered my imagination initially.)

“The board of directors, as you might imagine, wasn’t much interested in theoretical results, regardless of how interesting they might have been to academics. They didn’t even allow us to publish what we had, hoping rival firms would continue to invest in something we knew to be a dead end. It took me several years to make up for that failure, and I was fortunate to salvage my career at all. No matter what anyone tells you, they always shoot the messenger. If he’s very lucky, as I was, it’s only a flesh wound.”

“So even if someone had an unambiguous prediction, they wouldn’t be able to do anything about it?”

“That is correct. It’s a bit like these oddball quantum phenomena we used to hear so much about, that some people thought were going to allow faster-than-light communication. A fellow I knew in college got stuck with that one as his first job out of school. Apparently everyone who understood anything about the problem knew it could never be used to send signals, but someone in senior management at his employer decided it ‘just made sense,’ to use the catch-phrase of the arrogant and ignorant.” He shook his head sadly in memoriam to a career cut short. “Poor man. He was an absolute genius, a true prodigy in quantum information theory. I hired him as a consultant on the Delvice project, and his own contribution to the work was critical.

“It was taking quite a risk on my part, what with corporate chairs being the only secure university employment these days, and him having been blacklisted. The motto of the modern corporation is: ‘If at first you don’t succeed, hide any evidence you ever tried.’ If that means ruining a few careers here and there it’s just too bad. That was the last intellectual work he was able to secure, although I understand he has continued his own theoretical research, despite turning his hand to plumbing for a living. Which I suppose has its remuneration—financially, if in no other way.

“In any case, his experience was a cautionary tale for me, and with his advice I was able to present the final result to the board without quite falling on my own sword.”
I almost smiled at the sudden image of him dressed in ramshackle armor like a knight, but had the sense to restrict myself to a weak smile. He was clearly touchy on the subject of careers ruined by the ignorant asking for the impossible. But I could hardly help asking, “But how does that work? If someone had a clear prediction, say, ‘Death by hurricane,’ wouldn’t they be able to know that a hurricane was going to hit?”

“Yes, but when? And where? And will they be in more than one hurricane? We had great hopes for such people, but unfortunately the general principle meant that only a few unambiguous predictions could exist, and even when we could find people who had them, it gave us nothing useful. A dozen people in Los Angeles were found with ‘Earthquake’ predictions, but that’s hardly new information. All it told us was that there would be people killed in California by earthquakes. ‘Film at eleven,’ as we used to say.”

I let the obscure reference go. Film?

“So even in the case where someone knew they were going to die in a singular global catastrophe—a war or famine or plague—they couldn’t do a thing to prevent it?”

“Not unless they can also violate the second law of thermodynamics. It would be the equivalent of building a perpetual motion machine. Strictly impossible. Even if they published their prediction, no one would believe them, or the act of publishing it would cause the event to occur. Like a central banker warning of a panic and causing a run on the banks.

“As I said, the marketing people did a better job than they could possibly have dreamed when they named the Delphi Device. The Greeks understood the vagaries of prediction. They knew that knowledge can’t be created out of nothing, and in this case the price of knowing one thing is the inability to do anything about it. I would have thought that someone with your name would appreciate that, Cassandra, but I suppose hope really does spring eternal among the young.”

I’ve spent many years since then pondering what he told me, and learning far more math and physics than I ever dreamed existed in those days as a lowly actuarial assistant. I even broke into the company’s archives and verified that the theoretical work the Chief’s group did decades ago is sound. I’ve worked through the proofs myself, and I can’t see any way around it.

By concentrating the knowledge of how one is going to die into a few simple words, the same information is lost from a million other places that might prevent that occurrence from actually coming to pass. The Ignorance Theorem might be summed up as: “To know what is going to happen to an individual, there must be a loss of information about the group.” And by removing information from that dynamic context, we remove the possibility of change.

I hooked up with the Chief’s quantum-mechanic friend a few years ago and found he had indeed continued to work on the Ignorance Theorem. He had been able to prove that it is the act of measurement that actually fixes the individual’s fate. Free will is a collective phenomenon—individuals only have it when they are an ignorant atom within a larger group. It is in the dynamics, the ebb and flow of information passing freely between individuals in a billion small ways, that makes the process of choice possible. The group can be in a mixture of a million “information eigenstates” at once, each representing a possible future, all evolving as an uncertain whole. The Delvice picks out one possible future from that mix and collapses the collective wavefunction into a single state relative to the fate of that individual. Which suggests there is one desperate way to reverse the process.

I am not taking this course lightly. I went back to that old back-country mall where I got my prediction so many years ago and bought their machine, certainly one of the last in existence. It was cheap. I’ve been testing people ever since—my job, now in the upper echelons of the insurance business, has given me access to a lot of blood samples. It isn’t exactly ethical, but I have never been at risk of being caught.

I can’t tell anything from the data. I wondered if there would be an increase in “Fire” predictions for younger people who were more likely to live until the bombs fell. But the Ignorance Theorem holds. There is nothing in the data that unambiguously pointed to a sudden increase in violent death. There can’t be.
It was only a matter of time before the final thought occurred to me. I am the only person who knows of my prediction. Perhaps I am the only one who got it. The “meteorite man” was certainly unique in his fate. Maybe I am, too.

Suicide won’t work. People tried that back in the day—terminally depressed souls who were told by the Delvice they were going to die of cancer and tried to shoot themselves or poison themselves or drown themselves. It never worked. They either failed entirely—the gun misfired, or the “poison” turned out to be candy—or they floated back to the surface and lived out their days as institutionalized vegetables until they died, as predicted, of cancer.

What I need to do is not destroy my life, but rather disperse the knowledge of how it is going to end. If I do that, then perhaps it won’t happen. It is the only thing I can think of in my increasingly desperate quest. But I must not reveal to anyone what my prediction is, or they would have to share my fate.

Fate. There’s another fine Greek concept.

I’ve lived well these past years, knowing that tomorrow we all might die. I’ve never married, never had children. I regret that, if I regret anything. But I’ve been able to enjoy myself in ways that others, trapped in more conventional lives, might not. Known pleasures and adventures that were made all the more intense by the growing certainty that in the end I must forget them all.

I’ve destroyed my machine. I really hope it is the last one in existence. I’ve not been able to find any others. I’ve done a bit of other destruction, too. Archives, records. It would be hard, though not impossible, for anyone to build a new one. And if they do, I’ve arranged things so that they will eventually be sent all the information I have on the Ignorance Theorem and the collective nature of free will.

Penultimately, I have murdered my quantum collaborator. His body won’t be found. His prediction read simply, “Cassandra.” Death by me. When he first heard my name he gave a small start, and then a slow smile spread across his features and he nodded. He was a very old man, even for these long-lived times. His first words were, “I’m happy to say I’ve been waiting for you for a very, very long time. And I think I am indeed ready to meet you at last.” He was a good friend, and helped me to understand the nature of the problem and the only possible solution. But he knew too much. If he didn’t know the exact nature of my prediction he guessed the general sense of it. He had to die. And the machine said I had to kill him.

As for me, administering electro-shock therapy to yourself isn’t easy, but I’m pretty sure my set-up will work. It’s amazing what you can find on iBay. Complete with manuals, even. This old Russian gear is supposed to be the best.

I have it wired so there is a program of shocks that will be administered until I am unable to speak the pass-phrase, which is, as you might expect, “Global Thermonuclear War.” As soon as I say it I’ll be shocked again. Once an hour has passed with no shocks an automated email will alert the building super. Just one line: “Emergency. Send paramedics to Unit 10-C.” If that doesn’t work, my rent is due tomorrow, which will certainly bring him to the door soon enough.

I don’t know why I’m writing this, even. Before I shock myself the first time I’ll scrub the drive and burn this machine.

But I guess I wanted to review in my own mind what brought this to pass. Decades of knowing, or at least suspecting that I knew, how the world was going to end. With tensions rising again in Micronesia over thermo-electric rights to the Western Pacific Basin it is time to act. If I can disperse the knowledge in my mind, turn it back into a million random acts of a million anonymous human beings, put the world back into a superposition of possible futures, it might just be enough to prevent the end.

The paramedics who are called to my side will be changed, however slightly, by responding to that call instead of some other. The doctors and nurses will have the course of their lives deflected. Perhaps I’ll even make the news, changing in some small way the minds of many thousands of people who will see a story about me instead of something else. In these things I still have a choice. If not in the manner of my passing, then at least in the manner of my living.
There is no certainty I will succeed. Perhaps I am committing mental suicide for nothing. But I have to try.

I have read a great deal on the effects of electro-shock, and there is a good chance I’ll be rehabilitated. I’ve given much thought to what I might do with the rest of my life, and concluded that the only way to avoid future disasters of this kind is for humanity to expand beyond just one world. We have been to Mars and back. It is time to go there and stay.

The note beside my bed read simply: “Only one Earth is not enough.” I’m afraid to say anything more, afraid I will give in to some subconscious temptation that would eventually lead me right back to this point.

I have done what I can. If it works, I will have saved humanity. And no one, not even I, will ever know.

Goodbye.

Story by T. J. Radcliffe
Illustration by Matt Haley
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and is forthcoming in *Event*.

Cameron Stewart is the multiple-award nominated illustrator of *Batman & Robin*, *Seaguy*, *Catwoman*, and *The Other Side*. His serialized online graphic novel *Sin Titulo* won the 2010 Eisner Award for Best Digital Comic, and can be found at sintitulocomic.com.

Kris Straub is the cartoonist behind the webcomic “Chainsawsuit” and the sci-fi humor saga *Starslip*. He’s also co-author of the Harvey Award-nominated *How To Make Webcomics*, published by Image. Kris has lived in every city in America for at least one second.

James Lafond Sutter is the Fiction Editor for Paizo Publishing, creators of the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game. He is the award-winning author of numerous game products and short stories, and his fiction has appeared in such venues as *Black Gate*, *Catastrophia*, and *Apex Magazine*, as well as been translated into several languages. His anthology *Before They Were Giants* pairs the first stories of SF greats from William Gibson to China Mieville with new interviews and writing advice from the authors themselves. For more information, visit jameslsutter.com.

Marcus Thiele (familiarly known as Marcus Parcus) disappeared under mysterious circumstances at the age of 27 and was hastily replaced with a life-like replica. The pretense of his continued existence and artistic output is maintained through the silence, exile and cunning of the skilled estate representatives at themonkeymind.livejournal.com.

Kelly Tindall is Canadian, and his drawings can be found all over a bunch of Image comic books. Go say “hi”: kellytindall.blogspot.com.

Dean Trippe is an alien robot ninja wizard (from the future) who makes comics. He is a former comic shop manager, a lifelong superhero fan, and has an actual degree in comics. For more of his work, visit deanthripp.com.

J Jack Unrau is a freelance writer and vagabond librarian whose work has appeared on Wired.com, CBC Radio and in Broken Pencil. Living in China taught him valuable lessons about taking pictures of riot police. J's online home is thedubiousmonk.net.

Bartholomew von Klick lives beneath a bridge in Missouri, emerging only to collect a toll from passers-by. He sometimes mutters about all the things he would like to eat, but has not yet been able to kill. He has thirty-six cats, and a beautiful wife who rises from the grave every night to hunt and bring him snacks from the orphanage.

Julia Wainwright lives in Suffolk, England, where she writes stuff, makes things, and grows 0.1 percent of her own food. She's just happy to be here. Julia can be reached at juliacw@ntlworld.com.

Jeffrey C. Wells is the co-creator of the award-winning webcomic “Skin Horse”, found online at skin-horse.com. He himself has also won awards, but they were for things like “Worst Opening Line of a Science Fiction Story”, so if you want to award him with things so he no longer feels inferior to his own webcomic, that would be great. He lives in the wilds of rural Wisconsin with a wonderful spouse, a dial-up modem, and more pets than you can shake a stick at. Watch him do his thing at skin-horse.com

David Michael Wharton (inhetet@gmail.com) is a freelance writer and journalist from Texas. When not sweating in the trenches as an editor for Creative Screenwriting Magazine, he hammers out screenplays and short fiction and sweats one of these days he's going to get around to that novel, damn it.

Shannon Wheeler is the Eisner-winning creator of the comics *Too Much Coffee Man*, *Postage Stamp Funnies* and *How To Be Happy*. His cartoons appear regularly in the New Yorker. tmcm.com

Living deep in the savage lands known as the 'Dirty Jerz,' Kit Yona runs an auto salvage yard, adds income via poker whenever possible and plays rugby with an enthusiasm that far outstrips any athleticism he might believe he possesses. In his lack of spare time Kit edits and writes for the fantasy book review site The Griffin or the Agate (thegriffin.com) to justify the time spent getting his Masters degree in English. He blames his appearance in this tome on his beautiful muse of a wife, Laura. He can be tormented/harassed/contacted at thegriffin.com
Copyright

This book is released under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives license. This allows you, the reader, to share, email, upload, download, seed, and torrent this entire book (or the ebook found at machineofdeath.net).

And please do! Furthermore, most of the individual stories within this book are released under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike license. This further permits you to alter, transform, translate, adapt, or build upon them, so long as the following conditions are met: You must attribute the work to its author (but not in any way that suggests that they endorse you or your use of the work). You may not use the work for commercial purposes. And you may only distribute the resulting work under the same or a similar license to this one.

For-profit transmission, re-publication or adaptation of this book or any of the stories within is specifically disallowed by this license—for any commercial use, please contact the respective authors.

The following stories appear in this book under a different license:

- “Flaming Marshmallow” © A. Camille Renwick. Some rights reserved under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives license. You may share this story, but not change or adapt it in any way without the consent of the author.
- “Almond” © John Chernega. All rights reserved.
- “Vegetables” © Chris Cox. All rights reserved.
- “Shot by Sniper” © Bartholomew von Klick. All rights reserved.

No transmission or adaptation of these stories individually is permitted without the consent of the author. All other stories are released under the BY–NC–SA license above.

All illustrations in this book are © their creators. All rights reserved.


This electronic version of the book is version 1.5, last changed on the 4th November 2010.

Thank you for reading our book.
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